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THE NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY 

OF THE CRIMINAL' JUSTICE' SYSTEM 

The National Manpower Survey of the Criminal Justice System was a 
cdmprehensive and systematic effort conducted in response to Part D, 
Section 402(c) of the Crime Control Act of 1.·973. The Congressional 
Mandate for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration to adequately 
address human reSource needs in the field of law enforcement and 
criminal justice is clearfy indicated in the following excerpt from 
the Act: I) 

The Institute shall, before the end of the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1976~ survey existing and future 
personnel needs of the Nation in the field of 
law enforcement and cr.iminal justice and the adequacy 
of Federal, State and local programs to meet such 
needs. Such survey shall specifically determine the 
effectiveness and sufficiency of the training and 
academic assistance programs carried out under this 
title and. relate such programs to actual manpower 
and training requirements in the law enforcement 
and criminal justice field. In carrying out the 
provisions of this section, the Director of the 
Institute shall consult .. with and make maximum use of 
statistical and other related information of the 
Department of Labor" Department of Health, 
'Education and Welfare, Federal, State and local 
criminal justice agencies. The Administration 
shall thereafter, within a reasonable time, develop 
and issue guidelines, based upon the need priorities 
established by the survey, pursuant to which project 
grants for training .and academic assistance programs 
shall be made." 

The .National Institute of Law. Enforcement and Crimi.nal Justice was 
responsible for assur'Jng that the survey was conducted and the findings 
were published. "After the establishmento,of the Office of Criminal 
Justice Education and Training, OCJET assumed responsibility for 
coordinating the agency-wide effort to analyze the survey findings, 
deve18p appropriate guidelines, and implement progranmatic responses. 
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INTRODucnON 

The role of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in human 
resource development can be traced to the passage of the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. For approximately a decade, 
funds have been channeled into human resource devElopment in an 
attempt to improve and strengthen the productivity of the criminal 
justice system. l~hen placing these programs in historical perspective, 
it is clear that millions of federal dollars have been expended on 
numerous human resource development activities which have included 
training and academic programs, construction of training centers, and 
recruitment and selection programs. While past efforts have played 
a significant role in advancing the field of criminal· justice more 
rapidly than most occupational areas in recent years, the need for 
continued emphasis of human resource development is reflected in the 
National Manpower Survey. The survey clearly indicates the pressing 
demand for technology in such areas as task analysis, determining 
training/educational needs, curriculum development, evaluation and 
human resource planning in long-term perspective. 

Funding support by the Administration for human resource activities 
can be found at all levels of government. Block grant funding has 
spawned programs at both the state and local levels. In addition, 
Discretionary funding, along with other funding, has played an inte
gral part in bolstering these efforts. The federal role in human 
resource development is vital to system improvement. Training and 
educational programs will play an important part in shaping the 
future direction of the criminal justice system in the years ahead. 
In addition to funding support, a comprehensive view of human resource 
needs and problems can be achieved at the federal level along with 
the establishment of assistance priorities. In short, activities can 
be put into motion to address such needs and problems in a system 
that has become progressively complex in nature. The National Manpower 
Survey underscores the need to move from a quantitative to a qualitative 
approach in future programmatic efforts. 

The NJtional Manpower Survey Working Group was established in response 
to a memorandum directed to J. Price Foster, Director of the Office 
of Criminal Justice Education and Training, from Henry S. Dogin, 
Deputy Administrator for Policy Development in the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration. This Working Group was established to 
review the National Manpower Survey and prepare a written summary 
of findings and conclusions. The members of the group were selected 
on the basis of their expertise in the areas of law enforcement, 
courts and corrections. Listed below are the persons responsible for 
conducting the analysis and their respective assignments. This list 
also acknowledges those persons who were responsible for providing 
clerical support. 
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Each of the individuals listed on the preceeding page should be commended 
for superior performance under very limited time pC\rameters. The Office 
of Criminal Justice EducC\tion and Tr.aini,ng sincerely appreciates the 
work conducted by the National Manpower Survey Working Group. Also, 
the cooperation received from various administrators throughout the 
agency enabled this office to successfully complete its assignment. 

The review and analysis of the National Manpower Survey focused on 
Volume Two, Law Enforcement; Volume Three, Corrections; Volume Four, 
Courts; and Volume Five, Education and Training. It was felt that the 
structuring of the analysis was of utmost importance in light of future 
priorities and program funding. It is c1early articulated in the 
Act that liThe Administration shall thereafter, within a reasonable 
time develop and issue guidelines, based upon the need priorities 
established by the survey, pursuant to which project grants for training 
and academi c ass i stance programs shall be made. II Therefore, the anal ys is 
performed was designed to result in tentative guidelines addressing 
programmatic thrusts in accordance with established priorities. This 
effort is also important from the standpoint of a legislative mandate, 
Congressional hearings and future decision-making by the Administration. 

The analysis performed was conducted on a chapter-by-chapter basis, with 
reviewers util izing their subject expertise to develop comments on 
their respective assignments. These comments focus on four primary 
areas, namely, the National Manpower Survey fiy,dings, needs, conclusions, 
and reconmendations. Also,consideration is devoted to "need priorities 
established by the survey.1I 

A IIReviewer Conclusion ll section follows the review and analysis of each 
chapter. This particular section addresses .anything reviewers felt 
they needed to point out, with primary focus placed on rank ordering 
priorities identified in the Nat"lonal Manpower Survey. If additional 
priorities were developed by reviewers, based on the analysis conducted, 
these were also included in the rank ordering process. All priorities 
developed by reviewers are identified by an asterisk. 

Chapter I of Volumes Two, Three, Four and Five is merged with the analysis 
of chapters that follow in each respective volume. This particular 
chapter is the IIExecutive SUllJl1ari' of each volume and addresses pertinent 
information in subsequent chapters. Also, an attachment accompanies each 
chapter reviewed. Rank order priorities are listed in the attachment 
along with identified examples of responsive LEAA activities. 
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In conclusion, it should be pointed out that areas pertaining to 
juvenile justice in Volumes Three and four were reviewed and analyzed 
by the Schoo1 of Social Service Administration at the University 
of Chicago. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
designated an outside expert because they had no training program staff 
available. The work performed by the above referenced university 
appears in the attachment to this report. 
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NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY ANALYSIS: VOLUME TWO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 
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NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY ANAlYSIS: VOLUME TWO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Introduction 

Volume II of the National Manpower Survey is an attempt to assess 
the current status and the future personnel needs of law enforcement 
agencies. Written in five chapters, in addition to an Executive ' 
Summary (Chapter I), the document addresses the following issues: 
Current Manpower Assessment - Chapter II, The Outlook for Law 
Enforcement Employment: Manpower Projections to 1985 - Chapter III, 
Recruitment and Retention of Police Officers - Chapter IV, Education 
for Law Enforcement Occupations - Chapter V and Training for Law 
Enforcement Occupations - Chapter VI. 

'/ 

..:' 
Each chapter is reviewed separately and provides for overview and 
major findings of the study, the reviewer1s assessment of the study, 
recommendations and conclusions, and a prioritization of needs to 
be addressed as a result of the study data. The Executive Summary 
is not reviewed separately but is incorporated within the discussions 
of individual chapters. 

Chapter I - Executive Summary 

Chapter I of Volume II of the NMS is a summary of pertinent information 
gleaned fro in subsequent chapters. It should be noted that reviewers 
cons'idered information presented in thellExecutive Summaryl,l when 
analyzing respective chapters in the review process. . 

Chapter II - Current ManpowerAs~essment 

Overview and Major Fih'(j';ngs of the Study 
,'. 

As the title suggests,' the emphasis of this chapter was on identifying 
current patterns and projected needs for,. the employment of pol ice 
manpower. Toe pri mary data source uti 1 i zed to determi ne curr,~nt 
manpower levels was an LEAA sponsored 1974 U.S. Census Bureau study. 
Data for prOjected needs were derived from a NMS surv~y of police 
executives, a 1965 survey by the National League of Cities and from 
analyses of several experimental studies that have been u~dertaken 
to address issues concerning police productivity. 

In terillS 9fthe current manpower sta·tus within, the country, some of 
the key findings of the study",were: 
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About one-half of all police personnel serve in the patrol 
rune Vi 011. 

City police departments have the largest proportion of their 
total employees in areas that are directly concerned with 
primary operations, i.e., supervising, patrolling, traffic 
control, criminal investigation, line or supervisory functions 
and management and directing, than do county and state agencies. 

County sheriff offices have sufficient proportions of employees 
assigned to custodial duties. 

Stat~ police departments employ relatively large proportions of 
personnel in clerical ,and other support positions. 

Police population ratios tend to be highest in the largest 
cities. The number of law enforcement employees per 1,000 
inhabitants range from 3.5 in cities with more than 250,000 
population to 1.9 in cities with 10,000 to 100,000 population. 

Also, crime rates in larger cities are higher than in smaller 
citi es. 

An attempt was made to determine explicit reasons for variations in 
manpower levels within the various cities since it was apparent to the 
researchers that crime rates could not have been the sole reasons for 
such differences. In fact, it was hypothesized that several variables, 
in addition to crime, were highly significant in this regard. The 
results were: 

Variables most likely to impact on the police-population ratio' 
were found to be 'incidence of street crime, amount of taxes per 
capita, the proportion of low income families in jurisdictions, 
and black males. 

large city (100,000 to 1 million) police employment was found to 
be most sensitive to robbery rates, taxes per capita and proportion 
of black males (ages 15-25) in the population, in that order. 

Medium size and smaller cities based employment on, first, per 
capita taxes, robbery rates and then black male youth and low 
income families. 

Data provided in the NMS indicate that law enforcement has not been a 
static field in terms of employment pat·berns. For example, the number 
of police increased from 74 per 100,000 population in 1910 to lB2 per 
100,000 in 1970, to 217 per 100,000 in 1975. Finally, however, it i~, 
belie.ved that a plateau has been reached in police employment. The -

3 

latter exists in spite of the fact that many police executives feel 
that additional manpower is needed to do an effective job. The 
latter data about police executives came from a 1975 survey conducted 
for the purpose of this study which asked them to identify in rank 
order the most serious manpower problems in their agencies. The 
results were: 

The most serious problem was an inadequate number of authorized 
positions for law enforcement personnel. 

The next most s~rious concern was the inability to achieve or 
maintain authorized strength. 

One in five chiefs of small police departments in jurisdictions 
with less than 17,000 population reported that inadequate 
training and personnel were serious problems. 

General budgetary problems were also indicated as serious 
concerns. 

In terms of additional personnel that law enforcement executives felt 
were needed, this same survey found that: 

Total manpower needs exceeded actual employment by about 27 
percent for police and 34 percent for sheriffs. 

The greatest average percentage increases needed, 54 percent 
and 65 percent respectively, were reported by police and 
sheriffs in agencies with fewer than 10 employees. 

In the case of police, the average percentage increase r~ported 
as needed declined progressively with size of agency to about 
17-18 percent for agencies with 150-999 employees. 

An average increase of 29 percent was needed by the largest police 
departments, those with 1,000 or more employees. 

Another survey in 1965 conducted by the National league of Cities 
presented a somewhat different picture of projected manpower needs in 
police departments: 

The most striking difference was with major cities, 250,000 
population or more. This category reported the smallest 
percentage requirement for additional officers, 11 percent. 
The Nat;onalManpower Survey rEported a needed increase of 
29 percent. 
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For medium sized agencies, i.e., cities. rarlg;ng ft'pm 50,000 to 
250,000, thbjaverage percentage increase needed was virtually 
identical in! the two surveys. They averaged 18-19 percent. 

Smaller departments, with populations of less than 50,000, 
reported an average need of 17 percent additional officers in 
the National League of Cities survey. Conversely, nor this 
same group, the NMS reported needs ranging from 24 percent 
up to 54 percent. 

Finally, this chapter ended with a deviation away from simply attempting 
to provide census-type data to an attempt at addressing a major policy 
and research issue regarding police and crime rates. The attempt was 
to establish if a relationship existed between the level of police 
manpower and the incidences of crime. The approach taken was an 
analysis of data from some of the most prominent studies that have 
been conducted addressing this issue. It was soon found that existing 
data do hot answer this question. The problem is that definitive 
research results do not exist at this time. 

Review of NMS Study Results 

For the most part, data presented in this chapter do not go beyond 
giving 'a rather sketchy outline of where police resources are located 
(i.e., by occupational level) within law enforcement departments, by 
size of departments. Such data as employment trends by geographical 
areas, data for comparisons among specific departments and the like 
are not provided. 

Data provided on manpower needs are insuffi'cient. One reason is that 
the methodology employed, survey of poli ce executiv.2s as to what they 
thought needs were, is too subjective ~o yield good results. The 
problem highlighted by this effort is :that attempts at obtaining true 
manpower neeus would require a more careful approach. 

In attempting to extrapolate results from the experiments that have 
been undertaken, the study perhaps overlooked some very significant 
considerations regarding police presence and its impact on crime. 
The NMS makes the classical statement that the increase in the number" 
of police employed over the years has resulted in an increase in the 
crime rate, indicating an inverse relationship between higher police 
employment and the deterrence of crime (page 11-27). This statement 
fails to take into consideration alternative variables that may 
influence this pattern such as with more police there is a stroh~g 
probability that there will be more arrests and that there has been 
a concomitant increase in crime reporting along with the increase in 
police employment, probably due to more liberalized thinking and more 
educated publics about some crime problems. In the end, as oftentimes 
happens in studies of this nature, more questions are raised than are 
answered. 

. I 
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Recommendations and Conclusions 

The ~tudy provided no explicit recommendations or conclusions in this 
sectlon. Wha~ ~oes surface from the study, however, are a number of 
needs for addltlonal study and action. 

Per~aps the most patent need identified by the study is for a well 
deslgned, comp~ehensive, ongoing manpower survey for law enforcement 
personnel. Th~s type of effort would be designed to obtain numerous 
relevant data ltems that would assist the practitioner and the 
res~archer: A great deal of careful thought would have to be given 
to ltS deslgn and conduct. ' 

Further nee~s.identif~ed by the study are for data on police jobs/tasks 
and productlvlty.requlrements. If possible, standards for productivity 
~hou~d b~ establ1shed. The latter, of course, has far reaching 
lmpllcatlons for other p~oblem areas within police departments, which 
wer~ ~ot a ~onc~r.n of th1S study, such as selection, promotional and 
traln1ng crlter1a, etc. 

Another.need i~entifi~d was for further testing of various hypotheses 
c?ncernlng.poll~e omnlpresence and its impact on crime. Studies 
dlscussed 1n th1S report, t~e Kansas City Preventive Patrol study, et.a 
have only begun to surface lssues regarding this matter. Other research 
along these lines is indicated. 

'. 
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Chapter tIl - The Outlook for Law Enforcement Employment: Manpower 
Projections to 1985 

A major objective of this chapter was to '''project: future personnel 
needs of state and local criminal justice agencies, by occupation, 
for a 10 year period to 1985. 11 

,) 

The approach taken for obtaining data for projections differed from 
that of the preceding chapter which relied upon information derived 
directly from an opin"jon survey of police executives. In this chapter 
attempts were made to fprecaSt and analyze future needs in the law 
enforcement field based on such variables as crime rates, economic 
factors and other changes that migh't occur in such areas as 
decriminalization and the increas~d use of civilians in police 
departments. 

The following findings were extrapolated from the data analyzed: 
'.' 

Summarlly, moderate, continuedgrbwth in law enforcement is 
anticipated during the 10 year period, although at a substantially 
slower rate than in recent years. u 

Though in the past police protection accounted for a major share 
of total criminal justice expenditures and employment, the rate 
of growth has begun to taper off and wi 11 show further dec 1 i nes 
in the' future. . 

. ' 

-' Recent employment growth has been more rapid for state and county 
ag~ncies (about 4 percent annually) a~ compared to cities (about 
2 percent annually). 

Sworn officer emp1ciyment is projected, to grow at a rate of 2.2 
percent annually, "as compared with an estimated growth rate.of 
4.0 percent for nonswo.rn employees. The indication her'e is that 
civilization will continue to be popular in the future. 

As stated" earlier, major bases for projections about future police 
manpower needs were determined by antic'ipations of future crime rates; 
and pub 1 i c fi nanci a 1 support for 1 aw enforcement. In reference to 
these two indicato~s, the study hypothesizes the following: 

Part I offenses are expected to grow (but at a slower rate than 
the present time) 'between 1974 and 1980 due, in part, to continued 
high average unemployment. 

" 
A Significant decline;n the\ crime rate (3.9 percent annually) is 
projected for the Reriod of 1980-1985. This.,reduc;tion is thought 
to be associated wfththe reduction in the proportion of youth in 
the population and. the assumed reduction in unemploYment. 

I"~ 
i 
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The index of the general ability of state and local governments 
to pay for 1aw enforcement services are projected to grow at 
a relatively low annuai rate of 3.3 percent between 1974 and 
1980. This will be a result of the continuing effects of the 
recent economic recession upon state and local revenues and the 
limited recovery projected to 1980. A more. rapid growth of 
expenditures, at a rate of 4.8 percent per year is projected 
for 1980-1985, reflecting the assumed recovery to a high 
employment economY:,by t'he latter year. In effect, there will 
be more money available for law enforc.ement as the crime rate 
declines, according to the findings of this study. 

Several policy changes that may influence the role of police in the 
future are addressed in the latter section of this chapter. They refer 
to the following areas: 

Decriminalization of such offenses as public drunkenness, 
narcotics and drug abuse, gambling, prostitution, and sexual 
deviance may relieve the police officer's responsibility in 
these areas. The study postulates that if police are not 
involved in such matters, they will be free to perform other 
duties that are more in need of their efforts. 

Increased utilization of civilians, according to the study, is 
progressively becoming more prominent. One of the major 
benefits thought to be associated with this approach is that 
there are substantially lower costs associated with the use 
of civilian personnel than with sworn officers. 

Team policing is thought to be associated with increased crime 
solution, and the most advantageous use of the time and talents 
of officers. A NMS study conducted expressly for this project 
,indicated that police departments ranked team po1icing in the 
following order: (1) improved police-community relations, 
(2) more efficient deployment of manpower, and (3) better 
coverage of patrol areas. 

Consolidation of small police ag ncies was discussed as another 
factor that could influence the utilization of police manpower., 
A clear approach to consolidation, according to the study, has 
yet to be defined. 

Review of NMS Study Results 

The purpose of this chapter was to portray the probable future trends 
in employment of law enforcement personnel. Major variables examined, 
future economy and future crime rates, were only estimates, thus 
posing problems of accuracy. In addition, statements made that implied 

" , 
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a definite or significant relationship between unemployment/employment 
and crime, urban vs. non-urban crime problems and youth and crime are 
primarily conjecture. The latter, youth and crime, has a more ' 
substantive relationship than the others stated, however, it is 
dif~icult to proje~t, with ce~tai~ty, what this relationship will 
be 1n the future wlthout cons1der1ng a variety of other variables 
not considered by this study. At the present time, the impact of 
the former two variables on the incidences of crime has not been 
clearly defined. 

Equally unclear in the literature are the possible effects of 
decriminalization, team policing, civilianization and consolidation. 
Team policing has been the subject of considerable debate and 
consolidation has been explored to some extent, however, more is 
needed in these areas before accurate future projections can be made. 
The remaining areas, decriminalization and civilianization have 
received little attention. 

In this end, this chapter appears to provide few substantiated· 
insights into the future for law enforcement employment. 

Recommendations and Conclusions 

Though this.section of the chapter does not explicitly provide 
recommendatlons, some statements as to conclusions are listed. The 
conclusions, in summary, concern the sTow-down effect that the economy 
will have on law enforcement hiring until 1980 and the accelerated 
~a~e of hiring, due to a stronger economy that will follow that period. 
Crlme rates are expected to diminish during the period'of 1980-1985. 

As a result of information provided in this study, certain recommendations 
have become apparent to the writer. These recommendations concern the 
following: 

More scientific methods for projecting crime trends and other 
data relevant to forecasting law enforcement personnel needs. 

Additional research to provide definitive results about police 
manpower deployment to include issues concerning decriminalization, 
civilianization, teLim policing and consolidation. 
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Chapter IV - Recruitment and Retention of Police Officers 

This section of the volume assesses recruitment and retention trends 
of police department personnel. The data sources for.these ass~ssments 
are varied but primarily include a special NMS of pollce execu~lve 
opinions (already discussed in preceding sections), a 196~ NatlOnal 
League of Cities survey of police departments, the decennlal Censuses 
of Population by the Bureau of .Ce~su: and a 1973-1974 survey by the 
Equal Employment Opportunity CommlSSlon. 

Major findings of data provided by the above-mentioned sources, as 
extrapolated by the contractor, are discussed below. In terms of 
recruitment and turnover: 

The special NMS of police executives· opinions indicated that 
few executives felt that a lack of qualified applicants was a 

h 't II bl mil II ma jor prob lemll. In rare cases were 1 was a pro e . . 
however, it generally was related to a shortage of quallfled 
minorities. 

The same survey found that qualifications of recruits, in 
general, had improved over the ye~rs. IIQualifications ll are 
thought to be equated with educatl0nal levels. 

Turnover rates tended to be influenced by unemployment rates: 
lower turnover rates were exhibited with the rise of unemployment. 

The study speculates that since the preponderance of turnovers 
that occur, even during periods of high unemployment, are 
largely confined to smaller departments, it probably reflects 
the fact smaller departments have fewer incentives in the way 
of salaries and career opportunities. Also, small department 
personnel are less likely to be protected by civil service 
regulations, collective bargain~ng agr~ements and many of 
them hire personnel on a part-tlme basls. 

Sheriffs who also receive relatively low salaries and generally 
lack civil service protection, display a higher tunnover rate than 
police in departments of all sizes. An additional factor assoc~ated 
with the sheriff turnover is attributed to the dullness of the Job. 

The report attempts to project personnel recruitment needs for the future. 
According to the report, hiring rates are determined by at least two 
factors: turnover and change in total authorized personnel. Since 
a slower growth rate in the economy is expected, fewer new positions 
will be authorized for police personnel. In this case, probably the 
majority of positions to be filled will be those to replace resignations, 
i.e., deaths, retirement and other such causes. Data provided in this 
regard are: 

() 
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The rate of personnel losses by death and retirement were 
estimated to average about 1.5 percent per year during 1974-
1985. These findings are based on an analysis of the 1974 
age distribution of sworn officers and retirement rates by age 
groups. 

Volunta~y separation or quit rates were estimated at 6.4 percent 
for 1974-1980 and 7.9 percent for 1980-1985. 

Based on the above data about attrition rates and the perceived 
state of the economy, the contractor specul ated that recY'ui tment 
needs will show new entrants declining from 61,700 in FY 1974 
to an ,annual average of 50,400 during the period of FY i974-1980. 
It is expeCted to increase, however, to an average of 56,350 
per year during the period of 1980-1985 as a result of increased 
turnover, under assumed improved labor market conditions. 

In terms of supply, the prime age group for recruitment of 
sworn officer personnel is projected to increase as are the 
educational levels of new entrants into the labor force. 

Issues of ethnic minor'ity employment and recruitment and, to a lesser 
degree, the employment of women in police work are discussed in this 
section of the document. According to the study, the situation is 
as follows: 

The police executive survey (mentioned earlier) found that 
executives felt that there was a IIserious ll problem in recruiting 
minorities and women. (It is assumed that the IIserious ll problem 
refers to a shortage of qualified persons within both groups.) 

A statement is made to the effect that, in fact, minority 
representation and the rate of increase in police departments 
was less than it should be. For example, the percentage of 
black law enforcement officers increased from only 3.6 percent 
in 1960 to 6.5 percent in 1974. 

Blac~and Spanish-American officers employed were lowest for 
state police agencies, as a group, and generally higher for 
city and county departments. 

The most pronounced disparity in minority police as to their 
representation within the population was found in the southern 
states. Pennsylvania was in. the unique position of having 
attained parity in its propm'tion of m';nority police officers 
by 1974. 
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Blacks and Spanish-Americans occupy a relatively small proportion 
of officer and managerial positions. 

Data Were extrapolated from three data sources, the decennial Censuses 
of Population for 1960 and 1970, the Uniform Crime Report and the 
Equal Employment' Opportunity Commission survey, to determine that a 
small but measurable increase in the proportion of women employed as 
police was evidenced. 

It is thought that the recruitment rate of women will result in a 
gradual increase in their share of police officers, from about 3 percent 
in 1974 to about 3.9 percent in 1985. 

Reviewer Comments Regarding the NMS 

Data provided about current trends in recruitment and retention provide 
some insights into the areas of concern. The information gathering 
process could have been greatly enhanced s however, by the use, in some 
cases, of original data as opposed to secondary data sources. This is 
particularly true in the case of data on the employmE.int of women in 
law enforcement. Data sources used, such as UCR, do not provide 
comprehensive statistics. The UCR report is limited to employment 
at the local (i.e., municipal or county) level of government . 

• 
Instead of utiliz'ing an opinion survey to determine "perceptions II about 
turnover rates and recruitment needs, more accurate data could possibly 
have resulted from a first-hand exam'ination of records or other means 
of assessing available data or generating new data. 

Another concern regarding this chapter is that the aforementioned data 
are used to project future trends and needs. This fact casts an element 
of doubt on the utility of information provided in this regard. 

Recommendations and Conclusions 

Most of the recommendations provided in this section are exact quotations 
from the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals. Basically they concern the need for better minority recruitment 
programs. 

Other concerns that the reviewer derived from reading this chapter are 
the following: portable pensions, police unions, a variety of issues 
concerning recruitment practices as they relate to ethnic minorities 
and women and concerns about higher education and its impact on law 
enforcement personnel performance. 
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Chapter V - Education for Law Enforcement Occupations 

The purpose of this chapter is to present information on the current 
status and projected future levels of educational attainment of sworn 
law enforcement personnel and to consider educational standards and 
recommendations. 

I. The Case for Higher Education 
" 

A. Need for Education 

The need for higher education in the law enforcement field 
is predicated on two distinct but interrelated postulates. 
They are as follows: 

1. The tasks performed by sworn law enforcement personnel 
are sufficiently complex and it is important that college 
training is relevant and useful. 

2. On the average, college-educated personnel perform 
better than those who are not college graduates. 

B. Review of Arguments in Favor of Higher Education for Police 

The Police Foundation, American Bar Association, International 
Association of Chiefs of Police and the National Institute of 
Mental Health are proponents of higher education for police. 
In addition, two national commissions, the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice 
(1967) and the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals (1973), strongly recommended the 
implementation of college degree entrance standards. 

This section of the NMS discussed the arguments used to 
support higher education for police personnel. The . 
discussion is directed in three areas: the first being the 
complexity of police work, secondly the hypothesized 
abilities of college graduates to perform the required 
tasks and finally the assumption that college education 
acts as an effective selection device. 

1. The Complexity of the Job 

The NMS poi nts out that whil e a lot of the po 1 i celllan I s 
job is routine he must: 

a. Understand the intricacies of the law almost as " 
well as a "lawyer. 

-----~-- -- -
- - - -----
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b. Provide counseling in crlS1S situations with the 
knOWledge and diplomacy of a social worker. He 
must act most often during explosive situations 
when not one but several profess i ana lsk i 11 s are 
called for simultaneously. 

In addition an officer must: 

c. Exercise discretion in the use of arrest and force. 

d. Rely on his own judgment away from his supervisor. 

e. Be self-motivated. 

Finally, the complexity of the job is exacerbated by 
the inherent role conflicts, e.g., officers are 
perceived as crime fighters~ but they also have other 
roles including a peacekeeping function. 

Our everchanging society and the advance of technology 
are also causing the po1iceman ' s job tp become more 
complex. Some examples of this are: 

a. Computerization of records; 

b. Consolidation of political areas; 

c. Specialization and 

d. Team policing. 

As a side note, the NMS pOints out that mid and top-level 
administrators have even more complex sets of responsibilities. 

2. Relevant Abilities of College-Educated Personnel 

If one accepts the given tD.at a police officer's job 
is complex, the NMS poi ntsout tha't the problem becomes 
one of how to ensure that the job is performed fairly 
and effectively. 

The NMS cites8ifferent authorities such as Larry Hoover 
who states lithe kind of training necessary to create 
tolerant humane and skilled professionals is characterized 
by the w~rk education ll

• Hoover also stated that a police 
officer needs ~igher education as higher edutation 
pronlotes--self motivation, better ability to handle role 
conflicts and upgrades his ability to best use discretionary 
power. 

'\ 
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3. Organizational Considerations 

It is presented thaf' if the job is very complex, requires 
the use of a large amount of discretion and other high 
level skills that are taught in college, then selection 
and promotion should be ~eared to attract such people. 
In addition, a most important factor arguing for 
increased educational standards for police personnel 
concerns the increasing education attainment of the 
general population. In addition, since most police 
departments are organized almost exclusively around a 
single level of entry (line patrolmen), the selection 
procedure that choses this level also determines the 
pool from which all higher levels of supervision and 
management come from. Therefore, unless people are 
selected that have the necessary education to do the 
job then education must be obtained after employment 
and before promotion or promotion decisions must be 
made from a small number of qualified applicants. 

II. Job Analysis Conclusions Relating to Higher Education 

The NMS conducted a job analysis for six positions in the law 
enforcement field. The following information summarizes those 
results that relate to the desirability of higher education for 
law enforcement personnel. 

Two measures to ascertain if higher education was needed to do 
pol ice work were used. They are i;he general, educationa'l development 
rating scale and the second was an appraisal by several incumbents 
in each of the occupations considered. 

As a result of this action, none of the tasks identified as pertinent 
to the police officer1s job (line patrolman) were rated by either 
method as requiring college training. These appraisals are not 
conclusive due to the fact that GED ratings are intended to 
measure the complexity and sophistication of a given task IDut not 
explicitly to indicate whether college is required and the small 
sample of people used;n the survey. 

III .. Empirical Studies of Higher Education and Police Performance 

A. Studies Conducted 

In the past ten years a number of attempts have been made 
to see if college educa t i oni mproves police performance. 
There are at least two ways to approach this: one being 
looking at agency performance, e.g., comparing an agency(s) 
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with college-educated personnel with an agencYls) with no 
college-educated personnel and the other is to compare 
individual performance. Unfortunately, the complexities 
involved in the attempt to compare two agencies makes it 
next to impossible to isolate the single variable of 
education as responsible for any differences that exist. 
For this reason, all but one of the studies that addressed 
the performance issu~ considered indiv'iduai employees and 
not agencies. " 

The following is a listing of th6se studies with the major 
findings: 

Police Background Characteristics and Performance by Cohen 
and Chaiker. In this study 1,915 police officers were used 
as the sample over a period of time that encompassed 1957 
through 1968. 

The correlation analysis indicated that those with higher 
levels of education are more likely to be promoted out of 
patrol duty and less likely to be the objects of civilian 
complaints. 

The Effect of Education on Police Attitudes (1969) by Norman 
L. Weiner. In this study, a positive relationship was 
determined between education and promotion. 

Predicting Police Failures by Ruth J. Levy (1967). Levy 
found that resignations are positively correlated with 
high levels of education. Levy provides the following 
caveat in regard to this finding. " ... police departments, 
in general do not sufficiently meet the needs of their 
better educated officers. The better officers ... may 
1 ea ve for more cha 11 engi ng emp 1 oyment. II 

Police Recruit Educational Background Analysis by Larry 
Hoover. Hoover reports 1n this 1974 study that the 
level of education does not consistently influence 
anticipated tenures. 

Psychological Assessment of Patrolmen Qualifications in 
Relation to Field Performance by Baehr, Furcon and Fralme1 
(1968). This study disclosed that higher educational 
achievements are a significant explanatory variable for 
the rating score of po1jce officers in one of the white 
groups but not in any of the black groups in the Chicago 
study. 

- ... -.-~- ---------~"'"-----------------.......;----------...;....--------
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Studies that Correlate Education with P..s"y'c_h_q.l.!lliic_C!1.f_o_n_s.!:.r,u~~s_ ::.-.:;.:.=..;.. .. •. __ ._------_.- -. -

The following list of studies makes three assumptions: 
(1) that the attitude being measured is desirable for police 
work, (2) that the test accurately meQsures the attitudes and 
(3) that if an individual's attitude is poor his or her 
performance is also bad. 

Weiner, p. 327. Weiner tested the re1ationsh~p between 
education and 15 attitudinal factors .. Only flve of the 
factors are determined to be significantly related to the 
level of education. The results indicate that the more 
highly educated officer is more likely to understand Black 
rights, approve of Black protests, etc. 

Authoritarianism in College and Non-College Oriented Police 
by Smith, Locke and Wolher. Smith, et al., undertook three 
studies of the effect of education on the degree of 
authoritarianism in a police officer's attitude profile. 

The first study indicated that newly appointed New York 
City police officers attending college. are significant~y 
less authoritarian than comparable offlcers not attendlng 
coll ege. 

The second study shows that police officers attending John 
Jay College are less authoritarian than other students at 
John Jay. 

The third study shows that those with bachelor's degrees are 
less authoritarian than their counterparts ~ithout degrees. 

C. Conclusions 

The available empirical data which w~s cited in the.NMS 
does"not strongly suppo~t the assertlons of the Natl0nal 
Commissia~ that educat}6n is highly correlated with 
performance. H " 

The methodological shortcomings of the cited studies make 
it reasonable to conjecture that the studies may under
estimate the effects of education on performance. 

It is abundantly clear that the hypothesis'Y'e1ating higher 
education to police performance remain to be tested. 

In the absence of conclusive empirical evidence to the 
contrary, the a priori case for the recommendations that 
college education be vigorously promoted among law 
enforcement personnel remains persu~sive to most authorities. 

" 
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IV. Chief Executives' Appraisals of College and Non-College Personnel 

A. Opinion Survey 

The NMS surveyed 1,093 police chiefs in 1975 and asked their 
oplnlon on a number of questions. The following is a 
delineation of more important findings of the opinion survey. 

Compare the performance of officers who have earned college 
degrees with that of those who have not on several dimensions. 

40 percent indicate that college graduates are superior. 

46 percent indicate that there is no difference or that 
they do not know. 

The dimensions that are most associated with the essentials 
of polite work and differentiate between acceptable and 
unacceptable performance ("patrol,\' "making quality 
arrests," "geney'ating fewer citizen complaints") show 
little differentiation between college and non-college 
officers. 

"Har,;.::!lg paperwork and achieving promotions" are the 
areas in which college graduates are rated the highest. 

College degree holders also rated highly on two 
performance dimensions that suggest the peacekeeping 
and service functiohs. 

College-educated personnel are often perceived as 
superi or to other offi ce'rs by chi efs of 1 arge agenci es 
rather than by chiefs of small agencies. 

Executives overall appraisals of college and non-college 
personnel are strongly correlated with their own 
educational achievements and their ages. 

40 percent of the chiefs surveyed feel that college-educated 
personnel are superior to non-college personnel ... 46 percent 
of the chiefs stated that there were no substantial 
differences between the two and 13 percent feel that 
non-college officers are superior. 

The NMS states that based on the data and oplnlons it reviewed, 
that at the patrol officer level there are no tasks that are 
!lEical1y performed at this level for which college work is 
either "reguired" or "highly desirable." It must be concluded 
that evidence that conclusively demonstrates that college 
graduates perform better does not now exist. 
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The NMS further states that despite the absence of 
conclusive evidence of the effect of education on 
performance, it is nonetheless reasonable for departments 
to· pursue the policy of encouraging higher education among 
their personnel. 

B. Analysis of Recent Trends in Educational Attainment 

The purpose of this section is to point out the current 
levels of education attained by law enfo~cement personnel. 
Current levels of attainment are compared with the levels 
in the recent past and the trends in the labor force as a 
whole. 

In a~dition! the exte~t to which ~ising attainment at entry 
and In-serVlce educatlOnal upgradlng are contributing to the 
trends is also considered. The relationship of rank and 
tenure to education level is analyzed. Differences in 
educational attainments among states and regions are then 
considered and lastly the education levels of incumbents 
with the recommendations discussed in the preceding section. 

1. Increase in the Educational Level of Sworn Personnel 
1960-1974 

a. Major increases in the educational attainment of 
sworn law enforcement personnel occurred during 
the years from 1960-1974. Some of the major 
findings are as follows: 

The proportion of police officers ~ith less 
than high school educations declined from 
37 percent in 1960 to 10 percent in 1974. 

In 1960, 20 percen~"",of sworn police personnel 
had completed onelor more years of college. 
In 1974, 47 perceh~ of tha police officers in 
the country had done so. 

The rate of growth in the education level of 
sworn::-ipersonnel between 1970-1974 was somewhat 
higher than what would have been predicted by 
extending the ave~age annual growth rate 
between 1960-1970 through 1974. 

The number of individuals (in 1974) who had 
completed at least one year of college increased 
significantly more than would have 'been expected 
on the 1960's trend. 

. I 
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The actual rate of decline in the number of 
those without high school diplomas exceeded 
the rate that would have been expected. 

The growth in the percent of personnel with 
some college between 1970 and 1974 was 
significantly higher for police officers 
than it was for all male workers. 

The educational level of police recruits at 
entry has been rising steadily over the last 
15 years, e.g., 20.2 percent of those entering 
police service in 1960-1964 had 13-15 years 
of schooling, in 1965-1969 the figure was 
19.9 percent and in 1970-1974 it was 29.8 
percent. 

1.7 percent of the individuals in the 1960-1964 
cohort earned an associate degree during either 
their first five to'nine years, 1965-1969, and 
0.4 percent earned a bachelor's cir a master's 
degree. In'contrast, 8 percent of'the 1965-1969 
cohort earned associate degrees during 1970 and 
nearly 4 percent earned bachelor's degrees. 

In 1974, the education of law enforcement officers 
was positively correlated with age. The older 
the officer the less likely he is to have completed 
high school and to have attended or completed 
college. 

Among current incumbents almost twice the 
percentage of the 1970-1974 new entrants had 
attended college at entry as had entrants 
during the period 1965-1969. 

2. The Relationship of Rank Order to Education Level 

a. The purpose of this section is to compare the 
educational levels of law enforcement personnel 
by occupational categories to test the hypothesis 
that education is directly correlated with advance
ment. The surVey displayed the following data: 

60 percent of all inves~igators and supervisors 
have some college education. 47 percent of line 
patrolmen have completed at least one year of 
college while only 42 percent of the managers 
surveyed had attended some college. 
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Part of the reasons, thus, for the relatively 
low educational standing of managers is the 
effect of an educational generation gap which 
means that managers with relatively long 
service reflect the lower average educational 
levels at entry that were present when they 
entered police work. 

3. Educational Attainment by Region and State 

There were vast differences between regions and states 
in regard to the educational attainment of sworn law 
enforcement officers. Some of the more significant 
data are as follows: 

A total of 13 states had proportions of 
cOllege-educated officers more than 10 percentage 
points below the national level which is 46 
percent. 

The two extremes are the Pacific and East South 
Central regions. Seventy-seven percent of all 
sworn personnel in the Pacific region in 1974 
had completed at least one year of college, 
compared with only 37 percent in the East South 
Central regions. 

The extent to which a state supports higher 
education affects the percentage of officers 
in the state with some college experience. 

Comparison of Current Attainment with Desired Standards 

The purpose o~ this section is to compare the educational attainment 
of incumbents with the standards that have been proposed. None of 
the standards proposed have been proven by use of criterion-related 
validation research. 

A. & B. High School Diploma and Some College AVtainment 

Two of the standards cited in this area are (1) the high 
school diploma as the minimum educational level at entry, 
and (2) some college attainment as an entry-level standard 
for sworn personnel. 

It was noted in the NMS that a very small percentage of agencies 
have entry-level educational standards ~bove the high school 
level (7 percent). There are many possible reasons for this 
fact but it seems that civil service restrictions may be the 
biggest factor. 

.. 
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Research disclosed that 87 percent of all police and 84 
percent of all sheriff agencies have the requirement 
of a high school diploma for employment. 

C. Higher Education Reguirements for Management and Supervisory 
Personnel 

It has b~en proposed that there is a pressing need for higher 
educatiori~for managers and supervisors. The task analysis 
study undertaken by the NMS also shows that there are 
several tasks performed by managers and supervisors for 
which college education is either necessary or highly 
desirable. It is to be noted that only about 10 percent 
of incumbent supervisors and managerial level personnel 
were college graduates in 1974. 

D. College Degree Requirements for Chief Executives 

The Police Chief Executi~e Committee recommended that a 
baccalaureate requirement should be immediately established 
for future police chiefs in agencies with 75 or more 
employees. 

Only 34 percent of all chiefs of agencies with 75 or more 
employees have a bachelor's degree. The break out of this 
percentage is as follows: 43 percent of chiefs of agencies 
with 400 or more employees have a four year degree while 
only 30 percent of the chiefs of agencies with 75 to 399 
employees have graduated from college. When looking at 
agencies of less than 75 employees~ it is noted that only 
13 percent are college graduates. 

Projections of Educational Attainment in 1980-1985 

Although requirements for higher education as a condition of entry 
into sworn status have been implem~nted by no states and few 
individual agencies, the increase in college attainmont has 
nevertheless proceeded with extra0rdinary rapidity. By 1985 
better than three out of every four sworn officers nationwide 
can be expected to have completed at least one year of college. 
Nearly two out of every ten officers should be college graduates, 
and fewer than 5 percent should be high school dropouts. 
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VII. Recommendations and Conclusions 

The NMS suggests that elaborate and expensive policies designed 
to accelerate the rate of growth in the number of college-educated 
line personnel will be hard to justify. 

The NMS recommends that: 

A. Education for mid-level managers should be assigned a 
higher priority than it appears to have at the present. 

B. Restructure the line patrol job to utilize the skills of 
the college-educated individual. 

C.. Increases in the education standard';at entry or increased 
financial incentives for continued educational upgrading 
do not appe.ar to be called for. 

O. A certain percentage of LEEP funds should be earmarked 
for lieutenanti, captains, and other managers. 

E. Management training programs which often offer college 
credit should be expanded. 

F. Departments should require higher education for promotion 
to managerial positions. 

G. Police administrators should restructure their organizations 
to take advantage of these abilities. 

H. State standards and training commissions should adopt 
and enforce a high school graduation entrance 
requirement. 

I. Standards and training commissions or state planning 
agencies should provide financial assistance to small 
agencies that cannot otherwise compete for qualified 
personnel. . 

J. Consolidation of small agencies that are unable to 
adequately meet their training responsibilities should 
happen. ' 

~ ----~-----------~--------~~ -,..------
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K. LEAA should encourage higher educational attainment among 
imcumbents of smaller agencies by giving their incumbents 
priority standing for LEEP funding or by allocating 
additional funds to LEEP-funded schools that are in the 
proximity of small agencies. 

Reviewer Conclusions 

Chapter V of the NMS addressed generally education for law 
enforcement occupations. It tQuched on subject areas such as a 
case for higher education for law enforcement officers, 
complexity of the job, relevant ability of college-educated 
personnel, etc. The major portion of this chapter was based on 
the writings of other experts in the field. Very little 
empirical data was used as a base for the notion that law 
enforcement officers need higher education. 

There was mention in this chapter of job analysis ·o{ law 
enforcement positions. The NMS method of conducting a job 
analysis used too small of a sample to really reflect a national 
picture. In fact it may be better to have statewide job analyses 
completed and then have the data aggregated at the Federal level. 
In this way we would be better able to ascertain what tasks are 
performed nationally, what are peculiar to the different states 
and finally what tasks are peculiar to each local unit of 
government. This form of job analysis would then make up the 
data base from which recruitment, selection, test.ing, training, 
education, etc., programs would be developed. 

It is noUced that the NMS favors the status quo when ther~ is no 
conclusive evidence to show otherwise. The question is posed: 
why didn't the NMS commission original research in those areas 
that there was inclusive evidence to indicate just what the actual 
conditions are? 

It ;s recommended by this writer that LEAA commission NCJISS to 
update the NMS as it; s pf utmost importance that a proper data 
base be established by which LEAA can direct its human resource' 
development program. The evidence found in this section of 
Chapter V leaves one to believe that much work is to be done in 
this area . 

The chapter also touched on the effects of education on police 
performance. '. It. was. oqyjous from what was presented that there 
is a need to further study the relationship of education and the 
performance of Taw enforcement officers. It is recommended by 
this writer that a state of the art project be undertaken to 
ascertain what has been, what it means and recommend what the next 
step' is to be taken so we can better discern just what effect 
education has on law enforcement personnel to be efficient, 
effective and just. 
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Likewise in the area of correlation of education with 
psychological constructs. Much of the work cited indicated 
that the results are inconclusive. Additional work in the 
area is a must if we are to ensure that the best people are 
chosen in the job of. peace officer. 

In the section of the chapter that addressed the chief 
executives opinion survey it is noted that in certain 
critical areas the opinion of the chiefs differ from the actual 
practice, i.e., "40 percent indicate that college are superior" 
only 7 percent of the agencies have college education requirements. 

This writer recommends that additional research be cJnducted to 
see why the major differences exist. 

In the section of Chapter V that addressed comparison of current 
attainment with desired standards, a caveat is offered which states 
in essence the standards which are used as the bench marks are not 
criterion related to the jobs. This situation should not be 
allowed to exist. In the 1970 l s we must develop our programs 
based on empirical evidence not on what is believed or what we 
have a gut feeling for. I recommend that LEAA undertake a 
thorough study of all job analysis projects which have been 
conducted -jn the last five years to see if the data can be 
compared. If not)then a major effort with the Department of 
Labor should be undertaken to ascertain just what the job 
entails so when projects are developed in the areai of recruitment, 
testing, selection, training, education career development, 
etc., they will be based on empirical data. 

The NMS as it stands is a first step in the right direction. 
The document as it stands is not a quality product. The need 
to have this type of information available so state and local 
as well as federal programs can be planned for and developed in 
the human resource area is a must. 

An update of the survey including new research in the areas where 
data was not available or of questionable value should be under
taken by LEAA immediately. 

" 
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~MS REVIE~ AND A~ALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

VOLU~!E Two 
~EED PRIORITIES BY ~MS CHAPTERS 

Chapter V 

* 1. Conduct a thorough study of all job analysis 1. 
projects that have been conducted in theOnited 
States in the field of law enforcement. See 
what is compatible--fill in gaps with additional 
research. 

* 2. Commission.NCJISS to update the NMS. 2. 

3. Restru·cture the 1 ine patrol job to ut'il ize the 3. 
skills of the college-educated individual. 

4. Education for mid-level managers should be- 4. 
assigned a higher priority than is now here. 

5. A certain percentage of LEEP funds should be 5. 
earmarked for lieutenants, captains and other 
managers. 

6. Management trail1ing programs which offer college 6. 
credit can be expanded. 

*Pri ority developed by revi e\'it::t
J 

. I 

... 

.. -

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRM~ EFFORTS UNr.ER~·JAY BY LEAP, 

National Institute has d project that identifies 
all known law enforcement job analysis projects. 
No evaluation is undertaken. OCJET has two 
prpjects on job analysis--one in the State of 
Florida and one to California. This information 
is being fed into the National Institute project. 
No comprehensive project is underway .. 

No project is underway. 

No project is underwa~. 

OCJET's Special Emphasis LEEP Program add~essing 
manager's higher education. 

See #4. 

National SherHf's Institute, USC, gives colleg.e 
credi t. 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACH~~ENT 

VOLur'1E Two 
NEED PRIORITIES BY NMS-CHAPTERS 

Chapter V 

7. Police administrators can restructure their 
organizations to take advantage of the abilities 
of college-educ~ted personnel. 

8. Departments could require higher education for 
promotion to managerial positions. 

9. Commissions could adopt and enforce a high 
school graduation ~ntrance requirement. 

10. Study the relationship of education and the 
performance of Jaw enforcement officers. 

11. Standards and Training Commissions or State 
Planning Agencies may wish to provide financial 
assistance to small agencies that cannot 
otherwise compete for qualified personnel. 

12. Give small agency incumbents priority standing for 
LEEP funding or allocate additional funding to LEEP 
funded schools that are in proximity of small 
agencies. 

*Priority developed by reviei'Jer 

" 

,) 

EXAMPLES OF ~DENTIFIED 
PROGRA~~ EFFORTS UNr.ER~JAY BY LEft.!'. 

7. IACP could address this area but does not at this 
time. 

8. N.o program underway. 

9. Not LEAA1s' responsibility. 

10. No program underway. 

11. No program underway. 

12. No program underway. 

\\ 
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10. Provide open enrollment in training academies 
to individuals who are considering applying 
for police work. SPA and POST's shou10 encourage 
training untrained personnel a priority. 

11. States shoul d provide subs ti tu te personnel 
to fill in for personnel of small agencies while 
they are atten'ding regional training. 

12. All agencies ~hou1d provide training to new 
personnel at the time of hire. 

r *Pr1or1ty developed by reviewer 
i 

\) 

} 

10. Not LEAA responsibility. 

11. Not LEAA res'pons i bil ity. 

12. Not LEAA responsibility. 
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13. Consolidation of small agencies that are unable to 
adequately meet their training responsibilities" 

* 14. Study the correlates of education with 
psychological constructs as it relates to law 
enforcement personnel. 

* 15. Conduct research in how police chief executives 
opinions in regard to what should be done in law 
enforcement differs from what is actually 
happening in the field. 

*Priority developed by reviewer 

'1 -+ 

13. No program underway. 

14.- No program unqerway. 

15. No program underway. 
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Chapter VI - Training for Law Enforcement Occupations 

1. The purpose of "thi,5 chapter is to descri be the current requi rements 
for entry-level, in-service, and supervisory training a.nd to 
measure the extent to which current training is sufficient with 
respect to these perceived needs. 

A. Methodology 

Current levels of training are designed in two ways: 

1. Reporting the length and content of training 
offered; .- and 

2. Utilizing job analysis information. 

Information in regard to c~rrent training is deriv~d from 
the following sources: 

1. NMS Law Enforcement Executive Survey 

2. U .• S. Bureall of the Census Survey of incumbent 
employees . 

" 3. Natibnal-Association of State Directors of Law 
Enforcement Training Survey 

Several sources concerning requirements for training were used: 

1. Recommendations from prescriptive literature 

2. NMS job analysis findings 

3. Appra"isals by law enforcement chief executives 

B. Assessment of Current Levels of Training 

The purpose of this section is to revie\'J the current status 
of entry-level, in~service, and supervisory training for law 
enforcement personnel. 

1. Recent Growth in Entry-Level Traini..!!.9. 

The following findings were reported by the NMS. The 
information reported was compared with a survey conducted 
in 1967. 
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All agencies in jurisdictions of 25,000 or more 
surveyed in 1975 offered some formal recruit 
training to new employees. In 1967 only 89 
percent of the same sized category provided such 
training. 

Ninety-nine percent of agencies serving jurisdictions 
of between 10,000 and 25,000 population offered 

, training in 1975. In 1967 only 75 percent of the 
same sized agencies offered entry-level training. 

Of the 240 agencies that responded to the survey, 
20 percent were founded within the last five years. 
Sixty-six percent were establish~d within the last 
ten years. 

Almost 80 percent of the agencies surveyed increased 
the duration of their entry-level training between 
1970-1975. 

C. Current Incidence of Entry-Level Training 

1. More than three-fourths of all sworn law enforcement 
personnel on duty in 1974 had attended a pdlice training 
academy. The extremes that made up this number are 95 
percent of all incumbents in agencies with 1,000 or more 
but only 52 percent of incumbents in agencies of 25 or 
fewer had received formal academy tra~ning. 

2. The ranking of the states with respect to the proportion 
of officers who have had entry-level training is not dis
similar from the ranking based on the educational level 
of incumbents discussed in the preceding chapter. 

3. States with high levels o,f college attainment among their 
sworn personnel also have high percentages of trained 
personnel. 

4. Most of the new hires not recelvlng training are employed 
by agencies with fewer than 25 employees. 

" 

5. Recruits in agencies with fewer than 25 employees make 
up 20 percent of all recruits, they account for 
approximately 86 percent of all untrained new 
incumbents. 

The survey goes on and states that only 26 percent of' all 
agencies give training immediately upon entry. The range is 
20 percent to 56 percent. 
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In 90 percent of agencies of 400 or more employees, the 
number of hours given to new recruits is 400 hours. This 
figure is somewhat different in agencies with less than 
400 employees. 

1. 75-399 employees - 55 percent offer more than 400 hours. 

2. 25-74 employees - 42 percent offer more than 400 hours. 

- 3. Fewer than 25 employees - 18 percent offer more than 
400 hours. 

4. Almost 60 percent of all new recruits received 400 
or more hours of training. 

5. Only 34 percent of sheriffs' recruits received 400 
or more hours of training. 

6. Neither the percentage of high school dropouts or the 
percentage of personnel without training appears to have 
changed appreciably in the last four years. 

D. Content of Entry-Level Training 

The NMS opinion survey of police executives asked (1) what 
topics they felt require at least a moderate amount of 
training and (2) are covered by the training their recruits 
receive. The following are the major results of that 
survey. 

1. Of the 14 percent subject areas presented in the survey, 
large police departments reported a range of percentages 
that offered the subjects in this training program from 
91.49 percent to 99.7 percent. Small police departments 
range from 88.9 percent to 98.2 percent. Large sheriff 
departments range of subjects offered was 80.2 percent 
to 99 percent, while small sheriff departments reported 
a range of 80.6 percent to 98.9 percent. 

. 2. The major differences between the large and small police 
departments was in the area of community and race 
relations. Ninety-seven point five percent for the large 
agencies and 88.9 percent for the small agencies. Both 
large and small sheriffs' departments reported 92 plus 
percent. 

3. In regard to sheriff departments, the major difference 
in subjects being offered was in the area of departinental 
policies and procedures. - 84.2 percent for large agencies 
and 99.8 percent for small . 
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4. The major difference reported between large police 
departments and large sheriff departments was in the 
area of traffic accident investigations. 97.2 percent 
for large police departments and 80.3 percent for 
large sheriff departments. 

5. In comparing small police departments with small 
sheriff departments, it is observed that two subject 
areas show a wide range of difference. Traffic 
control, 93.19 percent to 80.6 percent, respectively 
and accident investigation 96.7 percent to 85.5 
percent respectively. 

6. The major differences found between large and small 
agencies were in the areas of community relations and 
weapons use policy. 

As a side note the NMS conducted a job analysis in which 
respondents were asked where the performance of an identified 
task was learned. In all but five of the 28 tasks, the 
majority of the respondents report that they learned the 
task primarily through on-the-job experience. 

In an attempt to get a handle on the adequacy of entry-level 
training, 54 line supervisors and knowledgeable incumbents 
were asked about the average recruit proficiency in 66 skills 
and areas of knowledge. Trained recruits were rated as very 
deficient in 12 of the 66 areas. It would appear that the 
training programs offered are not doing the job or the 
expectation of supervisors and knowledgeable incumbents is 
beyond reality. 

The findings in this part of the chapter are not conclusive due 
to the shoddy research methodology utilized. The area of the 
quality of training needs to be studied further. Until we have 
adequate knowledge~f the tasks that are performed and what levels 
of knowledge, skills, behavior sets and values are needed to do 
the job of a law enforcement officer in the'most efficient, 
effective and just manner then we will not be able to make a 
determination as to if the training being offered is of the 
quality needed and in sufficient amounts. 

In-Service Training 

According to the census employees characteristics survey, 36 percent 
of all sworn personnel report having completed at least one 
specialized training program. Patrol officers reported the 
lowest percentage (34)'while 42 percent of all investigators 
and 45 percent of supervisors and managers reported as having 
participated in at least one specialized training course. 

. \ 
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Other highlights of the chapter are as follows: 

68 percent of the agencies responding to the eXeCUClye 
opinion survey indicated that they provide or arrange 
for in-service training for at least some of their 
employees. Small agencies reported a low of 63.4 
percent and the large 96.1 percent. 

Most agencies only provide it (in-service training) for a 
small fraction of their sworn personnel in a given year. 

Executives in 27 of the 31 agencies surveyed,perceived a 
need for considerable expansion of in-service training. 

III. Supervisory Training 

The job of supervisor requires planning and administrative 
ability as well as a mastery of law enforcement processes and 
techniques. The following are the most critical findings in 
regard to supervisory training. 

16 percent of all incumbent supervisors have received 
administrative training. This breaks down as follows: 
15 percent patrol and 25 percent detective supervisors. 

37 percent of police and 29 percent of sheriff agencies 
responding to the NMS executive survey require such 
(supervisory) training. 

The NMS states that as a result of their field job analysis there 
is some doubt on the effectiveness of supervisory training. One 
hundred and sixty-five patrol supervisors and 96 detective 
supervisors from 31 agencies were asked to indicate where they 
learned to perform the tasks involved in their jobs. A large 
majority of those surveyed judged that they learned all the 
tasks specific to their jobs primarily through on-the-job 
experience. 

Newly appointed supervisors were reported to be deficient in five 
major areas. They are as follows: planning and decisionmaking, 
personnel administration, issues requiring legal interpretation, 
motivation, morale and police productivity and crowd and riot ' 
control. 0 

IV. Comparison of Current Training with Desired Standard 

This section reviews the recommendation suggested by the literature 
and the information garnered by this project relative to the 
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characteristics of desirable trainins and compares these 
perceptions with the data on current training that were 
described in Section A. 

None of the proposed standards have been demonstrated by 
criterion-related validation to be significantly related 
to performance. ' 

A. Entry-Level Training 

The Peterson Commission and the President1s Crime Commission 
recommp.nded 400 hours of formal classroom work as, the 
minimum length of time required to train a recruit ?roperly. 
Approximately 63 percent of new recruits (in 1975) received 
at least 400 hours of formal classroom training. ' The 37 
percent who received less than 400 hours of training or no 
training a,t,all are concentrated in the smaner agencies. 

Of the six topic areas the Peterson Commission recammended 
ta be addressed in the 400 hour curriculum, there were majar 
differences in two areas fram the actual distribution of 
time allotted to the six tapic areas in the academies 
surveyed. These were: 

1. Human values and prablems - The Peterson Cammission 
recommended 22 percent .of this time be allotted ta 
this area. The distribution of actual time in 
academies surveyed was 7 percent. 

2. Police praficiency - The Petersan Cammissian 
recommended 18 percent .of time while 28 percent 
was allatted in the ,academies surveyed. 

B. In-Service Training 

Both the Peterson Commission and the President1s Cammission 
recammend that all swarn police persannel receive periadic 
farmal in-service training. 

The Petersan Cammission stated that 40 haurs .of in-service 
training should be provided to sworn police emplayees. 
Sixty percent .of all large police agencies .offer in-service 
training that averages less than 40 haurs. 

C. Supervisary Training 

There is cansensus that supervisars need training when they 
are newly appainted. Three major groups that made this type 
of recommendatian are as fallaws: 

I 
i 
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1. The National Advisary Group on Productivity in 
Law Enforcement 

2. The Peterson Commission 

~. The President1s Crime Commissian 

The need far supervisary training is alsa shawn by the results 
of the NMS job analysis. 

It is interesting to nate that .only 37 percent of the 
responding police agencies and 29 percent .of the sheriff 
agencies require such training. 

V. Canclusions and Recommendations 

The National Manpower Survey contained the following recommendations 
in regard to Chapter VI, Volume II. 

All agencies should provide training to all new personnel at 
the time of hire. 

States should provide substitute personnel to fill in for 
personne 1 .of small agenci es whil e they are attendi ng regi ona 1 
training. 

Provide open enrollment in training academies to individuals 
who are considering applying far police work. 

SPA and state standards and training councils should encourage 
tr&ining untrained personnel a priority. 

SPA and standards and training cammissions should be encouraged 
to promote the develapment .of structured field trai~ing. 
Field training shauld be at least several manths in duration. 
It should include well trained and screened field-training 
officers, a precise list of topics and a mechanism for 
frequent evaluation and feedback. 

Significant changes in entry-level (recruit) training should 
.be undertaken. Teaching techniques should be designed to 
emphasize experimental learning, e.g., simulation exercises 
and role playing. ' 

Experimental in-service training programs should be developed, 
e.g., peacekeeping role. 

1 
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Considerably more emphasis should be placed on in-service 
training and on training for newly appointed superiors. 
State standards and training commissions"shouTd consider 
establishing minimum standards for such training. A 
national set of model training programs should be 
developed. 

Further research is needed in the area of what are the 
adequate training requirements needed to enable a person 
to do a good job of law enforcement and also in determining 
the effectiveness of various training approaches. 

VI. Reviewer Conclusions 

The major fault with this chapter is similar to that of Chapter V 
in that the job analysis conducted by the NMS was not of sufficient 
scope to base many of their findings. There was very little 
attempt to ascertain just what the number of hours of training 
is needed at entry, in-service and supervisory levels. 

As stated before in this review, step one in any effort to 
establish quantity and quality in training must start with a 
solid job analysis. Therefore, it is recommended here as it 
was in Chapter V that LEAA undertake a program that would insure 
that an adequate data base exists 1s0 that training programs, in 
general, and LEAA training programs specifically, for state and 
local personnel, can be developed which are criterion-related. 

Notwithstanding the question of the caveat number of hours and 
the right quality of training, it appears that the smaller police 
agencies in this country lack sufficient training. It is 
recommended that LEAA undertake a project that would ascertain 
the best method'to follow insuring that every police officer 
in the U.S. has the opportunity to meet minimum requirements 
that insure that all people living under the protection of the 
U.S. Constitution enjoy "due process of law ll

• 

A major project should be undertaken to ascertain the quality of 
training being produced in the U.S. 

In-service and field training is another area .in which LEAA should 
investigate by conducting studies. The facts disclosed in the 
NMS parallel the Georgia Post experiment in that most of what 
an officer learns about his job is learned by on-the-job training. 
If this is true, then much work is needed to develop model OJT 
field training programs. This is also true about supervisory 
training. 

i 
i 
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A major portion of Chapter VI which addressed standards was 
Ihl';('d on whilt wos bC'lievf'n not on what is known. Unlec;c; a 
standard can be.shown.to ~e related to efrectiveness, et'1 iL:iellLY 
or ~he use of dlscretlon 1n a just manner, it should not be 
used as a measure. 
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VOLU~1E Tw·o 
NEED PRIORITIES BY NMS CHAPTERS 

*1. LEAA should undertake a major task analysis 
project in order to estabiish a solid data . 
base so that sound job-related training programs 
can be developed. 

*2. A project to evaluate the quality of training 
in the U.S. should be undertaken. 

3. LEAA should undertake a project to develop 
model field training and supervisory training , 
programs. 

4. Significant changes in entry level (recruit) 
training should be undertaken. Teaching 
techniques should be designed to emphasize ex
perimental learning. 

Further research is needed in the area of what 
are the adequate training requirements needed· 
to enable a persoq to do a good job in law en
forcement and also in determining the effective
ness of·various tr~ining approaches. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNr:ER~IAY BY LEftA 

1. Two projects underway i~\ California and Florida in the 
area of job analysis nof directed especially at training. 

2. No project underway'. 

3. No project underway. 

4. No project underway. 

5. No project. underway. 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

6. Research the best method of insuring that 
all police officers have the chance to be 
adequately trained. 

6. ' No proj ect u nd erway . 

. 
7. Experimental in-service training programs should 7. No project underway 

bE' developed. 

8. Considerably more emphasis should, be placed 8. No project underway. 
on in-service\and on training for newly appointed 
supervisors. State POST Commissions should con-
siper establishing minimum standards for such 
training. A national set of model programs should 
be developed. 

9. SPA's and POST Commissions should be encouraged 9'. Not LEAA responsibility. 
to promote the development of structured 
field training. Field training should-be at least 
several months in duration. It should include 
well-trained officers, a precise list of topics 
and mechanisms for frequent frequent evaluation 
and feed back. 

*Priority developed by reviewer page 41 
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_NATIONAL MANeO~ER SURVEY ANALYSIS: VOLUME THREE 

CORRECTIONS 

Introduction 

Volume III of the National Manpower Survey addresses treatment, 
custodial, parole and executive personnel in the correctional 
component of the criminal justice system. Primary focus is placed 
on recruitment, selection, training and education for adult 
instttutions at state and local levels. It should be noted that 
the area of juvenile justice is addressed in the attachment section 
of this analysis report. 

A review of the survey research procedures and results of the 
N,ational Manpower study show that the project encountered numerous 
difficulties with obtaining the survey responses. They detail their 
efforts to overcome the obstacles of non-response, incomplete 
responses, inconsistent responses and, in general, limitations 
imposed on their ability to obtain information from essential sectors 
of th~ criminal justice system. Some of the procedures detailed 
call lnto question sound methodological procedures. However, the 
study does make the effort to accomplish a task that had not been 
attempted before that being a series of very complex national surveys 
conducted simultaneously across the criminal justice system. The 
greatest problem appears to be the necessity for relying upon several 
data sources and attempting to make them compatible. 

An additional difficulty comes from the projections produced. As 
far as can be determined, the study uses data for prOjections that 
are consistent with other kfiown sources., Nonetheless, the rejection 
of projections showing rapid population increases occurred. This 
was unfortunate, however, the staffing a'nd adequacy data should be 
of value for presenting a general overview of the problem. 

Chapter I - Executive Summary 

Chapter I of Volume III is taken" into consideration by reviewers 
in the ana lysis of subsequent ch~pters. In short, subject matter 
presented in the "Executive "Summary" of Volume,IIl is merged with 
chapters' that follow. 
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Chapter II - Current Manpower Assessment 

A. An Overview of Correctional Manpower 

Introduction: The correctional function, as defined by the u.s. 
Bureau of the Census, includes governmental agencies responsible 
for the confinement and rehabilitation of··'~ffenders as well as 
probation and parole. This section provides surrmary information 
on the overall distribution of correctional manpower in four 
major categories of correctional agencies: state institutions 
for adults; local jails; juvenile institutions; and probation 
and parole agencies. 

Employment by Type of Agency in 1974 - State and Local 

Out of the total employees in state and local correctional 
agencies, 52 percent worked in adult correctional institutions 
with 22 percent in probation and parole agencies. Of those in 
adult institutions, 62 percent were employed by state governments. 
Local governments accounted for 57 percent of the probation and 
parole employees. 

Estimated Occupational Distribution - 1974 

Out of the total correctional employment, 34 percent of the 
employees were correctional officers and 5upervisors in adult 
institutions. Probation and parole officers accounted for 
11 percent; and 11 percent of the total were classified as 
treatment and education specialists* in adult and juvenile 
facilities. Approximately 7 percent of the total were 
managers which includes probation and parole supervisors. 

Correctional Workload and Employment Trends 

Between 1965 and 1974 total correctional employment nearly 
doubled with probAtion and parole agencies experienctng th~ 
most rapid growth followed by locat jails and other locally 
based facilities. 

*In the NMS survey, 'treatment and education specialists include teachers, 
social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, physicians, dentists, 
nurses and allied health prrifessionals, chaplains, librarians~ and 
recteation specidliSts. 
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Current Correctional Manpower Problems - NMS Survey 1975 

Correctional administrators identified the inadequate number of 
authorized positions as their most serious manpower problem 
followed by the inability to achieve or maintain authorized 
strength and excessive turnover. General budgeting problems 
were reported ~s the main contributing factor to these manpower 
problems with general lack of qualified applicants ranked 
second. 

B. State Correctional Institutions for Adults 

Between 1962 and 1974 employment in state correctional facilities 
rose 42 percent with treatment and educational specialists 
increasing by more than a 100 percent during this same period. 
By 1974, one-third of all correctional manpower was employed in 
state operated correctional facilities. 

Although there was a decline in the inmate population in state 
facilities during the 1960·s, the period between 1972 and 1976 
experienced a 23 percent increase in populations. For some 
states this resulted in overcrowded facilities, an increased 
shortage of correctional officers in basic line custodial 
positions and treatment personnel. 

An NMS survey in 1975 showed that administrators of state adult 
facilities reported a need for an increase of 42 percent for 
treatment spt;ci ali sts as compared \IIi th 14 percent for custodi a 1 
officers. In another survey during this year, 60 percent of 
the executives viewed good incarceration management as their 
most important goal with 40 percent considering prisoner 
rehabilitation as most important. The focus on incarceration 
management increased \IIi th the size of the faci 1 i ty. The NMS 
concluded that this division among prison administrators on 
their most important goal reflected significant differences in 
emphasis in the treatment function that existed among the 
nation·s prisons. In some instances, such differences prevailed 
among individual states. Since the survey stated that treatment 
services were found most often in larger facilities, it would 
seem logical that t.he emphasis on rehabilitation would be less 
in'the forefront than correctional management practices. 
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In 1972 there were 3,921 jails of which 75 percent were small 
with accomodations for no more than 20 inmates. There were 
44,298 jail employees with one-third being employed in the 113 
facilities holding more than 250 inmates. Eighty-nine percent 
of all jail personnel were full time. The overall proportion 
of treatment specialists and teachers in the jail setting was 
only about 3 percent. Approximately two-fifths of these 
employees were working in part-time status. Medical staff 
accounted for 5 percent of the total and nearly one half were 
part time. 

In 1975 ov~rcrowding was more prevalent in the larger facilities 
due to the increase of inmate populations. This, of course, 
frequently resulted in a backlog of state prisoners in local 
institutions. 

An analysis of existing staffing rations in relation to 
professionally recommended standards indicates that jails 
experienced the most serious deficiency of treatment specialist 
personnel. 

D. JuveniJe Corrections 

Information contained in this particular section is presented 
in an attachment to this report. 

E. Probation and Parole Agencies 

A 1975 NMS survey reported that a J5 percent increase of total 
staff in probation and parole agencies was needed with adult 
agencies experiencing more extensive shortages and also 
constituting 60 percent of the total probation and parole 
workload. Estimated additional requirements for probation 
and parole officers were somewhat lower at 28 percent 
suggesting a need for other personnel such as supervisors, 
counselors', etc. Howeve~r, a smaller survey of 10 states found 
that half of the agenc\es experienced a shortage in officers. 
Juvenile and adul t figl1res were not separated in the NMS. 
Therefore, information presented represents combined 
computations. 
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Reviewer Comments and Recommendations 

Current correctional manpower in this chapter was assessed by 
examining employment trends up to 1974, manpower requirements as 
estimated by correctional administrators and by staffing ratios 
recommended by professional groups. Besides the limitations of 
the statistics which we have discussed in this introduction, it 
should be noted that the staffing ratios set by the 1967 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the 1966 Manual 
for Correctional Standards are outdated due to many correctional 
trends. For example, new correctional facility designs and 
audio-visual devices for security and educational purposes. 

The Commission on Accreditation and the recent standards issued by 
the Attorney General both state that there should be enough personnel 
to provide adequate security and treatment without setting staffing 
ratios. 

The priorities that the NMS has determined, staffing of probation 
and parole agencies and treatment specialists in correctional 
institutions (especially jails), confirm the personnel increases 
reported needed by correctional administrators. These priorities 
seem justified and reliable with the present data; however, the 
trends that they discuss in assessing manpower projections will 
cause some impact. 

In this reviewer's Opln10n, states wl:lo adopt mandatory sentencing 
will experience personnel shortages at their state adult institutions 
and will have to reassess the roles of thei~jprobation and parole 
staff due to the increase in probation and the ~bolishment of parole. 
The Institute is now studying the effects of mandatory sentencing 
in Maine and these findings should be beneficial in assessing the 
impact of sentencing policies in correctional manpower. 

On the other end of this 5pectrum~ there are the states that are expending 
the majority of their resources at the local level and adopting state 
subsidy programs. An example of this trend is found in Minnesota 
which enacted the Community COl"Tections Act which provides state 
subsidies to local governments in order to induce the development 
of additional sentencing alternatives at the local level; therefore, 
reducing judicial commitments to state adult penal facilities. 

Assuming that ~entencing policies will have little or no effect on 
inmate populations due to the discretion of prosecutors in reducing 
the charge, then the priorities of increasing probation and parole 
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s~affs and then treatment personnel seem valid. I would personally 
llke to see resources expanded first in increasing treatment personnel 
~n ~o~al ins~itutions.since this is the first step for most 
lnd1v1duals 1n the cr1minal justice process. The additional 
manp~wer should.be used in increasing and developing classification 
and 1ntak~ serV1ce centers. These centers can provide assistance 
to probat1on and parole agencies, to the courts and to state 
faci~ities. Assist~nce rendered would include providing diagnostic 
serv1c~s for commun1ty-based corrections, providing pre-trial 
screenlng for such programs as ROR or conditional release 
assisting.the cour~s in sentencing offenders and assessing 
p~ychol?glcal, soc1al or medical problems of individuals. Further 
~lScussl0n concerning correctional manpower trends can be found 
1n Chapter III. 

1 
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Chapter III - The Outlook for Corre~tions Employment: Manpower 
Projections to 1985 

A. Introduction 

r- The task of the National Manpower Survey is to project future 

;: 
" 

personnel needs of state and local criminal justice agencies, 
by occupation~ for a 10 year period to 1985. 

Findings 

The findings of the manpower outlook for corrections employment 
are based on assumptions about a number of current economic, 
demographic, and social trends that are affecting the corrections 
system. The most basic of the findings concerning correctional 
employment is that aggregate correctional employment is expe~ted 
to increase 60 percent or to 324,000 by 1985. The.adgitional 
findings in the report state that: ! '~, • 

1. Total state inmate population is expected to increase from 
217,000 in early 1976 to 243,000 in 1980 and 252,000 in 1985. 

2. Probation and parole agencies will grow more rapidly. 

3. Staffing in adult corrections institutions will increase 
by 58 percent. 

4. Juvenile correctional agencies will experience a slower 
rate of growth. 

5. Rapid growth is,,expected among key correctional occupations. 

6. New sentencing policies are expected to have an. impact on 
manpower ne,eds. 

B. Projection Scenario 

The basicp_remise underlying the NPA Manpower Projection Model 
is that future demands for criminal justice services will b,e 
determined by (1) future trends in crime rates, (2) trends in 
state budget growth, and (3) population growth. Key variables 
affecting this model are economic opportunity, unemployment 
rates, and the proportion of youth in the population. The project 
predicts that the proportion of youth in the 15-24 age group will 
stabilize. The proportion of the population concentrated in ;' 
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metropolitan areas is expected to decline. The study projects 
a decline in the unemployment rate and an improvement i~ the 
economic outlook of the nation. Each of these factors 1S 
expected to impact on the criminal justice system and cause 
a reduction in the crime rate. 

Key Trends Affecting Corrections Employment 

Trends affecting corrections employment include: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

the likelihood of imprisonment increasing as the public 
takes a hardened attitude toward serious and chronic 
offenders. 

The trend toward community-based programs. 

The growth in probation and parole activities. 

The reduction in the past decade of the ratio of inmates 
per staff member. 

Projections of Corrections Employment 

Projections are based on an assumed continuation of recent growth 
trends in state and local correctional agencies. The projections 
show increases in all categories of employment with the greatest 
need in probation and parole and the least in child care workers. 

Assessment of Key Correctional Developments 

Within the criminal justice system current developments are taking 
place. There is an increased use of community-based facilities. 
There is widespread use of work and study release programs. There 
are currently changes taking place in sentehcing policies which 
will affect future correctional needs. Finally, mandatory minimum 
sentences for certain categories of offenders is a related 
sentencing reform that is receiving wide support. 

Conclusions 

The projections of manpower needs have been based o~ c~rta~n 
assumptions about future trends. However, changes 1n lmprlsonment 
practices as against non-resident programs will have a greater 
impact upon correctional needs. The imprisonment of offe~ders 
is more costly than is supervision of offenders by probatl0n 
and parole agencies or in community-based faci 1 it'ies. 
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Reviewer Comments and Recommendations 

The NMS findings are based on an assumed continuation of recent growth 
trends and projected increases in the prison inmate population as well 
as staffing patterns, available data, and survey results. The greatest 
difficulty with the findings is that a portion of the projected figures 
is based on an incorrect prOjected increase in the inmate prison -
population of state adult institutions. 

The report states that the inmate population will increase from 217,000 
in early 1976 to 243,000 in 1980 and 252,000 in 1985. However, figures 
published in the March, 1977 issue of Corrections Magazine report that 
the state prison population was 255,603. This figure surpasses both 
the 1980 and 1985 projected figures as of November, 1976 which was 
the approximate date of publication for the magazine. Thus the 
projections for inmate populations are already inadequate. 

Reviews have pointed out that there are probably factors not considered 
in the study that have an impact on the number of future inmates. 
While demographic transition may be occuring among the aggregate 
u.s. population resulting in the stabilizing of the 18-24 age group, 
the number of Blacks in the 18-24 age range is still growing in 
relative si.ze. Moreover, Blacks, because of their type of crimes 
and other reasons, are more likely to be imprisoned than placed on 
probation. In addition, in the South (currently referred to as the 
Sun Belt), where the population is presently increasing, there is 
a greater tendency to lock people up and for longer periods of time. 
Fi na lly, optimi sti c expectations reported in the study about economi c 
conditions and the employment rate are unlikely to 9Pp1y to those 
most likely to go to prison such as the young, minorities, and 
school dropouts. Thus each of the above factors would call for 
a higher projection in the future inmate population than reported 
in the survey. 

Because the inmate projections are too conservative as a consequence, 
it is probable that other findings based on this projection such as 
total correctional employment in 1985 and staffing increases in adult 
correctional institutions will also be overly conservative, and should 
continue to be monitored. 

This report has flaws. The projections appear to be incorrect in that 
some of the projections are seriously underestimated. However, the 
report does point to a number of areas that should continue to be 
observed over time. A list of priorities for the future should include: 

-~~-
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1. Keeping documentation and records on the effects of fixed 
and mandatory sentences. 

2. Keeping an eye on community-based correctional programs 
to determine those ~ost likely to participate in such 
programs, the type of crime and the length of sentence. 

3. Define and establish policy and criteria that would permit 
states with overcrowded facilities to send inmates to less 
crowded facilities in other states. 

Priorit'j es 

1. Staffing of probation and parole offices~ 

2. Treatment and educational staffs. 
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Chapter IV - Recruitment and Retention of Correctional Employees 

A. Introduction 

The National Manpower Survey included various survey questions 
relevant to several particular areas. Specific reference is 
made to assessment of turnover ratio, inadequate representation 
of minorities and women, and difficulties in recruiting 
qualified personnel. 

Findings 

The NMS findings on recruitment and retention show that turnover 
and recruitment of correctional line staff has been a chronic 
problem. Recruitment needs are expected to d~cline between 
1975-1980 and increase between 1980-1985. Wh1le employment of 
minorities has increased, Blacks still comprise a smaller 
proportion of custodial force than of the inmate population. 
While the number of both women and minorities has increased, 
they are both disproportionately concentrated in lower-level 
positions. However, their numbers in these positions are 
expected to increase as a result of their lowe~ t~rnov~r rates 
and affirmative action programs. These same d1ff1cu1t1es were 
reported in a study on Correctional Manpower and Training in 
1969. 

B, Recent Recruitment and Turnover Experiences 

The survey results showed that approximately 10 percent of 
correctional executives identified high personnel turnover as 
their most serious manpower problem. Factors which appear to 
be most responsible for high personnel turnover are working 
conditions. 

C. Projected Recruitment Needs 

D. 

Despite a lower expected employment growth rate for 1980-~985, 
recruitment needs of child care workers, correct10nal off1cers, 
and probation and parole are expected to increase. The increases 
are expected as a result of assumed increases in personnel 
turnover under improving labor market conditions. 

Employment apd Recruitment of Minorities and Women 

There appears to be a significant increase in the employment of 
minorities and women. However, the racial composition of the 
guard force to inmate population in no instance is equal. 
Females and minorities are concentrated in lower status positions 
in correctional agencies. All correctional agencies visited by 
the survey team reported they had adopted and were using affirmative 
action programs and reported recent increases in the hiring of 
minorities and women. 
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Reviewer Comments and Recommendations 

The recruitment and retention projected expectations are based on 
personnel turnover, replacement needs) and growth needs. The study 
assumes an overall decrease in correctional employment recruitment 
~eeds because ~f an expected reduction in the rate of growth in 
1nmate populat1on. ~owe~er, resignations among correctional employees 
are expected to be hlgh 1n the 1980-1985 period because of an 
expected upt~rn in the state. of the economy. If, as stated previously, 
the expectat10n: a~out the economy are overly optimistic, and the 
rate of grow~h 1n !nmate population is underestimated, it appears 
that there wlll stl11 be a continual increasing need for correctional 
empl?yees. !t.appears that turnovers will remain high because of 
worklng condlt1ons. 

Because the continued training of new inexperienced employees is such 
a poor use of resources, greater efforts should be made to retain 
employees. As a consequence, the following items are recommended: 

1. 

2. 

Those cond~tion: ~hat create dissatisfaction and resignation 
should be ldent1fled and when possible eliminated. 

'c 

Those facilities that have unusually high turnov~r rates 
should establish goals to bring about a reductio~ in 
resignations. 

3. Incre~sed efforts should be rr:ade to attract and recruit 
experlenced personnel as was the case of the state that 
paid relocation expenses. 

4. Also) given that women and minorities are more likely to 
remain on a job, more should be done to attract them. 

5. Recruitment should be increased among minorities and 
women because they have a lower turnover rate. ~ 
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ATTACm{ENT 
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1. 
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III & IV - Staffing 
'.) 

Increase staffing of probation and parole 
agencies. 

2. Increase treatment and educational staff in 
adult facilities with special attention to 
local institutions. 

*3. Recruitment of minorities, and women in all 
areas of corrections because of their lower 
turnover rate. 

'" 
*Priority de~el oped by rev; ewer 

,J C!-' 

EXA~PLES OF iDENTIFIED 
PROGRM1 EFFORTS UNCEP'~JAY BY LEM'. 

1 .. A 2 million dollar proc~ram to O~lahoma 
5 OF programs for state'-wi de increase 
37 states over the last 4 years have svpported programs 
to improve <probation/parole through ,(che block grant 
program. 

2. Standards Implementation Programs 
TRAP :Prograli1s 
Medical Care Problems 
Drug and Alcohol Programs 
Master Planning Programs 
Classification Programs 
Counseling Programs 

3. The, National Urban League and NILECJ'are both studying 
the areas of retention and recruitment of minorities and 
women. 

The National Urban League has a contract to recruit minor· 
ities and women in law enforcem~nt. However, they have 
not received any request to set up a system of recruit
ment for correctional agencies. This could be due to the 
lack of publicity of this program or due to/the fact that 
correctional agencies feel less pressure th~n poli~e de
partments in civil rights compliance. 

LFP.A has contracted the Un; versity Research CorporattQn 
to provide correctional technical assistance. They have 
had no request for technical ass.istance in this area 
even though it was listed as a top priority. 

/1-
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Chapter V - Education for Correctional Occupations 

Introduction 

Corrections has lo~g been viewed as the least educated element in the 
Criminal Justice sy~tem. Most of its staff has' been custodial and has 
come from the less educated segments of the population. Usually such 
facilities are located in remote rural settings where the population has 
historically had lower levels of educational attainment. Such isolated 
locations have been cited as discourageing educational persons from seek
i ng employment. Other factors which have been noted as di scourag ;'ng to 
persons with adequate educational preparation are poor pay, long hours, 
poor promotional opportunities, depressing working conditions, and a rep
utation for political interference. This chapter focuses on the current 
educational level of correctional staff and the effects of efforts to 
upgrade these levels. 

Findings 

The NMS findings concerning education for correctional occupations shows 
that a pattern of educational attainment hierarchy based upon rank, function, 
and class of offen~er served exist among ~brrectional occupations. Educa-
ti ona 1 atta; nment '; s hi gher among younger than older personnel, and the 
rate of increase in educationai attainment is greater for juvenile correc
tional p~rsonnel than for those iriadult institutions. Among probation and 
parole employees educational level? have remained fairly stable. Educational 
upgrading among in-service personnel has contributed to higher educational 
levels. ProbatiQn and parole personnel are more likely to continue 
their education than line correctional officers, The LEEP p~ogram has 
assisted 1/3 of line personnel in probation and pan~le, \~nd 1/5 of those 
in juvenile corrections. Treatment, education, and counseling employees 
show the greatest variations in levels of education. Approximately 32% 
of such emPloyees jn adult treatment centers have one or more years of 
graduate training and 16% have a high school education or less. 

B. Assessment of the Educational Attainment of Correctional 
Personnel Standards and Levels: 

{~} 

In general, ~t.has been:'re~~.onmended ~rat a.high schpol diploma serve as an 
acceptable mln1mUm requlrement for cdrrectlonal employees with some rec
ommending recruiting from 2-year and 4-year colleg'es. Others have recom
mended policies that encourage staff to continue their formal education. 
Although increased educ'ation is recohlnended it is unl ikely that graduation " 
from college will be a 'realistic ,standard unless the line worker's role 
changes from·· simply custodial care. 
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The educational attainment for correctional custody personnel shows that 
the average educational attainment for adult corrections officers was 
slightly under 12 years while the average educ~tional attainm:nt for 
supervisors was slightly over 12 years. Juvenlle custody offlce~s 
educational attainment was somewhat over 13 years and the educatlonal 
attainment for their supervisors was 14 years of education. 

Patterns in educational attainment of custodial personnel by age show 
that the average age of adult corrections line and supervisory ~ersonnel to 
b~ about 39 years and in general the younger officers ,or s~pervlsors . 
to be better educated. The same pattern is true for Juvenlle correctlons 
workers and supervisors, however, the average age of this group is 37 years. 

The educational attainment of custody personnel by geographic region shows 
that ther~ is little variation in the median level of education currently 
maintained by adult corrections officers. However, when the various regions 
are examined for the proportion of officers at each level of education, 
the area known as the Old South appears to have the highest concentration 
of officers with 8 years of education ~r less. The East North Central 
region has nearly a quarter of its officers who fall below the high school 
standard. The juvenile corrections child care workers tend to show an 
east-west distinction with the western regions employing persons with 
generally higher educational attainment. 

C. Assessment of the Educational Attainment of Probation and Parole 
Officers: Standards and Levels 

Since 1931, probation and parole has set as its standard for educational 
attainment extensive grounding in case work and welfare with a degree 
in social work as the preferred educational preparation. The actual 
educational levels of attainment show that probation and parole officers 
have on the average slightly over 16 years of education and their super
visors have slightly less than 17 years. The pattern of educational 
attainment of personnel by age reflects that the average age is 35.8 years 
and the educational level shows greater stability over time than in either 
adult or juvenile corrections. The educational attainment of probation 
and parole personnel by period of entry indicates there has been very 
little change over the level of education at entry-level will continue to 
rise. The educational attainment of probation and parole officers by 
geographic regions does not appear to vary along regional li-nes. 

D. Assessment of Correctiona1 Treatment Personnel: Standards and Levels 

Treatment personnel refers to academic teachers, vocational teachers, 
psychologists, counselors, and vocational counselors. The standard 
minimum requirement for persons in these occupations which provide 
direct service to inmates or supervision of those that do, is a bachelor's 
degree. In general, the survey shows that adult treatment personnel are 
somewhat better educated th~n thos~ in juvenile corrections. 
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E. Efforts to Upgrade the Educational Attainment of Adult Corrections 
Offi cers 

The introduction of LEEP and other programs appears to have had the 
greatest impact on those whose educational level was slightly lower or 
slightly above the average educational level. Those officers with more 
than 6 but less than 20 years of service were more likely to take advantage 
of increased educational opportunities. 

F. Efforts to Upgrade the Educational Attainment of Juvenile Corrections 
Officers 

The level of upgrading among juvenile corrections officers and supervisors 
follows the same pattern as that of adult custodial personnel. 

G. Efforts to Upgrade the Educational Attainment of Probation and Parole 
Personnel 

The level of upgrading in probation and parole is greater than in juvenile 
or adult corrections. However the same pattern is as noted before is again 
apparent. It does not appear that in-service upgrading has been a factor in 
current educational levels. 

H. The Impact of LEEP upon the Educational Upgrading of Correctional 
Personnel 

The survey shows that at the time, a number of personnel had participated 
in LEEP; however, they had not attained one full year of additional 
academic credit which was the measurement used. However, in adult corrections 
34% of supervisors and officers raising their educational attainment at 
least one year had participated in LEEP. 
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I. Summary of Major Findings and Recommendations 

The educational attainment of corrections 
significantly within the past 10 to 15 years. 
adult corrections officers and those with the 
cation are the probation and parole officers. 
the recommendations are as follows: 

personnel has improved 
The least educated are 

greatest amount of edu
Based on the findings, 

1.) Attempts should be made to accelerate the educational level of 
adult and juvenile corrections treatment personnel with juvenile 
needs receiving first priority. 

2.) Special attention should be given to the development of skills 
and knowledge which related to counseling and guidance function 
for juvenile problems. 

3.) There should be continued in-service educational opportunities 
for line correctional officers. A more educated custodial officer 
force would facilitate desirable job restructuring and the develop
ment of broader career progression opportunities. 
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1. LEAA should continue LEEP funding in order to . 
upgrade the education of correctional ~mployees. 
Special attention should be paid to treatment 
and educational staff. 

*2. Custodial jobs in institutions should be 
upgraded to i~clude skills that are ob~ained 
at the college level. 

,*Pr1or1ty developed by reviewer 

I; 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

1. See Attachment for Volume V for programs conducted 
by LEEP. 

..2. Besides the LEEP ·program, LEAA has funded programs 
tbat support training and education to upgra~e 
correctional officers to a level of awareness of 
treatme)t methods and procedur~. 
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Chapter VI - Training For Correctional Occupations 

Introduction 

Training is assessed in terms of: the degree to which it provides 
personnel with the required skills for their present jobs; the degree 
to which it develops potenti,al job skills for future as well as current 
duties; and the degree to which it contributes to the system's overall 
effectiveness and flexibility. 

A. Existing Training Standards 

The survey summarized the training standards existing at the time of this 
report. This summary included the ACA's Manual of correct~o~al St~ndards, 
the 1967 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admlnlstratlon of 
Justice and the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training. 
In addition the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standurds 
and Goals w~s examined in the NMS effort. The Commission's publication 
states that all new staff members receive a minimum of 40 hours entry-"Ievel 
training and an additional 60 hours of in-service training during the 
first year and 40 hours each year after. 

B. Trai ni n9 for Li ne Personnel in Adult Corrections-Major Findings 

There has been significant growth in the provisions of training since . 
the 1960 ' s. A 1975 NMS survey indicated that 97 percent of the correctlOnal 
institutions provided entry-level traini-ng a,nd 85 percent indicated that 
they had some form of in-service training for experienced officers. 
However, almost every agency responding to an NMS executive survey 
indicated that no more than 10 percent of its current correctional work 
force had received in-service training the previous y1ear. I. 

There has been a clear pattern of increased utilization of centralized 
training facilities. Fifty-six percent of the respondents to the NMS 
survey stated that entry-level training was conducted at a statewide 
correctional academy, however, 54 percent responded that in-service 
training was conducted at the facility with 10 percent using local 
educational institutions. 

Although there has been an apparent increase in the duration of 
training provided, approximately half of adult agencies did not meet 
the minimum standards 'for entry-level training suggested by the 
National Advisory Commission which· requires 40 hours of entry-level 
and 60 hours of in-seY'vice. ' Near'ly 60 percent of the executives 
reported an average duration of 40 or more hours for those actually 
attending in-service training. 

"" 
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The content of training generally reflects the traditional concept of 
the correctional officer's role as being primarily custodial and 
covering most of the primary duties required of officers. However, 
counseling duties are assigned to correctional officers by nearly 
half of all the agencies, yet the NMS occupational analysis indicated 
that entry-level training was least adequate in staff-inmate relations. 
Also, that incumbent officers generally believed themselves insufficiently 
prepared to advise inmates regarding their problems. 

C. Training for Juvenile Child Care Workers 

Information presented in this section can be found in a separate 
attachment to this report. 

D. Training for Probation and Parole Officers 

The most apparent factor explaining the level of training provided is 
centralization. In almost all cases, consolidated agencies are more 
likely to provide ~raining than agencies in which functions are 
specialized and within the specialized agencies the adult parole 
agencies offered more' training than probation agencies. Among adult 
parole agenC'ies, 72 percent provided both entry and in-service training 
as compared to only 33 percent of adult probation agencies. The location 
of traini,ng was primari'ly the employing facility itself although a sizable 
proportion utili~ed state facilities. The trend is away from purely 
in-house activities and toward central ized faGil ities for both training 
and education. 

The duration of entry-level training was longer for parole agencies than 
for consolidated agencies or for probation agencies. The average length 
of training for parole agencies was 78.hours with 36% meeting the NAC 
standard by offering a hundred hours o'r more. Approximately 24% of the 
consolidated agencies and only 12% of the probation agencies met the 
NAC standard of a 100 hours. (See Comment Section) 

The NAC standard of 40 hours of in-service training was met by parole 
agencies with an average of 54 hours of training and by consolidated. 
probation/parole agencies with 40 hours of training. It is interesting 
to note that probation agencies averaged only 33 hours. 

E. Assessment of the Length of En'try-Level Trai ning 

The content of training appears to coincide with the primary requirements 
of the position but more closely ~eflects the priorities of executives. 
The items most frequently offered in entry tr.aining are among those iden
tified by the NMS occupational analysis as requiring ~he highest level 
of expertise. These areas are investigative techniques, forms and records, 
case histories and development of community resources. The areas of legal 
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requirements and crisis intervent~on appear ,to b: ~eglected, thelatte~ 
being cited by executives as a maJor area of t~a~n1ng. It s~ems that 1n 
all cases where entry-level and in-service tra1~1ng ar~ ~rov1d~d, that 
entry-level training is mo~eheav~ly ori~n~ed ~1th ~dm1nlstrat1ve ~nd 
procedural matters, while in-servlce tra1mng IS onented toward d1rect 
service topics. 

Among agencies providing only in-servic~ tra~ning, there appea~s to be ~ 
lack of adequate topic coverage. The hTghes~ percent of agen~1es ~ffer1ng 
only in-service training was found in conso~1d~ted adult and

o
Juven11e pro

bation and parole agencies (28%). The NMS 1nd1cates that 23% of adult 
probation, 8% 6f adult parole and 16% of adult probation and parole offered 
only in-service training. 

F. Supervisory Training In Corrections 

The amount of tra-ining provided to correctional supervisors~ although 
rated necessary by correctional executives, is very small w1th less than 
10 percent of all adult corrections requiring such training. 

G. Training for Correctional Treatment and Educational Personnel 

AppY'oximately 76% of adult ager:tcies provided entry-level training w~th the 
averag~ length of training being 71 hours. Only 28% of these agenc1es 
provided 100 hours o~ more of tra~ning w~i~h met the NAC standar~. Larger 
agencies were more l1kely to prov1de tra1n1ng than smaller agenc1es. 
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Comments and Recommendations 

One of the criteria used by the NMS for assessing correctional training 
is the duration of entrY.;level and in-service training. These areas 
are compared to the standards set by the National Advisory Commi~sioh 
whi ch states that IIA 11 new staff members shoul d have at 1 east 40 hours 
of orientation training during their first week on the job and at least 
60 hours additional training during their first year, and 40 hours of 
additional training each year after".' The NMS assessed the duration of 
both entry-level and in-service training and compared the average length 
of entry-level training with lOa hours of training that the NAC 
standard requires. However, it is uncertain whether the 60 hours of 
additional training for first year employees is considered by the 
correctional executives as entry~level or in-service training. O~e 
usually assumes that entry-level training occurs before the employee 
begins his responsibilities on the job and any training occurring 
afterwards is considered in-service. Because this point is unclear, 
it is hard to assess the actu",i'J provisions of training in 1975 for 
any correctional employ~e. -

If LEAA assesses the duration of training for adult correctional 
facilities as compared to the standards issued by the Commission on 
Accreditation and the Federal Standards for Corrections issued by the 
Attorney General, then training needs of correctional officers become 
in need of considerable remedial support. The above standards require 
that all employees receive 40 hours of general orientation training 
and 40 hours of additional training that relates the the employee's 
job during the first year. Employees in direct contact with inmates 
should receive 80 additional hours of training in the first year and 
40 additional hours thereafter. This means that line personnel and 
others with direct contact with inmates should receive 160 hours of 
training in their first year and 80 hours of training in subsequent years. 

How any of these standard setting bodies determine the length of 
training is still unknown and the duration of training required by the 
CAC and the AG should be reviewed for practicality. However, the 
additional 80 houy's of training that these standards require would 
allow line personnel to obtain training not only in their related 
jobs but to gain supervisory and managerial ski11s for future 
responsibilities. These standards would also allow correctional 
executives to gain the necessary expertise in budget, management and 
other administrative skills. 

The CAC standards for probation and parole requijge that the employee have 
at least a bachelor's degree. -. The standards st~te that all officers 
receive an initial orientation and a minimum of 40 hours of relevant 
training and education each year. Using these standards, the agencies 
that do provide training are not far from meeting these standards. 
However, 36% of adult probation agencies provide no training according 
to an'--NMS Executive Survey. 
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lieCduse the sLdmidl'ds hdve ctlClllyed III l'ecent yedrs dud s1nce the NM!:> 
survey ;s confusing, it is hard to prioritize which correct'ional area is 
in the most need of remedial support. Therefore: 

1.) 

2. ) 

3. ) 

LEAA should support state criminal justice 
agencies in order to assure that all new 
correctional employees receive adequate 
formal entry level training. A concerted 
effort should be taken to assure that local 
agencies provide training to correctional 
officers and probation officers and, if 
possible, that this training be provided 
by the state facility. 

LEAA should continue its efforts in developing 
correctional standards and assist,\states in 
establishing standards on a state-wide basis. 

LEAA should assist in the development of in-service 
training for correctional employees. This training 
should cover new laws, policies and techniques af
fecting the employee's function and appropriate 
supervi sory and managerial tra ini ng for future 
career developmeDt. 

f 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

VOLUME THREE 
NEED PRIORITIES BY NMS CHAPTERS 

Chapter VI - Training 

1. LEAA should support state criminal justice 
training agencies in order to assure that all 
new correctional emp"loyees receive adequate 
formal entry-level training. A concerted 
effort shoul dbe "taken to assure th"ci't local 
agencies prov{de training to correctional 
officers and probation officers and, if 
possible, that this training be provided 
by the state training facility. . . 

t~Pr1or1ty,deve1oped by r~v1 ewer 

~. 
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EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

1. 19 states have been supported in upgrading 
their training through black and OF programs. 

LEAA is provic\ing 'technical assistance to 
local correctional agencies on training 
.methods and procedure·s. 

In 1980, projects to improv" faciliti.es w"il" 
include upgrading of training as a condition 
for renovation monies. 
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VOLunE THREE 
NEED PRIORITIES BY ~MS CHAPTERS 

NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRM~ EFFORTS UNP.ERHAY BY LEIl.I'. 

r, *2. LEAA should support the development of in-service 
training for correctional employees. This training 
should cover new laws, policies and techniq4es 

2. This is being done through the National Sheriffs 
Association, the National Institute of Corrections, 
and the American Correctional Association. 

,', 

affecting the employee1s function and appropriate 
supervisory and managerial training for future 
career development. 

*3. LEAA should assist training facilities in developing 3. 
appropriate training courses for entry and in-service 
training . 

. ' . 
*4. LEAA sho~ld continue its support of correctional 4. 

standards and ~ssist states in establishing stand-
ards on a state-wide basis. 

*Pr;ority developed by reviewer 

Same as above 

LEAA1s Correctional Standards Accreditation Program -
a Division under the Office of Criminal Justice Programs 

" . 
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NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY ANALYSIS: 

COURTS 

INTRODUCTION 

VOLUME FOUR 

This volume specifically addresses adjudication manpower needs: judges, 
prosecutors, public defenders, court administrators and probation officers. 
The areas of recruitmGnt, retention, training and education are discuss,ed. 
Current and projected~\manpower resources are analyzed in light of de- " 
veloping ~rend$ in the criminal justice system~ 

Chapter I - Executive Summary 

This first chapter in Volume Four provides an overview of subsequent 
chapters presented. It should be noted that material contained in 
Chapter I was taken into consideration when analyzing the chapters 
whi ch followed. ' 

Chapter I I - Current Manpower Assessment 

As the National Manpower Survey notes, the tension between efficiency 
and equity ( due process ) ~onsiderations is the Most significant 
feature of the adjudicative process. In relation to these criteria, 
various evaluative procedures of the existing adjudicative process 
have disclosed the following impediments and deficiencies: case back
logs and delay, overreliance upon and the abuse of plea bargaining, 
inadequate case screening and a lack of case prioritization, lack of 
provision of effective assistance of counsel for indigent and margin
ally indigent criminal defendants, the existence of widespread disparity 
in sentencing, and a lack of time for the judiciary, defense· a'nd pro
secutionto permit adequate case preparation settlement and processing. 

Overall, as the survey indicates, there is a lack of· comprehensive 
statistics on caseload and cas~ backlog in the nation's courts as 
well as for prosecution and defender agencies. The data, admittedly 
are incomplete or non-existent. Historically, courts, prosecutor 
and defender agencies have failed to generate, systemmatically main
tain, analyze and use data. Those who conducted 'and reported the 
findings of the Manpower Survey thereforeohad little choice but to 
turn to other approaches to assess the adequacy of current adjudication 
manpower. Three approaches were employed in the survey for this pur
pose. First, available crime rate statistics and employment data 
for th~ period of 1970 .. 1974 were compqred to provide an initial indi
cation of the extent to which staffing in adjudicative agencies has 
kept 'pace with crime-'I"elated workloads. Secondly, age,ney officials, 
including court administrators, chief prosecutors and defenders, were 
queried concerning their respective agency's manpower needs and about 
rel ated operational probl ems, s'uch as case del ay. Finally, the survey 
instrument~ provided for submission of summary caseload ci~ta for courts 
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prosecution and defender agencies. Th~se data ha~e been related to 
staffing levels in the reporting agencles to provlde measures of 
the extent of variation in workloads per key employee among t~ese 
agencies, and have been compared--in the case of defender.o~flces-
with standards, or norms, previously developed for determlnlng the 
manpower needs for defender services. 

Findin9s 

The surVJi'Y cites case delay and insuf~icient)ud~cial.and ju~iciallY 
rel ated personnel as two of the. pe~c~l ved ma~or. 1~pedlments 1 n the 
adjudicative process, by tho~e J~dlclal and ~ud~C1a~ly rel~te~ per
sonnel queried. The maxim 'IJust1ce ~elayed 1~ JU~t1ce demed has 
broad acceptance. Delays in the del 1 very of Justlce h~rms the ~tate, 
the victim(s), the defendant(s), witnesses, counsel~, Jurors--v1rtually 
every actor in the case processing scenario. The Slxth Amendment to 
the United States Constitution, made bi,nding on the sta~es through 
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment ~equ1res~ among 
other things, that the accused be given a speedy tnal. Wh1le cou~ts 
and legislatures have been slow to define what constitutes the d:n1al 
of the right to a speedy trial, there is now a Federal Speed~ Tr1al 
Act and many states have set limits on the number of days Wh1Ch ~ay 
permissably elapse before that right is abridged. But ~peedy.tr:al 
acts or judicially-promulgated }'ules have fallen short ln thelr 1m
plementation. 

As criminal cases are generally given precedence over civil cases, 
civil case backlogs are often far greater than criminal c~se back
logs. The longest civil backlog in the country at one p01nt was 
recorded in Middlesex County; Massachusetts where the average elapsed 
time between entry of an action and a jury trial was 5lz years. The 
causes of backlog are both many and complex. The two factors most 
consistently cited by judicial and judicially-related person~el 
queried as contributing to case delay were the amount of avallable 
judge time and court policies in granting continuances. Th~s~ de
ficiencies, while somewhat oversimplified, are but a recognltlon of 
the numer"!!lS interrel ated events which bear upon del ay. By way of 
example, 'd!e following questions come to mind. How is the judici~l. 
system organized? Is it essentially a unified o~e (centr~l o~ u~1!led 
budgeting; central rule making authority lodg~d 1n t~e ch1ef Judlclal 
officer of the State; uniform personnel pract1ces; slngle or dual 
level trial courts? Or, is it a local system, characterized by the 
lack of uniform rulemaking authority, a proliferation of judicial 
budgets (Massachusetts at one time had 417 separate budgets for its 
judicial system), lack of authority to ~ssign judges, m~l~i:lev~l . 
trial and appellate courts, some, e~pec1ally courts 9f lnltlal JurlS
diction, largely part-time (e.g., New Hampshire, New Jersey). What 
kinds of cases require judge-time and which are processed administratively? 
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Are prosecutors and public defenders full-time and adequate in number? 
Who sets the trial calendar? And is it a master or an individual 
calendar? Are there enough courtrooms? Are support staffs adequate? 
When we view case processing, we must, of necessity, take an overview 
of all ~omponents which are directly related to and impact upon it. 
Judge-t1me and the flexibility in assignment of judges based upon 
caseloads are certainly two significant aspects of delay reduction. 
The ~row~h of the court administrator in recent Years, has brought the 
appllcatlon of management to the courts. Virtually every state now 
ha~ a ~tat~ court administrator who serves at the pleasure of the 
~hl~f.Just1ce and who is responsible for the administration of the 
JUdlc1al system. Many states, as well, have local or regional trial 
COllrt administrators. The court administrator is recognized as a 
new professional and it is anticipated that this discipline and 
the s~pport staffs n~cessary to its functioning will continue to grow 
both 1n numbers and 1mportance. The Chief Justice of the United States 
has made the administration of justice his major priority. 

The Cri~e Control Act of 1976 (Pub. L. 94-503) 42 U.S.C. 3701, et ~., 
at.sect1ons 301 (b)(lO) and 301 (b)(13) recognizes the need for programs 
Wh1C~ address backlog and delay. Congress states its intent in these sectlons as follows: 

liThe Administration is authorized to make grants to states 
having comprehensive state plans approved by it under this 
part for: 

II (1 0) The definiti on, development, and impl ementation 
o~ p~ograms and projects designed to improve the func
t1onl~g of courts, prosecutors, defenders, and supporting 
agenc1es, reduce and eliminate criminal case backlog, 
accelerate the processing and disposition of criminal 
~ases, and improve the administration of criminal justice 
ln the courts; the collection and compilation of judicial 
data and other information on the work of the courts and 
other agencies that relate to and affect the work of 
the cour~s; programs and projects for expediting criminal 
prosecutlOn and reducing court congestion. . . II 

Section 30l(b)(13) provides for: 

liThe es~ablishment of early case assessment panels under the 
au~hor1ty of the appropriate prosecuting official for any 
un1t of.general local government within the state having a 
popul atlOn of two hundred and fi fty thousand or more to 
screen and analyze cases as early as possible after the 
time of the bringing of charges, to determine the feasi
bility of successful prosecution and to expedite the pro
secution of cases involving repeat offenders and perpetra
tion of violent crimes. II 

l~~t~i~ the Office of Criminal Justice Programs in the Adjudication 
D1V1s10n, there are programs directly related to this legislative 
mandate. The Court Fundamental Improvement Program funds efforts aimed 

--
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at the reorganization and improvement in the way in which a jurisdiction 
del i vers justi ceo Projects have .incl uded, statewi de court reform, in
cluding the study and implementation of unified court systems, criminal 
code revisions, statewide, regional and appellate defender systems. 
The Court Delay Reduction Program funds efforts directed at reducing 
and eliminating delay and backlog in criminal cases in local juris
dictions. The Technical Assistance and Training Program provides ex
pert advice to court systems, prosecutors and public defenders to 
help them to improve their management and to be ITlOre effective. The 
Career Criminal Program provides fund~ny for local prosecutors to 
enable them to target for enhanced and expeditious prosecution, the 
serious, repeat offender. 

Prosecution 

As the manpower survey reports, 25 percent of all court administrators 
selected increased prosecution time as most important to reducing 
unnecessary delay. Similarly, 68 percent of chief prosecutors queried 
reported that their most serious personnel problem was an inadequate 
number of authorized positions. This coupled with increasing pro
secutorial caseloads makes effective and :Mmely case preparation a 
luxury. This situation is further aggravatl~d by the fact that numerous 
jurisdictions throughout the United States still have part-time pro
secution (e.g., New Hampshire). This exacerbates delay tl,rough the 
necessity for increased continuances due to inadequate time for case 
preparation. However, on a more positive note by way of example, 
Massachusetts recently passed legislation requiring all District 
Attorneys and Assistant District Attorneys to be full-time as of 
January 1, 1979. Excessive caseload pressures result in an over
reliance on plea bargaining, inadequate or no preparation and frustrated 
victims and witnesses. Increased full-time prosecutorial manpower 
would allow for more effective screening and charging, vertical pro
secution (where one prosecutor remains with the case from point of 
initiation to disposition rather than the traditional horizontal or 
assembly-line processing), enhanced investigation and case preparation 
and more effec~ive and sensitive treatment of victims and witnesses. 

Defense 

In June 1972, the United States Supreme Court in Argersinger vs. Hamlin, 
407 U.S. 25, held that no person may be imprisoned unless the Sixth 
Amendment's provision for counsel was made available at trial. This 
opinion placed significant new burdens on the criminal justice system 
yet left unresolved most of the complex issues certain to arise in ef
forts to implement or frustrate its mandate. 

The effect of this increased burden could only be speculated upon by 
the justices. Justice Powell, in his concurring opinion in Argersinger, 
expressed grave fears that the "decision could have a seriously adverse 
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impact upon the day-to-day functioning of the criminal justice system. II 
(407 U.S. at 52.) thief Justice Burger, however, in another concurring 
opinion, expressed confidence that the legal profession could meet the 
challenge posed by the Argersinger decision: 

liThe holding of the court today may very well add large 
new burdens to a professional already overtaxed, but the 
dynamics of the profession have a way of rising to the 
burdens pl aced upon it. II (407 U. S. at 44.) 

The oplnlon, in dicta, spoke of IIdeprivation of liberty" as an expansion 
of the concept of imprisonment as the triggering factor for the appoint
ment of counsel. Although not the holding in the case, the notion of 
deprivation of liberty (e.g., some conditions of probation may be so 
onerous as to constitute a deprivation Q.f liberty) should the court 
extend this concept in the near future this would certainly once again 
expand on already increased need for defense. 

Most, if not all, defenders bel ieve that to ensure the provlslon of 
effective assistance of counsel, entry into a case by a defender 
should be as early as possible and certainly before trial. The National' 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice. Standards and Goals, Courts, 
Standard 13.1 states: 

IIpub1ic representation should be made available to all 
eligible defendants in all criminal cases at their re
quest ... beginning at the time the individual either 
is arrested or is requested to participate in an investi
gation that has focused on him as a likely suspect. II 

Also, there are a number of post-conviction and appellate services which 
many "defender" offices provide or, for matters characterized as civil 
in nature, such as mental health commitment hearings. 

\' 

Seventy-fi ve percent of the chi ef defenders queri ed by the Nt·1S indi cated 
that an inadequate number of authorized positions was their most serious 
pe~s~nn~l problem. In. terms of compl iance with the mandate in Argersinger, 
23% In?,~ated th~t thelr agency was fully complying with this requirement. 
A~ ~ddltlonal .44% reported adequate compliance. Another 23% reported 
mlnlm~m compllance only, while 9% stated that their office was not even 
able to achieve minimum compliance with this requirement. 

While standards exist based upon "per defender II caseloads with which 
to project defense manpower needs (each defender should carry an annual 
caseload of no more than 150 felonies or felony equivalents. (See NAC, 
Courts Standard 13.12) this standard is predicated upon the existence 
~f a public,defender agency. As the NMS notes, about one-fourth (and 
lt may be hlgher now) of the total national indigent defense caseload 
is h~nd~ed by private, court-appointed counsel. The Natlonal Advisory 
COInmlss10n recommends the estab'lishment of full,:-time statewide public 
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defender agencies, while the ABA opts for a "mixed" system (both public 
and private--assigned counsel. The estimates in incY'eased defense man
power needs to fully comply with Argersinger range from a low of 18 
percent (responses to the NMS) to a high of a six-fold increase in de
fender staffing needs (National Legal Aid and Defender Association-
The Other Face of Justice, 1973). 

An adequate prediction of the manpower needs for defense must include 
the definitional 1 imits of "indigency". There are a dearth of standards 
on what constitutes indigency or marginal ~ndigency. Nor can we over
look the right to counsel for juveniles enunciated in In re Gault, 387 
U . S . 1, (1967). 

It is this reviewer1s OplnlOn that the priority area in future adjudi
cation,manpower needs is defense. 

Ranking of Priorities 

1. Increased numbers of defenders and support staff (investigators, 
paralegals, social workers). 

2. Increased numbers of judicial administrators and staffs and judges. 

3. Increased numbers of full-time p\osecutors and investigators. 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

j 

VOLU~1E Four 
NEED PRIORITIES BY~MS CHAPTERS 

Chapter I1. 

1. The first priority is the~\eed for incre'ased 
numbers of defenders and defense support staff 
(e.g., investigators, paralegals, social workers): 

2. The second pri ority ca 11 s for increased numbers 
of judicial administrators and staff and judges. 

3. The third priority for this chaoter is an increase 
in the number of full-time prosecutors and investi
gators. 

\*Pr1or1ty developed by rev1 ewer , 

.r.: ___ .. ,_._ 
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EXA~PLES OF IDENTIFI~D 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDER~JAY BY LEAA 

1. Court Fundamental Improvement Pro~ram (includes the 
development and implementation of regional and state

,wi.de defenders, assigned counsel, and appell ate defender 
~ystems). See ~4500.'G, Chapter 3, Para. 23. 

2. Court F~ndamental Improvement Program and Court delay 
reduction prporam. M4500.lg, Chapter 3, Para. 20. 

3. Comprehensive Career Criminal Program. See M4500.1G t 

Chapter 3, Para. 22. . 
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Chapter III: Outlook for Employment 

Introduction 

This chapter is concerned with projecting estimates of probable future 
trends in employment of judicial process personnel and some ~f the 
factors which influence them. This is not an attempt to est1mate 
"optional" requirements for such personnel. The authors n:aint~in that 
a goa~s-oriented'manpower projection for courts manpow~r 1S ne1t~e~ 
practicable nor realistic as a basis for program p1ann1ng--a pos1t10n 
with whi ch thi s revi ewer does not fully agree ... 

Projection Scenario 

As in the case of other products and services, the future need for 
criminal justice services and the communities· willingness and ab.ility 
to pay for them will jointly affect future employment trends in.court 
related areas. Both crime rates and levels of government spend1ng are 
influenced by a number of social, economic and institutional factors. 
Among them are future trends in the level of general economic op~ortunity, 
trends in the proportion of youth in the population, and trends 1n the 
concentration of populations in urban areas. Community investments in 
criminal justice agencies can affect these trends to the extent that 
they inc rease the probabil i ty that those apprehended wi 11 be dea 1t wi th 
promptly and fairly. 

The most predictable factor is the proportion of youth in our popul~tion 
si nce the 15-24 year 01 ds up to 1985 ha ve all been born. Less pred1 ctab 1 e 
is the proportion of the popul ation concentrated in metropol itan areas, 
although it is expected to decline since it peaked about 1970. EVen 
less predictable is the future of the economy which is assumed to improve 
slowly to ]980 and a little more rapidly until 1985. These projections 
imply to the authors a small increase in the annual crime rate (1.8%) 
until 1980 and a large drop (3.9%) until 1A85; and growth of criminal 
justice expenditures of 4.3% annually until 1980 and 3.5% to 1985. Be
cause of the uncertainty of prediction ar~ the inability to foresee 
unexpected developments, several projecti ns would perhaps have been more 
valuable in putting future possibilities in context. 

Employment Projections 

Projections for court-rel ated employment are expected to be higher than ~ 
those for all criminal justice agencies by 62% to 43%. The annual ra~es 
of growth for the former which were 7.8% during 1971-1974 are 5.3% unbl 
1980 and will be 3.5% from 1980-1985. The lower courts are expected to 
increase at an annual rate of 2.9% between 1974-1985 as compared to 5.4% 
for courts of general jurisdiction and 6.5% for appellate courts. Em
ployment estimates for 1980 and 1985 are 155,000 and 183,000 for the 
courts, 66,000 and 79,000 for prosecution, and 17,000 and 21,000 for 
indigent defense. 
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These projections are subject to considerable margins of uncertainty 
due to the limitations of available data or employment in judicial 
process agencies and the lack of comprehensive national data on ad
judicative workloads. At the same time, social trends to assure a 
fair administration of justice to all involved in the system have 
imposed greater responsibilities Upon adjudicative agencies. The em
ployment projections in this chapter have assumed that the net effect 
of these changes will be similar in the period to 1985 to those observed 
in the mid~seventies. 

Analysis of Se1.o9cted TreoQs 

Decriminalization. Arrests for these crimes, with the exception of 
narcotics, have decreased by about 10% as a percentage of arrests for 
all -crimes from 1970-1974. The primary benefi ci ari es of these reduc
tions have been the lower courts for which a slower employment growth 
is projected. 

Pre-Trial Diversion. Although diversion can occur at any stage of a 
criminal proceeding, the greatest impact in terms of workload is on 
the courts. These programs provide that the accused enter into super
vised activities such as job training, regular employment, or rehabili
tative services in the hope this will encourage constructive behavior. 
Although there is some indication that diversion has the net effect of 
reducing staff; ng needs in judi ci al process agenci es, it is rel atively 
small to date. 

Plea Bargaining. Although plea negotiation is a subject of controversy, 
prosecutors favor it strongly (88%). Carefully desi gned research on the 
systemwide impact of changes in plea bargaining practices is needed. Even 
with'>the all evi ation of personnel shortages currently reported by prose
cutors, defenders and the courts, any trend toward reduced or regulated 
plea bargaining will be gradual and will have a limited i~pact 6~ ~riminal 
justice manpower needs. 

Court Unification. Major assessments of the court system have highlighted 
the need for unifi cation of the mul ti -ti ered ,decentral iz:ed organizational 
struct~re of the courts. The major cqmponents of unification are unified 
budget1ng, managerial supervision and court consolidation. Unification, 
for the most part, has meant a reduction in the number of tiers as the 
l.o\...,~r,.l in;ited jurisdiction courts are merged with the courts of general 
Junsdlct10n. One would expect, and it does appear to be the case, that 
the greater the degree ofunificatio,n, the slower the growth in judicially
related employment. Caution should be used in interpreting these data 
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since alternative explanations at'e possible. There is a tendency 
for administrative reorganization to become vertical in states where 
reform is in progress which has increased employment of professional 
court administrators and their support staff. 

Concl us ions 

These relatively detailed projections are based on the assumed contin
uation of" trends in the 1971-1974 period with adjustments based on some 
1975-1976 data. This must be emphasized. Aggregate employment in 
judicial process agencies is projected to increase by 62% between 1974 
and 1985 as contrasted to a net growth of only 12% in the projected 
number of arrests for Part I Offenses. These staff resources could con
tribute materially to reducing case delay and enhancing the overall 
performance of courts. Among the court-related occupations relatively 
rapid growth in employment is projected for assistant prosecutors and 
defenders as well as judicial support occupations, while substantially 
lower growth is anticipated for judges. 

Reviewer Conclusions 

In addition to the caveats mentioned at several points in the Chapter III 
review concerning the limited data on which many of the conclusions 
and projections are based, there are two other points which should,be 
mentioned. The first will probably not change crime related projections 
very drastically in the near future since it expends the causality 
framework. It is concerned with the psychosocial factors which affect 
crime levels. They include the individual's behavior patterns such as 
frustration tolerance, self-discipline, sense .. of values and self-worth; 
and the group' s soci al val ues" and behavior codes whi ch exerci se consi derabl e 
control over its members. How these react with society's social, legal 
and economic "rules" also contribute to the crime rate. The economic 
model, or the rational approach to crime, which the NMS stresses, is im~ 
portant because of the preponderance of economic crimes, but the relation
ship between crime and economic conditions is neither direct nor simple. 

The second point concerns the taxpayer revolt, or "Proposition 13 fever", 
and its effect on public expenditures in general and criminal justice 
agencies in particular. This development occurred about two years after 
the NMS was finished and the impact will not be clear for some time, 
although a reduction is virtually certain which will lower the projections 
discussed in this chapter. 

Prediction being what is its, the projections appear reasonable given the 
caveats mentioned. The chapter does not make recommendations nor set 
priorities but estimates the manpower situation in court-related agencies. 

---------------~----.--------- ---------------~ 
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Chapter IV: Recruitment and Retention 

Introducti on 

Employment as an assistant prosecu~or or assistant public d~fender has 
~een one of the typical threshold Jobs for attorne~s followlng law. 
school graduation because it provid~s needed.practlcal legal e~perlence 
not provided in the law school currlcul~m whlle, at the sam~ t~me, 
providing a moderate salary. Althoug~ ~t wo~ld not be.real~stlc to 
have compensation levels fully competltlve wlth those ln prlvate prac
tice over a lifetime legal career, it has been recommended that the 
first five years of an assistant prosecutor's or assistant public d~
fender's service be comparable with starting private attorneYs. ThlS 
would improve the efficiency of the pub~ic offices by substantially 
lengthening their average years of serVlce. 

Recruitment and Turnover Experience 

The assumption that during a period of relatively high unemployment 
(1974-1975) and a surplus of recent law.school graduates, problems of. 
recruitment and retention of attorneys ln prosecutor and defender POS1-
tions would be slight compared to those under more favorable market 
conditions was generally confirmed by the NMS. New hiring rates were 
approximately ten percentage points higher than voluntary resignation 
rates for both assistant prosecutors and assistant public defender~ 
(32 to 22). Both of these rates were higher for the smaller agencles 
and lower for the larger ones. Although some prosecutor and defender 
offices found a shortage of qualified applicants during the 1971-1974 
period, 6414 and 86.4 percent, respectively, did not .. Similarly, 81.8 
and 93.2 percent did not find personnel turnover a serlOUS problem. 

To assess the need for initial training of newly-hired staff attorneys, 
the surveyed agencies were asked to estim;lte the propos'ition of re
cruits in 1974-1975 who had previous tria~ experience. On the average, 
only about 20 percent of recently hired prosecutors and 33 percent of 
new defenders had such experience. There was a tendency for the smaller 
agencies to hire proportionally more attorneys with trial exper~ence. 
As might be expected the public agency staff attorneys are conslderably 
younger than attoi'neys as a whol e with 60 percent of the former under 
35 years of age compared to 30 percent of the latter. Also 60 percent 
of the assistant prosecutors and defenders had been with their.current. 
agency less than four years. None of the figures for the publlC agencles 
include chief prosecutors or defenders. 

Personnel Turnover 

Five possible reasons were identified as most important in causing 
attorneys to leave their jobs. They were inadequate salaries, limited 
opportunities, excessive workload~, job frustration and desire for broader 
legal experience. "Inadequate salaries" was the most frequently cited 
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reaSOn by both prosecutors and defenders, 65 and 36 percent, respectively. 
"L imited opportunities" Was mentioned by 1 ess than 5 and 4 percent in 
t~e same order. "Excessive workloads" and "job frustration" (in com
blnation) were identified by 16 percent of prosecutors and 36 percent 
of defenders as most important in leaving. "Broader legal experience" 
was cited by 11 percent of prosecutors and 19 percent of the defenders. 
The greater emphasis on earnings by the prosecutors may be partially 
accounted for by the fact their average salaries were somewhat less than 
the defenders, although care must be exercised here because the defenders 
were more likely to be located in the more populated areas. Quite likely 
value system~ and personnel motivation playa role in the choice of agency 
as well. Chlef prosecutors, however, receive higher compensation than 
chief defenders in about 75 percent of cases surveyed. Substantial 
gaps between publ ic and private compensation for attorneys does exist 
and probably gets progressively wider with substantial experience. 

Proj ected R..ecrui tment Needs 

Recruitment needs for attorneys in prosecution and publ ic defense offices 
like other professions, are determined by replacement and growth require-' 
ments. In 1974, 5,900 (70%) of 8,400 new hires were for replacement 
purposes and the remainder (2,500) were for new positions. The princi
pal cause of attrition among assistant prosecutors and defenders is vol
untary.reSignation: Fu~ure rates in this category can be expected to 
vary wlth fluctuatlons ln labor market conditions and the supply of new 
la~ school graduates. From 1971 to 1975 employment opportunities have 
fa~led to keep pace with the large influx of recent graduates. Some 
eVldence of a.weakening in the labor market for attorneys compared to 
other categorleS of professional and administrative personnel is indi
~ated by a relative slow down in annual salary increases for attorneys 
ln 1973-1976. Law school graduations have slowed their growth rate since 
then and the supply of jobs has not fallen as expected so the two factors 
are not as far out of balance as feared in 1975. 

~ased o~ ~hese assessments, NMS projections assume a moderate reduction 
ln attntlOn rates, due to voluntary resignations, in the 1974-1980 
p~riod, and an i~crease in these rates in the 1980-1985 period, in line 
wlth th~ assumptl0n of an improvement in the labor market in 1980-1985. 
~hese ~lgher tu~nover rates and growth in total employment would result 
ln an lncrease ln annual recruitment requirements for staff attorneys in 
prosecution and defen~er agencies, from 8,100 in FY 1974 to 8,700 from 
1~74-1980 and ~l,lOO l~ 1980-l9~5. These projections assume no signi
:lcant change ln relatlve salarles for public attorneys compared to those 
ln other employment. A reduction of eXisting differentials, as well as 
other measures ~o.make the working conditions more attractive, would in
creas~ the stablllty an~ experience level of lawyers in court related 
agencles, thereby reduclng future recruitment needs. 

Reviewer Conclusions 

Since the projections 'of manpower needs is less complex for public attor
neys than the whole range of criminal justice ~mployees and is based on 
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Labor Department methods in use for many years in their manpower out
look publ i cations, the estimate.~ in thi s chapter seem quite reasonable. 
The caveats mentioned in the Chapter III Reviewer Conclusion section 
apply here as well should the taxpayer revolt and federal budget balancing 
efforts curtail public services and slow the growth of the national 
economy. 

No particular needs or priorities are developed in this chapter. It 
is concerned with the supply of lawyers available for judicial pro
cess agencies which is not directly affected by LEAA. 
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Chapter V: Legal Education and traininq 

. 
Legal Education 

As is ~ell stated in the NMS, the prevailing educational philosophy in 
undergraduate law schools focuses on a mastery of legal analytical 
skills, combined with a broad overview of the substantive principles of 
law. This philosophy implies that the more practical legal skills, 
including pre-trial and trial procedures, as well as specialized exper
tise in particular fields of law, will be mainly ~cquired through an 
apprenticeship, either as a law clerk or as a junior practicing attorney. 
This topic will be reviewed in somewhat greater detail in a discussion 
of Volume V, Chapter VIII, Criminal Justice Education and Tr~ining, 
"La\'I Schools". Suffice it to say at this juncture~ that the United 
States, in its law schools, does not train trial lawyers (thinking now 
of those who become prosecutors and defenders). In England, lawyers 
are divided into two categories, solicitors and barristers. Solicitors 
prepare and draft legal instruments such as wills and trusts and contracts 
but do not appear before the Bench to act as advocates. Barristers, on 
the other hand, are trained at "Inns of Courtl! to become trial lawyers. 
When they depart the various Inns of Court they are prepared to function 
as 1 itigators. 

A majority of ABA accredited law schools (124 of 163 accredited law 
schools as of 1975) offer clinical law programs and of these 65% in
cluded a criminal justice component. These programs provide the student 
with practical legal knowledge as well as insight into the day to day 
realities of the criminal justice systems. 

While prosecutors and defenders queried in the NMS largely agreed that 
law schools provide inadequate training in procedural skills and in 
trial advocacy, 55% of the prosecutors and 59% of the defenders queried 
0~ve hiring preference to law students with clinital law experience. 
It must be pointed out, however, that according to the NMS only about 
20% of all law graduates were found to have clinical law experience and 
a much smaller percentage still to have criminal law clinical elferience. 

Historically, criminal law and its practice has been regarded aS~\the 
stepchild of the legal profession .. While nearly all law schools~require 
an introductory course in substantive criminal 1 aw or prpcedure, '1 ittl e 
is either sought or offered in this area beyond the basic course. The 
fact that bar examiners ~xamine on criminal law as one of the subjects, 
emphasizes its inclusion in the law school curriculum.' 

Prosecutor Training 

Entry-level Training. As the NMS notes, .that while nearly one-tiifth 
of new entrants to assistant prosecutor positions may have had prior 
trial experience,. in most cases entrants require systemmatic training 
on prosecutioh office policies and procedures, on relationships with th~ 
courts and police and on such practical issues as the exercise of dis- . 
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cretion in screening and charging of defendants. This type of e~try
level training is typically provided to state and local prosecutlory . 
attorneys either by the agency itself or by a state prosecutor tralmng 
program. LEAA block funds have, to a large e~tent, supported these 
training efforts and continue to do so. In flSC~l year ~9~5, 29 I 

states had statewide training programs that provlded tralnlng to new 
assistants and new chief prosecutors. Twenty-five of these p\r0'gra':ls 
received LEAA financial assistance. There is, however, a corr,telatlOn 
between the size of the prosecutorial agency and its provision of entry
level training. About 38% of all respondents to .the N~1S~ mainly in 
the smaller agencies, indicated that their agencles p~ovlded.no ~ormal 
entry-leve'l training to new assistant prosecutors dUrlng ~helr.flrst. 
year of employment. An additional 8.5% provided only basl~ orlenta~lon 
of one day or less. Thus, nearly one-half of all prosecutlon ~gencles 
surveyed provided no formal entry-level training other than bnef 
ori entations. 

A National District Attorneys Association survey in 1970, covering 18 
metropolitan pr6secutor offices found that, at that time, only four 
had formal entry training and that six did not even have a program of 
formal ized on-the-job training. The National Coll ege of Distri ct 
Attorneys, whi ch receives LEAA di scretionary funds, provi des ~entry
level training for new chief prosecutors but not for new asslstants. 

In~Service Training. About two-thirds of all agencie~ and about 9~% 
of larger agencies reporting, reported that they provlded some asslstance 
for external continuing education in prosecution. Only 30 percent had 
an established policy requiring experienced assistants to participate 
in some form of job-related continuing education. Less than 15 percent 
reported that they provided in-house formal in-service training. This 
proportion ranged from only about 12 percent, in the case of the smallest 
agencies, to 61 percent for agencies with 25 or more employees. It is 
fair to say that most in-service training is provided by external sources, 
chiefly two--the National District Attorneys Association and the National 
College of District Attorneys, both recipients of LEAA disc"r:tionar~ funds. 
In-service training is also provided by state level prosecutlon offlces 
or by the state bar associations. 

In terms of training course content, with limited exceptions, in-house 
tra ining programs parall eled entry-l evel subject matter with courses . 
such as con~titutional law, evigence, criminal trial procedure, screemng 
and"' charging (emphasized in entry-l evel rather than in in-service), sub
stantive criminal law developments and trial advocacy . 

• ' /J 

A significant gap in training coverage, as aptly noted by the NMS, is 
in juvenile or family law procedure. About 85.p:r~eryt o~ all .prose
cution agencies reported that they had responslbllltles 1n thlS a~ea. 
Yet among those conducting in-house training, less than one-half lncluded 
this topic in thejr program. 

Section 407 of the Crime Control Act of 1976 ,mandates training for or
ganized crime prosecution. '.' LEAA under this authority has undertaken 
to fund training programs sponsored by the National College of District 
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Attorneys, National Association of Attorneys General, and the Organized 
Crime Institute at Cornell University Law School. Other LEAA-funded 
efforts incl ude a number of state organi zed crime counci 1 s aimed at 
increasing public and policymaker's awareness of the problem and often 
resulting in needed legislation. 

The NMS points out that more is needed in the way of training in the 
area of organized crime, especially technical assistance and intensive 
training for offices wishing to establish organized crime prevention 
units. ii 

;j' 

Defender Training 

Entry-level Training. Nearly 200 public defender agencies responded to 
the NMS. About 32% of these provided no formal entry-level training 
to new assistant defenders during their first year of employment. An 
additional 15 percent provided only a,brief orientation of one day 
or less. As in the case of the prosecutor agencies surveyed, nearly 
one-half provided no formal entry training other than brief orientations 
to newly hired attorneys. Among agencies which did provide such training 
about 24 percent of all respondents provided between two days and one 
week of training. 

About one-half of the defender agencies which provided either orientations 
or formal entry-tiaining reported that this training was provided in
house. The extent of the in-house programs tended to vary with the 
size of the agency. The same was true with prosecutor's offices. 
Nearly 95 percent of the offices with 25 or more staff attorneys had in
house programs, as compared to only 25 percent of the offices with 
14-24 attorneys, and to 14 percent for offices with fewer than 14 staff 
attorneys. 

A separate NMS of 32 IIcontract ll defender agencies in larger cities dis
closed that approximately 80% of these offices offered in-house entry
level training. 

The NMS estimates, based upon available evidence, that between one-fourth 
and one-third of the attorneys recruited by publ ic defender agencies in 
1974 or 1975 were inexperienced personnel who were not provided with any 
formal entry-level training by their agencies, other than short orienta
tions. 

In-Service Training. Generally, responses by public defenders to the 
NMS questions on the extent of agency support for and providing continuing 
legal education to their staffs, paralleled those of the prosecutors. 
About three-fourths of all agencies provided some assistance for externq1 
continuing rel evant education fo.r staff attorneys, through administrative 
leave, tuition support or other means. About one-third had a policy 
requiring that experienced assistant defenders participate in some type 
of job-related continuing education. However, only 28 percent of the 
agencies actually provided formal, in-house training programs for this 
purpose. Similar in this respect ,to entry-level training, the larger 
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offices, with 25 or more staff attorneys, were most likely to have such 
programs. This was also found to be the case--25 or more attorney 
offices--for IIcontract ll defenders. 

Entry 1 evel courses cover basic practi cal ski 11 s such as investigation, 
pl e~ negoti at ion and pre1 iminary hearing procedures. More speci ali zed 
subJects such as evidence, substantive law developments and juvenile 
1 aware inc1 uded in more advanced courses for experienced personnel. 

With respect to both entry-level and in-service training; inadequate 
training ~udgets and heavy staff workloads were most frequently cited 
as the maJor constraints on eXisting programs. 

A c~n~ral .need ~isclosed by the survey for chief prosecutor and defender 
tra1n1ng 1S bas1c management and administrative skills. Most chief 
defen~ers and prosecutors bring to thei-Y' positions varying 1 evel s of 
exper1~nce and competency in criminal law, but are generally lacking 
the Sk1l1s most often needed in policymaking and management positions. 

Judicial Training. As the NMS well notes, the United States does not 
provide any formal, pre-service education or training to specifically 
prepare individuals for serving as judges. 

Entry-level Trainin~,About one-half the states provide entry-level 
training fo~ new jydges in courts 6f general jurisdiction and only 
about tWO-f1fths, 1n courts of 1 imited juri sdi ction. Of 38 states 
emp1~Ying lay judges, 26 provide entry-level training. Seven states 
~eqy1~e entry-level training for,all judges; one state requires this 
-cra1nlng ~n~y for g~neral court Judges and two states require entry
level tra1n1ng forJud~es of courts of limited jurisdiction. Twenty
one ~tates do not requ1re entry-level training for any judges but 
prov1de entry-level training with attendance voluntary. ' 

In-servic~ ~udicial Edu~at~on. Virtually all states now appear to have 
some proV1s10n for con~lnu~ng education of their judicial personnel. 
In 46 st~tes and the D1str1ct o~ Columbia, in-service training programs 
a~e .prov1ded f~r general court Judges, and in 44 jurisdications for 
11m1ted court Judges. Thirty-one states reported such programs for 
state appellate court judges. . 

National ~r~grams .. ~e~pite the relatively recent proliferation of state-
1 eve~ tra1nlng ,>act1v1t1~S,. a number of national, LEAA funded organizations 
con~lnue to serve as pr1nc1pal providers of systemmatic: training for 
var10US categ?ries of judicial personnel. They are the National Judicial 
Col1e~e; Amer~can ,Academy ~f JUdici,al Education; National College for 
Juvem1e Justlce; the Inst1tute for JUdicial Administration; the Institute 
for. Court Management; and the American Bar Associ ation' s appellate judges 
semwar. 

Briefly, the National Judicial College, the largest among the national 
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judicial training programs, primarily offers two residential programs: 
·a four-week surruner program for general jurisdiction judges and a two
week program for special court judges. A variety of graduate programs 
are also offered to more experienced judges who have completed the 
basic course. The National College of Juvenile Justice sponsors four 
two-week residential programs for judges and other juvenile justice 
personnel each year and joins with other organizations in presenting 
regional programs, often in cooperation with state agencies. The cur
riculum is interdisciplinary with an emphasis on the behavioral and 
social sciences. 

The American Academy of Judicial Education directs its programs to 
judges of courts of limited jurisdiction. The academy focuses on 
the development and programming of in-state training conf~rences. The 
Institute for Judicial Administration conducts annual semlnars for 
appellate court judges (initial training). 

The Institute for Court Management trains judges and court admini
strators in court management and related areas. 

The American Bar Association's Appellate Judge's Seminar provides 
continuing education for appellate judges. McManus Associates, 
in conjunction with the General Research Corporation has been awarded 
a contract to evaluate the eight national courts training grants. 
These eight training grants are: 

1. The American Academy of Judicial Education 
2. The National Judicial College 
3. The Institute for Judicial Administration 
4. The Institute for Court Management 
5. The National Institute for Trial Advocacy 
6. The National College for Criminal Defense Lawyers and 

Public Defenders 
7. The National District Attorneys Association 
8. The American Bar Association's AppeTlate Judges Seminar. 

While the thrust of the evaluation is to measure the impact of these 
national court training projects, process evaluation issues will be 
addressed as well. A comparison will be made between those adjudication 
actors who have received training from one of the above-mentioned insti
tutions and those who have not ... 

Prioritization of Recorrunendations: 

1. The most critical training need for all three categories of personnel
judges, prosecutors and defenders is to establish formal entry-level 
training programs for agencies and jurisdictions where no program 
currently exist~, and to strengthen those existing programs which 
are clearly inadequate. 

In the case of judges,'this need is particul arly pronounced in 
view of the United States Supreme Court's holdi~g in North v. 
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Russell., allowing lay judges to conduct bench trials in criminal 
cases where a trial de novo is possible. Most lay judge courts, 
according to the survey have misdemeanor jurisdiction and can 
sentence defendants to up to one year in jail. 

In the case of prosecutors and defenders, the need for systemmatic 
entry-level training is most pressing in the smaller agencies, 
which because of size are often least equipped to provide in-house 
formal training, allow time for external training, or provide 
supervised, on-the-job training. Size of an agency often determines 
workload distribution. It is fair to say that the smaller the 
agency, the more a luxury training becomes. Yet especially in the 
case of defenders, the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 
as interpreted through numerous U.S. Supreme Court decisions, 
guarantees the right to the effective assistance of counsel. At 
a minimum, a defender cannot render effective assistance. unless 
he/she is adequately trained. 

Continuing legal education or in-service programs appear to be 
more generally available through a combination of national, state 
and local sources. Available information, however, suggests a 
number of deficiencies. Juvenile law issues are often neglected 
especially for prosecutors .. There is a need for increased em
phasis on inter-disciplinary subjects, such as community resources 
and community relations, and on management training for those 
with significant management responsibilities. 

The Survey recorrunends the establishment of regional centers for 
management training in all criminal justice fields, as a desirable 
supplement to eXisting resources. An alternative might be to 
augment current resources or to provide grants to business schools 
for this purpose. 

Well-coordinated programs should be developed, for the development 
and dissemination of "bench books", manuals, and similar self
instructional materials for judges, as well as similar materials 
for prosecutors and defenders. 
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1. The first priority for this chapter ;s the establ'ish 1. 
-ment of formal entrY-level training programs for 
judges, prosecutors and defenders. (Please refer 
to the text of this review for further elabora-tion). 

2. The second priot1ity for this chapter is the need 2. 
to upgrade in-service training, where these programs 
exist, for judges, prosecutors and defenders. Inter 
disciplinary subjects should be given greater em-
phasis and treatment. Regional centers should be 
establ i shed which woul d o.ffer management trai n'ing 
in all criminal justice fields-as a supplement to 
existing training resources. *Grants could also 
~~ provided to Graduate Business Schools for this 
purpose. 

tJ 

i;*Prforfty developed by reviewer j, 
'i 
4 
II 
i\ 
w 

l 
~ 

i 
1 

."A _____ ~_~~ _ 

" 

§ 
National Judicia1'College; American Jl.cademy of Judicial 
Educatio,n; Institute for Court Management; National 
Institute for Trial Advocacy; ~lational College for 
Criminal Defe.nse Lawyers and Public Pefenders; National 
District Attorneys Association; American Bar JI.ssociation'~ 
Appellate Judges Seminpr (~1l these organizations receive 
LEAA Discretionary Funds)".' " 

(See #1, above as all of these organizations pr6vide 
in-service training as well). 
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Chapter V (continu~d) 
3. The third priority calls for the development of 3. 

well-coordinated training programs and the develop
ment and dissemination of self-instructional 
materi~ls for judges, prosecutors and ~efenders. 

\.*Pr1or1ty developed by re,v1e,~er 
r (,,,> 

• :! 

/f" 
l 

() 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDER~/AY BY LEP.A 

As part of a larger, overall' effort instructional manuals 
have been funded under CoUrt ~undamental Improvement 
and Court Delay P.eduction Ph1grams. Block funds have 
also been utili~ed to fund th~ development of these manual! 

\ . P 
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Chapter VI: The Court Administrator 

Introducti on 

Recent appraisals of the nation's court system have highlighted the 
need for modernizing court administration and have recommended the 
appointment of professional court administrators to assist judicial 
officials. Under the policy direction of judges these administrators 
have broad responsibilities for examination and management of the courts. 
For this reason court administrators were selected as one of the key 
judicial process occupations to be studied by the NMS. Information on 
current employment, duties, qualifications and training of these per
sonnel was obtained from a nationwide survey. About 455 state and 
local court administrators were identified from this effort and detailed 
questionnaires were sent to them. They were completed"~y 334 admini
strators or 73.4 percent. Information was supplemented by a number 
of field interviews and data from other studies of this profession. 

The Court Administrator Role 

The roles and functions of court administrators vary significantly de
pending on the type of court they serve and the structure of the state 
court system. At the state level there are two general types of court 
administrator offices. The most common is responsible for the entire 
state court system. It may be organized in different ways but always 
includes the state's highest court and some part of the administrative 
needs for the state trial courts. 

The second type of state office is the specialized court administrator 
who provides services to a state court, other than the highest one, 
and is responsible to the judges of that court or to a branch of the 
state court system office. Where different levels of courts are or
ganized statewide but remain independent, multiple state court admini
strators are required for each court. 

Scope of responsibility of State court administrator offices is suggested 
in part by the size of their professional staff which ranged from 0 to 
52 with an average of 12.6. In the trial courts professional staff 
ranged from 0 to 374 in one large urban jurisdiction. Not counting that 
office the average cost was about 5 per office. OVer half the trial 
court administrators had no professional staff so the distribution is 
highly skewed. The state court administrator is primarily concerned 
with management, budgeting, coordination, planning and research as well 
as general assistance to the courts. Other statewide administrative 
functions may include judiC"ia1 education services, legislative drafting, 
and responsibility for the state defender system. The trial court admini
strators indicate a higher frequency of operational functions such as 
calendering, jury management, and probation services, and lower manage
ment and planning activities, especially if they are without professional 
staff. 
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The title of court administrator is currently used to describe posi
t~ons ~hich range from broad management and legal skills to those 
w1th c1rcumscribed administrative and clerical duties. These dif
ferences are reflected in bbth the selection standards and the diverse 
educational backgrounds of court administrators. 

Profil e of Court Admini strators 

Education backgr_ound. The level of incumbents varies significantly . 
by type of court and, for the trial courts, the number of professional 
staff. Among the 43 administrators of state court systems, 81 percent 
had law degrees and all had at least bachelor's degrees. In contrast 
among trial court administrators the percentage with law degrees was' 
31 for those with professional staff and 17 for those without. Three
fourths of those with staff had at least a four year college degree, 
but merely half of those wlthout stQff were college graduates. 

Experience. A large majority of all incumbent court administrators 
have been in their present positions for only a few years. Over 70 
percent have less than five years in their current job. A substantial 
pro~ortion have held prior positions in the field of court administration. 
Thelr total experience averages eight years while 30 percent have ten 
or more years in the field. 

Pri~r.Posi~ions., About half of court administrators held court related 
posltlons 1n thelr most recent prior employment. The other half held 
~egal ~ administrati~e, or other non-court related work. The variations 
1n prlor work experlence were closely related to the differences in cur
rent court administration functions in the dif!erent types of courts. 

Professional Education and Training 

Extent ofSpeci a1 ized Programs. The fi e1 d of court admini strator has not 
est~b~ i shed commonly recognized standards foy' qual ifi cation for these 
poslt~ons. Several law schools in the 1950's developed judicial admini
str~t~on courses. ,T~e first major program designed specifically for . 
traln1ng court admlnlstrators was that of the Institute for Court 
Mapagement establ i shed in 1970 as a six-month certifi cate program. Thi s 
~~AA su~ported program gr~duated nearly 250 certifi cate hol ders in its 
'·1 rst SlX years of operatlon. By 1976, 48 educational institution". of-
fered courses in judicial administration. ~ 

Recomrnend:d.Education and Training Programs. Academic preferences of 
court a~mlnlstrators were correlated with the functional needs of their 
own offlces as ~e~l as with their own educational backgrounds .. Among 
state court admlnlS'trators, a law degree was preferred by a wide mar
gin, followed by public administration and management subjects. 

~~----------~----------------...:..-.---------------------------~-~-
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Among trial court administrators, the management field \,!as most fre
quently recommended, followed by law, public and business administration. 
Criminal justice specialization was more popular among the trial court 
administrators than the state court ones, but was recommended by only 
a third of all court administrators. 

Similar differences in training course content were indicated by cate
gory of court administrator, with state court people giving relatively 
higher weight to court information systems, program planning and eval
uation, while the trial court personnel were relatively more interested 
in case flow management. 

/' /\ 
\. 
, 1.1 
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Special ized Training for Court Administrators. About one-fourth of the 
administrators had completed a specialized program in judicial admini
stration before entering their current position. One-half had been 
at ICM while the others had attended various university or national 
college programs such as the National College of the State Judiciary. 
In contrast, a 1 arge proportion (79%) of court admini strators have 
had training or educational programs since entering the field. LEAA 
grants have been the most important source of financial assistance 
for attendance at these programs. 

Findings and Recommendations 

It is evident that at least two categories of positions are included 
within the scope of court administrator. The first, typified by 
many state courts or groups of courts, exercises a broad range 
of managerial responsibilities under the chief judicial officer of 
the court or court system. The second category has more restricted 
responsibilities for administrative and personnel operations. The 
key distinction between the two positions is the degree of control 
over resources and personnel, and the ability to initiate and implement 
major changes. 

The lack of sufficient delegated authority has been identified as one 
of the important limitations of the court administrator in many courts. 
About 30 percent claimed this was a problem due to a lack of clearlY 
defined authority. Unspecified educational requirements, varied court 
administrators' backgrounds, and judicial preferences contribute to 
thi s probl em. Better definition and preparation for the admini strator' s 
position can contribute to enhancement of the court management function. 

The following priorities for training and academic assistance are 
suggested: 

1. Pre-service court administrator programs. There is need 
for support of a graduate level residential program for 
court administrators planning to enter the field as a 
career. Flexibility in the program is needed because of 
the differing individual needs and backgrounds of :the 
potential students. 

I 
. I 
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2. In-service training. Regional programs at higher levels 
than rCM pr~sently conducts are needed to enhance and up
date th~ Skllls of practicing administrators who have had 

, the equlvalent of thorough residential training. 

3. Judi~ial trainin~ and orientation. There is an important 
requlrement for Judges who are responsible for selection 
and.p~licy.supervision of court administrators to be 
famlllar wlth or know how best to utilize court administrators 
and appreciate their potential. 

Reviewer Conclusions 

This chapter on.the court.a~minis~rato~ is a thorough and convincing 
treatment of t~l~ key posltlon WhlCh wlll grow in importance for 
~easons of.e~f~clen~y and economy in court operations as well as 
l~S comp~tlblllty wlth the trend toward court unification. As in
dlcated.ln the.chapter and the above review, LEAA has been instru
mental ln fundlng course development, especially at reM, and financing 
the attendance at related courses for court personnel across the 
country. 

The order of the suggested priorities are reflected in the following. 

--- --~- - ---
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Chap~er VI 

1. Preservice programs for court administrators 
at the graduate l~Vel in the form of a pro
fessional residential course. 

2. In-service training to §ive special advanced 
training to employed court adminisfr·ators on 
a regionalbaiis. 

3. Judi~ial trai~ing and orientation for apprecia
tion of court admintstrator role. 

priority developed by re~1ewer 
i 

... . 

1. ICM support should be expanded and possibly extend~d 
to other schools to develop more professional programs. 

2. IC~ regional support should be re-oriented to develop 
., such programs as ne·eded .. 

3. Continuing workshops for judges supported by LEAA sh'ould be 
expanded Tor this purpose. 
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NATIONAL MANPOWER SURVEY ANALYSIS: 
, 'VOLUME 'FIVE, 

'CRIMINAl' JUSTI.CE EDUCATION "AND 'TRAINING . 

Volume FiVe of the National Manpow~~ Survey ~assesses the institutional 
programs and resources in terms of,Jmeeti,ng,agency requirements for appro
priate educational and t~ain~ng suppo~t.1I Volumes Two - Law Enforcement, 
Three - Corrections and Four - Courts assess manpower, education, and 
train~ng needs from t~e'agency pers~ecti~e. 

This review and analysis will focus primarily on survey findings, needs, 
conclusions, recommendations and need priorities resulting from re-

" sear:-ch conducted in "the NMS effort. It shoul d be noted that each ' 
reviewer's expertise in the field'of education and training will be 
applied in the analysis process and reflected in comments .made in this 
report. A1so, the initial chapter of this Volume will not be reviewed 
separately. This particl uarchapter is an IIExecutive Summaryll and will 
be integrated with subsequent chapte,rs in the volume. A chapter by 
chapter approach is taken and major divisions of this report will be in 
conformance with topic breakdow'ns presented. i'n the survey. The only 
exception is a IiReviewer Conclusions'! section appearing at the end 
of each chipter reviewed. This particular section will contain in
formation deemed appropriate by reviewers. In addition, a rank order 
of need p,riorities will be presented based on" information reviewed and 
professional judgment. 

Chapter T. Executive Summary 

As indicated previously,information presented in this particular 
chapter will' be merged with' the analysis conducted in subsequent chapters. 
Theref~.re, a. separate analysis will not be performed on Chapter I. 

Chapter II. An Overvi~w'~fFedetal Asst~t~rice Ptogtamsf6rCrimin~1 
Just; ce Trai ni ngana . Educa tion 

Information presented in Chapter JI focuses on the financial aspects 
associated with federal invQlvement. in crtmtnal j~,stJce tr~tni.ng and 
education at state and local levels. Esttmat~s are·set. forth con
cerning federal expenditures by variousa~encte.s. However, the lack 
of ' information pertaini.ng to expenditures at' state and local 1 evel s 
negated the compilation of out layi at both ,these levels. It is . 
for this reason that only the. fede~a~' se.ctoi" is addressed .. 

A comparative analYsis is made. between the,Qfficeof Management and 
. Budget estimates for tra i ni,ng/educati on and' expend; ture' 'da ta compi 1 ed 
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in the NMS effort. It is clearly shown that a wide disparity prevails 
between the total expenditure figures from these two separate sources. 

A. The OMB Estimates 

Estimates given in OMB computations reflect that approximately 
$149 million are allocated lito the supportriof training and education 
for state and local government employees in the criminal justice 
system. II The following percentageoieakdowns and dollar alTlQunts 
arp'.;et forth -in conjunction wit:Q federal agencies involved in 
~:r-e training and education of cdminal justice state and local 

/employees. 

Agencies *Outlays % of Total Outlays 

VA 73,513 44.20 
LEAA 49,638 33.20 
FBI 25,210 16.80 
DEA 715 4.00 
FWS 85 .50 
OE 5 .03 

TOTALS 149, 166 100.00 - (Rounded) 
*Thousands 

It is axiomatic that the VA, LEAA and the F~I constitute the overwhelming 
majority of funds allocated for training and education purposes at 
the state and local levels. However, it is interesting to note that 
the Department of Labor presently has a programmatic thrust in the law 
enforcement sector. Specific reference is made to the development and 
implementation pf a police apprenticeship program. This fact~ c~upled 
with the possibility of other unidentified fe~eral resour~es, ra~ses 
serious questions concerning estimated expendltures assoclated wlth . 
state and local training/education. In addition, some federal agencles 
that are not listed in budget estimates by OMB permit field personnel 
to instruct in state and local training programs. This, of course, is 
a cost factor that could significantly increase estimated costs at the 
federa 1 1 eve 1 . 

B. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

According to the NMS findings, the LEAA is a 'll primary vehicle 
for the channeling of federal funds directly into the training 
and education of state-local criminal justice employees. 1I 
Funds are provided through direct support by the LEAA and state/ 
local allocations coming from block grant funds. A brief 

IJ 
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description of the LEAA program activities are brought to light in 
this particular section of the NMS. These programs are briefly 
expounded on in the following. 

1. Continuing Education and Training Programs 

There are five prog~a~s mandate~ by Congress which are targeted at 
state and 1 ocal tl~al nl ng/educatlon. Each of the aforementioned 
programs are set forth below. 

The.Law.Enf?rcement Education Program is design~d to Ilprovide grants 
to lnstltutlons of ~i~her education to be allocated as grants of 
loans to pay for tUltl0n, fees and books of their students who are 
employed by the criminal justice system or who anticipate being employed 
by the system upon completion of their education. 1I 

The Edu~ational Development Program is an effort which lIis designed 
to provlde suppor~ for the development and strengthening of the criminal 
graduate programs and research actiVities of colleges and universities.1I 

The Internshi p Program was developed in order to fund II co" ege 
students who ar~ working jn criminal justice agencies during vacations 
or academic leaves of absence. II 

'The Se~tion402 Training Program is an effort designed lito transmit 
an~ ~tlmu~ate.the adoption of practices established by research to 
crlmlnal Justlce practitioners. 1I 

The Section 407 Tr~i~ing Program focuses on providing II grants to 
- strengthen the tralnlng of state and local prosecuters involved in 
dealing with organized crime. 1I 

2. Discretionary Grants for Training and Education 

A sign!f!cant po~tion:of f~nds available in Parts C and E of the Act 
are.utlllzed to provlde dlrect support for demonstration and experimental 
proJects selected by LEAA.II The majority of these grants are processed 
t~roughSta!e Planning Agencies. However, some are handled through 
dlrect fundlng by the LEAA. _ 

3. Part C and Part E Block Grants 

Funds a~located for use in these types of grants can virtually be 
supp~r~lve of a broad range of activities. 'This section of Chapter II 
spe~lfles th~t the IIcornerstone of LEAA's activities from the time 
of lts foundlng has be~n the block grant~-funds awarded directly to n 
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each state on the basis of population for use by the state, in accordance 
with its comprehensive plan, for whatever purposes it may determine 
in all sectors of the criminal justice system. However, Part E funds 
are restricted for use only by the correctional component of the 
system. II 

4. Allocation of LEAA Funds to Training and Education 

In an attempt to maintain information on funding activities, the 
LEAA has developed and implemented a Grants Management Information 
System (GMIS). However, the NMS points out that the system developed 
II su ffers from two major disabilities. 1I Specific reference is made 
in the NMS to incomplete files on r.ecord and the fact that weaknesses 
prevail in the coding process. Because of the difficulties involved 
in maintaining information related to funded activities, those re
sponsible for conducting the NMS had to design a methodology to arrive 
at estimated training and education expenditures. Computations made 
revealed that approximately $80 million were allocated for such 
purposes in FY 1975. This cost estimate is about 60 percent larger 
than the $50 million figure reported to OMB. 

It is certainly obvious to this reviewer that problems connected 
with the GMIS militate against accurate retrieval of information con
cerning training and education programs. Every effort should be 
made to improve a situation which adversely impacts on the manage
ment of grant activities. In summation, a less than acceptable 
situation prevails concerning grant mangement information and 
therefore steps should be undertaken which will result in a sig
nificant reduction in the magnitude of the problem. This, of course, 
can only be accomplished if the problem is seriously addressed and 
resources allocated to reduce II ma jor disabilities" to more manage
able proportions. 

C. Outlays by the Veterans Administration 

The substantial amount of federal expenditures by the VA was indicated 
previously in this analysis of the NMS. :It was concluded by those 
conducting research that data needed concerning criminal justice 
students was not obtainable from VA records. The lack of data can 
be attributed to the fact that such information was not acquired 
from veterans receiving benefits. In light of data problems, 
a methodology had to be developed in order to arrive at some "ball
park" estimate for expenditures that could be traced to training 
and educating veterans in the criminal justi~e field. The NMS 
reflects that in FY 1975 approximately $128 million was allocated 
for support to veterans enrolled in crimina'l. justice training and 
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education p~ograms. It is interesting to note that OMB estimates 
totaled only $74 million for the same year. 

It is surmised by this reviewer that the VA should devote considerable 
contemplation to data needs concerning expenditures for their 
training and education support in all fields. Such data would be 
valuable to various disciplines engaged in human resources development 
and training activities. Also, it would help alleviate data gaps 
which impede sound management decision making at the federal level. 

D. Outlays of Other Federal Agencies 

According to the NMS figures on expenditures for training and edu
cation at state and local levels, only minor amounts are involved. 
Information presented refers specifically to token involvement by the 
Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
and the Drug Enforcement Administration. For unknown reasons 
expenditures by the FBI appeared to be relegated to secondary' 
importance. Although some figures were presented in charts presented, 
The Bureau efforts were not expounded upon under the caption of 
1I0utlays of ~ther Federal Agencies." In this reviewer's opinion, 
the substantlal support provided by the Bureau deserved more emphasis 
in this particular chapter of the NMS report. 

E. Summary of Results 

The results provided by the NMS justifies an increase of $75 million 
in expenditure estimates by OMB. This would constitute an increase 
from $149 million to about $224 million. As indicated previously, 
the major increase can be attributed to muth higher expenditures 
b~ th~ VA. The final statement made in this section is certainly in
dlcatlve of the fact that millions more may be involved in training. 
This is predicated on possible expenditures from general revenue 
sharing funds being channeled to state and local governments. 
Therefore, it was concluded that lithe Federal Government contributed 
significantly in excess of $225 million in fiscal 1975 to the 
costs of training and education for the state and local employees 
of the criminal justice system." 

Reviewer Conclusions 

Specific, r~commend~tions are not made in this particular chapter of the 
N~S. The lnfo~matlon presented is targeted at providing a general over
Vlew of expendltures by federal agencies for state and local training 
and education. However, this reviewer feels that the analysis conducted 
reveals sufficient information upon which to make general conclusions and 
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recommendations. It is for this reason that some recommendations are 
set forth in this section based solely on the reviewer's expertise. 
These will be presented in rank order of importance and follow a brief 
discussion of the material presented in Chapter II. 

Federal involvement in state and local activities by the VA, LEAA~ FBI, 
HEW, DEA, FWS, DOL, etc. exemplifies the fragmentation of programmatic 

"thrusts in such efforts. Also, it appears that support for the corrections 
and courts components is practically nonexistant. It is personally 
felt that a comprehensive depiction of federal expenditures and involve
ment is not given in the chapter. Serious questions can be raised 
concerning federal involvement in such activities. For example, how 
can training activities be coordinated from a national perspective and 
appropriate planning be performed? What is the involvement of ATF, USSS, 
INS, USMS, USCS, etc. in state and local training programs? Many 
agencies permit their personnel to instruct in such programs and 
therefore have costs involved. Prevailing conditions appear to be contrary 
to the objectives specified in the 1977 Reorganization Act passed by 
Congress and the President's efforts to reduce proliferation, fragmentation, 
overlap, lack of coordination, etc. at the federal level. In short, 
such conditions tend to flourish when activities are permitted among 
numerous agencies in the federal government. 

High expenditures for training and education dictates the need for accurate 
record keeping. It is apparent to this reviewer that the lack of data 
has a negative impact on the management of grants, sound decision making . 
and human resource planning at the federal level. The problems experienced 
with the GMIS surfaces one of the most pressing problems the LEAA is con
fronted with. 

In conclusion, the following recommendations are made in connection with 
the analysis of information presented in Chapter II of Volume Five of 
the NMS. Please note that recommendations given are in rank order 
priority based on the judgment of the reviewer. 

*1. Appropriate action should be initiated at the federal level 
which would result in effective coordination of training and 
education activities between agencies. 

*2~ _ Prevailing problems associated with the LEAA GMIS should be 
resolved in order to maintain an accurate data base and improve 
grant activities. 

*3. Efforts should be made to fully determine 'federal involvement 
in state and local training/education 'activities. This should 
be performed in light of the possible amalgamation of such acti~ities 
to more manageable proportions. 

*Priorities developed by the Reviewer. 
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Chapter II. 
*1. Appropriate action should be initiated at the 

federal level which would result in effective 
coordination of training and education activities 
between agencies. 

~2. Prevailing problems associated with the LEAA 
, GMIS should be resolved in order to maintain 
,an accurate data base and impr.ove grant activities. 

*3. Efforts should be made to fully determine federal 
involvement in state and local activities. 
This should be performed in light of the' 
possible amalgamation of such activities to 
more manageable proportions. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

1. Internal manpower development task group has 
been establis'hed within the LEAA. 

2. An,internal committee has been established ~ithin 
LEAA to address GMIS problems. 

3. None identified. 

103 *Priority developed by reviewer 
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ChapteL-IL1. Criminal Justice Educatton 

This parti,cular chapter of the NMS focuses primari:ly on three areas .. 
related to criminal justice education. First, the development of crlmlnal 
justice education from a historical perspective .. ~econ~, t~e range 
of higher education programs available to tne crlmlnal. Just~ce s~s~em. 
Third, an assessment of primarily LEEP ins~itutions and ~helr crlmlnal 
justice programs. The analysis conducted lncluded a ~evlew of LEEP 
Applications and field visits to 26 institutions of hlgner learning. 

A. Historical Background 

The historical aspects of criminal justice education can be traced 
to the early nineteen hundreds. The impetus generated for college 
educated law enforcement officers was spawned by August Vollmer, 
Chief of Police in Berkely, California. Efforts.by Vollmer and others 
ignited a movement that spread throughout the Umted States .. However, 
the movement was slow until the nineteen sixties. I~ was d~rlng 
this period of time that tremendous growth was experlenced ~n 
criminal justice education. The N~1S points ?ut that CO~fusl0nll 
prevailed "regarding the new field's appropnate acade~lc.base . 
from the very beginning. It is further stated that thlS 1~ an lssue 
"which is still being debated today," This reviewer certalnly concurs 
with the fact that we have failed to identify a body of knowledge 
applicable to the field of criminal justice. 

The NMS provides considerable depth perception concerning gr?wth of 
these educational porgrams over the years. The most astoundlng 
fact presented was that police science programs grew from 125 to 1,245 
between 1965 and 1975. This, of course, amounts to "~n 89? percent 
increase in a single decade." Several reasons were clted 1~ the 
survey as contributing fa:tors which led to s~ch a substantla1. , 
increase in programs. Prlmary reasons given lncluded the GI.Bll. I 

after WW II, community college expansion after the wars ~resldent s . 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of J~stlce, The Pollce 
Chief Executive Report in 1976 and federal funds provlded by the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Act in 1965. This particular Act pro-
vided for grant awards to develop and impl:ment p~lice science 
programs. Also, the NMS points to the Omnlbus Crlme Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968. This Act provided for grants and loans to 
students pursuing higher ~ducation and channeled funds into the 
Graduate Research Fellowship Program and Internship Program. . 
Although these factors were instrumental in the growth of acade~lc 
programs, there are still additional fact~rs.which m~st be conslder:d. 
For example, it was during the nineteen slxtles an~ Tntoth~ seventles 
that landmark decisions were handed down by the Unlted States. 
Supreme Court, progressive leadership surfaced among some pollce.ad
ministrators and pay incentive programs tied to educational attalnment 
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were being developed and implemented. It becomes obvi.ous that 
such factors as these woul d also promote, b:tgner' education for 
police. . 

It is certainly understandable that sucn an accelerated growth rate 
would create significant problems for education in the field of 
crimina'l justice. The N~lS clearly states that liThe research that 
has been done suggests that the field still does not have a clearly 
defined body of knowledge or set of goals and perspectives, and 
that program quality sometimes has suffered because of the lack 
of definition." There is substantial evidence given by literature in 
the field which reflects some very pressing problems. Academicians 
continue to struggle with philosophical underpinnings to programmatic 
foundations, the qUiil i tcitive aspects of programs afforded and articu
lation between two-year and four-year institutions of higher learning. 
The diversity of program titles, mixture of the "curriculum recipe" 
and hazy, ill-defi,ned goals/objectives perpetuate a situation which 
is detrimental to the field of criminal justice. The magnitude of 
eXisting problems are far reaching when placed within the context of 
human resource development and the operational 'efficiency and re
sponsivness to society in general. 

The NMS points out that "There is some movement toward assuring articu
lation and cooperation among training academies,' community colleges and 
universiti es via a system of accreditation. II However, it is i nteresti ng 
to note that efforts are still underway to develop and implement such 
a system. Such accreditation would also serve as the primary means 
to improve and strengthen the quality of academic programs. Hope
fully~ efforts will continue in this direction in order to resolve 
some of the prevailing conditions which continue to plague higher 
education in the field. It is personally felt that accreditation 
standards would clearly surface weaknesses which could be converted to 
programmatic thrusts by the lEAA. In short, accreditation could be 
utilized to identify inadequacies and the LEAA could th~n target 
efforts responsive to needs in criminal justice education. 
Dr. Ralph SWisher, OPM/LEAA should be credited with the aforementioned 
u~e of ~ccre~itati~n sta~dards. This suggestion emerged in a recent 
dlScusslon wlth thlS reVlewer concerning accreditation. In 
summa!ion, criminal justice education 'has experienced tremendous 
growth in the past decad~. The reasons for such growth can be 
attributed to the multiple factors alluded to previously. The present 
trend appears to be "away from earl ier law enforcement-centered _ 
programs and toward crimin~l justice programs that a~e more com
prehensive in their approach." This systems approach encompasses 
all components ~f ~h: field an~ aadresses tneir interrelationships. 
Although some slgn~flcant ~tudles have been made, major problems have 
not been resolved 1n the f1eld. As indicated previously there 
are problems with objectives and goals, articulation and'the qual ita-
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tive aspects of educational prpgrams. 

B. Current Problems In Criminal Justice Education 

The NMS effort in the area of ct'iminal justice education focused on 
an analysis of LEEP forms,.on-site fnx:rviews, litera~ure in the field, 
conferences, etc. to identl fy pr.ogram 1ssues. II The pr'ma~y f~cus 
of this section of the chapter is devoted to program obJect1ves, 
curricula, and student and faculty administration. 1I 

1. Introduction 

The results of. the NMS of criminal justice training/education pr?gr~ms 
revealed "what respondents believed to be some of the most imp~rt~n:t 
purposes of their offerings." The partial list devel~ped, deplctlng 
goals and objectives establishe~ at various levels, s~rf~c~d an 
interesting conclusion. Accord1ng to the NMS, ~here ~s frequently 
overlapping in the courses or programs ~ffered. I~ 1S concluded 
by this reviewer that programs in the fleld do n~t lnterface . 
properly with educati onl trai ni ng programs preced1 ng or ~OllO~l ng 
offerings at respective institutions. This below par s!tuat10n has 
culminated in articulation problems o~er the years and 1mpacte~ ad-
versely on the total education and trainin~ process. !nfo~mat10n . 
presented in the following address:s var~ous p~o~rams ~n l~ght of the1r 
"purposes and the issues involved 1n the1r adm1n1strat10n. 

2. Certification 

Certification programs usually consist of thirty college hours 
or approximately one year of study.When first developed and impleme~ted, 
the certification program was a popular course of study .. However, 1n 
more recent years such popularity has sign~ficantly \,decl1ned. :he 
NMS attributes this to the fact that assoclate degrees emer~e~ 1n II 

the field. In describing the "typical law f.nforcement cert1flcate 
the NMS indicates there is a saturation of directly.rela~ed law 
enforcement course work and a token number of el ect~,ves 1 n other. 
disciplines. The NMS also surfaces the point that T~e concept 1S 
that the certificate student, having gained self-conf1dence and been 
assured of succeeding i~· college-level study, ~ould progress toward 
the final half of the associate degree." Certlficates theref~re, 
have frequently been made up of transferable course ~~rk. Th1S. 
apparently is uncommon among most technical/careerf1elds accord1~g 
to the NMS. This reviewer concurs wlth the fact that the popular1ty 
of the certificate has waned substantially over the past several 
y~ars. A'lso, the point made about assoaiate programs displa~/~ng the 
certificate is understandable. Other factors such as emphasls plac.ed 
on higher academic achlevement, pay incentive progr~ms f~r degrees. 
obtained, and recommendations made by the 1967 Presldent s Commiss10n 
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and the National Advisory Commi.ss.ion on Standards and Goal s have pro
moted higher education in the field. 

Certificate programs have unquestionably played a vital role during the 
initial stages of educational development. But they have also 
had a negative impact on course work afforded primarily in the community 
college sector. Specific reference is made to statements that 
such programs lido not necessitate serious commitment of resources un
til the user group has proven its interest." This implies 
that additional commitment is forthcoming when the law enforcement 
community demonstrates a continued need for the program. It is 
personally felt that in many instances this is not the case. At 
the present time many community colleges operate programs with, large 
numbers of part-time faculty. In some cases ther.e is no full-time 
coordinator employed in the program. It is strongly suspected that 
the lack of commitment by some admin'istrators is a carryover from 
past operations. It is also suspected that many programs are operated 
on a very profitable basis. However, these profits are channeled 
into other op~rational areas within the institution. 

Those responsible for carrying out the NMS feel that lithe case 
for the certificate is still persuasive" in the correctional 
field. This is predicated on the low college experience level among 
many correctional personnel and the need for a means to provide formal 
course work to administrators, particularly in rural areas. This reviewer 
agrees with the rationale for such programs in both corrections and 
1 aw enforcement in rural sections of the country. But the commit-
ment by college administrators, alluded to before, remains a problem 
from the standpoint of quality education. 

In conclusion, the single most important justification for a certifi
cate program is that it serves as lithe wedge into higher education." 
This being the case,the importance associated with curriculum 
development in these programs is of vital concern. As mentioned 
earlier in this analysis, college administrators can offer such programs 
without a fi rm commitment of resources. It appears that certifi-
cate programs can be developed and operated on a IIsiioestringll basis, 
converted into an integral part of a two-year degree program and 
resul tin course work being transferred to four-year institutions. 
There are certainly seri6us implications connected with such practices 
if IIfirm commitments ll are lacking. In orqer to prevent such 
occurences from happening~ accreditation standards should be imple
mented for criminal justice educatlon programs in addition to institu
tional r.~quirements imposed by the Council on Post-Secondary Accredi
tation. Such programs as nursing and other health related education 
programs are subjected to close scrutiny by appropriate authorities. 
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3. Associate Degree Programs 

a. 

Information compil ed i.n the NMS effort infers that prpgrams 
"started with full-time coordi.nators were mo~t likely to ~e success
ful" in several areas. Some of. these areas lncluded qll~llty, 
curriculum articulation and job placement. This certalnly sub' 
-stantiate~ this. reviewer's concern with the lack of institutional 
commitment and full-time employment of personnel. 

During the developmental stages of associate degree prog~ams a 
rapport with the total criminal justice system was prac~1cally n~n: 
existant. This is attributed to the fact that many POllC: p~a~tltl0ners 
entered the field of education. The background of these lndlvlduals 
had a direct impact on the structure of course work developed. In 
addition, close ties prevailed between these practitioners and . 
law enforcement organizations. In some cases, such close relatlon: 
ships could undermine the college's authority, control and responsl
bility for course work afforded. In fact, many colleges have 
probably relied heavily on tlpolicecommuni~y.approval': ~n t~eir 
selection process. Being sensitive to polltlcal Tealltle~ ~s a 
necessary element which must be dealt with by college admlnlstrators. 
In any event, only qualified persons shou~d be empl~y~d to .car~y out 
the important role of education for the fleld of crlmlnal Justlce. 

Issues. Several issues were brought out in the NMS con~erning . 
associate degree programs. These issues are set forth ln laconlc 
fashion below: 

o "The absence of a well-prepared faculty was the si ngl e greatest 
impediment to rapid curriculum development and program quality 
control." 

o "Whether to prepare young people for a vocational career in heavily 
technical subjects~ or to equip students (including those al~ea~y 
employed) with a broadly based academic approach to the speclal,zed 
body of knowledge that could serve as a foundation for further 
education." 

o IIInstructors faced two groups of students--inexperienced youth 
and seasoned veterans--in the same class." 

o "Standards for qual ity assessment i.n crim'inal justice have not been 
totally agreed upon." 

o "Some considerable overlap and confusion has existed, for example, 
among state law enforcement training councils which determine mini
mum standards; community colleges; and other institutions, such 
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as poli.ce departments or regional trai.ning academi.es." 
.' , 

o "lack of careful g~.Qgra.ph.i.cal planning has meant that some large 
communities have active p~ograms on several campuses and other lo
cales still have no or a modest part-time ~ffort." 

o "Many programs have lacked experimentation and intellectual stimu
lation." 

"f h o ar mo~e programs seem to ave altered their names to include 
correctlons than have actually altered their curricula." 

Although.the issues raised in the NMS have merit, this reviewer feels 
the mag01 tude ~f some have dimi ni shed. Turnover rates among facul ty 
have r~su1ted In.emp~oyment o! individuals with more acceptable 
academlc credentlals, the ratlo of preservice versus in-service 
studen~,s has been diminish~n~ an~ a growing concern over quality 
educatlon has had som.e .posltlVe lmpact. Some of the issues raised 
may very well be. categorized as "necessary evils" in an unprecedented 
movement in.educational history. With the advent of accreditation 
standards wlll come significant improvements in future years. 
~t m~st be remembered that the availability of qualified criminal 
Justlce faculty was not what it is today. Many .that were selected 
ov~r a decade ago were the best available at the time. This particular 
pOlnt a~pears to be ignored in the NMS discussion of major issues 
concer~lng tw~-year institutions. The day may very well come when the 
Ph.D. lS re9ulred to teach in high schools as academic attainment 

.levels contlnue to rise. :'. 

Observa~ions. ~ome ~bser~ations were made concerning community colleges 
and ~he1r relatlo~shlPS wlth law enforcement in the past. The following 
provldes an overV1ew of the state-of-the-art. 

o "~ hea~y cur~icu'lum reliance upon the field of law enforcement, 
wlth llttle 1mpact from, or even recognition of criminal justice as 
a system;" 

o "few faculty ~embers actually prepared formally for college teaching, 
but a respons1ve reservoir of.experienced operational personnel 
who possess suffici ent academlc strengths to, i nitia te the efforts)" 

o "particularly strong administrative support from the community 
college~ al~hough not necessarily equ~lly strong college resource 
allocatlon 1n the early years:" . 

, . 
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o "Unpredi ctably 1 a,rge turnouts, of ~n-serytce po lice officers, 
especially from city departments; 

o "A rapid growth of preservice enrollment;" 

o "teachi ngli nstructi ona 1 improvement as faculti es expanded and 
broadened;" 

o "few curriculum changes from the initially recommended guide
lines produced by national committees;" 

o "continuing academic concern over duplication b,:tween t~e role of 
the community college in two-year degree educatIon and.Its i.0le 
as a vocational training center for law enforcement Skllls. 

It is interesting to note that the role of adVisory comm~ttees . 
was not addressed in this section of the NMS or the prevlous sec~lon. 
Such committees certainly playa role in criminal justice educatlon. 
in two-year institutions. Particular reference ca~ be made to currlCU
lum development, student placement, etc. in commu~lty college 
programs. This reviewer does not totally agree w1th the ~tatement 
above concerning strong administrative support: The co~t1nued 
failure to employ qualified full-time faculty 1S the pr1mary 
basis for my personal resey·vations concerning such support. 

The diverse nature of criminal justice education in comm~nity c~lleges 
continues to be a pressing problem. Research conducted In Flonda 
three or four years ago reflected that approximately o~e-half.o: the 
community colleges in the state awarded credit for ~ollce t~a1nlng,. 
the other half did not. The controversy over award1n~ cred~ts c~ntln
ues to thrive in the community college system. In th1~ reV1ewer s 
opinion it is difficult to accept the fact, that contlnu2d pro
gressio~ of training course work could lead to a four-year ~egree 
'in approximately a year and a half. Because of the acce~erated 
nature of police training programs, students c~uld conce1vably complete 
a four-year degree in far less than half the tlme. 

4. Bachelor's Degree Program 

a. 

The response to .the criminal justice community" requi~e~ents for edu-
cation "have been more cauti.ous be~ause of more tradltl~nal • 
academic policy." The NMS also pOInts out that lIexpansI~n.of ba~helor s 
-level program titles to include criminal justice or ad~1~lstrat10n of 
justice"has not been seriously chall~nged among academlc1ans. Some 
however, feel that such titles infer the inclusion of course work 
in police, courts and corrections and should therefore cover the 
entire spectrum of the field. 

Issues. The issues cited by the NMS are delineated out in the follow-
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ing quotes. 

o "whether an institution has made a commitment to specialized higher 
education in criminal jUstice, with true interdisciplinary approaches 
or whether it has merely grouped together a sufficient number of 
interrelated alr~ady available study areas, and labeled this list 
of electives as 'criminal justice"'. 

o "NMS field observations and consultant reports indicate that criminal 
justice bachelor's programs have only begun to "identify and label 
their real academic territory." 

o "many four-year criminal justice programs oper'ate two separate 
(although not always equal) parts: the day program, taught by 
full-time faculty and largely composed of high school graduates 
and community college transfers, and the evening program composed 
of working adults, many of whom are practitioners. It is main
taining a foundation of quality throughout that presents serious 
administrative concern." . 

It appears that some "discipline protection" is at work in some four
year institutions. Each respective department that falls within 
the multi-disciplinary field of criminal justice desires their "fair 
share of the action." In my opinion, this results in the use of 
existing Course work which is not specifically tailored for the criminal 
justice community. The utilization of eXisting courses also in 
-dicates that a firm commitment is not made to the field of 
criminal justice. Some four-year institutions have gone as. far 
as developing an "inverted concept II in their degree program. These 
institutions accept the full number of credits awarded in criminal 
justice from the two-year sector and consider it the total core in 
a four-year program. They take the position that their institution 
will provide liberal arts studies in order to round out the students' 
four-year academic program. This particular posture taken in the 
university setting is not accepatble to this reviewer. Liberal 
arts course work is displaCing junior and senior level course work 
in criminal justice. In addition, the acceptance of all low level 
course work ina four-year degree py:ogram is "academic prostitution. II 
Hopefully, the future wi 11 bri.ng a discont'inued practice of such approaches. 

b. Observations. The information presented in the NMS focuses on the 
role of four-year programs in serving the needs of tne field. New 
developments in the 'field will continue to emerge and curriculum 
modification is a continuing process. The NMS 1~ndicates tnat new 
professional roles will be surfacing such as "planner, police agent and 
diversion specialist" from university programs. Although some fore
casting is made concerning future expectations, a thorough discussion of 
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a pressi ng probl em is not adequately b.ro,ught out. Th.~s re~i.:wer 
makes a reference to the inability of colleges and unlverslt1es to 
perform manpower planning functions. The education being provided 
appears to be targeted at today's needs instead of tne future needs 
in the field. Course work must be programmed to the future in order 
to get the right people, and the ~!g~t kind o! peo~le, to the . 
right place at the right time. Crlmlnal justlce hlgher educatlon has 
failed to develop such a capability. 

Graduate Degree Programs 

Thus far, the certificate, two-year and four-year programs have 
been addressed. The following will focus on graduate level programs in 
the field of criminal justice. 

Issues. The issues raised by the NMS are set forth below. It is 
interesting to note that some issues discussed coincide with those 
at the two and four-year levels. 

o lithe mission of graduate programs must expand to accomdate the 
increased demands of new j0bs or jobs that are to be redeveloped 
to accomodate changes in the system itself.1I 

o IIDemonstrable difficulty with many graduate courses is that they 
have emerged without benefit of strong undergraduate foundations; 
hence they duplicate, as the NMS found on examination of catal~gs 
and through panel discussions with educators, similar offerings 
somewhere else at the bachelor's level. 1I 

o "Another potential for duplication exists in the relationship to 
other academic departments. This has unquestionably led to many 
jurisdictional disputes between emerging criminal justice ~rograms 
and social work of sociology and, to a lesser ~xtent, publlC 
administration, rehabilitation services, or psychology.1I 

This reviewer certainly agrees with the findings of the NMS at the 
graduate level. What has previously been brought to light in the 
analysis is also applicable at the this level, institutions have 
not achieved both depth and breadth across all areas indicated. 
Need for su:h curriculum is traced to criminal justice planning and 
various other positions requiring expertise in these specialized areas. 

o Juvenile Justice. 

Increased emphasis in recent years has been plClced on t,he area of 
juvenil e justi ce. Thi s will undoubtedly bri ng about "advanced academi c 
emphasis. on course work deali.ng with juvenile and youth offenders." 

o 
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o Faculty and lnstructors 

The survey stafes that IItn,order"to cope with academic d,egree ex
pansion and new staff requirements a new system must hedes,igned 
for facul ty preparation. II 

It is felt by this reviewer that emerging priority areas identified in 
the NMS are descri ptive of curri cul u'm rieeds at the graduate 1 evel . 
Each area is of paramount importance when vi .e·wed from the standpoi nt 
of needs in the field. It is my opinion that areas related to ad
ministration, management and faccrlty/instructors are based on the increasing 
emphasiS being placed on accountability. The criminal justice system 
is in dire need of better qualified administrators and managers. 
So far as the educational sector is concerned, there is a definite need 
for more qualified educators to cope with "degree expansion" and 
"new staff requirements. 1I We cannot expect to adequately address 
priorities in the field until education systems are geared to meet 
rapidly changing needs in timely fashion. It should be obvious 
at this juncture that accurate identification of needs in the future 
and the qualitative aspects of higher education delivery will be 
the determining factor in properly addressing priorities. 

U 
There is a direct relationship between facu1ty/instructor credentials and 
quality education. At the present, low faculty credentials pre-
vail among a significant number of community college faculty. This 
point has been rafsed in the NMS and other research conducted con
cerning educationa.l levels among academicians. However, only token 
recognition is given to the fact that a major portion of criminal 
justfce educators at all levels of higher education probably have 
inadequate credentials to enter the teaching profession. In 
short, there appears to be practically total disregard for preparatory 
course work related to the teaching profession. This is probably 
a valid statement applicable to other academic disciplines which fail 
to insure proper preparation for their educators. ~1any entering 
the educational scene are sent forth to practice in the classroom 
without any formal preparation for such roles. Considerable con
templation should be devoted· to proper credentialing in the areas of 
learning theory, curriculum development, instructional methodology, 
media usage and other areas which constitute vital knowledge . 
to persons performing instructional work. . 

C. LEEP Participating' Education 'Program Offerings 

This NMS. section lIexamines the internal p~ogram offerings and student 
and' faculty administration of insti.tutions." In short, a close 
10ak 1's taken at what LEEP funded institutions indicate they are 
doing internally. Primary focus is placed on IIprogram emphasis and 
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facul ty and student management. II Lt shoul d be pointe.d out that, ~he 
data base established to perform assessments came from LEEP applIca
tion forms. This reviewer feel s that tne validitY,a!1d rel iabll ity of 
information presented in such forms is ~ignly questionaole. 

1. Analysis of Participant Institutions 

Information compiled in the NMS effort revealed that 28.5 percent of 
all institutions of higher learning participated in the Law Enforcement 
Education Program (LEEP). Public institutions accounted for 79.8 
percent and private institutions composed ?O.2 p:rce~t 0: th~ ~otal 
number involved. The sizable number of prlvate lnst1tut10ns 1n
volvement is attributed to close proximity to "major city in-service 
personnel II the "competition for students,lI~very few "institutional 
eligibility restrictions" and "kinsh~p arri~n~ popu~arr, social science" 
course work in these colleges and un1vers1t1es. Cost factors 
associated with public and private institutions are not addressed 
in Chapter III of the NMS. In connec~ion therewith, it is e~timated 
by this reviewer that costs in the pr1vate sector are appro~lmately 
three G::-four times more. For every student attending a prlvate 
institution a significantly higher number could attend in the public 
sector. In summation, there is a more frugal expenditure of funds 
connected with LEEP programs in public institutions. 

A reduction of LEEP participating institutions could very well take 
place if guidelines are strengthened. Also, work conducted by the 
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, which is focusing.on ~rog~am 
definition, may result in a reduction of the number of 1nst1tu~lons in
volved. Program guidelines presently in effect have resulted 1n 

. a significant reduction. in funds going to two-year institutions. 

2. ~ of Criminal Justice Programs Covered 

The NMS indicates that lithe largest number of criminal justice 
programs are operating at the associate level (804)." Out of these 
programs, 425 were identified as IIlaw enforcement-oriented: 1I An 
analysis of data provided in LEEP forms reveals the followlng. 

o Law Enforcement 

This particular title diminishes rapidly as ~egree levels increase. 
The fact that such titles are popular in two-year schools is 
probably due to such factors as program coordinator oackground, 
composition of advisory commi.ttees etc. at this level. 

o Corrections 

It appears there may be some effort to increase the focus on corrections 
and develop it into a major topic area. However, the survey points 
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out that many law enforcement pr:ograms have simply been rena.med 
crimi na 1 justice. . Thi~ fact n:Jay 1 ead to the false tmpress i.on that 
growth has taken place'in cor~~cttons. 

o Judicial 

The inclusion of judicial terminology in program titles is practically 
nonexi~tant'at~ all degree levels.' 

o Criminal Justice 

Inrireased usage of this particular title is indicative of a move
ment toward a systems approach in curriculum afforded. Movement in 
this direction ;s strongest among four-year institutions. There 
is also substantial evidence which indicates that two-year colleges 
are also moving in this direction. However, the NMS states 
that "it is very difficult to imagine how almost one-fourth of 
all associate degrees in this field can be labeled 'system-wide'." 
Many of these programs apparently do not include a full range of 
course work applicable to all components of the system. 

o Juvenile Justice 

This particular title is notably absent from program titles. This 
is somewhat difficult to understand in light of recent increased 
emphasis in this area. However, increased focus may be taking 
place in course content under the title "criminal justice." 

o Criminolog.l' 

This program title seldomly appears at the two-year level. This 
is probably due to its "longstanding identification with sociology 
and its heavy research involvement in pas,t decades" according to the 
survey. It ean be conel uded that this program titl e has not ex
panded over the years. 

o Other Criminal Justice Related Programs 

Numerous program, titles fall.within the purview of this particular 
category. It is the second Jargest program at the master's level. 
The most frequent title utilized at this particular level was 
"criminal justice." 

In summation, crime-related degree programs'reflect a diversity of 
program titles among institutions of higher learning. The 
f..ragl)1~ntation of .pro9.ram . offertngs ~~._.inqicati~e .of a rapicJl.y grow-
1n9 fleld search1ng for 1tself all]o~g other academic disc,iolines. This 
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fact, coupled with the diverse nature of program content, ex
emplifies the fI1agnitude of pr:ogram variatio~s i~ tb.: fi:ld. It;s 
extremely difficult to fathom the far reacnlng lmpllcatlons connected 
with such an array of programs in' ~igher education. For example, 
students successfully compl eti,ng a vocational ori ented pt:0gram in 
law enforcement can find themselves in four-year programs which 
consists of course work anchored in the social sciences. In the 
opi ni on of thi s revi ewer, students woul d not be properly p~epared for 
entry into such programs. Every effort must be made to brlng 
program goals and objectives in line with programmatic offerings in 
the field. If this is not done, the field will continue to ex
perience the undesireabl e aftermath which pervades crime-related 
post-secondary education. 

3. Current Trends in Criminal JOstic~ Programs 

Law Enforcement type programs have steadily declined during the five 
year period studied by those conducting the NMS. The concept of 
a systems approach to course work has gained momentum over this 
same period of time. It is projected that "professional focus ll will 
continue. 

There has been a tremendous decrease in certificate programs offered 
in the field. In additicn, there has been a slight decline at the 
associate degree level since 1973, a gradual increase at the 
bachelor's level and the doctoral programs offered has remained 
stable. Although it was not brought out in this section of the 
chapter, there appears to have been a general lack of planning 
by higher education authorities in the development of programs. 
In short, there has been a lack of master plan development by respective 
states throughout the country. This reviewer seriously doubts that 
proper needs assessment were ever conducted in most states. 

In conclusion, it should be brought out that the move underway in 
criminal justice education appears to be away from, the vocational 
education. This movement will certainly impact on community colleges' 
involvement ,in two-year terminal d,egree programs ('AS pt:0grams). It 
will be interest~ng to see if a trend will impact on the administra
tive location of programs in the' community college. At the present 
time most programs Cli"e located in the vocational-technical area 
administratively. Also, two-year 'institutions probably receive higher 
reimbursements from tne state for' full-time students enrolled in 
vocational cours~s. This has the potential of impacting negatively 
on present funding levels for degree programs at the two-year level. 

4. llEes of Courses Offered 

The primary course offerings in community colleges are related to 
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1 aw enforcement. A much more broad b.ased curri.cul urn ts, offered at the 
university level. The problems. of tranSferabtli.t,y can o,e easi.ly 
detected when such a si.tc,'a Uon exists oetwee,n two and four-year 
schools. Part of the difficulties hetng experf~nced can be 
attributed to the age old problem of IIwflo conforms to tne other.1I 
These two vital components of the n,igner education process must be 
brought closer together if students are to receive a well balanced 
curriculum designed to produce highly qualified individuals. The 
importance attached to producing qualified stucents with an appropriate 
knowledge base should not be relegated to secondary importance. These 
are individuals that will eventually lead, guide and direct the field 
in years to come~ There is a definite need to ~treamline course work 
between institutions to improve the IIfeeder relationshipll between 
the two-year colleges and universities. This, of course, would 
better prepare stUdents pursuing higher degree work and facilitate 
the transfer process. 

5. Academic Course Offerings Within Degree Programs 

Course work being afforded in the field of criminal justice consists of 
multiple diSCiplines. This fact is surfaced by the NMS in an examination 
of the various types of courses being offered in degree programs. 

There appears to be significant movement in the development and im
plementation of forensic science curriculum. This may, or may not 
be, included in the law enforcement figures presented in Table III-8 
which reflects the percentage distribution of academic courses with 
-in degree programs'for the academic year 1975-76. It is the opinion 
of this reviewer thdt curriculum development in the forensic area 
has increased. This is predicated on discussions with experts in 
the field and the fact that crime laboratories have increased 
substantially in recent years. 

The survey indi~ates th~t IIperhaps the most revealing in terms of 
course content 1S the hlgh concentration of basic and practical 
courses. They involve approximately one-third of the content in all 
major areas of program emphasis. 1I According to the survey this may 
mean a IIl ac k of program definintion or an ~ttempt to stress practical 
application." It is further stated that there appears to be problems 
in the areas of IIcourse labeling and of course fmmaturity.1I However, 
there may always be some ~egree of basic course work because of a 
continued flow of new students. 

This reviewer feels that such basic technical content in courses can 
be tied to awarding college Credit for basic training. The rationale 
f~r giving such credit is the 'same as for the certificate. It 
wlll encourage students to pursue additional education. This reviewer 
has serious reservations about awarding college credit for basic re-
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cruit type training. Many ins.tituti.ons awarding such. credit do 
not appear to halve full auth.ority, contrC?l and respons,ibiHty.over 
course work. Technical courses may be offered under the ausplces ' 
of the college but close examination would probably reveal it is actually 
under the control of a law enforcement agency. Under sucli cir
cumstances course work is somewhat removed fnom direct control 
of the college or university. 

6. Course Enrollemnt 

The analysis of LEEP forms revealed that approximately twice the 
number of students attending university programs were enrolled at 
the community college level. This according to the NMS lIindicates 
both the heavy reliance of criminal justice personnel on the community 
college and the necessity for ensuring that the community college 
offerings maintain a high level of quality." This reviewer concurs 
with the fact that the two-year col1ege is the IIbottom 1 inell for stu
dent preparation and quality must be maintained at a high level. 

It can also be pointed out that the two-year institutions are deeply 
involved in criminal justice training programs throughout the 
country. Much of the course work offered is non-credit in nature 
and therefore excluded from information presented in LEEP forms. 
Therefore, the ratio of two-year students to four-year students 
is most likely higher. 

7. Concl usi ons 

Research conducted reflects that the majority of criminal justice 
programs are at the associate degree level. In recent years there 
has been a slight decrease in associate level programs. Certificate 
programs have declined significantly according to the NMS. Degree 
programs at the bachelor's and master's level are increasing at a 
steady pace. Apparently the number of programs at the doctorate 
level have remained stable. 

Course content is primarily law enforcement at the-two-year level 
and more systems oriented at the four-year level. The survey 
indicates that because of the vocational nature of curriculum 
at the two-year level there is a "need for more advanced, upper 
division curriculum development. II It is personally felt that the 
need for II more advanced curriculum ll exists at the two-year level. 
Two-year institutions should be offering a broad based criminal justice 
type curriculum which would better prepare students for transfer. 

The survey underscores the fact that liThe large number of criminal 
justice degree level programs indicates a need to concentrate on quality 
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evaluations of curriculum offerings, student services, and faculty prepara
tion on schools offering associ.a'te degrees. 1I Thi.s reviewer cer-
tainly concurs with tliis conclusiqn: However, tne concern for 
the qualitative aspects of criminal justice education permeates the 
entire educational process. A solid foundation is needed at the 
two-year level to properly prepare students. However, course work 
at the university level must properly make use of such academic 
Qrounding. 

D. Field Analysis of Criminal Justice Programs 

Site visits were made to twenty-six schools in order to conduct 
interviews with program directors. Visits were made in 1975 to 
thirteen community colleges and thirteen universities to obtain in
formation pertaining to "course administration, student enrollment 
and faculty administration." It must be recognized that the sample 
size is extremely small and cannot be considered representative of 
all two and four-year schools. The subject matter covered in the 
following relates to the previously mentioned informational areas. 

1. Advisory Boards 

There is use made of advisory boards at both the community college 
and university levels. Because of the greater focus of community colleges 
on educational needs for in-sevice personnel, there is far greater 

,use of such boards. It tan be concluded that closer ties between edu
cators and practitioners prevail in the two-year SEctor. Approximately 
half of the universities surveyed indicated they had advisory 
boards. It is interesting to note that there is a much higher 
frequency of meetings in the two-year colleges and the membership on such 
boards are comprised of police and correctional practitioners at 
both institutional levelz. 

2. Class Scheduling 

The scheduling of classes has continued to be a problem because many 
criminal justice personnel change shifts on a regular basis. Therefore, 
institutions have turned to off-campus courses and alternate day 
and night interchangeable course work. The NMS states that IIcommunity 
colleges reported more off-campus courses than universities did. 1I 

Greater flexibility in the two-year sector, different student clientele, 
use of part~1ime instructors, etc. permitted community colleges to 
offer course work off campus. Survey re$ults indicated that 
univer~ities make substantially more use of independent study 
courses. Such course work is usually more appropriate at the 
university level. 
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Thi.s reviewer feel s that tbe approaches referred to above are 
suscepti~le·to le:s t~an qualtt'y~edu:atton tn tbe field if ti.ght 
control 15 not malntalned. Inst1tutlons engaged in SUCD activities 
must make every effort to ensure tnat quality is preserved. Activities 
which militate against such qualitative aspects include the utilization 
of separate instructors in interchangeable course work, no liBrary 
support for course work conducted off campus and the lack of proper 
control over directed individual studies. . 

3. Credit for Training and Experience in Criminal Justice 
Degree Programs 

Data coll :cted during the sUt'vey e!fort refl ects that approximately 
seventy-f1ve percent of the commun1ty colleges surveyed were involved 
i~ traini~g ac~ivities. This compared with less than fifty percent 
at the unlverslty level. It is also suspected by this reviewer that 
training involvement is much more extensive amon9 two-year institutions 
For example, there are probably more student hou~s and courses in 
these schools. 

Althou~h the :urvey stipulates that lias efforts to upgrade training 
academles to lmprove them to the point that the quality of instruction 
approaches that offered by educational institutions the issue of 
credit for training emerges. 1I It is personally feli that the 
acce~erated natu~e of training, lack of learning resources, undermining 
of dlrect ~ducat10n~1 control, etc. is "academic prostitution." 
These.part1~ular p01nts.were alluded to in this analysis previously 
by th1S .r~vlewer. The 1ncreased acceptance of awarding college credit 
for ~r~ln1ng.can at least be partially attributed to political 
real1t1es Wh1Ch may be detrimental to maintaining high quality. , 

Prior to any awarding of credit, a formal review should be given. For 
example, the use of t~e American ~ouncil on Education for certifying 
purposes would be adv1sable. An 1ndependent review which focuses 
on course work c?ntent, i~structors credentials, testing, grading, 
etc. should be 1ncluded 1n evaluatind criteria. In addition it 
should be determined if full control over training prevails at the 
educat~onal institution which conducts the course work. The use 
of.a~ lndependent.c~rti!ying bod~ would significantly reduce or 
ellm1nate the pollt1CS lnvolved 1n awarding such credit. This, 
of c?urse, should ensure that only quality course work will receive 
credlt. There.sho~ld p~oba~ly also be periodic tertification to 
make sure quallty 1S ma1nta1ned. If accreditation standards are 
eventually established under the direction of the Council on Post
s:co~dary Education, the concerns this reviewer has will be reduced 
slgmficantly. 

The practice of awarding credit for experience has certainly spawned 
concern among many educators in the field. The NMS infers this concept 
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will become more acceptable 1.n tb.e. futur.e.. It appears to this reviewer 
that quality is sacrtficed to a certain d,e.gree·U college credit 1.5 
given for experience .. Th.ere exists a knowl edge gap between the accept
able level of' experience for credit and what the potential knowledge would 
be if formal course worK were undertaRen. A student that just 
manages to obtain credit for experience IS not exposed to a remaining 
knowledge base, classroom discussion, outside assignments, etc. 
which are vital in the eduational process. Experience type credit 
can be equated to an inbred experiential education instead of an educa
tional environment designed to broaden an individual's perspective. 

4. Placement Services 

Efforts to place students have been most successful in the security and 
law enforcement sectors. It appears that some difficulty prevails in the 
placement of students in corrections and. criminal justice planning. 
The NMS attributes problems in the corrections area to the fact that 
IIstudents may well be aspiring more to administrative and managerial 
roles than to treatment, and they may be adverse to starting out 
lat the bottom'Fin the correctional officer role, as is so often the 
recommended path by correc'l;ional leaders.1I This reviewer feels that the 
same is true in the law enforcement sector where administration 
recommends experience lIat the bottom. " The issue of l~teral 
entry has long been discussed in criminal justice circles. It is 
personally fel t that education IIbreeds frustrationll among entry 1 evel 
employees if placed in positions that are not challenging. 

Those responsible for placement services should be working closely with 
program directors and advisory committees to fullfill this most 
important function., It 'is doubtful if such a relationship prevails 
in many colleges and universities. 

5. Internships 

Internships are a means to provide field experience for crimina·'j justice 
students .. This should be limited to preservi~e students only unless 
a different experience is provided for in-service type students. The 
practice of permitting an in-service police officer to intern in a 
police position is very questionable. This reviewer is aware of 
such practices being done in the past. 

Law effforcement and correctional agencies are most receptive to 
partiCipation in internship programs. However, difficulties such 
as regulated procedures, temptation to question practices and students 
being outsiders continue to create problems for such programs. In 
a~dition, lack of supervision and placement in menial type positions 
mllitate against the effectiveness of such programs. Grading and 
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evaluation of such p~ograms is also creating s,ignificant problems 
for internship activities. 

According to the NMS one of the most pressing needs is to "interpret that 
experienc~ objectively" once it has beeri completed. The usual practice 
is to require periodic reports and a paper to be wirtten for sub-
mission to an internship coordinator. Little emphasis is placed on 
specifically what internship assignments are during the on-the-job 
period according to the NMS. One innovative approach is to rotate students 
through various components of the criminal justice system. 

Relationships with Criminal Justice Agencies and Other 
Academic Institutions 

Academic institutions enjoy their best relationship with the law 
enforcement community. Although relationships are not as strong in 
the courts or corr~ctional components, relationships are considered 
good. As indicated previously, community colleges tend to have a 
better rapport with practitioners in the field. 

Articulation 

Articulation has continued to be problemmatic in criminal justice 
higher education. In order to avoid overlap, duplication and ensure course 
transfer coordination is imperative. According to the NMS articulation 
is considered a problem, but not a serious problem. This reviewer 
perceives deep-rooted problems concerning artic~lation in the field. 
When reviewing the nature of course work afforded in two and four 
-year schools, duplication and overlap exist and the issue of vocational 
versus the social science approach continues. The student that has completed 
a vocational oriented program is not being properly prepared to cope with 
social science oriented curriculum. 

The survey clearly points out that "The two-year school engaged in 
career oriented, occupational education intends to prepare someone for 
work and, thus, must deliver saleable skills. Transfer ability was 
simply not a high priority." The philosophy of two-year schools 
is to tailor a curriculum to prepare students for a particular job 
in the criminal justice system. However, these programs are not 
based on a sound task analysis prior to developing a curriculum 
designed to produce students prepared for specific positions in the 
system. In addition, there appears to be a mixture in some programs 
between vocational and social science oriented criminal justice 
courses. In far too many cases, a saturation of course work can be 
taken for degree purposes with considerable disregard for what the 
student should be able to do when completing the program. Some terminal 
associate programs are conducted and excl~de most 6asic training curricu
lum mandated by ztates in the police sector. Such basic training 
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is certainly the most.related type.curriculum developed to enbance 
performance on the ~ob .. When conSider~ng the philosophy underlying 
two:year As~ocia te 1 n ~Cl enc e d,egr.ees, it woul d be dffflcul t to ex-
plal n how tne instructlOnal needs 'were arrived at by tfiose responsibl e. 

The survey recommends. several solutions to transfer and duplication 
problems. It suggests consideration be devoted to informal coordination 
between schools, written agreements between schools curriculum 
changes in community colleges, reduction of course ~ork in community 
colleges ah~ a.system for pr~gra~ accreditation. The preferred solution 
of the NMS 1S 1nformal coord1nat1on. This reviewer agrees that this 
should be ~he p~eferre~ solution if all problems could be professionally 
addres~ed ~n th1S fash1on. It is personally felt it cannot, therefore, 
accred1tat1on.standards should be. developed to facilitate the process 
and resolve d1fferences among academicians in the field. 

a. Accr~itat~on. Efforts are presently underway by the Academy of Criminal 
JUStlC~ Sc~ences and the American SOCiety of Criminology to promote 
accr:d1 ~at1~n standards. Guidel ines publ i shed by ACJS in 1976 "attempt 
to dlst1ngu1sh between quality criminal justice programs and those 
th~ t. are merely taki ng advantage of extens ive student interes t, federal 
tU1tlOn funds, a~d the.absence of accreditation requirements in this field.n 
I~ ~ppears to thlS reVlewer that many in the field feel that 
m~n1~u~ standards set forth in the guidelines are not sufficient to 
slgn1f~cantly upgrade the field. There should be continued efforts 
to reflne such standargs.and.gain approval for adoption by the Council 
on Post-seconda~y Accred1tat~on .. The major advantage to the development 
and implement~tlon of accre~ltatlon procedures is that program directors 
would be requ1red to periodlcally appraise themselves in preparation 
for program evaluation~ 

7. Student Enrollment 

Numerous factors are ci ted by the survey which give momentum to student 
~nroll~ent in cri~inal justice course work. These factors include pay 
1ncent1~e~ prom~tlon, desire for greater job satisfaction and anticipated 
future Job req~lrements. It is not surfaced in the NMS that the 
general educat1o~al leve~ of the American puolic continues to increase. 
Also, some agenC:1es requ~re personnel to sign" contracts requiring them. 
to continue the1r educatlon up to a certa{n level. 

a. Admission ~eguireme~ts. D~ring the early program development period 
entry requlrements .lnto law enforce~ent p~ograms were stringent. The 
lac~ ~f entry requlrements in agenc1esand development of non-sworn 
pos1tlons has ~ed to few enrollment restrictions. Figures compiled 
by theNMS indlcate t~at acceptance rates are exceptionally high in 
the field. However, 1t must be remembered that a very small sample 
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size was used in arrlvlng at this conclusion. Genepal'y speak~ng 
entrance requi. rements appear to. permit the majority of app1 icants 
to enter the program. For example, the acceptance rate for graduate 
level was 91 percent. 

It is predicted by this reviewer that acceptance standards will tighten 
when certain student levels are rea9hed in conjunction with demands 
in the field. At the present time demands are good in the field. When 
this situation diminishes, entry standards will probably become more 
rigid. 

G. Student Population Characteristics 

Very few differences were detected between preservice and in-service 
students according to information compiled in the survey. The only 
exceptions were rel ated to 1 evel s of maturity, career motivation 
and likelihood of graduating. 

Educators indicated in their responses that there were increases in 
enrollment among females and minorities since academic year 1972-73. 
Although increases were reported, there is no indication as to how 
substantial these increases were. The assumption is made by the NMS 
that IIrecent increases in career opportunities and conditions 
have attracted larger numbers of preservice women and minorities. II It 
is personally felt that such increases are valid to a certain.degr7e! 
particularly in the area of enrollment by women. Enrollment ln crlmlnal 
justice course work by minorities has not been sUbstantial. If higher 
educational standards are imposed by criminal justice agencies it 
will be difficult to locate minorities that possess degrees in the field. 
Every effort should be made by academic institutions to recruit 
minorities into their programs. 

c. Student Services. Most schools provide counseling services through 
a college-wide office or assignments to criminal justice faculty. 
This service is of utmost importance in light of requirements 
imposed by state minimum standards and v~rio~s oper~tional agen~ies. 
Students should be apprised of such requ1rements pr10r to pursulng 
course work in the field. Certain physical disabilities may prevent 
them from entering their chosen profession. If college-wide services are 
provided, counselors must be i.nformed of the selectl'on criteria fOI~ 
various positions in the fie.ld. It is believed that weaknesses 
prevail in such college-wide services and counseling should be restricted 
to criminal justice faculty and program directors. 

8. Program Faculty 

The following areas are addressed in the NMS which articulate information 
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pertai.ni.ng to facul ty. 

Faculty Credentials and SalarY:leve.ls. There exists. considerable 
agreement among ; nsti tutions surveyed that educational 1 evel s of 
faculty at tile undergraduate level are below par. The majority of 
persons surveyed agreed the requirement of a masters or a law degree 
should be mandatory at the undergraduate level. Tllis is also tile 
minimum standard established by the Academy of Criminal Justice 
Sci ences. For graduate 1 evel work the majority "of educators 
surveyed agreed that a doctorate should be required. This was also 
the recommended level in the Academy guidelines. 

The average salary at the entry level was compatible between two and 
four-year institutions. A mean salary at the entry level was placed 
a~ approximately $13,000 for both. It must be remembered that recent 
irl;flation and salary increases have probably increased this figure 
substantially. Also, the figure most likely represents a nine 
month contract salary figure. 

b. Selection Criteria and Degree Preferences. Information collected in 
the NMS effort reveals that a general agreement exists between two and 
four-year facult.Y concerning several factors. These factors were 
academic crede~tials; criminal justice academic background, prior 
~es7arch exper~ence and desireability of occupational experience. As 
1nd1cated prevlously there tended to be a fai·r1y high correlation among 
both faculty groups. Figures surprisingly reflected low priorities 
placed on teaching experience and prior research experience among 
both types 4)'fi faculty. In conclusion, it should be noted that 
a significant number at both levels felt that prior criminal justice 
experience was desjreable. 

c. Full-time/Part-time Comparisons. A criteria was establish~.d to 
compare part-time with those in full-time status. The ~esults 
indicated that IIfull-time faculty were generally rated superior to 
part-time." The criteria utilized included acailemic credentials, 
knowledge of the system, occupational experience teaching experience 
advising and counseling students, knowledge of the program and • 
assisting with job placement. Out of these' areas full-time faculty were 
deemed much more su~e~ior in knowl~dge of the program and advising 
studen~s. The remaln1ng areas were much ~loser in percentage~ given. 
Full-~lme f~c~lty wer~ also rate.~ higher in academic d,egrees, 
t~a~hl ng a~.lllt~ and Job ~lacemen~. Part-time facul ty t"eceived 
~lgh!r ratlngs 1n connectl~n with their knowl~dge of the criminal 
~ustlce ~ystem and occupat10nal experience. It would certainly be 
1nterestlng to do a comparative analYSis between respondent back
gr~unds and answers given to determine if significant correlations 
eXIst. 
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Faculty Course Assignments and Student/Faculty Ratios. Figures 
presented in the NMS show th.at full-ttme faculty tea<:h an.average 
of 54 percent of,criminal just~te.course work and unlverslty full
time teach 63 percent. Also, lt lsshown that the ratio of students 
(FTE) to full-time faculty is 90:1 among two-year colleges and 63:1 
among four-year schools. 

Community colleges were more in conformance with ACJS guidelines 
pertaining to percentages of work taught by full-time faculty than 
universities. However, universities have a much better student/ 
faculty ratio than community colleges. 

Again it can be pointed out th~t the small sample size involved 
in computations made place rat10s and percentages given in a very 
questionable status. 

Conclusions. Trends are presented in this section based on interviews 
with various course directors. These in~erview~ indicated a . 
IIgradually reduced reliance ~pon the ret1~e~,.s:ngl~ agency pract1-
tioners for faculty instruct10nal respons1b111tles, Present faculty 
in many programs were the result of hiring p~actice~ during the 
evolution of criminal justice programs. It 1s,pred1c~ed that, 
instructional personnel with operational exper1ence wlll contlnue . 
for some in community colleges, Eventually, recent ~olleg: graduates 
with a few years of experience will be employed. ThlS ultlmately 
will have a displacement effect on the high experience levels of 
community college faculty. 

It is felt that many educators, primarily in community colleges, 
prefer faculty operational experience becaus: theY,relate better. 
to reality in the instructional process. ThlS reVlewer agrees wlth this 
position provided instruction does not become stagnated.a~d contain too 
many ilwar stories ll from the days of yesteryear. In,addlt10n,. 
instructional personnel that do not have a ~ubstant1al secon~ 1n-
come may have a tendency to perform ata h1 gher 1 evel. Ret: red 
persons may tend to ~_etain a semi-retired status. Insummat10n. the 
experienced and well educated instructor can.be .the ~ost ~aluable 
provided they are motivated and approach the1r Job w1th V1gor. 

9 . ces Usually criminal justice programs can be financed at 
. £1Mlli. ' Th . b d II B ueTaffvely low cost accordlng to the survey. 1 scan e one e-

cause of traditionally full teaching loads and frequent use of 
part-time instructors. 1I Extens~ve utilizati~n o! such personnel to 
maintain low cost militates aga1nst the qualltatlve aspects of educa-
tional programs. It has already been pointed out that funds t 

returned to the college by the state exceed operational costs of many 
programs. It is prribably not unusdl for these additional funds to 
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be.channeled i.nto p~,ogram areas,whict: are not se.lf-sustaining. This 
POlnt was a 11 ude.d to prevtously in the ana lysis of this cha'pter. 

Expenditures appear to be higher in four-year criminal justice ~ro
grams. The NMS stipulates that criminal justice IIprograms are ' 
continuing to enjoy increasing internal fiscal supportll althcugh many 
other programs have received decreases in funding levels. 

Fun~i~g Recommendations. The NMS solicited input from program 
adm1n1strators concerning recommendations they had for funding 
agencies at federal and state levels. The two top recommendations 
amon~ tw~ and !our-year inst~t~tions were tollweigh program quality more 
heav1ly 1n mak1ng grant dec1s1ons ll and to IImore actively evaluate the 
proposal before g!ving gran~s.1I Sp~cific recommendations concern'ing 
the LEEP.program 1nc~uded dlscourag1ng the funding of IIprograms that do 
not recelVe substantlal support from the school administration ll and 
reinstating the IIfunding of preservice students. 1I Serious consideration 
should be devoted to such recommendations by educators in the field 
and by the LEAA to determine if action is warrant~d. 

Faculty Co~pensation. The strongest commitment of colleces and 
universities to the field of criminal justice is the employment 
of full-time academic positions. Therefore, it is vital for these 
inst!t~t~ons to.acquire such p~sitions .. If programs~' -'" 
are 1n1t1ated wlthout such posltions, a firm commitment is not being 
made,and.the effor~ is no~ envisioned as a permanent program. 
Instltut10nal commltment 1S also reflected in the establishment of, 
a department within the organizational structure. Information 
g:nerated by the NMS r,eveals that many academicians, are concerned 
wlth the lack of state-supported positions in criminal justice 
programs. 

Conclusions. Cost factors involved with operating criminal justice 
programs in higher education are difficult to determine. This is 
~ue to vario~s IIhidden factors II such as special advisory committees, 
lnst~uctors 1mprovement programs, course scheduling and outside 
fundlng. B:cau~e ~f the difficulties involved in determi~ing 
co~t~ ass~cla~ed wlth such factors, the NMS restricted its effort to 
cr1mlnal Just1ce program budgets. It was clearly shown that community 
colleges operate their criminal justice programs at a lower cost. 

Academicians in th: field strongly recommend the funding of preservice 
students and the dls~ouragement of fund~ng to institutions that have 
not demonstrated a flrm program commitment. -Also, they recommend 
a close look at program quality prior to funding and evaluating the 
outcom: of such grants. Each of the aforementioned recommendations 
were d1rected at the LEEP program. The LEEP program is discussed 
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in depth in Chapter V of the NMS analYsis. 

Reviewer Conclusions 

Serious problems prevail in criminal justice education acsordinq to 
information presented in the NMS. Major problems identified oy this re
viewer are set forth in lucid and laconic fashion below: 

1. Rapid Growth - When placing criminal justice education in historical 
perspective, it became clear to this reviewer that a phenomenal 
growth occured.. Thi s rate of growth has probably exceeded a 11 other 
occupational areas in higher education. More than any other factor, 
this tremendous growth has promoted many of the problems presently 
being experienced in the field. Some of these problems are brought to 
light in the areas cited below. 

2. Program Fragmentation. ~ The NMS and other research conducted in the 
field indicates numerous program titles. In short, the field of 
study has yet to be named. It appears that the program title 
IICriminal Justice ll has gained momentum in recent years. However, this 
title does not reflect actual course content in many programs 
because they do not take a systems approach in their curriculum. Too 
often the program title is changed without changing the course 
work offered. This, of course, amounts,to merely changing the title 
of a Police Science program. 

3. Articulation. - Although the NMS states that this particular 
problem has subsid~d somewhat, this reviewer feels that it remains a 
major problem in the field. Political ramifications, coupled with 
state-wi de arti cul ati on agreements have quell ed the issue to some degree. 
It must be remembered that what appears on the surface may not be 
representative of what is hidden beneath. In conclusion, articulation 
problems have been subdued and remain in latent status. 

l~ 

4. Training Versus Education. - The age old discussion surrounding 
this issue will prob~bly continue for years to come. In this reviewer's 
judgment vocational oriented two-year programs do not interface with 
four-year programs that are not vocational in nature. Two-year 
institutions should be IIfeeders ll into four-year instHutions. Specific 
problems surround program objectives and goals and their alignment 
with the overall mission of the educational process. The linkage 
~etween two and four-year curriculums in many instances is completely 
inadequate. 

Numerous Associate of Science degrees are probably awarded in the 
two-year sector that do not comply with the philosophy of such 
degrees. Such philosophy advocates the development of~a curriculum that 
will produce students prepared to perform a specific job. Many pro-

5. 

6. 

7. 

f-- 8. 
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grams do not cover the course work requtred tn basic tratning 
that is mandated by state law. Basic type. training in police and 
correctional programs is ta,rgeted at what a p:rson needs to kn~w 
in order tp perform the jolL For example, thls couldoe a pol1<:e 
or correctional position within a' criminal justice agency. It 1S 
obvious that many Associate in'Science programs are not designed 
within the framework of its purpose. In light of the above, there 
could be serious implications from the standpoint of vicarious or 
transfer liability. The future may very well strip away the immunity 
of state and local governments concerning the relatedness of 
curriculum to positions in the field. Increasing concerns over 
such problems in the field have initiated task analysis research. 
Such work is expected to continue because of the mounting emphasis 
being placed on accountability. 

Role Definition of Education Levels - At the present time there is 
no clear delineation of what curriculum content should be at various 
degree levels. A definition of instit~t~onal roles in ~ro~iding 
criminal justice course work would facll1tate the allev1at10n of 
problems in certain areas. There continues to be overlap and 
duplication between two and four-year institu~ions. Also, there is 
evidence of the same in higher level course work offered in 
universities. 

Lack of Institutional Commitment -Many academicians are concerned 
over the failure to make firm commitments to criminal justice 
programs. These concerns stem from the excessive use of part-time 
in'structional personnel and the failure of educational administrators 
to allocate tenurable positions. Problems in these areas adversely 
impact on program stability and recognition with-jn the institution. 

Program Quality - The quality of c~imi~al justice educatio~ programs 
appears to be one of the top pr10r1ty 1ssues on the educatlonal 
scene today. This certainly coincides with the.NMS.findings a~d c~n
clusions. The time has com~ to move from quant1tat1ve to qualltat1ve 
aspects of education and- training afforded in the field. Qua1ity issues 
center on faculty credentials, faculty/student ratios, part-time 
vel"SUS full-time facoltyand other key areas where quality can 
be assessed. 

Educational pqanainfi - There is evidence that indicates that poor 
pl ann; ng precede t.e development and impl ementation of educati ona 1 
programs in criminal justice. This has resulted in more than 
one institution serving the same student population) some juris
dictions not having access to programs and inAdequate needs assessments 
being performed .. Also, separate efforts by the public and private 
sectors have added to prevail~ng conditions.' It should also be pointed 
out that educational planning for curriculum development is in 
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dire need of improvement. Schools continue to graduate students 
out of step with needs in the field. There is considerable room 
for improvement in manpower forecasti.ng, determi ni.ng trends, etc. 
in the field. In summation, educ~tional planning should determine 
where programs should be locate~ geographically and includes 
planning ahead to address needs in a timely fashion. Every effort 
should be made to get the right'number of people, and the right knid 
of people to the right place, at the right time. This is a very 
pressing issue in the field of criminal justice education and training. 

9. Competit ion Fur Students - Administrators of many criminal justice 
programs find themselves competing for students. This reviewer 
feels that such competition has resulted in lowering educational 
requirements. Some students have a tendency to IIpursue the path 
of least resistance ll in order to obtain a degree. Therefore, they 
will enroll in such pi~ograms and only get out of it what they put into 
it. Some are able to graduate knowing very little and others 
may become very knowl~dgeable. The point is that both will be 
awarded the degree and only one may deserve it. In addition, some 
institutions lower entry level requirements to enable students to 
gain easy access to their prOgrams. This reviewer does not have 
any problems with an "open door ll app:"oach. However, those that 
are unable to meet qualitative standards should not be allowed 
to graduate. 

10. Minority Enrollment - The NMS reflects that increases have tak~n 
place in minority enrollment. This reviewer seriously questions 
if significant increases have actually taken place. There is certainly 
a need for some type of affirmative action thrust in higher education 
programs. If selettion criteria was raised in the field of criminal 
justice, very few minorities would meet such standards. In short, 
an availability index would reflect a shortage of minorities with 
college degrees in the field. Standards have probably remained 
at the high school level for most criminal justice positions be-
cause of EEOC action regarding requirements in the selection process. 
The posture taken by EEOC is linked to the relationship of education 
to job performance. Research is needed to make such determinations and 
more minorities should be encouraged to enroll in criminal justice 
programs. Also, adequate placement services must be in place to 
facilitate empioyment in the system. 

This list of major problems is certainly not comprehensive in nature. But 
it does provide considerable depth perception into the problems that continue 
to plague the field. These problems can be traced to such factors 
as institutional commitment,programmatic quality, duplication of course 
work, articulation, ill-defined goals and objectives, awarding credit 
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for training, student competition. minority enrollment, educational plan
ning and other areas. 

Certificate programs are rapidly declining in the field while associate 
programs remain fairly constant. Baccalaureate and masters degree programs 
are still increasing in the field and doctorate level programs have re
mained stable. Hopefully, the above trends were not predicated solely 
on the LEEP forms referred to earlier in this analysis. A significant 
number of institutions making application for LEEP funds are rejected. 
In addition, some institutions have never applied for such funding to 
support students in their programs. 

In conclusion, this reviewer has reservations concerning the use of LEEP 
forms as a data base upon which conclusion~ were reached. Serious problems 
with reliability and validity of such data exist. This is particularly 
true in certain informational areas. For example, figures presented 
concerning the number of students in programs are probably inflated. Also, 
the sample size utilized to arrive at some conclusions is surprisingly 
small. Only 26 institutions were visited on-site to make such determinations. 
Both of trese concerns place many findings, conclusions and recommendations 
in questionable status. However, most of what is presented supports the 
reviewer's perception concerning problems in criminal justice education. 

The following is a rank order of priorities brought out in the NMS, along with 
those formulated by this reviewer after the analysis of Chapter III. 

1. It is recommended that curriculum development begin to delineate 
more clearly the course offerings at the associate, baccalaureate, 
and master's degree levels. This reviewer feels that this recommendation 
should be broadened to include the training sector. The Academy of Criminal 
Justice Sciences and the American Council on Education may be ~eneficial 
in such an effort. 

*2. A pilot project should be presented to improve and strengthen the linkage 
between "training programs, associate degree programs and university 
level programs. Such an effort should address job analysis, program 
goals and objectives and curriculum development at each level. 
Note: This particular priority is closely related to the NMS 
recommendation number 1 in tbe rank order. 

*3. Funds should be provided to promote educational planning in the 
field of criminal justice. The primary focus should be directed 
at determining future needs for curriculum development purposes in 
all components of the criminal justice system. 

4. It is re.commended that LEAA establish a system for closer and 
more systematic evaluation of institutional commitment to criminal 
justice programs, emulating monitorship methods pursued by other 
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professional programs, such as the health sciences and social work, 
in restricting the range of courses and curricula to be included 
in pursuit of the professional degree. 

Funds should be provided to address qualitative aspects of criminal 
justice education in two-year institutions. Programmatic thrusts 
should be targeted at need areas identified in the NMS. For ex
ample, low educational levels among community college faculty. 

Curr1culum development should recognize the need for more in-
depth analytical, advanced and concentrated courses rather than 
general, basic and sur'fey-oriented courses especially at the baccalaureate 
1 evel . 

Curd cul urn development efforts shoul d be i niti ated in two-year 
institutions which will interface with four-year baccalaureate 
programs. Course work should be general, basic and survey-oriented. 

8. It is recommended thqt LEAA fund several pilot curriculum development 
efforts, addressing each of the criminal justice sectors (police, 
courts and corrections). This curriculum effort would be to appraise 
new developments in criminal justice and concentrate on several 
pilot courses that might clearly assist in fulfilling prOjected 
agencies needs for occupations requiring new skills and knoWledge. 

9. It is recommended that the Federal Government assume the initiative 
for facilitating the development of national guidelines for 
the accreditaiton of training and related experience. The American 
Council on Education's Project of Non-collegiate Instruction is 
already involved with criminal justice training programs in such 
a capacity, and further relationships seem justified. 

*10. Special LEEP emphasis funds or other funds should be provided to 
increase educational levels of faculty teaching in academic ~nstitutiQns. 
Primary emphasis should focus on two-year institutions. 

*11. Funds should be provided to promote the education of minority 
students in the field of criminal justice. This effort should 
focus on minority institutions of higher learning.and other schools. 
Affirmative action approaches should be pursued in order to improve 
the availability index of minorities with degrees. 

12. It is recommended that ryational guidelines be established through the 
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences and/or an Advisory Boaod 
set up by LEAA for the operation of internship programs in all 
three sectors of the criminal justice system. taking into account 
both the college and agency perspectives. 
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13. After establ ishin9. guide.l ines, it. t~ further recommended that LEAA 
fund a program of university interns~ips for the career recruitment 
of "promising" individuals lnto.the crinl'inal justice system. 

14. 

*15. 

* 

I~ i~ recommended that federal support be provided on' a pilot basis 
wlth1n.the three cr~minal .justice sectors for full-time faculty 
super~1sors to.p~ov1de gUldance of interns, facilitate effective 
learn1ng of crlt1cal tasks, ccnduct internship "debriefing" seminars 
and serve as career placement advisors. ' 

An i ntern~hi p program ~houl d be establ i shed for criminal justice 
faculty w1th low exper1ence levels. Such programs should be designed 
to rot~t: f~culty through vari ous components of the system. Also, 
to famlllarlze such faculty with problems, issues and realities in the 
operational field .. Primary f?cus s~ould be placed at the university 
level where operat1onal experlence 1S considered low. 

Priority Developed by the Reviewer. 
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'Cha pter I II . 

, 
1. It is recommended that curriculum development begin 1. 

to delineate more clearly the course offerings at 
the associate, baccalaureate and master's degree. 
levels. This reviewer feels that this recommenda~ 
tion should be broadened to include the training 
sector .. The Academy 0;- Crimi.nal Justice Sciences' 
and the American Council on Education may be bene
ficial in such an effort. 

*2. A pilot project should be funded to improve and 2. 
strengthen the linkage between training programs, 
associate degree programs and 'university level 
programs. Such an effort should address job. 
analysis, programs goals and objectives and 
furriculum development at each educational plateau 
through the doctorate level. Note: This particu-
lar recommendation is closely related to priority 
1 above. 

*Prior1ty developed by rev1ewe.' 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEft, 

A generic planning model for human resoure development 
is presently being addressed by OCJET. lis effort is 
being conducted jointly by three universiies to assess 
the feasibility'of developing an educatioal needs 
assessmeni model. Universities involved 'nclude the 
University of South Florida, r·1ichiganStae University 
and Sam Houston Unive~sity. 

Same as number 1 above - fl generic planni''J mode,l for 
human resource development is presently uderway by OCJF~ 
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*3. Funds should be provided to promote educational 3. 
planning in the field of criminal justice. The, 
primary focus should be directed at determining 
future needs for curriculum development pur-
poses in all components of the criminal justice 
system. . 

4. It is recommended that LEAA establish a system for 4. 
closer and more systematic eyaluation of institu
tional commitment to criminal justice programs, 
emulating monitorship methods pursued by other 
professional programs, such as the health sciences 
and social work, in restructuring the range of' 
cours~s and curricula to be included in pursuit 
of the professional degree. 

*5. Funds should be provided to address qualitative 5. 
aspects of criminal justice education in twb-
year institutions. Programmatic thrusts should 
be targeted at need areas identified in the NMS. 
For example, low educational levels among ~ommunity 
coll ege faculty. 

*Pr1ority developed by reviewer 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

OCJET grants to the University of South Flor.ida, 
~~ichigan State University and Sam Houston University 
are targeted 'at developing a generic planning model 
for human resource development. 

The Academy of Crirrlinal Justice Sciences, fn conjunction 
with the American Society of Criminology, received 
an award to continue its efforts to develop minimum 
academic standards for criminal justice and criminology 
programs and to develop procedures for implementation 
of standards. ' 

The Police Foundation is sponso~ing a National Symposium 
on Higher Education for Police Officers. This,symposium 
will address current research,' including a report prepare 
by the Police Foundation, and the educational volume of 
the Nr~S. The primary emphasis of this effort will focus 
on quality education in the criminal justice field. 
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, 6. Curriculum development should recognize 6. 
the need for more in-depth, analytical, advanced. 
and concentrated courses rather than general, 
basic and survey-oriented courses especially 
at the baccalaureate level. 

*7. Curriculum development efforts should be initiateq, .7. 
in two-year institutions which will interface with 
four-year baccalaureate programs. Course work 
should be general, basic and ~urvey-oriented. 

8. It is recommended that LEAA fund several pilot 8. 
curriuclum development efforts, addressing each 
of the criminal justice sectors (police, courts 
and corrections). This curriculum effort would 
be to appraise new developments in criminal 
,ustice and concentrate on several pilot courses 
that might clearly a~sist in fulfilling projected 
agencies needs for occupations requiring new 
~kills and knowledge. 

*Priority developed by reviewer 

.-, 

" . tI 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTI FIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

An educational needs assessment model effort is 
presently being conducted at the University of South. 
Florida and Sam Houston University and t,"ichigan State 
University. This, of course, will have a direct impact 
on the curriculum development process. 

Programmati c thrusi;s shoul d fon ow the development of thE 
generic planning model effort alluded to, in 6 above. 

East Central Oklahoma State University is developing and 
implementing a Hu~an Re~burces baccalaureate 'program as 
an innovative approach to educational pr~paration for 
correctional personnel. 

o 
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9. It is recommended that the Federal Gover.nment 9. 
assume the initiative for facilitating the 
development of nati ona 1 gui del i nes for .the 
accreditation of training and related experience. 
The American Council on Education's Project of 
Non-collegiate Instruction is already involved 
with criminal justice training programs in such 
a capacity and further relationship seems 
justi fi ed. 

*10. Special LEEP Emphasis funds or other funds should 10. 
be p'rovided to increase educational levels of 
faculty teachi ng in aca.demi c institutions. Primary 
emphasis should focus on two-year institutions. 

*11. Funds should be provided to promote the education 11. 
of minority students in the field of criminal 
justice. This effort should focus on minority 
institutions of higher learning and other schools 
Affirmative action approaches should be pursued "b 
in order to improve the availability index of 
minorities with degrees in the field. 

EXAMPLES OF "IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEJl.A 

The National Association of State Directors of Law 
Enforcement Training is compiling a monograph entitled 
IILaw Enforcement Standards and Trai ni ngll which will prest 
the state~of-the-art in police officer standards and 
training in the United States. Also', Mich-igan State 
University is -developing monographs in the areas of trail 
lng needs assessment and program development for· 
dissemination to criminal justice trainers in the field. 

None identified. 

An educational minority emphasis project is addressing 
the need to improve the educational preparation of -
minority personnel in the criminal justice system. The 
State University of New York at Albany is conducting 
training and fellowship programs in crlm1nal justice 
education, which focus on increasing the ava~lability . 
of persons qualified to teach or work in such areas. as 
planning, evaluation and research in the fieT~ Of 

. *Priority developed by reviewer page 1_3_7_ 
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It is recommended .that national gu.i~.~.1ines 
be established .through t~c-:ademy of Criminal 
Justi ce Sciences and/or an' Advi'sory Board set 
up by LEAA for\the operation of internship pro
grams in all tnree sectors of the criminal justice 
system, taking into account both the college and 
agency perspectives. 

Afte:r establisninq quidelines, it ~s further 
recolilmended that LEAA fund a program of university 
internships for the career recruitment of 
"promising'· individuals into the criminal justice 
system. 

11. 

EXAf.'PLES' OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

(continued) 
criminal, justice .. Also, the Positive Future effort in 
previous years was designed to develop curriculum in 
criminal justice at minority institutions and the minorit: 
Law Enforcement Education Program has minority emphasis. 

12 .. Tn~re is, perio.9j~. updating of national internship guidelir 
by OCJET. These guideli~es are applicable to all componer 
of the criminal justice syst~m. 

13. Selection ~riteria in national guideline~ currently 
addresses recruitment of II prom; si ng" students.. For 
exam'ple, the establishm~nt of criteria for student 
selection~ career objectives, demonstration of commitment 

. to criminal justice employment, etc. is required. 

14. It is recommended that federal support be c 14. Internship national guidelines presently place emphasis 
on full-time supervisors, 9!J'idance of interns, effective 
l~arning and student placement. 

provided on a pilot basis within the three 
,criminal justice sectors fo~ full-time faculty 
supervisors to provide guidance ofinterns~ facili-

~Pr1orfty developed by reviewer page 138-
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tate effective learning of critical tasks, conduct 
internship "debriefing" seminars, and serve as career 
placement advisors. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNrERWAY BY LEAA 

, *15. An internship program should be established for crimi- 15. None identified. 
nal justice ~ith low experience 1ev~ls. Such programs 
should be designed to rotate faculty through various 
components of the system. Also, to familiarize such 
faculty with problems, issU'es and .realities ;n the 
operational field. Primary focus should placed at the 
university level where operational experience ;s con-
sidered low. 

*Pr;odty developed by reviewer 
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Chapter IV - Law Enforcement Education Program 

Chapter IV summarizes the basic findings and recommendations 
of the National Manpower Survey's review of the Law Enforcement 
Education Program (LEEP). The first section of the chapter pro
vides an overview of LEEP, including a discussion of its objectives, 
its legislative and administrative history~ and its status at the 
time that the NMS was conducted. The second section outlines the 

·dimensions of the trend toward increased educational attainment by 
the employees of the criminal justice system during the 15 years 
immediately prior to the survey and presents estimates of the 
contribution of LEEP since 1970 to the surge in their educational 
attainment. The third section of the chapter discusses criticisms 
of criminal justice program quality and addresses the issue of 
continued investment of federal dollars to support programs of 
questionable quality. This section outlines the criteria utilized 
to evaluate program quality and depicts the application of these 
criteria to the criminal justice programs which are supported by 
LEEP. The fourth section of the chapter considers LEAA policies 
governing the national distribution of LEEP funds and discusses the 
resultant allocation of funds to criminal justice personnel in the 
police~courts, and corrections sectors of the criminal justice 
system. The final section of the chapter presents the conclusions 
and recommendations of the NMS study of LEEP. 

A. Overview of the Law Enforcement Education Program 

In a discussion of the objectives of LEEP in section A of the chap
ter, the NMS report notes that the legislation itself is the most 
authoritative source of information on the objectives of the program, 
but it specifies only that LEAA is authorized to provide academic 
educational assistance to improve and strengthen law enforcement. 
By examining legislative committee reports, the NMS study concluded 
that the objective of LEEP is to increase the educational attainment 
of personnel of the law enforcement and corrections sectors at the 
college level. This reviewer basically concurs with this objective. 
However, it is felt that any statement of the objective of LEEP 
should be expanded to encompass the entire public criminal justice 
system at the state and local level and to include allowance for 
personnel preparing to enter the public criminal justice employment. 
Therefore, this reviewer feels that the program purpose set forth 
in the LEEP Guideline Manual M5200.1C best states the program 
objective. It states that, "LEEP provides financial assistance for 
hi gher educa ti on whi ch wi 11 contribute to the development of human 
resources needed by the criminal justice system to reduce crime 
and delinquency." 
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In a discussion of the legislative and administrative history 
of LEEP, the report states that the program dates back to 
legislation introduced in the House that was designed to improve 
the quality of law enforcement personnel. It suggests that an 
indirect approach of subsidization of the costs of higher education 
was chosen in lieu of a system involving federal subsidization of 
pay incentives for the attainment of increased numbers of credit 
hours. The report further suggests that early proponents of LEEP 
believed that the education provided must be clearly relevant to 
law enforcement functions, but notes that there has been little 
guidance on what constitutes related coursework. 

The report next addresses the historical background concerning the 
need for education as opposed to vocational training. This section 
further expresses its conclusions that early proponents of LEEP felt 
that equal weight should be given to in~serviceland to preservice 
students but notes that LEAA initially established an 80/20 ratio 
for funding priority system which had the effect of virtually cutting 
off funding for new preservice students. The funding priority system 
cited in the report subsequently has been changed to eliminate federal 
eligibility and to further delineate classes of returning recipients. 
These changes became necessary: as the demand for LEEP assistance 
increasingly outstripped annual LEEP appropriations. These funding 
priorities have been perpetuated not only becaUSe of LEAA's continued 
posture to give preference for available funds to returning recipients 
over new applicants and to in-service students over preservice stu
dents, but because of a since substantiated concern of being able to 
place unlimited numbers of preservice graduates within the public 
criminal justice sector. At the inception of the program, it was 
felt that immediate impact could also b~ realized by giving prefer
ence for available LEEP funds to personnel already employ~d by public 
criminal justice agencies. During the 1976-77 year, measures were 
taken to provide limited assistance ,to preservice applicants. Although 
still 1 imited, the amount of funds made available to preservice 
students was increased during the 1977-78 and 1978-79 years. 

The report next states that as of the time of the NMS, there were no 
requirements governing what degree programs ;'n-serviee students 
could enroll in to be eligible for LEEP assistance. The LEEP guide
lines in effect during the 1974-75 year required participating 
institutions to exercise conscientious judgement in ascertaining 
that the LEEP recipient's academic program relates to the employee's 
duties and/or those job functions that reasonably can be anticipated 
by the student. . 
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The discussion in tbe report concern~ng the current status of the 
program states that LEEP is admihistered primarily by, the former 
LEAA regional offices, under th~,general supervision of OCJET. 
It should be noted that the ten, former regi'onal offices have been 
closed out and that OCJET assume<;l full p~ogrammat1c responsibil ity 
for the administration of LEEP on' October 1 ,1977 . For the 1978-79 
year, the regional allocation formula ~ystem w~ich is referenced in 
the report was abandoned in favor'of dlstributlng available funds on 
a substantiated needs basis. Under the new distribution system, 
it should be noted that funding restrictions placed on institutional 
awards because of the availab'il ity of funds nationwide were app1 ied 
more uniformly throughout tlie country than had been possible under 
the former regional allocation system. 

B. Impact of LEEP on Educational Attainment 

Section B of this chapter attempts to measure the impact of LEEP 
on the increased educational attainment achieved by criminal justice 
personnel since the inception of LEEP in ,.969. The hypothesis that 
was tested in this study was whether the rate of growth at the college 
level has been more rapid during the years LEEP has been in effect 
than it would have been had there been no program. The report notes 
that the 1960 ls and 1970 ls constitute a period of increased educational 
awareness in the criminal justice sector, when even the proportion of 
employees with less than a high school education decreased Significantly. 
The report also points out that the determination of the impact of LEEP 
on accelerating educational attainment is confused by other factors 
such as the influence of other programs like the veteranls readjustment 
benefits for education and by higher entry standards established by 
criminal justice agencies during the period. However, after comparing 
the actual rate of growth during the period of 1970-74 with the rate of 
growth projected from the actual rate of growth which occurred 
from 1965 through 1969, the NMS study group concluded that LEEP, in 
combination with veteranls benefits, had contributed significantly to 
the educational ~pgrading of eligible criminal justice employees 
during the period of 1970-74. The NMS group further concluded that . 
it is not possible to is,olate the separate impact of LEEP in any preClse 
way. This reviewer would agree with these conclusions., The report 
cites fi ndi ngs from the study whi'cn indtcate that fewer personnel 
had attained 2-3 years of college credits than nad been projected for 
the survey period from actua latta i nment during the 1'965-69 period. The 
same findings were found to De true for,personnel classified as 
having attained 4 years or more of col~ege credits. 
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The stUdy group concluded that LEEP fundi.ng pri.ori. ttes giv~ng preference 
for avail abl e funds. to, returni,.ng 'recipients over new appltcants may have 
resulted in there Ileingfewer indlvtduals,c1assified as having attained 
under two years of coll,ege creoits:during the '1970 .. 74 period than had 
been projected for this period. ,'Tliis reviewer feels tnere may be 
come credence to this conclusion'Dut would give more credence to a con-
cl u s1 on (not ci ted in the report) tria t LEEP funding accel era ted educa
tional attainment so that many of'those projected to achieve less than 
two years of college credits actually attained 2-3 years of college 
credits. Likewise, it can be concluded that many of those students 
projected to earn 2-3 years of COll~[~"cJ·~(tLts 'actually achieved four years 
or pio're, of coT'.ege work.'-

c. The Quality 6fCriminalJusticeEducation Programs 

Section C of the chapter addresses program quality of criminal justice 
degree programs in which LEEP recipients enroll. The study group felt 
that the appraisal of program quality depicted in the report is in fact 
a reasonably accurate characterization of the quality of the education 
provided to LEEP recipients because the data on which the appraisal is 
based was obtained from the applications for funding that were submitted 
annually by LEEP participant institutions. On the whole, this reviewer 
feels this appraisal is valid although instances of programmatic 
omissions and mis-statements have been known to occur. The report 
notes that reliance had to be placed on indicators of quality rather than being 
able to measure program quality directly. In evaluating program quality, 
the study group considered standards incorporated in the LEEP guideline 
manual and standards developed by the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences 
in regard to quantitative standards rather than qualitative standards. The 
four following standards were utilized in the subject appraisal: (1) 
general course content of the criminal justice program, (2) acadanic 
qualifications of faculty members associated with the programs, (3) ratio 
of full-time status versus part-time status of faculty members, and 
(4) the student-faculty ratio. The survey concludes that (1) programs 
are predominantly comprised of educational courses but that a significant 
number of courses offered by two-year public colleges must be classified 
as traini,.ng, (2) fn the .a.ggr:egate only tnree out 'of four criminal justice 
program faculty members possess graduate,degrees or higher whereas 
nine out ten facu1 ty members of all i'nstHutions have at least master IS 

degrees, (3) in all institutions more tfian.75percent of the faculty manbers 
~re full-time, and (4) in,t~e A9gr:egate ~arely40 perc~nt of all criminal 
Justice pr:ograms meet the LEEP guideline standard of '60:1 ratio of 
full-time equivalent students 'to fu11-t1meequiva1ent faculty members. 
The stud~ group naturally concluded ,that a ~ignificant proportion of the 
$234 mt11 fon appropriated forLEEP duri,ng, tli,e first seven years ,of its 
ex\stence purchased educati'on of questtonab1equa1ity. It should be 
noted that the stud~ group utfTized one'standard in their assessment 
that is not specified in tneLEE~ guidelines -- that at least 70 percent 
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of the courses must be taught by full-time faculty. It should also 
be noted that one of the standards (student-faculty ratio) utilized 
by the study group is of questionable value because of the inaccuracy 
of the data provided on the institutional applications. This reviewer 
feels that the great number of part-time in-service stude~ts receiving 
LEEP assistance skews any meaningful evaluation of this measure given 
the data that was available for the 1970-74 period. The report further 
cites that more than a quarter of LEEP-supported criminal justice pro
grams do not have a single full-time faculty member. This is no longer 
true. The 1975 change to the LEEP guidelines incorporated a require
ment that there be a minimum of one full-time faculty member. The 
enforcement of this standard has resulted in nearly all institutions 
deficient in this regard either hir"ing full-time faculty or dropping 
out of participation in LEEP. The incorporation of programmatic 
changes into the LEEP guidelines became effective for the 1975-76 year. 
LEAA enforcement of these standards began to have a measurable impact 
on the quality of criminal justice programs continuing to receive 
LEEP support during the 1976-77 and 1977-78 years. 

D. The Allocation of Program Funding 

Section 0 of this chapter discusses the actual allocation of LEEP 
funds among regions, states, institutions, and criminal justice 
personnel. In discussing the former regional allocation distribution 
formula, the study group concluded that although the ten former LEAA 
regional offices varied in the methods of distributing funds to par~ 
ticipating institutions within their regions, LEEP funds distribution 
correlated closely with the percentages of general population and 
criminal justice population within each state. On examining th~ 
allocation of funds among institutions and students, the study group 
found that institutional funding was clearly reflective of relative 
tuition and fee levels among the different types of institutions. 
While examining the allocation of funds among criminal justice personnel~ 
the study group concluded that 81 percent of LEEP recipients were 
employed in the law enforcement sector~ 13 pet'cent were employed in 
correctional institutions, and 6 percent were employed in probation 
and parole, or other agencies. The report notes that fund cltstribution 
is, of course, affected by the relative number of employees in 
each sector. The report also notes that about 20 percent of all 
state and local employees of criminal justice agencies in 1974 had 
received some LEEP assistance since initiation of the program. The 
study group also concluded that the proportions of LEEP recipients 
varied widely by agency category (26 percent of probation and parole 
agency employees, 24 percent of police employees, 14 percent of " 
correctional institution employees, and only 3.5 percent of employees 
of other criminal justice agencies, such as prosecutor and public 
defender offices.) The report noted a general pattern of lower 
LEEP participation by eligible women employees. 
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E. Conclusions and Recommendations and Reviewer Comments 

The final section of chapter IV presents the conclusions and recom
mendations of the study group. While appraising the effectiveness 
of LEEP, the study group examined two issues: (1) has LEEP resulted 
in a net increase in college attainment over what would otherwise 
have occurred, and (2) what is the quality of the education that 
has been purchased by the federal investment of nearly a quarter of 
a billion dollars. The study group concluded that LEEP has helped 
to some extent to accelerate the trend toward a college-educated 
criminal justice system. However, it was also concluded that the 
extent of acceleration could not be measured because of several 
other factors that jointly contributed to the increase measured by 
the survey. This reviewer concurs with this finding. It should be 
noted also that LEEP funding will become increasingly more important 
to in-service recipients as their veterans' educational benefits 
run out. 

The study group reached what it termed an inescapable conclusion 
that the overall quality of many LEEP-funded criminal justice pro
grams in academic year 1975-76 was disappointingly low. It was noted 
that this finding should not be interpreted as a blanket indictment 
as there are some easily identified high-quality programs being 
supported by LEEP. The study group concluded that there were serious 
and widespread weaknesses primarily among the criminal justice programs 
of two-year colleges. This reviewer would concur with these conclu
sions for the period covered. However, as will be pointed out in 
the discussion of the recorrunendations made by the study group, stan-
dards have been ~~tablished and .enforced since the 1975-76 year 
which Have improved the educational offerings being supported by LEEP. 

Although the issue was not discussed in the report, the study group 
also concluded that the weaknesses of criminal justice education 
programs are attributable, in part, to LEEP itself. This conclusion 
is based on the finding that LEEP emphasis has been placed on in
service students, thereby denying appropriate attention to graduate 
level studies which would assist in providing the appropriately degreed 
faculties that are needed to staff criminal justice programs. The 
report acknowledges that a small proportion of LEEP funds has been 
allocated to graduate programs. This reviewer has some difficulty 
in conCUrring with this finding. The survey covered the first seven 
years' administration of LEEP. The inference is that LEEP funds 
should have been designated for preservice students who were preparing 
for careers as members of criminal justice program faculties. It 
must pe recognized that such a program would require significant 
lead time to fruition." It must be recognized also that the field 
of criminal justice edUcation is still a developing field and the 
number of graduate programs in existence from 1970 through 1975 
~ere.limited. LEAA did take measures to encourage existing criminal 
Justlce program faculty members to upgrade their credentials by 
making them eligible for LEEP ass3stance under the in-service 
funding categories. Although early editions of the LEEP guidelines 
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placed criminal justice teachers in a lower priority for fun~s, the 
1975 revision to the g~id~Jines priorities equated teachers w1th all 
other in-service applicants. 

Chapter IV is concluded wit~ six recommendations co~ce~ning ~EEP 
funding. These recommendat10ns were based on the f1ndlngs dls~ussed 
earlier in the chapter and on assessments presented elsewhere 1n the 
NMS report which could have implica.tions on future LEEP funding. 

The first recommendation made by the study group was that actions be 
initiated to enforce the qualitative stahdards for institutional 
qualification for LEEP assistance as provided in current LEAA g~ide
lines. The study group noted that these standards were not be1ng 
consistently enforced by the former LEAA regional offices. The group 
further stated its position that programs that do not meet guideline 
standards with respect to the number of full-time and qualified faculty 
members, whose curricula do not meet minimum academic standards, or 
which are otherwise questionable in quality, should after some reason
able notice, be terminated from further participation in LEEP. In 
this regard, it should be noted that earlier discussion within the. 
chapter defines these standards as quantitative rather than as qual1-
tative standat'ds. These standards were incorporated in the LEEP 
guidelines effective with the 1975-76 year. Some of the former regional 
offices utilized differing methods of notification to participating 
institutions while other regional offices wel~e slower to enforce 
certain standards than were others. With the closing of the former 
regional offices in September 1977 and the subsequent centralization 
in the administration of LEEP in OCJET.more uniform enforcement of 
all standards has been e$tablished. This reviewer feels that added 
emphasis must be fl1aced on identifying and eliminating training type 
courses from LEEP support. 

The study group further recommended that LEAA explore the potential 
for a cooperative role with the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences 
and its accreditation guidelines efforts in order to promote the 
establishment of reasonable quality standards for criminal justice 
programs. In this regard, OCJET has established close communication 
and has awarded grants to the Academy to assist in furthering its 
accreditation efforts. 

Secondly, the study group recommended that steps should be taken to 
earmark a portion of the LEEP appropriation for a special program 
of grants for undergraduate and graduate work in management-related 
areas. The program being recommended would be.a special competitive 
program designed for middle-level-s'uperv;so-rs and management per
sonnel in all sectors of the criminal justice system. Individual 
grants would be administered directly to the recipients by OCJET 
in a manner similar to the manner in which the Graduate Research 
Fellowship Program currently is administered. The purpose of this 

recommendation qS to help alleviate the "inverted educational pyra-
m; d" effect that has occurred, in part, as a result of LEEP assi s
tance awarded since 1970. During this period line personnel have 
become better educated in the aggregate than have supervisory personnel. 
The program also is being recommended to prepare managers to be able 
to better cope with the pressures and problems of an increaSingly 
complex criminal justice system. This reviewer has reservations 
about this recommendation - not on the basis of the intent, but 
rather on the mechanism suggested for the implementation of the 
recommendation. In the absence of statutory change in the maximum 
student award, this recommendation can be accomplished in a simpler 
ma~ner through the on-going system of LEEP funding priorities in 
WhlCh i~-service personnel on academic leave are given preference 
for avallable monies. 

In keeping with the intent of this recommendation, OCJET has been 
exploring the practicability of establishing model demonstration 
programs in selected metropolitan police departments designed to 
increase the educational attain!TI~.!lt 9f middle-management personnel. 
These ~rograms would targetJn on satisfy'ing identified- 'educ-ational 
nee~s 1n those departments. ' Current del ays in thi s demonstrati on 
proJect are due to problems in obtaining identified needs of the 
departments under consideration. 

The thi~d recommendation of the study group is that a significant 
propo~t~on o~ th~ LEEP budget should be earmarked for direct grants 
to crlmlnal Justlce-related graduate programs to support increases 
in the number of graduate students planning to teadh in the field. 
This recommendation is designed to provide a '-;ong-term s-oluti~n to the 
manifold problems of criminal justice education at two-year institu-' . 
tions. This reviewer concurs with this recommendation. In 1975, 
LEAA equated criminal justice faculty members with other in-service 
personnel for priority in the receipt of available funds. For the 
1978-79 year LEAA has begun to make preservice funds available at 
those institutions offering graduate-level programs that will pre
pare students to become qualified faculty members. 

The ~ourth recommendation')of the study group is that a program of 
speclal grants to support doctoral dissertations on criminal justice
related subjects should be instituted. This program would be an 
expansion of previous LEAA efforts. Awards would be made directly 
to applicants selected in a nation-wide competition by a special 
,~dvisory board broadly representative of all relevant academic dis
ciplines. Competition would be open to graduate students in virtually 
any field, including public administration, economics, political 
science, sociology, psychology, urban and regional planning, and 
anthropology, as well as criminal justice. A program of this type 
would have a twofold purpose: (1) to contribute to the growth in 
the supply of instructors for criminal justice faculties and (2) 
to provide substantial support for improved scholarly research in 
the criminal justice field. This reviewer concurs with this 
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recommendation, but not with the use of LEEP funds. The study group 
was unclear on the latter point. The present Visiting Fellows 
Program which is conducted by the institute could be expanded/modi
fied to acco~nodate this recommendation. 

The fifth recommendation of the study group is that efforts should 
be undertaken administratively to insure that all categories of 
eligible personnel in criminal justice agencies have equitable access 
to LEEP assistance. This recommendation emanated from the findings 
of the study group that a greater percentage of law enforcement per
sonnel than that of corrections personnel have received LEEP assistance. 
This reviewer concurs with this recommendation. However, it is felt 
that the r.eed for corrective action is not as urgent today as it was 
when the survey data was obtained. Interest in educational attain
ment among correctional personnel has increased. Secondly, as satura
tion of the law enforcement IImarket ll has begun to occur, colleges 
and universities have incorporated correctional programs and are 
actively recruiting corrections personnel. During the 1978-79 year 
LEAA has made preservice LEEP funds available to institutions which 
offer adult and/or juvenile corrections programs. 

The final rec,?rrmendation made by the study group is that LEAA should 
reassess then current policy which precluded authorization of LEEP 
grants for an:, new preservi ce students. The study group further 
recommended ll'mited and selective use of LEEP assistance for pre
service personnel in recognition of the problem of placement within 
the public criminal justice system, and the fact that LEEP recipients 
must repay their obligations if they are not able to earn cancela
tion through employment. This reviewer concurs with this recommenda
tion. LEAA has already altered its policy toward preservice funding. 
The 1975 revision to the guidelines included provisions which would 
permit LEAA to give participating institutions the authorization to 
assist some new preservice applicants without having first assisted 
all their new in-service applicants as otherwise is required by the 
funding priority provisions. DUring the 1976-77 year new preservice 
funding was authorized to participating institutions whose crime
related degree programs were responsive to the needs of minority 
students. The amount of assistance made available to preservice 
minority students was expanded slightly during the 1977-78 year. 
Finally, for the 1978-79 year, a new preservice initiatives program 
was incorporated in the institutional award process. Authorization 
to assist a limited number of preservice students was given to 156 
institutions whose criminal justice degree programs (1) could pre
pare graduate students for employment as members of collegiate 
criminal justice program faculties, (2) could help prepare stUdents 
for employment in positions at the management level within public 
criminal justice agencies, (3) could prepare students for employment 
in the adult corrections sector, (4) could prepa~e students for 
employment in the juvenile justice sector, and (5) could prepare 
minority and women stUdents for employment in public criminal justice 
agencies. 

- ~~--- - - -',..--
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHf1ENT 

VOLUf':lE Fi ve 
NEED PRIORITIES BY NMS CHAPTERS 

Chapter IV 

1. Actions should be initiated to enforc~>the qualitative 
standards for institutional qual ificaf~tQJl for LEEP 
assistance as provided in current LEAA guidelines. 

Explore the potential for a cooperative role with the, 
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences and its acc.reciitR
tionguidelines efforts. 

*Pri ority developed by rev; ewer 

c 

EXAM~~ES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNr.ER~~AY BY LEJlJl. 

1. The former ten LEAA regional offices began immediately 
to enforce most of the program standards that were 
incorporated in the 1975 revision of the LEEP guidelines 
by restricting institutional awards to assistance to 
returning recipients only at those institutions whose 
progra"ms were deficient." Awarqs to new applicant institl 
tions seeking participation in LEEP hav.e been limited to 
those institutions whose crime-related degree programs 
satisfied gui.deline standards .. the closing of the former 
reg.; ona 1 off; ces and the subsequent centra li zat~'on of 
LEEP has aided in the uniformity of the enforcement of 
these standards. 

LEAA has aV/a rded a~;\grant to the Academy. of Crimi na 1 . 
Justice Scien~es to further the development of the estab
lishment of quality criminal just~ce program standards. 
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2. 

NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

VOLut:1E Fi ve 
~EED PRIORITIES BY NMS CHAPTERS 

I 
A portion of the LEEP. appropriation should be earmarked;- 2. 

for a special program of grants for undergraduate and 
graduate work in management-r'elated areas. The grants \ 
should be made available to middle-level supervisors and 
management personnel in all sectors of the criminal 
justice system, including planners and court adminis
trators. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNCERWAY BY LEPA 

Existing LEEP funding prioriti~scgive preference for 
available funds to in-service applicaOts on academic 
leave. This mechanism can fulfill the needs for 
which thi s re'commendati on was made.OCJET has been 
exploring the. practicability of establishing mod,el 
demonstration programs in selected metropolitan police 
departments designed to increase the educational 

.. attainment of mi~dle-management ,personnel. 

3., A signifitant propoftiDn of the LEEP budget should be 
earmarked for direct grants to criininal justice-related 
graduate programs to support increases in the number 
of graduate 'students planning to teach in the field. 

3. YIri$titu~Aon~ having appropriate graduate programs have 
beefl,,~·j'Ven the authorizati on to provi de assi stance to 
new preservice students with priority to be given to 
those who are planning to teach in the field. 

4. A program of special grants to .support doctoral 
dissertations on criminal justice-related subjects 
should be instituted: ? 

.1' 

*Pr;ority developed by rev;e\'/er 

.' \) 

' ..... 

. ... 

4: The institute conducts a Visiting Fellows Program 
"which, in part, aC~k!JTIlitlpdates this recommendation. 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT --

VOLU~1E Fi ve 
NEED PRIORITIES BY NMS CHAPTERS 

5 .. Efforts should be undertaken administratively, to 
insure that all categories of eligible personnel 
in criminal. justice agencies have equi.table 
access to LEEP assistance. t 

6. Reassess the cU'rrent policy whicti"precludes 
authorization of LEEP grants for any new 
preservice students. 

c 

EXAMPLES OF .1 DENTI FI ED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

5. Institutions have ,been encouraged to develop more 
general degree programs in criminal justice administration 
applicable to both law enforcement and corrections
orienteq degree programs have been considered for 
increased LEEP .awards .. 

, " . 
6;' The 1975 revision tb the ~EEP guidelines included pro

visions which would permit LEAA to autho.rize partic
ipating' institutions to assist some new preservice 

. students without firit having to assist all new in- . 
service applicants as is other.wise required by established 
guideline funding provisions. During the 1976-77 
year limited funds were made available to minority 
p'reserviee students. " The amount of assistance made 
available to institutions serving minority preservice 
students was expanded during the 1977-78, year. A 
new preservice init'iatives program was incorporated for 
the 1978-79 year. Limited authorization to assist new pre
service students was give" to 156 institutions whose 
criminal justice degree programs {l) could pre-
pare graduate students for faculty' positions, (2) could 
help prepare stUdents forempl oyment in 
management-level positions, (3) could prepare students 

(»r1or1ty developed by reviewer 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT I. 

c: EXAMPLES OF IDENTfFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

6. (continued) 

• 

for, employment in the adul t corrections arid/or 
juvenil e justice sectors of the criminal jl(stice system, 
and (4). couJd prepare minority and women students for' 
employment in 'Public criminal justice agencies. . 
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Chapter V. Management Training and Education 

Introduction. Thi s paragraph states that ~he purpose of the chapter is 
to: 

1. Describe management training and ed~cation needs experienced by 
executives; 

2. Identify basic issues in determining training and education to meet 
these needs; 

3. Describe current management training and education programsi 

4. Compare these pro'grams with those of other public agencies and private 
businesses. 

The chapter is not organized this way and is extremely hard to follow: 
section headings are misleading and the survey has little depth. 

If this chapter was to cover the total management training needs of the 
criminal justice system as the title of the volume states, it failed to 
include a 1 arge segment of crimi na·l justice executi ves and managers by 
only concentrati ng on 1 aW enforcement and corrections and ignoring the 
courts, and the criminal justice planning agencies~ juvenile and others. 

The introduction gives the impression that solid information about the 
topic is reviewed and that from it, conclusions can be dravm. This is 
not the case, however, and only two or tbree recommendations are made 
concerning a proces~ for development and delivery of management training, 
with no mention of the educational needs, and they are buried in a 
narrative concl~sion section. 

A. The Critical Role of Management 

This section succinctly defines the unique position of criminal 
justice managers in the framework of private and public managem~nt 
and identifies the stated goal of Law Enforcement and Corrections 

. managers which are: . 

1. Law Enforcement - Community satisfaction with the Police Department; 

2. Corrections - Inmate Maintenance. 

Both of these indicate a sensitivity to the n~eds of the citizens 
served.- whether free or under securi'ty. These primary goals are' 
consistent~ with""the respective executive views of both services for 
the past thi rty years. The surveydo.es not analyze what it takes 
to achieve these goals from.which conclusions could be drawn to 
identify ,~he personal and substantive skills that comprise successful 
management. It is the identification of these.,ski1ls that can be 
translated into training or educatioilal activities and upon which the 
decisions can be made to Sustify major training and educational support 

'~--
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by the federal government to state and local criminal justice units 
as suggested by the chapter. Training and education, for the sake 
of themselves, are of no real value. The value of these endeavors 
are when they are directly related to some goal, organizational or 
personal that answers the question of the manager, ~ "What wi 11 it do 
for me. II 

The section goes on to define what personal qualiti~s a manager or 
executive in law enforcement or corrections must have to survlve in 
the criminal justice system but does not tie them back in support of 
the achievement of the stated goals. The survey states, liThe main
tenance of their executive positions is often an exercise in survi
val ... (which) requires an uncommon blending of experience, tact, 
specialized management skills, leadership qualities, and understanding 
of the vagaries of hurilan behavior, and communication skills ... " 
The reviewer knows this to be true, however, curriculum in support of 
the managers needs cannot be developed from these vague statements. 

The survey did not go beyond this shopping list and identify what 
personal qualities could be strengthened by training or by education 
and to what degree these qualities must be present as a manager moves 
higher in the unit. Similar to the need to analyze what it takes to 
achieve the stated department goal, the skills of successful managers 
must also be analyzed to support discussions concerning management 
education and training in any meaningful way. 

Management Training and Education Program Development 

This segment should be more appropriately headed "Management Topics 
for Curri cul urn Development Consi deration. II It neither addresses 
training development or education program development, but goes into 
a brief discussion of the need for training in each of the topics 
outlined in Chart V-l and V-2. However, each topic could be the 
subject of a full curriculum, but the review does not discuss the 
substance of each topic from which curriculum decisions could be made. 

The segment provides an adequate justification for a move from leader
ship skills emphasis of the past to the more current need of functional 
skills. No 2xceptions can be made with any of the points covered, 
however, each will require an additional review before any conclusions 
could be made that lend themselves to the development of a curriculum 
for either training or education. 

Content of Management Education and Training Programs 

This section should be retitled, "Content Considerations for Manage
ment Education and Training," because it makes no specific recommenda
tions for suggested curriculum as the title eludes. The section 
identifies two approaches to management training: one is Functional 
Needs such as outlined in Charts V-l and V-2 the other is Leadership 
Needs as described 6n pages V207, 208, and 209. In addition, PV-209 
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identifies some consideratio ~ 
criminal justice management ~~UC~~i~~~cators in the development of 

The section starts off with a st 
implications for development of rong statement.t~at has important 
"Two approaches to management tr~~~~gemenJ tdra 1 n1 ~g cur!'; cul urn, 
they are not mutually exclusive ~g a~ e ucatlon eXlst, and 
on how managers mana e Th one.lnvo ves teaching the skills 
education to developgp~r'for~a~~~e~a~n~ol~~~lsP~CifiC; t:ain~ng ~r . 
not explored any further, however .e.s 1 s: ThlS lmpllcatl0n is 
to be compatibly welded together i lt 1~ P~SS1bl: !or both approaches 
where it has been done it h b n a.slng e tralnlng course and 

as een qUlte successful. 
The danger in this section and 11 h . 
that to the casual reader it ~ ot er sectl0ns of this chapter is 
and develop such courses ~hen ar~e;rstto.~e.a simple matter to research 
ta~k t~at requires considerabie man:~ ,1 ~s a long and time consuming 
atlon 1S to be given to authorize LEA~e~ an dresources. If consider-
would be beneficial to review ~ un ertake such a task, it 
in terms of time, resources an~ther publlC and p!,ivate.sector efforts 
much can be expected to be accommpf~~~~der.to ob~aln an ~nsight into how 

e ln a g1ven perl0d of time. 
Curriculum Considerations 

This section is excellentl d 
currently obtained b manaY one. It m~ves from where training is 
shortcomings of thisYtype g~rfe~~~ithe-JOb) and.a discussion of the 
men~ ~raining efforts around th ~~' to a revl~w of ~ome manage-
tralnlng should be given to e na ~on, to conslderatlons of where 
that are now available.' course ength, to a review of some course 

The section provides the best insi ht 
curriculum considerations in the gh to management training and course 
understood by anyone who will b~sic after •. It should be thoroughly 
management education or training. nvo ved ln future efforts to develop 

E. ~antitative Factors in Pro D 1 
and Education gram eve opment for Management TrainirLg 

This section addresses numbers and t 
needs. related to the size of the uniiP~s ~nd managers and. th?,ir various 
the flgures cited in this sub 0 e m~naged. As lndlcated by 
managed and levels of managerf:ra2~;ght ~het~lZe of ~he ~rganization 
:elves to the type and level of r ln e.o:ganlzatl0n lean them-
~.e., small units Of 10 employee~a~agfmen~2:ralO1ng to be received, 
ln the criminal justice system and r :ss- percent of all managers 
man&gement skills; large units of 1 t~g~r ne~ds, are more for operational 
of the criminal justice mana e d emp oyees or more=20 percent 
first line supervisors requifer~ an t~he reqUirements are more diverse: 
supervisors require more manage ~era 1~na management skills; mid-level 

rla an personal skills; senior managers " 
" \ 

't , , 

, 
, < 
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require more highly sophisticated funct~onal and.l:ader~hip.skills. 
The remaining 56.3 percent of managers 1n the crlmlnal Justlce system 
are in units of 10 to 1,000 employees and the larger the unit the 
more levels of supervision. A single curriculum developed in a 
modular style that moves from operational management t~rough to .. 
executive management could be made applicable to all Slzes of :rlmlnal 
justice units and be taught in any sequence of modules approprlate for 
the level of manager addressed by the training. T~e purpose of t~e 
recommended single modular type of management currlculum, approprlate 
from first line management to executive level is to support the 
excellent recommendation of the National Manpower Survey panel that 
II ... whenever possible supervisory and management training should 
be Y'elated to mid- and upper-level executive (training). • .•. Thus 
with the management structure. II The critical question for conSl der
ation of Federal assistance to management training is at what level 
and to what degree could or should it be provided. 

Qualitative Factors in Management Training and Education 

ualit of Mana ement Trainin Materials Methods and Instructors. 
This section is very weak. It did not address t e qua ity of.~urrent 
materials except in a very superficial way. Its strongest p01nt was 
to include a list of projected criminal justice executive skill needs 
for the next five years that could prove valuable in making future 
curriculum discussions. In addition, it was recommended that an 
exchange program of criminal justice executives and university profes
sors be worked out to help reduce the level of theoretical materials 
being taught in management courses in the universities b~ p~ov~ding 
practical experience to university bound pr~fess~rs. T~l~ lndlcates 
a lack of comprehension by the writer of unlverslty pollcles and 
politics that govern tenure and status that generally contradict the 
above recommendation. 

Methods of i nsturction, behavi oral objecti ves and instructor preparation 
was discussed as a problem, but how to address the problem was not. 

2. The Problems of Proliferation. The answers to this problem that iS
d 

1 
aluded to by this section is national cont~ol of development of,mo e 
training and education programs that are tled to federal suppor~ for 
implementation rather than the general support.afforded t~ ~cade~lc . 
institutions who "put together" their own verSl0n of a crlmlnal Justlce 
curriculum. 

Implementation of this type of control development can also have a 
positive effect on the problem of curriculum not being tailored to 
meet the educational needs of the job market of the area that they 
are serving as discussed in section F-land F-4 of this chapter. 

.' 

. ' 

~ .. ~--
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3. Standards for Management Training and Education. As this segment 
points out. IIIn an attempt to provide goals for management training, 
the National.Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals recommended a minimum of 40 hours of management study each 
yeartear." ••• liThe major problem in determining training standards 
in the variety of needs based on such factors as the size of the 
agency (Para. E. Qualitative Factors), its geographical location, 
the complexity of its organization and availability of training.* 
This might fluggest setting minimum standards in terms of management 
objectives (RELEVANT TO THE SIZE, LOCATION AND COMPLEXITY) rather 
than hours of attendance ••• " 

The setting of minimum course hours has the effect of attempting to 
fit the knowledge or skills development training into the required 
time frame instead of the degree of knowledge or skills needed 
dictating the amount of time required to fulfill the need. 

4. Role of the Univ.erstty. The university has historically seen itself 
as the source of major knowledge research, hence the complaint that 
universities are too theoretical. The place for the university, in 
addition to its traditional role as outlined in this segment is to 
research the knowledge needs of criminal justice managers and relate 
them to educational programs that are appropriate for the entrance 
levels available to potential criminal justice manager's. 

Seldom have universities specifically tailored undergraduate courses 
to meet a particular job market need, however, this is what is 
required if preservice education is to prepare potential criminal 
justice managers to function efficiently at the level of entrance 
into the criminal justice system now available to them. In conjunc
tion with the re-examination of the undergraduate curriculum 
available to potential criminal justice personnel, national interest 
groups and the federal government should be developing state and 
local law-makers interest in adjusting existing state and local 
personnel systems to encourage criminal justice managers to enter the 
system at levels relevant to their education and experience and 
encouraging lateral movement throughout the criminal jsutice system. 
At the present time competitive which precludes the need for high 
level preservice management education that is relevant to the potential 
managers needs. 

'''More specific details of the impact on this problem is outlined in 
Chapter VII, Police Training 
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Latera 1 Entry of Executi ves. Al ~ of ~he poi nts for resol utio~ out
lined in this section plus the hlstorlcal through-the-ranks Vlew of 
management frowth by state and local personnel syste~s.must be . 
overcome. ICMA has been the most s4ccessful in comb~nlng educatlon 
and training to develop city executives and using thlS development 
as a selling point for acceptance by city councils of the advantages 
of lateral movement of city managers. IACP, in 1975, developed a 
certification testing process for police executives that was a step 
in that direction, but it has many problems yet to ~e overcome. 
Both of these approaches should be studied.c~osely ln an ~ttempt 
to strike a balance between education, tralnlng and recurltme~t.of 
mid- and senior-level managers to justify the pr:m~se that crlmlnal 
just ice managers shoul d have 1 a tera 1 e~;try capabl" ty. 

Conclusions and Recommendations. Only one major recommendation with 
sub-segments has come out of this chapter. 

Regional management education centers should be established as soon 
as possible with initial funding from the federal government to be 
matched or replaced by state funding eventually: 

1. Each center should maintain a curriculum p-rogram research 
group, educational materials availability, and a research 
program. 

2. The curriculum should emphasize job related courses. 

3. Academic credit arrangements should be made Witlh universities
d to provide incentives for supervisors, ~id-leve ma~agers an 

executives to complete degree programs 1n some publ1C manage-
ment field. 

4. A National Advisory Planning Group should be established tO
f develop program offerings and the administrative structu~e or 

the development of regional training centers and the dellvery 
of the training programs. 

Given the depth of material provided in this chapter, these recom
mendations are adequate and relevant to begin the development of 
such a series of training centers. 
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Reviewer Comments 

This chapter failed to take into account the management needs of a 
large segment of the total criminal justice system: state, regional 
and local planning units; and the courts, state and local. The 
inclusion of these groups of managers as numbers of persons requiring 
management training can significantly increase the audience. This 
oversight is puzzleling in that to effect a change in one or two 
segments of the criminal justice system is always felt in the others. 
To increase the management capabil iti es of only the 1 aw enforcement 
and corrections segments of the system will insure great frustrations 
on the part of those managers if the courts and planning agencies are 
not at the same level of competency. 

Since the conclusion of this survey, LEAA has undertaken to develop, 
on a very limited scale,a regional training delivery system that has 
proved successful and coul d very well provi de the action model around 
which the development and delivery of management training could be 
bui It. 

Before an integrated training management curriculum and delivery 
system could be developed, all coordination and training development 
activities related to criminal justice management training must be 
centrally located in one office or division within LEAA an,t '1ot be as 
fragmented as it currently is. It must have specific direction and 
objectives with sufficient resources to fulfill its responsibilities. 
Goals and milestones must be planned so that expecations do not exceed 
the ability to achieve its goals. 

The survey made many good points, however, one could quickly gain the 
impression that to achieve its ends is a simple matter of getting 
together an advisory committee. In a system as fragmented as the criminal 
justice system in this nation, seeking a consensus on the defintion of 
what is an "objective" and what is a "goa'" has yet to be resolved. To 
attem~t the coordination, development and delivery of management training 
that 1S relevent to fifty states and five territories for all levels of 
managers and obtainconcensis on it is a task that will take years to 
successful'ly accompl ish. 

To begin such a task requires: first, authority; second resource (personnel 
and funds); third, definition of goals or objectives that are attainable; 
last, cooperation within LEAA and other Federal agencies providing training 
to local criminal justice agencies. I would strongly recommend the develop
ment of a long term plan, broken down by one year increments, to be sub
mitted for approval prior to authority for implementation for such a plan. 

._--.....:.-
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It is the opinion of this reviewer that this chapter has made the . 
same mistakes that have been made by layman trainers and educat!ors 
for years and that is to attempt to discuss training and ~cadem1c 
education as a single effort. It is true that both deal .1n knowledg~ 
transfer and must be coordinated efforts, however, that 1S where thelr 
similarities end. Both have different objectives and m~thodsof . 
achieving those objectives. Training deals with an aud1ence that 1S 
already employed and educated to the degree they fee~ necessary and 
academic education deals with persons who are prepar1ng to enter ~he 
job market. Training is short term, job specific, and the educ~t10n 
long term, and develops broad general ar~as of knowledge and Sk111~. 
This being the case, when attempting to analyze bot~ at the same t1me, 
one always suffers at the expense of the other. Th1S chapter on manage: 
ment was heavily training oriented with only a.few refe~ences to academ1c 
education that gave the impression that academ1c educat10n was a se:ondary 
issue. Since management education was not thoroughly addressed, th1S . 
review could make few relevant recommendations about management educat10n 
which puts it in its proper perspective. At s~me po~nt in t~e future a 
survey of management education must ~e.accompl1shed ~f LEAA 1S to pursue 
a balanced program of management tra1nlng and educat10n. The necessary 
information is not in this chapter. 

Reviewer's Recommendations - listed by sub-paragraph in chronological 
order. 

A. Critical Role of Management 

It is recommended that a series of Regional (Multi-State) Review 
panels be convened under a National Panel to analyze the topics 
discussed in this section with the intent of making firm recommend-· 
ations concerning training and education needs that include: 

*1 • 

*2. 

*3. 

-*4. 

*5. 

*6. 

Analysis of skills necessary at each level of criminal j~stice 
management need: first-line supervision, mid-level; sen10r 
level; and executive. 

Define the roles and relationships between education and 
training. 

A model curriculum for all levels of management training. 

A model academic program of education. 

A model delivery system of training and education from national 
to·local.level that include the roles of training and education. 

Model legislation for use by state legislators for purposes of 
state support of such a system. 

I 
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B. Management Training and Education Program Development 

*Recommend that all topics discussed in this section be the focus 
of further analysis prior to development of curriculum as outlined 
in section A-3 above. 

C. Content of Management Education and Training Programs 

*- Recommend that during the implementation 'of A-3 above a plan for 
development of a model curriculum be presented that includes 
time and resources necessary to 'support impl ementation. 

*- That no model curriculum be approved that is not an integration 
of functional needs and the specific leadership qualities necessary 
for the level of management training to be taught as recommended 
by this chapter. 

D. Quantitative Factors 

It is recom~ended tha~ whenever possible~ senior management training 
should.be lln~ed to m1d- and upper-level executive training so that 
they w11l act1 vely support the concepts as well as r'ei nforce what 
is learned in the training program. 

E. Qualitative Factors 

1. No comment. 

2. Program Proliferation 

Federal ass istance be 1 inked to impl ementation of nationally developed 
model management training or education curriculum that can be adjusted 
to the specifics of state/local needs where appropriate. 

3. No comment. 

4. 

*5. 

No comment. 

Lateral Entry of Executives 
\1 

jl 

It is recommended that in conjunction with recommendation A-6 above 
that model legislation include lateral entry provisions that are not, 
in co~flict with current state regliTiltions concerning Personnel 
practlces or could replace those that are excessively restrictive in 
nature. 

*Priority developed by reviewer 
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1. A national advisory planning group be established to 
develop the administrative structure for the proposed 
regional (milti-state) management training centers 
and to develop model program offerings. 

2. Regional management training centers be established 
along the guidelines provided from #1 above, with 
initial funding from the federal government to be 
matched or replaced by state funding. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED ,I 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

LEAA, Training Division, OOS, action model for 
Regional Training Centers and Training Program 

' development fordeJivery to state, regional and 
local CJ personnel. 

The reviewer is not aware of other LEAA programs 
have a direct bearing upon these recommendations. 

" All othet~ reviewer recolMIE!ndations as stated under Reviewers Recommendations are dependent upon the 
implementation of the above two recommendations. 
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Chapter VI - Programs of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

1. ,The FBI makes a major contri bution to tni ni"9 of pol i ce off; cers 
of state and local agencies through four programs: the four courses 
are: The National Academy, National Executive Institute; Academy 
Short Courses; and Field Training. The first two are for police 
executfves. The first being the "long course" of eleven'.to fourteen 
weeks and the second is concerned with specific management problems 

2. 

3. 

"and is of(~everal day to one week induration. The last two are 
.' for service officers and first line supervisors and are seldom more 
than several days in length. Taken in the context of an integrated 
police training effort (combined with state and local police train
ing) they provide the nucleus of an excellent National Police Service 
training effort. The draw back to expansion is resources and the 
excessive Manpower drain on the FBI agent personnel. 

'" \" 

It must be understood that to police executives, ~ttendance at the 
FBI Academy is more prestigious than a degree from an academic 
institution. The programs are of high quality and timely subjects. 
The Academy can be, and is, responsive to immediate needs of police 
executives and is an-example of effective use of Federal funds for" 
capacity building purposes. Its success is based upon: the past 
image of the FBI; remaining small,enough to be controlled by a sin
gle staff; regional FBI office abilities to research'naUonal police 
trai ni ng needs that are fed back to the, academy; and resources to 
respond. " 

Chapter V of thi s vol ume recommends that academi c credit be gi ven 
for attendance at management level training courses to encourage 
complet~on of academic degree programs. The FBI Academy awards 
such c,redit through the Unhersity of Virginia who certifies the 
curriculum and the instructors. The survey did not explore to what 
extent the awarding of credit had been taken advantage of by 
participants who may have gone on to receive a degree asa resul t 
of the aw'ard of such credit. This group of police executives should 

, be surveyed for ~uch information prior to any national decisions to 
further support such an effort. 

The standard, academy course,"has trai.ned about 1,000 police cifficens 
per year in the fast severa' years. Ei ght million dol lars per 
year, fram the FBbudget plus the number of man years spent as 
instructors, gi ven the FBI's operational responsibi 1 ities, appears 
to be quite M gh and woul d appear to be an excessi ve drai n of 
normal ope~ations. 

~~~ 

The National Executive Institute Program was initiated."in 1976 
to provide training for top management of law enforcement agencies. 
Pravi cles excel 1 ent short courses on timely subjects for pol; ce.,· 
executi yes • ' ~ , 
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4. Sped al, short-courses offered at the FBI Academy prov; de advanced 
trainin in traditional olice fields as well as numerous s ecial~ 
ized courses in topic! prob ems. The provision of sort-courses 
at the Academy appears to be a departure from its historic role. 
The move to this type of training is a natural evolution, however, 
since there is nothing that presently can take its place and the 
need for such training exists. 

5." Field training services are provided to State and local aaencies, 
utilizing special agents of whom about 2,000 are certifie as 
instructors. No comment. .- . 

... :~ 
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The FBI has over the years evolved as tne principal Federal agency 
that provides training for State and local law enforcement officers. 
vlith the opening of the National Academy, training of agents in 
instructor methods and assigning a full time training officer in 
each fie1d office to coordinate training in each region, the FBI was 
the natural answer to advanced trai ni ng for pol i ce o'ffi cers s i nee the 
resoJtces did not exist anywhere else and the need was tremendous. 
Given ~e operational responsibilities of the FBI and the current 
amount of resources and man hours devoted to training, this must be 
a tremendous drai.il on their operations. The discussion in the chapter 
concerning the disagreement with' types and levels of materials pre
sented at the academy are relevant, but only to course adjustments 
and are not major problems of a national concern. The fact still remains 
that it is all there, is for local police executives; its quality if high, 
professionalism of staff above reproach, and there is nothing to take 
its place. 

If consideration is to be given to the Federal support of the total 
Criminal Justice System training needs, the Academy and the National 
Executive Institute should be viewed as the capstone of police 
executive development. The field training might be considered as an 
integrated part of a state-regional or 10ca1 training effort that could 
relieve some of the burden that the FBI is now carrying on its own. 

Recommendati ons 

The recommendations are in order of significance and consideration. 
All recommendations are referenced to those made in Chapters V and 
VII of this volume. To the reviewers knowledge, no similar activities 
of the scope of the FBI are undertaken by LEAA with the. s ingl e except; on 
of one or two programs of the Office of Criminal Justice Programs that 
relate to courts and pol1ceexemplary projects. 

*1 . 

*2. 

The FBI Academy and.execyti ve semi·nars be considered the 
"Capstone" of police executive training if consideration is 
given to the development of regional (multi-state) management 
training centers. 

In conjunction with the support recommended in Chapter VII to 
the state-regional (multi-county) and local police academies 
that the FBI fi el d trai ni n9 be consi dered as an integrated pc.;"~ 

f the total federal assistance to these academies. 

In the event that no progress is made toward support of mana~6meil:' 
~rainthg centers and to state or local poiice academies, re~~Jr:~~ 
the FBI receive as much support (financial and personnel) as 
~ossible to continue their efforts in this area. 

;" Pr· . .:.('ity developed by reviewer. 
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*1. The FBI Academy and executive seminars be cpnsidered 
the "Capstone" of police executive training if 
consideration is given to the development of regional 
(multi-state) management training centers. 

*2. In conjunction with the support recommended in 
Chapter VII to the state/regional (multi-county) 
and local police "academies that the FBI field trainin 
be considered as an integrated part of the total 
federal assistance to these academies. 

. 
*3. In the event that no progress is made toward support 

of management training center and to state or local 
police academies that the"FBI receive as much support 
(financial and personnel) as possible to continue 
their efforts in this area. 

~... .. --:.~ 

l *Priority developed by revi ewer 

. , 

EXA~PLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNCER~/AY BY LEPA 

1. None identified. 

··2. None identified. 

3. None identified. 

J. 
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Chapter VII Law Enforcement Training Academies 

Information presented at the outset of this particular chapter pertains 
to Chapter VI of Volume Two of the NMS. THis chapter addressed law 
enforcement training from a practitioner. perspective. Primary focus 
was placed on a descriptive analysis of the "duration and content ll of 
training conducted in the police academy setting. In addition, 
literature in the field and the results of an NMS job analysis were 
integrated into information presented. Basic recruit training, along 
within-service and supervisory type training, was examined in light 
of agency size and regional location. In short, a recapitulation is 
given in the first section of Chapter VII of conclusions reached in 
Chapter VI of Volume Two. This reviewer will not devote specific 
attention to such information because another reviewer has addressed 
the material and presented findings in the appropriate section 
of til is report. 

The purpose of Chapter VII is to "Consider the characteristics of law 
enforcement training academies and the qualitative factors that are 
believed to influence the'efficacy of their training programs. 1I 

The analysis conducted by the NMS was based primarily on a data 
collection effort performed in conjunction with the National Associa
tion of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training in 1975. Informa
tion sought in the survey was directed at training academy differences 
and the qualitative aspects of programs afforded. 

A. 

1. 

Utilization of Academies by Agency Size and by State. 

Three types of academies were identifiedY~nd considered in the NMS 
effort. Specifi c reference is ma(te to II agency-affil i ated ll 

academies, those "administered by technical and vocational schools 
or by colleges,":and "academies administered by law enforcement 
agencies or by a regional or state group an'd utilizing the facilities 
or some ?f the teaching staff of an academic institution." 

Distribution of Academy Utilization by Size of Agency 

According to the NMS, those academies considered "agency-affiliated" 
provided basic recruit training for 57 percent of police personnel. 
Academies in the state and regional classification accounted for 
36 percent and the remaining .7 percent were trained by those associ
ated with institutions of higher learning.. It was concluded by 
the NMS that large agencies. are more ap,.t to utilize "agency affilated" 
academies than small agencies. In addftion, small agencies tend to 
use the remaining two types of academies more frequently than large 
agencies. . -

The. NMSclearly indicates that smaller agencies, in numerous cases, 
cannot administer their own train'ing programs. Also, many of them 
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do not have access to near" by agency-eperated academies. The 
development and implementation of state/regional academies was 
responsive to the above referenced problems experienced among 
smaller agencies. Such problems probably qlso gave rise to many 
academic affiliated academies. ' 

In this reviewerls opinion, academies which train officers from 
various police agencies experience considerable difficulty with 
student clientele. Such difficulties can be traced to the selec
tion criteria established among the agencies that training is pro~ 
vided for. This results in s';gnificant differences .among students 
attending training sessions. For example, if a training program is 
located in an "agency-affiliated" academy cOllrse work is geared to 
the departmentls selection standards. The other two types of 
academies are probably confronted with even a broader mix of stu
dents from a selection standpoint. Consideration should be given 
to the adoption of uniform selection standards by agencies within 
respective academy jurisdictions. The use of such standards in the 
screening process would alleviate the aforementioned situation in 
various academy programs. It should be clearly understood that 
what is proposed would be only applicable to agencies within the 
geographical area served by each academy. 

2. Distribution of Academies by State 

The distribution of law enforcement training academies among various 
states is diverse. According to the NMS, "States have anywhere from 
1 to 136 academies. 1I A review of data compiled in the 1975 NASDLET 
survey reveals that the majority of states (29) throughout the coun
try have predominantly lIagency-affiliatedli academies. In addition, 
there are 11 states that have a majority of state/regional type 
training operations and 8 states have established u majority of 
academies in the academic affiliated sector. 

Different types of academies appear to be established because of 
several important factors. The NMS states that geography, density 
of population, access to lIagency-affiliatedli academies, efforts by 
police administrators and planning conducted at state and local levels 
constitute such factors. This reviewer agrees that the above refer
enced factors have an impact on types of academies established in 
various states. However, it is personally felt that political 
ramifications also influence the location and academy type put into 
operation. Some law enforcement~administrators maintain that it 
is during basic recruit training that the "unfitll are screened out 
of their department. Therefore, they prefer to retain full authority, 
control and responsibility for making judgements about retention or 
termination of personnel during such a critical period. Also, there 
appears to be some reservations among administrators concerning the 
utilization of instructional personnG;t from academic institutions. 

i' 
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It appears that the distribution of academies is not related to the 
a~ount of train~ng ~oli~e officers ,receive at the entry level. States 
wlth adequate dlstrlbutlon appear to vary with respect to percent-
ag~ of trained personnel. It is personally felt that at least two 
m~Jor factors impact on prevailing disparities. between states. 
~lrst, t~ere is a lack of sufficient enforcement of mandatory train-
1ng ~eq~1rements.by some Police Officer Standards and Training (POST) 
C?mmlSslons. ThlS can possibly be attributed to the lack of suffi
c~e~t resources to regulate training requirements. Second, although 
mln1~um standa~ds have been passed in most states, the legislation 
provldes for elther mandatory or voluntary participation. Those 
states where volunt'p.'r'y conditions exist may result in lower percentages 
of trained personn~). 

In conclusion, it ~an also be pointed out that 3 states still have 
~ot passed any minimum standards legislation. This, of course, could 
l~pac~ on. the percent ?f officers receiving training in light of the 
~lstrlbut10n of ac~demles. Efforts should continue to promote min-
1mum standards leg1s1ation in these 3 remaining states. Also, states 
should be encouraged to determine if legislative changes are needed 
to requ~re mandatory tra~ning and whether or not strengthening of 
respect1ve PO~T systems 1S needed. Budget appropriations may also 
be needed to 1nsure adequate regulatory measures at the state level. 

B. Characteristics of Academy Programs 

This particular section of the chapter is devoted to an analysis of 
the IIresults of a National Association of State Directors of Law 
Enforcement Traini~g.(NASDLET) survey with respect to the length 
~nd content of tra1n1ng offered, the distribution and education of 
'lnstructors, academy facilities, and sources of funding. II Responses 
to the NA~DLET survey represented only one-third of the total number 
~f acad~1es surveyed. Therefore, it was concluded by the NMS that 
t~ere 1S no assurance that the responses are representative of the 

Unl verse of 1 aw enforcement academi es. II 

1. Duration and Content of Entry-Level Tr~ining 
',I 

, \\ 
It 

The d~ta collect; on effort ~y. NASDLET ref1 ects that the lIaverage 
durat10n of entry-level tralmng offered "'was 415 hours in 1975. The 
average number of hours.were highest in lIagency-affiliated" academies 
and lowest am?ng academ1e~ associated with academic institutions. 
Although cons1derable varlation prevails in training duration among 
academy typ~S, the NMS.stipulates lilt can be reasonably hypothesized 
t~!at the maJor factor lnfluencing the duration of training is the 
s lZe of the agenci es served. II 
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It is felt that the NMS could have provided more depth perception 
into basic recruit training duration and curriculum content. Addi
tionalimportant factors related to the above areas are set forth by 
this reviewer in the s'ubs~quent discussion. 

Minimum standards triining requirements are not equal in all states. 
Therefore, if acaderr~~es located in academic settings are operating 
in states with low ~;!1t~:a'ining requirements~ lower trainihg 1evels can 
be expected because\/bnly minimum training is usually offered. 
Curriculum in "agency-affiliated" academies place more emphasis on 
course work applicable to their own departments. For example, 
departmenta 1 pol icy and operati ona 1 procedures woul d fa 11 wi thi n 
this category. Such curriculum would only be appropriate for the 
department itsel f and not to personnel from other agenci es. Depart
ments sending personnel to basic recruit training conducted by another 
aqency are probably excluding their personnel from the training de-· 
scrihed above. If not, they should be in light of the relationship 
between training content and its job relatedness in each agency 
setting. 

It is also concluded by this reviewer that the higher degree of 
specialization in larger departments may have a direct bearing on 
the content and duration of training in "agency-affil iated" academ
ies. Such specialization simply does not exist among smaller agencies. 
Smaller agency personnel are most likely to be considered generalists. 
Also, it stands to reason that large departments are much more 
sophisticated in nature and therefore require additional training. 

If a sma 11 rural agency with three offi Ci;rs sends one offi cer to 
training, there is. a one-third manpower reduction in the depart-
ment. It is for this reason that small agency police chiefs have 
a tendency to only send their officers through the minimum number 
of training hours or not send the~ at all. This probably has some 
degree of impact on the lower number of training hours conducted in 
all but "agenc},-affiliatedJl academi es and the percent of offi cers 
receiving training. In short, the significant reduction in manpower 
among small agencies militates against increasing the duration/con
tent of training conducted and the number of officers sent to train
ing sessions. A pilot effort designed to alleviate such manpower 
probiems should be considered by the LEAA. It is envisioned that 
an effort designed to train individuals prior to employment could 
possibly be beneficial to, small agencies. A project along these 
lines could be of tremendous value in maintaining autoprized str.ength 
in small agencies. Also, training costs could be transferred to the 
student. Law enforcement is one of the few occpati ona 1 fi e1 ds that 
employs their personnel and then proceeds to tratn them. In sUmina
tion, it appears that agencies may be far better off from a cost 
standpoint if personnel were trained prior to employment. Authoriz€!d 
strengths could be maintained and training costs shifted to students 
pursuing careers in law enforcement. 

I 
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The NASDLET survey results provided ir!formation concerning time 
devoted to topics in basic recruit t~aining. Topics presented 
appear to be representative of ctli-r'i cul urn at the entry-l evel . 
However, it also supports other research in the field wnich re
flects that 80-90 per~ent of training conducted constitutes only 
10-20 p~rcent of the Job. There also exists another implication 
~oncern1ng the content of training programs. Specific reference 
1S made to how instructional needs were identified. The practice 
of "~oing it in our heads" in the curriculum development process 
contlnues todaYI:along with student "happiness" evaluations. There 
are various technolngies and techniques available that can be utilized 
to determin~ training content. For example, organizational analysis, 
task analysls and person analysis have been used effictively for 
such purposes. 

2. Coverage of Topics in In-Service Training 

The NMS reflects that academies are increasing their role in the 
training of in-service personnel. A list of courses offered in 
academies is presented along with percentages of all topics covered 
and the number of courses afforded The survey inddtates that 
"The most frequently offered topics were firearms, criminal in
vestigation, and criminal law." Again there is eVidence that a 
disproportionate amount of training is conducted on a relatively 
small percentage of work performed by police officers. 

3. Facil iti es 

Mos~ ~c~demies res~o~ding tO,the NASDLET survey "possess physical 
facll1tles for tralnlng, a llbrary, and access to an indoor gym
nasium. 1I 

It is suspected by this reviewer that most have access to 
outdoor ranges for, fi ~earms i nstruc:fion Larger academi es usually 
have an academy bUl1dlng (77%). Small academy operations respond
ing to ~he survey revealed t~at less than half had an academy (39%), 
and reglonal operated academles were more likely to have facilities 
to accomodate students in a residential capacity. This is under
standab 1 e because "agencY-aff i 1 i ated ll academi es are concetned with 
their own personnel and academic type operations are concerned with 
students within c?~uting distance. Also, some two-year community 
colleges are prohlblted from having residential facilities because 
of state regulations. 

Only a taken amount of information is provided concerning facilities. 
The adequacy of such facilities for example could not be determined. 

4. Instructors 

There is overwhelming evidence produced by the NASDLET survey that 
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"1aw enforcement academies rely heavily on part-time instnfctors." 
The NMS poi~ts out that "on1y 21 percent of al.1 instr'uctors at 
responding academ·ies w~re fu11-time~ an~ 56 percentllof the 206 
academies reported hav1ng no full-t1me 1nstructors. 

Reasons given for reliance on part-time personnel were small 
class sizes and irregular course offerings. Also, ~esponde~ts 
cited they preferred to utilize spe~ialists in.th~ 1nstruC~1?nal 
process. The reasons given certainly have merTt 1n th~ op1n1on 
of this reviewer. However, there exists some underlYlng factors 
which should be brought out. The frugal expendi'tUl~e of funds by 
those who control the budget prevent the employment of ~ul~-ti~e 
instructional staff. It is suspected that respondents 1nd1cat~ng 
full-time instructors may be som~what misleading. Many full-tIme 
staff ·spend much of their time coordinating with p~rt-t1me 
instructors to teach subjects in training programs. They may be 
more appropriately titled full-time coordinators. 

Such extensive use of part-time instructors has an adve~se impact 
on the qualitative aspects of training programs. Such 1nstructors 
are usually not available for counseling, nor are they usu~lly aware of 
the state-of-the-art in the training field and are not ava1lable 
for planning, analysis, research and evaluation activities which 
are vital to the quality of training programs. The general lack 
of such capabilities in law enforcement t~aining are app~rent to 
this reviewer. A programmatic thrust deslgned to establlsh such 
a capability in a police academy should be pursued- by the LEAA .. 
The role of what is being advocated would include manpower plann1ng, 
training needs assessment, program development, evaluation, research, 
etc. in the academy environment. 

5. Funding Sources 
i 

Persons that received the NASDLET survey were askedi to "indicate 
whether their academies received funding from eith~k a state planning 
agency, a state's standards and training comm~ssion\:~ or ~ ~ation~l II 

or regional office of the Law Enforcement Asslstance ~dm1nlstr~tl0n. 
Responces received indicated that 40 percent had recelved fund1ng 
Ilfrom at least one of these sources. 1I Information provided in the 
NMS would be somewhat misleading to some readers because state 
planning agency funding is actually provided by the LEAA. 

Other funding sources were not addressed in the NASDLET survey. For 
example, state funds returned to academic institutions for training 
generated through police academy programs. 

- --.. -
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C. Comparison of the Current Status of Law Enforcement Training 
Academies With Desired Standards 

This section of Chapter VII focuses on IIStandards for innovative 
teaching techniques, field training, instructor training, desired 
class size, and the use of performance objectives are compared 
with current practice as indicated by the NASDLET survey. II Although 
the standards used for analysis purposes are valid, they fall far 
short of a comprehensive and systematic approach to determining the 
effectiveness of training programs. In order to make such deter
minations the entire training process must be viewed. This, of 
course, would include needs assessment, program development and 
evaluation which constitute the above referenced training process. 
Additional comments pertaining to each of these areas will be 
integrated in this reviewer's analysis of subsequent areas addressed 
in this chapter of the NMS. 

1. Teaching Techniques 

The primary tht'ust of this section is place(i on the proper utiliza
tion of tea/ching methods and med"a. Evidence was presented which 
reflects an overreliance on the lecture method of instruction. 
Reference is made in the NMS to a survey conducted in 1965 by the 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency which states that the 
"lecture method was the predominant mode of instruction used in 
police academies. II Also, it is pointed out that the National . 
Advisory Com.mission on Standards and Goals IIrecommends the adopt1on 
of student-oriented instruction methods to increase the trainees' 
level of participation and receptivity~1I A panel of training experts 
used in the NMS effort felt that a critical problem existed in the 
area of teaching methodology. 

The content of this section of the NMS lacked d~pth and breadth. 
Such areas as conditions for transfer, preconditions of learning, 
conditions of practice, transfer, etc. were not highlighted or 
mentioned. . 

2. Performance Objectives _ 

A recommendation made by the National Advisory Commission was cited 
in the NMS. According to the Commission, law enforcement academies 
should "define course content and student evaluation according to 
performance oDjectives. 1I However, the NMS fails to stress the impor
tance associ ated with properly perfOi"'.l1i ng a needs assessment. 
Various technologies and techniques are available to properly identify 
instructional needs. Specific reference is made" to organitational 
analysis, task analysises and person ana\ysis to determine such needs. 

/1 
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Various survey techniques are available for data collection. Th~se 
include employee attitude surveys, problem surveys and the Delph1, 
technique. In addition, records can prove to be a valuable resource 
in the assessment process. For example, personnel records can often 
provide a basis for planning training activities. 

The basic foundation of any training activity is predicated on the 
proper identification of needs. Information compiled in the assess
ment phase of the training process influences all s~bseguent activ'ities. 
It provides the blueprint for the development of obJect1ves and the 
identification of evaluation criteria. Emphasis was placed on the 
importance of oDjective development in the NMS. However, the survey 
neglects to properly address the groundwork that precedes objective 
development. 

The NMS gave only token reference to th~_evaluation of training pro
grams conducted in law enforcement academies. Evaluation is an 
integral part of a training program from a qualitative standpoint 
and should have been recognized as such in the NMS. Elaboration on 
the subject of evaluation was restricted to the testing of students. 
A mUGh more comprehensive approach should have been articulated in 
the NMS report. Literature in the field indicates that training 
evaluation consists of procedures designed to systematically collect 
the descriptive and judgemental information necessary to make effec
tive decisions. According to the American Society for Training and 
Development, evaluation procedures should consider four leve~s o~ 
criteria - reaction, learning, behavior, and results. React10n 1S 
what the trainees thbugh of the particular progrqm. Learning is 
concerned with measuring the students acquisition of principles 
facts, techniques, and attitudes that were specified as training 
objectives. Behavior refers to the measurement of job performance. 
Results pertains to the impact of training on organizational objec
tives. 

In addition to the aforementioned levels of criteria. the NMS does 
not focus on formative and summa~ evaluations. Formative evalua
tion is used to ascertain ff the training program is operating as 

. originally intended or if improvements are necessary before the 
program is offered. In short, formative evaluation stresses 
tryout and revision processes, primarily using process criteria. 
Summative evallJation is the evaluation of the final product with 
the major emphas,~ s bei ng program appra i sa 1. 

If training prog/,~ams are not predicated on a sound developmental 
. process and properly evaluated, it is practically imp~ssibl~ for 
training managers to defend their programs. Many tra1ners 1n the 
field are becomming increasingly concerned \'Iith vicarious or trans
fer liability. A recent court decision in the State of New York 
may be an initial step toward stripping away the immunity of state 
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and local governments. The case alluded to above focuses on the 
responsibility of governments to provide job related training. 
Law enforcement trainers can not afford to disregard the increased 
emphasis being placed on management accountability. 

In conclusion, efforts should be initiated by the LEAA which are 
targeted at improving the quality of police academy programs. When 
viewing law enforcement training in h;s~or;~al.p'erspective, it becomes 
clear that past efforts have been quant1tatlVe ln nature. 

Results of the NASDLET survey suggests that approximately one-half 
of the respondents IIhave not identified the necessary skills and 
competencies of police officers or formulated a way of measuring 
them during training. 1I It is suspected by this reviewer that pro
bably much more than half of the police academies in operation fall 
into this category. It is surmi$ed\ in the NMS that the use of per
formance objectives is not common in basic recruit level training. 
This reviewer believes this fact in also applicable to in-service 
training programs. 

The NMS suggests that lIa valuable contribution of future Federal 
funding assistance in this area would be the early development of 
model performance objectives for a set of the most critical skills 
that a law enforcement recruit needs. II However, this reviewer be
lieves that proper needs assessment should precede objective formula
tion. Also, it is questionable whether or not a model should be 
developed rather than capacity building efforts designed to increase 
expertise in the field. Perhaps a thrust in both areas would be 
justifiable in order to improve and strengthen the quality of 
academy programs. 

3. Stress Training 

The NMS surfaces the fact that IIIf stress is indeed inherent in the 
various roles played by the police officer than the issue becomes 
how to train the recruit to perform most effectively under stress
ful conditions. 1I Considerable research has been conducted in the 
field which concentrates on occupational stress. However, the value 
of training in the area of stress is inconclusive according to the 
survey. In light of this fact, additional research is probably 
warranted in the law enforcement field. 

Work performed at the Los Ang/.~les Sheriffs I Academy suggests that 
stress training conducted is more effective than lIa battery of 
psychometric tests. 1I Any future. efforts involving research in stress 
training should be perfonned in eonljtinctioriWith research in psycho
logical testing designeq:-for use in the police selection process. 
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It appears to this reviewer that a strong relationship prevails 
between efforts in both of these research areas. Psychological 
testing can be an important tool in screening applicants prior to 
enrollment 'in stress training. Refinement of psycho,10gical testing 
could possibly reduce or eliminate the need for such'training 
activity. 

At the time of the NASDLET survey only a few academies were in
volved in stress training activities. Only 14 percent of those 
responding to the survey indicated any involvement. Information 
gleaned from the survey reflects IIthat the more acceptable stress 
situations in the traditional academy's ffiede are giving way to 
the nonstress, in which instruction is likely to occur in a more 
relaxed atmosphere. 1I 

4. Field Training 

Field training programs are theoretically designed to facilitate 
the tr.ansfer from the classroom to the realities of the job. 
However, such programs are plagued with numerous problems. These 
problems include the lack of management support, inability to 
recruit qualified field training officers, adoption of informal 
practices by recruits and the reluctance among some officers to 
participate because they consider the training officer role un
desir~ble and potentially dangerous. 

Information collected during the NMS effort shows that field train
ing programs are more likely to be found in liagency-affiliatedll 
academies. Such programs are least likely to Be found in academies 
affiliated with academic institutions. 

The NMS recommends that IIfield training be formalized, that its 
instructors be given special training and increased status, and 
that the pY'ograms be gi ven strong management support. II Thi s 
reviewer would also include the development of a sound selection 
criteria for training officers in the aforementioned recommenda
tion. Many agencies have the tendency to arbitrarily assign 
recruits to veteran officers .. The LEAA should contemplate fund
ing to support field training programs from both a qualitative 
and quantitative standpoint. 

5. Class Size 

Approximately one-half of the academies responding to the NASDLET 
survey were in conformance with tt;te Peterson Commission's recom
mendation that/classes be II res tricted to a maximum of 25 traine~s.1I 
Those academies C:.onsidered lIagency-affiliatedll and IIcollege
affiliated ll are more apt to comply with the standard set by the 
Commission. 
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POST commissions should be encouraged to maintain better control 
over class sizes in law enforcement academies. Data presented in 
the NMS further substantiates the problems some POST operations 
apparently have in their regulation of training programs. 

6. Instructor Training 

The NMS clearly articulates that 1I0ne of the most important factors 
in assuring the quality of any training program is the quality of II 
its instructors.1I This reviewer certainly agrees with the above 
statement and strongly recommends programmatic efforts designed to 
upgrade instructional personnel. Literature in the field is drawn 
upon by the NMS to emphasize the need for selection criteria, dura
tion and content of training, and certification for training instruc
tors. It is felt that each of "these areas are in need of consider
able improvement. The expert panel assembled by the NMS expressed 
concerns with inadequate instructor development programs, lack of 
credibility with students and strong practitioner origin of current 
instructional personnel. 

Serious consideration should be given to the possibilHy of requiring 
minimum standards training for instructional personnel to msure 
competency among trainers in the field. The importance of qualified 
instructors in the field is associated with properly preparing indivio
uals for police work. Training curriculum for academy trainers and 
!ield training officers should be formulated after a task analysis 
lS completed for the positions. The duration of such training should 
only be determined after the above analysis is completed. 

I~ is personally felt by this reviewer that many trainers in the 
fleld of law enforcement are not properly prepared. for instructional 
work. ..When comparing the state-of-the-art in the private sector 
wit~ police training in the field, the lack of preparedness becomes 
ObV10US. There is most certainly a need to improve and strengthen 
the quality of instruction, the program development process" and 
~valuati?n of ~raining in the police academy setting. Trafners 
ln the fleld wlll have to be depended upon to bring about needed 
change in academy training. 

Reviewer Conclusion 

The LEAA should be supportive of efforts to promote improvements 
ln ~he Gualit~tive aspects of training conducted in all types of 
pollce academles. Data presented and conclusions reached in the 
NMS certainly underscore the need for support in several primary 
areas. Although the NMS focused on factors "be1ieved to influence 
the effi~acy" ,of training programs, a;'comprehensive presentation 
wa: not made ln the opinion of this reviewer. Material presented 
f~" 1 ed to ad~quately address the three primary phases ass.Dci ated 
wlth t"~e tralning prQcess. T~e quality of training afforded can 
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be traced to the areas of needs assessment~ program development and 
evaluation which constitute such a process. The NMS only sporadically 
covered subject matter related to the areas alluded to above. Partic
ular weaknesses were noted in the areas of needs assessment and 
evaluation by this reviewer. 

More full-time personnel should be employed to improve planning, 
research, analysis and evaluation of training programs conducted in 
police academies. In addition, future training efforts should be 
targeted at existing personnel with training responsibilities in the 
above referenced areas of need. (Curriculum should also be developed 
and offered to field training officers where needs exist. Training 
programs developed for both types of trainers should be anchored in 
a sound needs assessment process. 

In conclusion, the increased emphasis being placed on management 
accountability dictates the need to upgrade police academy personnel. 
The quality of programs conducted are dependent upon the caliber of 
those involved in training activities. The time has come to move 
from a quantitative to a qualitative approach in law enforcement 
training. We must remain cognizant of the fact that manpower con
stitutes the most valuable resource law enforcement has. 

The fo 11 owi ng is a rank orderi ng of pri or'ity needs i denti fi ed by 
the Nr·1S and thi s revi ewer. 

1. It is recommended that LEAA, in association with appropriate state 
agencies, establish regional instructor training centers for both 
law enforcement and correctional academies. Such centers could 
perform several functions. In addition to their primary mission 
of training instructors and coaches in field training programs 
in the use of the most appropriate education methodologies, they 
could provide technical assistance to academies in developing 
programs for performance testing, and on related training matters. 

~2. An effort should be generated by the LEAA to adequately train 
those responsible for properly developing and evaluating their 
training programs. Curriculum should focus on needs assess
ment, program development and evaluation which constitutes the 
training process. This should follow a task analysis targeted 
at the trainer position. It is strongly suspected that such 
training is needed in all types of academies. (closely related 
to 1 above) 

*Priortiy developed by reviewer 
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3. It is recommended that LEAA examine closely occupational analysis 
findings and provide for the establishment of a curriculum com
mittee of law enforcement personnel and other selected groups to 
compose offerings at training academies with current and future 
occupational demand. 

4. LEAA in coordination with state planning agencies or commissions, 
and academic institutions, should place priority on upgrading the 
training being provided to the smaller agencies. 

5. The high crime rate among juveniles and the small amount of course 
work in recruit training allocated to special law enforcement pro
blems associated with juveniles appear to be incongruent. It is 
recommended that LEAA arrange for the development of prototype 
courses, or course components, on the subject for use by law 
enforcement academies. 

*6. The LEAA should support a pilot effort designed to improve 
manpower planning, research, analysis and evaluation in the 
academy setting. This could be accomplished by establishing an 
organization unit within an academy to address th~ above areas. 
The role of such a unit must be well conceptaliied and staffing 
patterns matched with required expertise. 

*7. A pilot effort should be funded by the LEAA which focuses on 
training individuals for police work prior to employment. Such 
an effort should focus on relieving agencies of financial burden 
and prom~ting the maintenance of authorized strength levels. 

*8. A feasibility study should be conducted by LEAA to determine 
the value of developing uniform selection standards among agencies 
in academy jurisdictions. If considered feasible, a pilot effort 
should be funded and tested in the field. 

* Priortity developed by reviewer 
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1, •. It is recommended that LEAA, in association with 
appropriate state agencies, establish regional in
structor centers for both 1 aw enforcement and 
correctional academies. In addition to their pri
mary mission of training instructors and coaches 'in 
the field, training programs in.the use of the most . 
appropriate methodologies, they could provide tech
nical assistance to academies in developing programs 

. for performance testing~ and (on related training 
matters. 

"EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

1. There is presently a 'monograph development effort which 
focuses on training needs assessment, program development. 
and evaluation. This effort is.being conducted by 
Michigan State University with funds provided by pCJET. 

*2. An effort should be generated by the lEAA to ade- 2. See number 1 above which pertains to monograph developmen1 
quately train those responsible for properly develop-
ing and evaluating their training programs. Curricu-
l~ should focus on needs assessment, program develop 
-ment and evaluation which constitutes the training 
pr'ocess. This should follow a task analysis targeted 
au the trainer position. It is strongly suspected 
that such training is needed in all types of 
a~ademies. (closely related to 1 above). 

*Priorfty developed by reviewer 
page ]80 
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3. It is recommended that LEAA examine closely occupa'- 3. 
tional analysis findings and provide for thees
tablishment of a curriculum committee of law enforce
ment personnel and other selected groups to compose 
offerings at training academies with current and 
future occupatioryal ·demands. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

QCJET recently sponsored a task analysis symposium in 
Dallas, Texas. This effort was designed to bring togethe 
the state-of-the-art in law enforcement task analysis 
efforts .. 

4. LEAA in conjunction with state planning agencies 4. None·Identified. 
oT commissions, and academic institutions, should 
place priority on upgrading the training being pro-
vided to the smaller agencies. 

5. The high crime rate among juveniles and the small 5. N~ne Identified. 
amount of course work in recruit training allocated 
to special law. enforcement problems associated with 
juveniles appear to be incongruent. It is recommende' 
-that LEAA arrange for the development of prototype 
courses. or. course components, on the subject for 
use by law enforcement academies. 

*Pr1or1ty developed by reviewer page 181 -
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*6. The LEAA should support a pilot effort designed to 6. 
improve manpower planning, research, analysis and 
evaluation in the academy setting. This could be 
accomplished by establishing an organization unit • 
withi n an agency to address the above areas. The 
role of such a unit· must be well conc(eptualized 
and staffing patterns matched with required expert
ise. , 

*7. A pi lot effort shaul d be funded by the LE,AAwhi ch 7. 
focuses on training individuals for polic~ work 
prior to employment. Such an effort should focus on 
relieving agencies of financial burd~n and prompt-
ing the maintenance of authorized strength lev~ls. 

EXAfttPLES OFIDENTI FI ED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

OCJET is presently working with a large law enforcement 
agency to determine the feasibility of establishing a hum. 
resource development center within the organizatio~. Sucl 
a center would perform manpower planning, research, analy! 
and evaluation·on an agency-wide basis. . . 

None Identified. 

*8. A feasibility study should be conducted by LEAA 8. None Identified. 
·to determine the value of developing uniform selec
ti on standards among agenci es in academy ,iuri.sdic
tions. If·considered feasible, a pilot effort· shoul 
be funded and tested. in the field. 

*Pr1or1ty deve10ped by reviewer page 182 
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Chapter VIII: Law Schools 

We are a litigious nation. The courts are often viewed as the final 
repositories for any number of social ills. Rather than negotiate 
disputes, we move quickly into the judicial arena, seeking redress for 
a myriad of legal wrongs, real or imagined. 

This reviewer is reminded of a particular example of this while a 
law school undergraduate. The professor had just defined a civil 
battery as an intentional, impermissabl e, non:-consensual touching of 
one by another indicating the slightest touching would be actionable. 
~he conceptual emphasis here was upon the initiation of a legal civil 
action with little or no thought given to our woefully backlogged 
court systems and the fact that the judicial forum could be better 
consenved for matters of greater import. Yet the socratic method of 
law teaching, developed by Christopher Langdell at Harvard, and in use 
in virtually all law schools in America, fosters the litigious 
attitude and narrows rather than broadens a "system" perspective. 
The emphasis, in most law school's, ;s not upon the mastery of 
substantive l~gal doctrine. Instead, it is upon a rigorous process 
of distilling facts into appropriate legal principles and processes. 

The NMS reports law school goals as falling into three categories. 
First, there is the manpower goal--to produce graduates equipped to 
function, primarily as legal practitioners. In addition some of the 
"elite" (primarily eastern) law schools are concerned with equipping 
their graduates to serve as legal statesmen (judges, law professors). 
Few law schools are concerned with the preparation of gr9duates to 
serve in essentially non-practitioner positions (planners, court ~ 
administrators) • 

The sec~nd law school goal is skill development achieved through 
the socratic method of teaching, employing the casebook (a series of 
appellate cases, which build upon one another) rather than the textbook 
method. . " 

The third goal of a law school is long-term reform. Law schools 
as institutions, however, do not usually see law reform as a goal 
per se. 

I alluded earlier to the narrow focus of lega) education. This, as the 
survey notes, is especially true with respect to the study of criminal 
law. oThe traditional criminal law course heavily emphasizes the elements 
of a crime--the requirements for criminal liability dr responsibility. 
Most criminal law casebooks treat criminal procedure issues but rarely 
is there an integration of procedural issues into substantive law 

, . 
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h cedural treatments are almost always 
materials. Moreover, t e pro. . titutional issues with little 
doctrinal in approach~ empha~l~l~9 ~on~f the processes of the criminal 
demonstration of the lnterre a e ne.s. 1 rocess is indispensable to 
law is important, a knO~~edgekof c~~~l~aco~rse in criminal process ought 
the practitioner and po lc~a er~ . 1 law In short what is lacking 
to precede one in substantlVe crlmlna .' i in~l law is a 
in the traditional appro~c~ t~ the teac~!n~ ~~n~~i~ one, on~ which flows. 
system overvie~. The crlmlna process 
It is not statlC. 

. teaching criminal law is placed 
The emphasis, in ter~s of process, ln er than 10% of all criminal 
most often on the trlal .~~as~. YetM~~~ are plea-bargained or disposed 
cases ever rea~h.the trla ,s age'ually for some evidentiary defect. 
of at the prellmlnary hearlng--us 

t h' perspective especially with 
Another defec~ ~n the cur~ent law i~~~el~~ stress and develop in~er-
respect to <7r1mlnal :'~~'ll~ot~~/~lawyeringll process. Interv~ew'ng 
personal sk'~ls, so ~l ~ of negotiation, and counsellng are 
clients or Wltnesses, t e p~o:ess .. ner It is virtually 
extremely important to ~ ~rlmlnatl brac~l;~~ective advocate without these 
unthinkable for a practltloner 0 e a 
skills. 

. th 1 curriculum over-emphasizes 
It has already been mentlo~ed that ~iV~w As a consequence, legislation 
:!t!g~;!~~'o~rr;~~r~o~~O~ft~~ ~~:!~:~ as ~n afterthought. 

Course Offerings 
t 1 f m 162 of the then 163 ABA 

The NMS analysis of ld9~5 ~a adoi~atr~9% offered criminal law, compared 
approved 1 aw school s 1 sc o~e , . 0 f' t compared with 96% 
with 100% in 1966; 8~% requlr~d l~ ~~ ih~8%l~~ t~~::'law schools offered 
in 1966. The analysls also'~ho~~% . a1966 . 30% required it in the first 
criminal process compared w~ o.l~nal j~stice offerings accounted 
year. However, the non-s~lnar cr~m r offerings The median number 
for only 5.8% of t~e tota . no~-~em~n~aw topicS w~s 5.45. The range of 
of courses and semlnar~ on crlmlna 18 courses and seminars, or 2 to 12 
criminal justice offerlngs was 1 to. c ease in the emphasis on criminal 
percent of the total. The average ln r s over 59% although it 
justice offerings betwe~n ~966 and ~~~5t~a50 percent) was due to the 
appea~ed that ~u~h °If.tusetl.~~c~:~~~ars rathe~ than substantive course 
additl0n of crlmlna J 
offerings. 

Y k University Law School and th~ University of.Chi~ago Law 
~~h:~~: aO~asters of Laws degree is offered in'criminal Justlce. At 
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New York University, a rich criminal law and criminal justice curriculum 
is offered. Both undergraduate and graduate law students may avail 
themselves of these courses. They include: Introduction to 
criminology; advanced criminal justice procedure; comparative criminal law; 
international criminal law; law of criminal corrections; criminal 
justice planning and reform; correctional planni'ng and reform; inter
national criminal justice planning and reform; law and psychiatry; 
the criminal justice process (police and pre and post trial phases). 
This latter course involves both classroom and clinical·work. 

*There may be other law schools as well offering this speicalized 
degree. 

Clinical Legal Education 

The development of legal education in this century has included a 
movement toward clinical legal education which arose from a desire 
to relate the professional responsibility of the bar to the actual 
skills that a practicing lawyer needs. With Ford Foundation assistance, 
the National Council on Legal Clinics, sponsored by the National Legal 
Aid and Defenders Association with the cooperation of the ABA and 
the Association of American Law Schools, began a pilot project at 
several law schools. Among the objectives of this project were 
broadening the definition of "pro fessional responsibility" to include 
public pa1.icy concerns for law reform, providing legal services to the 
indigent, and increasing technical competence in the practice of law. 
In 1975, at least 129 of the 163 ABA credited law schools offered 
clinical legal programs. 

The value of the clinical program is two-fold. It increases the expertise 
(or perhaps develops) of the student in "lawyering" skills, including 
client interviewing, fact analysis, counseling, negotiation and trial 
advocacy. The clinical experience, additionally, exposes the student 
to the realities (and the vagaries) of legal practice (e.g., coping 
with an overburdened criminal court system). Clinical experience may 
also expose law students to the systematic problems of criminal justice 
that underlie the problems they encounter. Clinical programs exist 
under the supervision of a faculty member, himself an attorney, whose 
task it is to furnish guidance, direction and support to the student. 
Many jurisdictions, by Supreme Court rule, allow law students to prosecute 
and defend indigent criminal defendants. (See, for example, 
Massachusettes Supreme Judicial Court Rule 3:11.) 

Prioritizing of Recommendations 

Before reaching the prioritization of recommendations, it is the 
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opinion of this reviewer, supported by the NMS, Chief Justice Warren 
Burger, and David Bazelon, former Chief Justice of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia, that it is the duty of the law 
schools to produce effective advocates and practitioners. It is also, 
(and I do not know whether Messrs. Burger and Bazelon concur on this) 
incumbent upon the law schools to train legal Iistatesmen" and 
reformers. It is not enough, nor is it responsible thinking to 
expect lawyers to gain needed skills and insights by happenstance of 
some other external device and at the expense of a client. 

1. Curricular innovations such as clinical law programs should be 
supported, both for their value in furthering professional 
responsibility and for their potential for influencing chang~ 
in the non-clinical law curriculum. 

(The "Law Center" concept is invaluable for this purpose. 
Law Centers combine the external programs of the law school 
with the undergraduate law programs. This is buttressed 
by basic and applied scholarly legal research conducted on an 
ongoing basis.) 

2. Faculty research should be encouraged to take a systemic, 
rather than a common law, case approach to criminal justice. 

3. Law schools should also be encouraged to provide assistance to 
criminal justice educat40n and training programs. 

4. Greater use of legal internships should be made and a national 
clearinghouse for criminal justice employment should be created. 
These activities would not only benefit the criminal justice 
system but would foster interest in careers in criminal justice. 

----<.;--
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1. Curricular innovations such as clinical law programs 
should be supported both for their value in further 
-ing professional responsibility and for their . 
potential for influencing change in the non-clinical 
law curriculum. 

2. f:aculty research shou1d be encQuraged to take a sys 
-temic, rather than a common law, case approach to 
criminal justice. 

3. Law schools should also be encouraged to provide 
assistance to criminal justice education and 
training programs. 

4. Greater use of legal internships should be made and 
a national clearinghouse for criminal justice' 
employment should be created. These activities would 
not only benefit the criminal justice system but 
would foster interest in careers in criminal justice. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

1. (related) - National Institute for Trial Advocacy. This 
is not a clinical program per se (i.e. participants do 
not represent clients or engage in litigation), 4ut the 
emphasis of the training is to develop advocates 'for the~ 
pu~poses. 

2. None identified. 

3. None identified. 

4. None identified. 

, *Priorfty developed by revi ewer 
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Chapter IX Continuing legal Education for Ct'i:iminal law Practitioners 

This chapter in Volume 5 Criminal Justice Education and Training, begins 
with a statement and a premise: "While law school provides the basic 
knowledge and skills required of the criminal attorney, it is essential 
that these qualifications be maintained and expanded." This reviewer 
disagrees with the statement that law schools provide the oasic skills 
required of the criminal attorney. Our law schools, for the most 
part, simply do not prepare lawyers to be trial lawyers. We have 
not embraced the British concept of training Barristers (trial lawyers) 
at special Inns of Court. In Britain, as noted in the review of 
Chapter VIII, Volume 5, those wishing to become litigations attend 
these Inns of Court. Those not wishing to become trial lawyers, 
receive conventional legal training and become "Solicitors" (preparers 
of instruments and contracts, serving as counselors, not advocates). 
(For an excellent discussion of the failure of law schools to adequately 
prepare those trial lawyers see 

Bazelon, The Ineffective Assistance of Counsel, 42 U. Cinn. 
L. Rev ----

The responsibility, in the first instance for preparing lawyers to 
become trial lawyers, lies with the law schools. No continuing legal 
education program can provide the foundation and the requisite skills 
necessary to become an effective advocate. The function of continuing 
legal education programs should be maintaining and expanding these skills. 
While many law schools offer clinical legal programs and courses in 
trial advocacy, this is not enough. A curriculum should be developed 
in the nation's law schools to train trial lawyers. While every law 
student should be exposed to at least a basic course in trial advocacy, 
an elective program should be developed for those wishing to become 
trial lawyers. It has been alternatively suggested that this 
curriculum could be made part of the undergraduate law curriculum or 
exist as a separate graduate law program. 

The first National Conference on the Continuing Education of the Bar 
was held at Arden House in New York City, in 1958. It reaches the 
following conclusions: 

1. "Clf" should be emphasized for newly admitted lawyers. 

2. Emphasis in ClE on professional competence should be supplemented 
by inclusion of program elements emphasizing professional 
ethics (including law reform). 

3. ClE programs should make greater use of professional staff. 

4. Responsibility for ClE in each state should be placed with the 
state bar. 
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5. The need for specialty training should be emphasized. 

6. An All-ABA committee should establish national standards for 
CLEo 

Continuing legal education organizations may be classified as national, 
regional, state or local. National programs include: those of the 
All-ABA Committee, the ABA and its sections, the Federal Bar Association, 
the National College of District Attorneys, the National College of 
Criminal Defense lawyers and Public Defenders, the National Center 
for Defense Management, the National Institute of Trial Advocacy, 
the American Trial lawyers' Association, the National legal Aid and 
Defenders' Association, the National District Attorneys' Association, 
the Practicing law Institute, and various profit-making organizations 
such as Prentice-Hall and lawyers Cooperative Publishing. Northwestern 
University law School's short course for prosecution and defense is 
perceived to be the best of its type. 

Regional, state and local tontinuing legal education programs are 
typically of two types. The most typical are operated by a bar 
association or through a corporate affiliate of the bar association. 
The second type is offered by a law school or with bar association 
sponsorship. Examples of the second type are found (as of 1975) in 
16 states: Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, 
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, 
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Virginia and Wisconsin. Usually county 
or local bar associations are without full-time staffs and as a reSUlt, 
as noted by the survey, their programs lack regularity or continuity. 
Their efforts, nonetheless, account for about 25-35 percent of all 
continuing legal education activities. 

Types of ClE courses for criminal law practitioners are classified by 
content or by recipient. The content will normally differ based upon 
the status of the recipient (newly-admitted, experienced or 
specialist). 

Several sources, according to the NMS, suggest that approximately 
10 percent of all ClE courses have a criminal law or procedure focus. 
ClE courses existing throughout the nation in 1975 as reported to an 
All-ABA catalog and survey disclosed the following subjects taught 
and their number: 

Assigned Cpunsel 2 

IIBridging the Gap" 8 

Evidence 15 

Courses for General 
Practitioners 11 

~-----.... 

" 
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Courses for Juvenile 
Court Practitioners 7 

Recent Developments 
in the Law 5 

Specialized/Advanced 
Cotjrses 33 

Pre-tri a 1 Functions 2 

Constitutional 3 

Trial Mechanics 
and Advocacy 22 

Prosecution and 
Defense Management 6 

Total 108 

Entry-level Continuing Legal Education 

Only Texas offers a sufficient entry-level training program. for the 
p'tacticing attorney. In that state, the state bar and criminal defense 
lawyers have joined in an LEAA-funded CLE program that reaches more 
than 1,000 lawyers each year. Only two other states have even a 
minimum number of such courses. In the remaining 47 states (again, as 
of 1975), there are no entry-level CLE courses. The absence then, of 
sifficient entry-level CLE, is a major deficiency. 

The ALI-ABA survey showed that the average CLE Course Length is one 
work-day (8 hours). The suggested minimum-mandatory CLE course length 
requirement is 15 hours or nearly twice the length of the average 
course given. 

Costs of attending CLE programs coupled with an inability to,attract 
high quality faculty are two major inhibiting factors noted by the 
survey to successful CLE programs. The CLE costs for many (hew lawyers 
practicing civil law are paid by their firms. Many criminal lawyers, 
however, are sole practitioners who must bear the burden of the 
costs themselves. There is little prestige or monetary compensation 
for faculty of most CLE's. Hence, many CLE programs suffer in terms 
of breadth and depth. 

The major weaknesses of national CLE programs were seen as frequent 
dependence upon lectures and the use of volunteer faculty. 
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Large state CLE organizations were found to have higher quality programs 
then those in small states and state programs are generally better 
than local ones. Recent trends towards joint sponsorship of state 
and national CLE providers has potential for improving the qU!ility 
of state CLE. _ CLE programs associated with law schools in conjunction 
with the bar (e.g. Michigan) seem to be noticeably superior to those 
not having such resources. 

LEAA Support of Criminal Law CLE 

P~ograms which offered CLE at little or no cost to the recipient 
(l.e., LEAA-supported) generally had large attendance for their 
total criminal law programs. Those charging higher fees (as noted 
earlier) generally has low total attend&nce. 

A review by theNMS of the ALI-ABA catalog of CLE courses indicated 
that almost 26 percent of all criminal law courses in 1975 had LEAA 
funding. (This figure is admittedly not very accurate). Nor can 
the NMS state with any degree of certainty whether the quantity of . 
CLE provided criminal law is attributable to LEAA funding. Some of 
the programs mi ght have been offered without LEAA funds. It has al so 
been suggested that the availability of LEAA funds to some providers 
has driven others out of the criminal law field so that LEAA-funded 
programs may merely substitute for non-LEAA funded programs. 

Defici~nciesinCLE Perspective 
D 

There isa cunspicious lack of CLE courses in the pre-trial and 
juvenile areas. Since less than 10 percent of all criminal cases 
ever reach trial, this is certainly a curricu'lum deficiency. About 
half of all courses on juvenile justice available were directed 
toward prosecutors. Less than one-third o~ all private and p~blic 
attorneys are engaged in juvenile law. A proportional imbalance 
exists between prosecution and defense for this type of CLE. 

I 

Mandatory CLE 

Itis reported that two states, Iowa and Minnesota, curr~ntly require 
attorneys to attend CLE courses. Interest in mandatory Cli: exists in 
other states and in January 1977, Wisconsin jOined the other two 
states in making CLE mandatory. Mandatory CLE programs are seen, 
at least in one sense, as an alternative to a more far-reaching 
proposal by many public interest groups for periodic re-examination 
of attorneys. 

Three common criticisms of lnandatory C~~ were voiced through the NMS. 
First, a mandatory requi rement cannot guarant~e the moti vation of 
attendees. Secondly, because mandatory CLE is not directed to the , '. 
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specific needs of individual lawyers, the need to meet mandatory 
requirements may discourage individuals planning their educational 
programs in accordance with career desires. Thirdly, and lastly, 
mandatory CLE is criticized for failure to test its students to 
determine the extent of learning. 

As for the future of mandatory CLE, the consensus of the ABA National 
Conference on continuing legal education in November 1975 was that 
mandatory CLE should not be adopted by other states until the expense 
of Iowa and Minnesota have been evaluated. 

Specialization 

Legal specialization, so-called, may be of two types: self-designation 
or certification. While self-designation is self-explanatory and 
akin to advertising, with respect to certification and state must 
certify that the individual is a specialist. State certification 
processes may include mandatory CLE, with examinations for lawyers 
wishing to be certified as specialists. Mandatory CLE without 
examination is the case in Texas, while examinations - and vigorous 
qualifications - are required in California. At the time of the 
survey, these were the only two states with specialization certification 
procedul"es. In California, fewer than 10 percent of all lawyers 
engaged in criminal defense work are certified as specialists. 

Some form of specialization, according to the survey, seems inevitable. 
An alternative to the criminal law specialization plan is the proposal 
for imposing certification requirements on all trial lawyers. This 
proposal derives from the many public statements of Chief Justice 
Burger and others who have expressed doubts about the quality of 
trial advocacy in the courts. 

Recommendations and Prioritization 

1. The need for CLE is for greater th~n its availability. Because 
of this, the need for Federal support of continuing legal education 
far exceeds the level of such Federal support currently. While 
continuing legal education is indispensable to efforts to im~rove 
the quantity and quality of lawyers engaged in criminal law, it 
cannot be reviewed as a sUbstitute or a remedy for inadequate 
preparation in law school. 

2. LEAA-funded research on the value and costs of specialization and 
mandatory CLE should be encouraged. 

3. A comprehensive plan for criminal law CLE must assume that bar 
associations presently offering courses in the criminal law field 
will continue to do so. Bar associations provide a convenient 
vehicle for transfer of learning through CLE. Inadequate bar 
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programs should be upgraded and not replaced. 

4. federal, state and local CLE programs should be strengthened lhruuyh 
coordination. SPAs may be the logica1 point of coordination at 
the state level through incorporation into the State Comprehensive 
plans. 

5. A national clearinghouse of CLE materials in the criminal law 
field should be established. 

6. Grants should be given to law school faculty members to develop 
CLE materials. Not only would better; quality course materials 
be generated, but potentially, long-term law school support 
for CLE could result. 
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*1. Continuing legal education programs sheuld be 
increased. They shoul d; h'owever, never be 
viewed as' a substitute or a remedy for 
inadequate preparation in law ~chool. 

2. LEAA-funded ra~earch on the value and costs of 
specialization and mandatory IICLE II should be 
encouraged. 

3. In~dequate bar association continuing legal 
education programs should be upgraded and not 
replaced. 

4. Federa.l, state and loca" IICLE" programs shoul d be 
strengthened through cdordination with other 
"CLE" programs. " 

5. A national clearinghou~ of CLE materials in· 
the criminal law field should be established. 

*Pr1or1ty developed by reviewer 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

)\ 
} 

n , 
,. LEAA funds the National College of District 

Attorneys and the National College of Defense 
Lawyers a!1d Pub 1 i c Defender's. 

.' 2. None identified. 
1\ 
,1/ 

3. None identified. 

4. None identified. 

5. The Criminal Justice Reference Service provides 
some information. However, it was not established 
to serve a'CLE coordination role. 

•. 1 
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6. Grants should be given to law school faculty 
members to develop CLE materials. Not pnly 
would better quality course materials be 
generated, but potentially, long-term law 
school support for CLE could result. 

6. None identified. 

*Pr1or1ty developed by reviewer 
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Chapter X. Professional Education"In Corrections 

A. Introducti on 

This chapter focuses on the lIeducational status ll of a limited number 
of occupations in the areas of correctional treatment and probation/ 
parole activities. The NMS places emphasis on lithe social worker, 
psychologist, sociologist/criminologists and the rehabilitation 
counselor. 1I 

Research conducted by those responsible revealed that perceptions 
about the usefullness of some of the above referenced positions 
were different. Since the field of ~orrections did not have ex
pertise in the occupations referred to previously, these other 
disciplines were looked to for support and assistance. The NMS 
notes that no single discipline could be called upon to accomodate 
needs in rehabilitation activities. 

Various academic disciplines will be examined in light of "their 
value in preparing professional personnel for entering the cor
rectional field. 1I The survey indicates that before making additional 
commitments, institutions of higher learning should conduct a needs 
assessment to determine if operational agencies are willing to 
establish "substantive positionslf for graduates of their programs. 
There ;s evidence which reflects that many graduates from such dis
ciplines seek careers outside the correctional field. These career 
path changes are a ttri buted to such factors as "worki ng condi ti ons, 
low pay, and concern about opportunities for applying one's professional 
training in a closed and authoritarian environment." In this re
viewer's opinion, many individuals find their job frustrating because 

"of external factors. This is certainly contrary to the purpo!:e of 
education and training programs---to bring about a change of behavior 
in the learner. Serious questions can be raised concerning the value 
of education when behavior is restricted in the correctional setting. 

Subsequent information portrays an educational profile for various 
degree programs which prepare individuals for professional positions 
in the fi el d. Information presented will focus on, program offerings, 
placement opportunities and some of the problems encountered in pro
viding the "needed skills for future correcMonal programs." 

B. Social Work 

It is brought out in the NNS that the field of social work has long 
been recognized as an appropriate field of study for persons preparing 
for a career in corrections. However, other educational disciplines 
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have /11IHlelnroad!> tu the field "In r'ecent yeQrr,. The fol1owina i-; 
an assessment of the present role of social work and its projection 
into the future. 

The examination of the four years prior to the NMS indicate that 
social work educational programs have increased very slo\,/ly. It 
appears to this reviewer that educational development has practically 
stabilized. However, doctorate level programs did experience a 
slight increase. Out of the total number of graduate level pro-
grams identified in social work "Approximately one-third of the schools 
offer a specialization" in the corrections or criminal justice fieids. 
It is interesting to note that some social work programs have 
Ifextensive reliance upon departments outside the school of social 
work to provide coverage of topics in the specific area of criminal 
justice. 1I It is concluded in the NMS that there is very little 
difference between those schools that offer an area of concentration 
in corrections/criminal justice and those that do not. The only 
exceptions appear to be in two areas. First~ there are programs 
that "tend to offer a larger proportion of courses in correctional 
policy and practice~ while programs not offering this concentration 
tend to offer more courses in,genera1 criminal justice topics." 
Second, IIA large proportion of general criminal justice courses 
are offered in schools without a concentration in corrections./I 

Another indicator of involvement by the social work discipline 
can be found in data collected on placement of students. It was 
determined by the NMS that "All approved social work programs re
quire that students serve a period of time in a social service 
agency as part of their academic preparation." Out of the total 
number of field p1acements in 1974, approximately 5 percent were 
in a criminal justice agency. The NMS states this percentage has 
remained fairly stable since 1971. It was noted in the survey 
that some students were placed in criminal justice agencies that 
were not enrolled in programs with an area of concentration in the 
field. Therefore, it is logically concluded by this reviewer 
that some students were placed in criminal justice agencies without 
receiving course work specifically designed for the field. 

Social work programs are tailored along two central themes of dis
course. The survey indicates that some "programs prepare students 
to enter direct service roles while other programs prepared stu
dents for what are called 'macio! level positions -- that is, posi
tions in research, policy planning, and administration." There is 
some evidence which indicates that more emphaSis is being placed 
on the latter area i~ recent years. This is an interesting pOint 
because there is a definite need for better management in the field 
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of criminal justice. Movement in this d1~ection appears to coincide 
with a pressing need in the criminal justice field. 

Set forth below are brief descriptions of programmatic thrusts 
identified in social work programs. 

Generic multi-method practice is an approach that is rarely 
utilized because of the general approach taken. In short, 
it merely provides students "with a variety of materials, 
methods and areas of specialization ll in the curriculum. 
It is b;oad based and does not have specificity in any parti
cular area. 

Micro direct service, clinical, case-work,and rou work 
focus~s on providing the s udent with the n~cessary skills 
to deal with individual clients in a professlonal casework 
relationship.1I 

The grOUt work approach is very similar to the casework method. 
The know edge and skills imparted remains the same. However, 
treatment focuses on the group instead of the individual a~d 
the group is utilized as a IItherapeutic resource and the dlrec
tion of the social worker." 

- Community organization, planning, and development.is a 
IIpreparation for work at the Imac~ol level of socl~l w?rk 
practice with a particular emphasls upon the coordlnatlon, 
development, and utilization of resources in the community.1I 

Administration, management, social policy, mezzo or ~~cro 
intervention is a 'Vpreparation for work at the exeCUl:lVe 
and administrative level of social service agencies. 1I 

- Research is a IIpreparation emphasizing competence in u~der
.- standing and applying scientific research methods and 1n the 

utilization of research findings in social works practice. 1I 

It can be concluded that curriculum content varies in social work 
programs at the graduate level. With ~he.exception of the IIgener~c 
multi-method practice ll

, there are speclallzed'areas of concentratlon. 

There is some indication that suggests that past requirements for 
a degree in social work may be changing. Although this trend was 
identified in the NMS, there has been an increase in social work 
programs. Tn this reviewer's opinion, evidence prevails which is 
indicative of the lack of educational planning which appears to per
meate the entire educational spectrum. Institutions appear to be in a 
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reactive insteaJ of a proactive mode with regard to ~ducational needs 
in the future. 

Responses received from probation and parole agencies revealed that 
the overwhelming majority did not feel that degrees in social work 
were appropriate at the entry level. The same is true for promotion 
requirements among such agencies. 

The survey arrives at the conclusion that lithe contribution of 
social work to the professional preparation of correctional per
sonnel is relatively small. 1I This reviewer feels that information 
provided in the NMS certainly indicates this is accurate. However, 
most of the information presented to support such a conclusion was 
derived from the probation and parole sector of the correctional 
field. Other correctional areas, such as juvenile justice, were 
not adequately represented in the information provided. A tremendous 
emphasis has been placed in this particular area in recent years. Prior 
to formulating firm conclusions, additional data is needed from other 
correctional areas pertaining to degrees in social work and pre
requisites for employment at the entry leve'l. Such information could 
possibly alter the conclusion reached in the NMS. 

Based on information provided in this section of Chapter X, social 
work education does not playa significant role in the IIprofessional 
preparation of correctional personnel. 1I Th~ future contribution of 
course work in the social work discipline will be influenced by 
trends in the correctional field. Such trends will be determined 
by the direction taken in the correctional field with regard 
to treatment approaches. In any event, it is doubtful that many social 
work graduates will pursue a career in corrections. This, of course, 
is attributed to a past history of poor worktng conditions and the 
lIunfavorable image of corrections. 1I 

In conclusion, it' is of paramount importance for educators in the 
field to keep a watchful eye on future trends. The failure to 
do so may result in an "overproductionll of students with cre
dentials that make them unemployable in the corrections field. 
The importance of educational planning is certainly apparent to 
this reviewer when considering the aforementioned matter. 

B. Other Academic Programs Providing Professional Manpower for 
Corrections. 

The primary focus of the NMS effort was in the social work dis
cipline. However, there exist other disciplines which playa 
role in providing educated persons for positions in the criminal 
justice system. These particular disciplines will be briefly 

r 
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expounded on in the following. 

1. Psychology 

A survey was conducted by leading psychologists in the field 
to determine "interest in the topics of crime, delinquency, 
and corrections." It was-concluded that a significant level 
of interest prevailed, but only a token amount of work had 
been conducted in regard to course work development. In addi
tion, data indicated that only a few institutions provided 
internships in the field of corrections. 

The actual number of psychology graduates entering the cor
rections field is unknown. Availahle information suggests that 
such numbers are minimal. However, there is some evidence that 
the corrections field does frequently employ persons with 
four-year degrees in psychology. It appears to this reviewer 
that minimum involvement is restricted to degrees above the 
bacca 1 aureate 1 evel. The NMS states that "graduate psychology 
students seldom enter corrections work despite openings, and 
that those few who enter are generally unprepared to deal with 
the particular problems of offenders." This is interesting 
in light of the correctional field drawing frequently upon 
persons with undergraduate degrees in psychology. Based upon 
the above NMS statement, these individuals are not prepared 
to deal with offender problems either. Generally speaking, 
persons employed with degrees in psychology are not properly 
prepared for work in the correctional system. If the need 
exists for psychologists in corrections, curriculum development 
efforts should be initiated to properly prepare students for 
such work. 

In conclusion, the reasons referred to previously that militate 
against social workers seeking employment in corrections are 
probably applicable to psychology students. Specific reference 
is made to poor working conditions and the poor image of the 
correctional field. 

2. Sociology/Criminology 

This particular academic discipline has provided lithe largest 
proportion of professionally trained personnel to corrections" 
over the years. The speciality area of criminology is usually 
found within the discipline of sociology. However, there is 
evidence which reflects that separate departments have emerged 
in criminology in recent years. Information presented in 
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the NMS indicates that students complet~ng sociology/criminology 
graduate programs are employed primarily in probation and parole 
agencies and teaching positions outside the criminal justice 
system. It is concluded by the NMS that "the contribution of 
criminology/sociology programs to corrections staffing is sig
nificant especially for professional treatment positions." Al
though the survey does not reflect figures for students entering 
the police and courts components, many do enter employment in 
these areas. This probably attributed to the limited amount 
of information available concerning graduate student employment. 
Instit~tions of higher learning have experienced tremendous dif
ficulty in tracking their former students. 

Academic programs in criminology/sociology place emphasis on 
several different areas. These areas are identified as parole, 
probation, research, institutional treatment, teaching insti
tutional-custody and correctional administration in the NMS. 
Program directors at various institutions felt that students 
were best prepared in the area of probation. 

The contribution of criminology/sociology progra~s to the cor
rections field will be influenced by several factors. Such fac
tors include "responsiveness to correctional needs as corrections 
redefines its treatment efforts, their ability to reflect these 
needs in appropriate graduate program offerings and their ability 
to attract and place students in positions which fulfill these 
needs." The NMS continues on to point out that the future 
of criminology will depend on the future of the treatment 
approach. Also, a struggle continues in the field to develop 
a body of knowledge applicable to the field of criminal justice. 
Prevailing difficulties are tied to the interdisciplinary nature 
of academic programs. Crime-related degree programs contain 
subject matter drawn from the disciplines of psychology, sociology 
and other traditional course work in higher education. Also, 
these traditiona,l disci pl i nes have fai 1 ed to adequately respond 
to the needs o~ . 

3. Rehabilitation Counselor 

The NMS stipulates that counselors working in the correctional 
field have multiple roles. It is concluded that the diverse 
nature of these roles dictate the need for a clear delineation 
of work performed by correctional counselors. It appears to 
this reviewer that efforts directed at job analysis are practically 
nonexistant for counselor positions in the field. An analysis of 
these positions would facilitate the development of educational 
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standards and the formulation of curriculum content. 

This particular section of Chapter X addresses only one type of 
cOllnselor--the rehabilitation counselor. The NMS determined 
that the "term counselor has been used loosely in corrections 
to refer to professionals as well as those individuals without 
formal educational preparation in counseling." Information 
gathered when the survey was conducted revealed that Jlapproximately 
80 graduate and 60 undergraduate" programs existed which 
supported rehabilitation counseling. These educational pro-
grams represent the resources available to support counseling 
needs itl the correctional field. According to the NMS, graduates 
from rehabilitation counseling programs are preparing students 
fo~ positions in corrections. In addition, the survey points 
out that more will probably enter the field "since greater 
emphasis is being placed on those offenders who are handicapped 
in terms of employability and cultural and educational backgrounds." 

Future needs for professional counselors will probably be in 
the area of juvenile services. Such needs will prevail in both 
the institutional setting and reintegration of juvenile offenders 
into communities. This reviewer agrees with the future emphasis 
in the juvenile area. Efforts presently underway certainly sub
stantiate the NMS projection. 

The review and analysis of this section raised a particular 
concern to this reviewer. Specific reference is made to the lack 
of educational planning. Institutions of higher learning need 
to generate activities which focus on trends, job analysis, turn
over, employment increases, etc. which is important in such plan
ning. In short, it is suspected that such efforts have not been 
initiated in the academic community. There are serious implications 
attached to the failure of educational institutions to properly 
prepare students for positions in the field. 

D. Volunteers and Professionals 

The use of volunteers in c~rrectional work has gained momentum 
over the years in the correctional field. It is brought to light 
in the survey that "Volunteer work in the courts area has largely 
centered on juvenile probation. In the broader corrections field 
the use has been more wide-spread covering counseling of offenders 
in institutions and activities, service "in work-release and jail 
programs, institutional and community based tutoring programs 
for illiterates and educational marginals as well as other 
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'activities'." Support for the util ization of volunteers can be 
f~u~d in such organizations as the ,Il,merican Bar Association. In
dlvldua~s serving in a volunteer capacity have a broad range of 
occupatlonal backgrounds and "are capabl e of providing some of 
the same services as professionals." 

Research conducted concerning the use of volunteers in corrections 
reflects the need for additional research, better selection pro
cedures and improvements in training poograms. In order to im
prove and strengthen the effectiveness of volunteers the afore
mentioned need: must be addressed. Also, problems c~ntinue to 
plague the varlOUS volunteer programs which have been instituted 
i~ ~he ~riminal justice system. Specific problems have been iden
tlfled 1n the areas of turnover, supervision and appropriate use 
~f volunteer talen~s. This reviewer feels that the two most press-
1ng p~oblems assoclated with volunteer programs are the lack of 
the wl1l to act and the ability to effectively organize programs. 

Problem: expe~ienced in recruiting professional personnel may 
re:ult 1n an lncreased dependence on volunteers and paraprofessionals. 
ThlS,.of course, woul~ require additional job restructuring in 
the fleld an~ ~pproprlate educational programs to prepare individuals 
for such poslt1ons. The NMS suggests that training and education 
programs for these support personnel be initiated at the associate 
degree level. If needs in the field continue to dictate the need 
for volunteers and paraprofessionals, educational institutions will 
need to expand their programs. 

E. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The field of social work makes only a moderate contri~~tion to the 
criminal justice system. Future directions in the corrections area 
will have.a di~ect.impact on the contributions made in subsequent 
years. D1rectlon In the future will depend on the emphasis placed 
on offender treatment. The NMS states that "the graduate social 
work degr~e may.n~ lon~er be the generally recognized prerequisite 
for certaln pos~tl0ns 1n correctional practice." The discipline 
of p~ycholo~y w1ll also be affected by future trends in the cor
rect10nal fleld. Should the need for psychology oriented graduates 
b~come apparent, efforts will .have to be undertaken to modifv cur
r~cu~um.at the pr~s:nt time. It is also interesting to noteUthat the 
d1sc1pllnes of cr1mlnology and sociology may be affected in the future 
years .. In short, graduate preparation may no longer be demanded 
except In. the area of research. 
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The role of counseling in the correctional setting will determine 
future directions in academic disciplines. The~e is an existina 
need to ascertain what the counseling function should br in the~ 
field of corrections. Serious contemplation should be devoted 
to the future of incarceration and treatment in the field by insti
t~ti?ns.of higher learning. According to the N~-1S, "if the current 
d1sclpllnes do not prepare persons for new or modified functions 
the corrections system may need to look elsewhere for help." ' 

Research conducted indicates that "adversary relationships" 
exist among correctional professionals. The nature of corrections 
work "produces conflicts" according to the survey. It is further 
stated that Ilthere is a two-fold challenge to the educatjonal 
community:. one in the training of administrators in the management 
of profess10nals; and secondly, in the training of professionals 
to work effectively in interdisciplinary environments." 

Oth~r problems alluded to in the NMS i ncl ude th.e rel uctance of many 
stuae~t~ to en~er the ~orrectional field, resistance to change by 
pract1t10ners 1n the f1eld and the questionable worth of contributions 
m~d: by v~rious academic disciplines. It can be concluded that sig
n1flcant lssues need to be addressed by academicians and operational 
personnel in the correctional field. 

In con~lusion, the.survey states that lithe proper recruitment, 
select~on, and tra1ning of volunteers (and paraprofessionals) is 
essent1al to the functioning of professionals in the correctional 
setting. II This reviewer would broaden the statement made in the 
N~lS to include the entire spectrum of human resource development. 
Car:er development, salaries/wages, education, etc. should also 
~e 1ncluded .. Recomme~dations made in the survey are included 
1n the follow1ng sectlon entitled "Reviewer Conclusions." 

Reviewer Conclusions 

Significant problems pervade the correctional field and the education-
al .syste~ Whi7h prepar~s individuals for various occupational positions. 
Th1S reV1ewer s analys1s of information presented in the N~1S substantiates 
the aforeme~tioned conclusion. The preparedness of individuals graduating 
from academlc pr?g~a~s to enter the corrections field is questionable. The 
l~ck of rol~ defln1tlon for correctional counselors, adherence to tradi
tlonal currlculum, lack of educational planning and resistance to 
change exemplify prevailing problems in the field. Only a concerted 
effort to overcome these conditions will reduce such problems to 
m~re manage~ble proportions. Hopefully, the following recommenda-
tlons .m~de 1n ~he N~IS and by this reviewer will promote future 
activltles deslgned to resolve existing conditions. It should be 
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noted that recommendations made are in priority order established 
by this reviewer. 

1. LEAA should organize a professional educational readiness 
committee which will work closely with correctional treatment 
program developers and with experimental programs now in pro
gress (e.g., Butner) and with probation and parole groups. 
The purpose of this committee would be to develop occupational 
requirements and corresponding educational programs to fulfill 
these needs for professional personnel in light of the a.nti
cipated changes. 

2. The study committee effort should also include consideration 
of the training and utilization of volunteers and the education 
of paraprofessionals in new or modified correctional programs, 
in order that i'oles and tasks auxillary or complementary to 
professionals can be developed at the same time. 

3. LEAA should fund a study to determine the feasibility of 
developing the professional correctional generalist and 
the professional probation/parole generalist whose training 
would draw from the contributions of many disciplines but 
whose repertoire of professional talents would be developed 
exclusively for the unique needs of the correctional system. 

*4. Research efforts designed to clearly delineatA out various 
counselor roles should be supported by the LEAA. Such efforts 
will facilitate recruitment, selection, training, education, 
etc. ;n the field. The results of such efforts will have a 
direct impact on all facets of human resource development. 

*5. LEAA should support efforts designed to improve and strengthen 
educational planning in crime-related degree programs in colleges 
and universities. 

*6. A pilot effort should be supported by LEAA which will address 
the prevailing problems associated with turnover, supervision, 
and talent utilization in correctional volunteer programs. 

*Priority deceloped by Reviewer. 
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ATTACHMENT 

VOLU~1E Fi v e 
NEED PRIORITIES BY NMS CHAPTERS 

Chapter X 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY lEAA 

1. LEAA should organize a professional educational 1. None identified . 
. readiness committee which will work closely with 

correctional treatment program developers and with 
experimental programs now in progress (e.g., Butner) 
and with probation and parole groups. The purpose' 
of this committee would be to develop occupational 
requirements and corresponding .educational· programs' 
to fulfill these needs for professional personnel 
in light of the anticipated cnanges. 

2. The study committe effort should'also include 2. 
consideration of the training and utilization of 
volunteers and the education of paraprofessionals 
in new or modified correctional programs, in or.der 
that roles and tasks auxillary or complementary 
tor professionals can be developed at the same time. 

3. LEAA should fund a study to determinp. the feasibility 3. 
of,developing the professional correctional gener'alis 
and the professional probation/parole generalist 
whose training would draw from the contributions of 
many disciplines but whose repertoire of professiona] 
talents would be developed exclusively for the 
unique needs of the correctional system. 

*Pr1or1ty developed by reviewer 

The development of a generic planning model for human 
resource development is underway in OCJET. Thi s' effort 
is being conducted by Sam Houston State University, 
Michigan State University and the University of South 
Florida. 

Same as 2 above. Development of a generic 'planning 
model for human resource development. 
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*5. 

*6. 

NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
ATTACHMENT 

VOLUME 
NEED PRIORITIES BY~N~MS~CHAPTERS 

Research efforts designed to clearly delineate . 
out the various counselor roles should ~e supported 
by the LEAA. Such efforts will facilitate re
cruitment, sleection, training, education, etc. . 
in the field. The results of such efforts will 
have a direct impact on all facets of human 
resource development. 

Leaa should support efforts designed to improve 
and strengthen educational planning in crime
relqted degree programs in colleges and universi~ 
ti es. 
A pilot effort should be supported by LEAA which 
addresses the prevailing problems associated 
with turnover, supervision, and talent utilization 
in correctional volunteer programs. 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED 
PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

4. Same as 2 and 3 above. Development of a generic 
planning model for human resource development. 

5. Same as 2. 3 and 4 above. Development of a generic 
planning model for human resource development. 

6. None identified. 

*Prior1ty developed by reviewer page . 207 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 

ATTACHMENT 

Vol umeIII 
NEEDS PRIORITI ES 

The executive sUlllTIary of Volume Three on correctjons identifies 

six critical personnel priorities that pertain to correction efforts 

on behalf of children and youth: 

Staffing 

1. Probation and parole staffs, including both case workers and 
support personnel. 

Education 

"2. Treatment and educat"/.pnal staffs, in both adult and juvenlle 
facilities. 

Training 

3. Probation and par'ole officers 

4. Juvenile corrections personnel 

5. Managerial personnel 

6. Supervisors 

REVIEWER PRIORITIES 

1. Deinstitutlonalization 

2. Restitution 

3. Youth advocacy 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

The major activities of the Office of J.uvenile JusUce and Delinquency 

Prevention (OJJDP) in the,correctional area are focused on detnstitu-

tlOh~Jtzattonand tfie development af alternatives to i'ncarceratton. 

l.\ 
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It is the intent of Congress, as expressed in the legislative history 

of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act of 1974, 

as amended, that all youth presently incarcerated (except about 

10-15% -- those who have committed dangerous/violent offenses) be 

deinstitutionalized. Earlier OJJDP action initiatives (deinstitutiona

lization of status offenders and restitution) were first steps in this 

effort to carry out the JJDP Act mandates in this area. The OJJDP 

recently began Phase II of its deinstitutionalization effort -- which 

encompasses other non-violent/dangerous youth than status offenders 

-- through undertaking a large-scale training program, the audience 

of which includes correctional officials and personnel. 

In addition to these activities, the Office also has underway numerous 

research, evaluation, program development and technical assistance 

activites related to deinstitutionalization of youth. 

REVIEWER CONCLUSION SECTION 

It is difficult to relate to the priorities without providing a 

frame of reference in terms of which to provide priorities, so we 

beg1n with a statement of our view of the goals immediately appropriate 

to the field. In so doing we must relate to juvenile corrections as a 

process rather than as categories of agency employees. 

The three priority goals of training for juvenile corrections, at the 

present time we would argue, are youth advocacy, restitution, and 

deinstitutionalizatiofl. Therefore from our perspectiv~ manpower 

innovations should be planned to further those rather than other 
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goals. It appears to beJrue that the employees that have priority, 

either in tenns of numbers, education, or training are those in a 

position to aid achievement of the three priority go~l§f'-- those 

personnel who can provide advocacy, assist Wit~ _ ~fon'and 

decrease use of institutions by developing and using p~ograms that 

present to the least restrictive alternative appropriate to the 

situation. A second priority are employees who work at the front 

of the system where the 1 argest part of youth ar'e to be encountered. 

In terms of manpower categories the priorities might be stated in 

the following order: 

1. employees of community-based programs; 

2. probat'ion staffs or agencies that combine probation and 
parole services; 

3. parol eagencies (under special condttions stated below); and 

4. juvenile correctional personnel (under special conditions 
stated below) . 

....- --,.-

Each of the above categories ~. discussed separately. 

Employees of Community-based programs 

There is no consensus about what the educational attainment of such 

employees should be in terms of number of years of formal education. 

Many wou.l d argue that a requirement of specific formal d,egrees 

would eliminate many employees who work best with chi"ldren in trouble. 

Further, a high level of fpnnal education would operate against making 

such,programs available to large numbers just because of costs. 
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Training of emplo~ees of community-based programs is an on-going 

part of their operation, although often carried out informally. 

More adequate training should be encouraged. We present our view 

of what lIadequate ll refers tc in a 1 ater paragraph. 

Probation staffs or staffs of agencies that combine probation and 
parole services. . 

Agencies that carry out a probation function are in a strategic 

position to use restitution as an alternative to incarceration, 
-

provide advoca~y, and minimize penetration. They carry out official 

functi ons and therefore s houl d have formal educati ons appropl"i ate 

to their role and should have the advantage of training at entry 

to their jobs and while carrying them out. We will return to what 

that formal education and subsequent training should be. 

Great care should be taken not to eliminate through educational 

requirements others who have a natural talent for work 'in this areaQ 

Continued use of paraprofessionals seems indicated. However, greater 

efforts should be made to help them upgrade their formal education 

and th~ir skills through training programs. 

Parole Agencies, Under Special Conditions 

Secure care has not and will not disappear: there is a small percent-
1\ 

age of youths who will be held securely because they are dangerous to 

others. CW: do not here discuss what such care should be or who 

should carry it out). We do argue, though, that support of manpower 

should be given to jurisdictions tnat are providi,ng secure care in an 
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appropriate manner and need help in increasing skills in assisting 

young men and women'in integrating themselves appropriately when 

returning to the community. 

4 

Juvenile Correctional Personnel under Special Conditions 

While much secure care could be provided by community-based agencies" 

jurisdictions that minimize secure care in appropriate ways should 
, 

not be discouraged from recruiting appropriately educated personnel 

or providing appropriate training on the job. That education and 

training should have as its focus the eventual return of youth to 

the community. 

The kind of formal ~ducation needed for carrying our correctional 
p. 

roles is a subject of debate. Clarity is provided thr~ugh recog

nition that the clien"tii of juvenile correctional institutions 

should be limited to 10-15% of youths presently incarcerated, 

consi.stent with Congressional intent, as expressed in relati.on 

to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as 

amended. Therefore, first priority must be given to community-based 

programming. Such education should be oriented to the assumptions, 

evidence, and experience obtained in attempts to serve children and 

youth better through advpcacy~ and deinstitutionalization--recogniz

ing the need for secure care of a few. 

In-service training should not concentrate exclusively on inter

personal relationships, although that content should be continued. 
i, 

The need at the present time is assisti,ng staffs in now to intervene 

in the official system and iii the corrmunity to help children and 
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youth di rectly. 

needed resources and how to encourage opportunities for children. and .:>;: 

youth to function successfully in the communities wher~ they live 

or to wh i ch they wi 11 return. 
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Chapter II. Current Manpower Assessment 

A. An Overview of Correctional Manpower 

Finding's 

1. Juvenile institutions employed 43 t OOO Full-Time Equivalent employees 
in 1974. 

a. 29,000, or two-thirds of this total, were employees of 
state juvenile institutions. 

b. 14,000 were employed by locally-operated facilities such 
as detention centers or group homes. 

2. Pub1ica1ly-funded community-based juvenile residential facilities 
operated by a non-governmental agency were not surveyed. 

3. Delinquency cases disposed of by juvenile courts--inc1uding status 
offenders by excluding traffic cases--rose by 64 percent between 
1965 and 1974, but the number confined in state juvenile institutions 
remained stable between 1965 and 1970, then dropped sharply in 
the following three years. In 1974, it was 35 percent lower than 
in 1965. 

4. Employment at state juvenile institutions increased about 41 percent 
from 1965 to 1974. .. 

5. Although the populations of state juvenile institutions had declined 
during which staffs increased, 38.5 percent of the administrators 

~ 6. 

of such facilities in ten states in 1975-76 told NMS staff during 
field visits that their "most serious manpowE!r problems" was an 
inadequate number of authorized positions (this proportion was 
smaller than that pertaining to state adult institutions or 
probation and parole or given by sheriffs). Inadequate trai.ning 
or personnel was listed as the "most serious manpower problem 
"of state juvenile institutions, a proportion larger than reported 
for any other category of facilities. 

The report concludes: "Despite the inherent limitations of attitu
dinal questions of this type. the pronounced contrast in patterns of 
response between kinds of juvenil e institu.tions and other categori es 
of correctional administrators ,appears consistent with our overview 
of recent trends in correctional workloads and staffing. Juvenile 
instttutionsexperienced a very substantial reduction in their 
resident populations between 1965 and 1974, "concurrent with a growth 
in staff employment. It may be assumed that these trends have 
ameliorated earlier manpower shortages in these institutions, as 
perceived by their administrators. Hence, 'the most critical problems 
in these agencJ~s are more likely to be those resulting from 
qualitative perscmnel deficiencies. . 
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State Correctional Institutions for Adults 

1. content is net applicable 

Local Jails 

1. content is not applicable 

Juvenile Corrections 

1. Nearly 45,000 juveniles were being held in custody in 829 separate 
facilities on June 30, 1974. About 30,000 were in State-operated 
facilities. Local governments were providing care to the remainder. 

2. "Both state and local agencies in some states also operate community
based halfway houses and group homes. However, most of the latter 
faci1ities--as well as foster home arrangements--are privately 
operated under contract with the state or local correctional agencies." 
The latter" facilities have not been covered in this research. 

3. The populations residing in all categories of facilities except three 
declined between 1971 and 1974. State shelters and the halfway houses 
and group homes sponsored by state and local governments increased 
in numbers of residents. 

4. Over the same period employment in juvenile facilities remained fairly 
stable at the state level and that in local-government facilities 
increased significantly. 

5. The disparity between decline in juvenile populations and stability 
or increase in staff cannot be explained satisfactorily. 

6. In 1973 the child care workers outnumbered other categories of 
employees in detention centers and shelters, reception or diagnostic 
centers, and training centers. At the ranches, camps, farms, halfway 
houses, and group homes educational and treatment personnel collective-
ly were more numerous. .. 

7. "0nly 36 percent of the heads of juvenile correctional facilities 
reported that an inadequate number of authorized positions was 
their 'most serious manpower problem,' while almost as high a 
proportion (32 percent) identified inadequate training or staff. II 

8. Administrators reported that an increase of 15 percent in total 
employment would permit them lito fulfill effectively all the duties 
and responsibilities" of their agency. Relatively they reported 
a greater need for treatment personnel (29 percent) than for child 
care workers (12 percent). 

''; . 
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By 1975 the staffing levelS of state training schools recommended 
by the NCeD had been achieved for treatment work~rs ~n a~ overa1l~f 
basis. The overall ratio of children per total lnst~tutl0nal stat 
was well below the rat.io of 3:1 proposed by the ACA 1n 1966. 

"Thus the latter comparison--as well as the administrators' .own 
respo~ses--both indicate a generally favorable overall staff1ng 
level for the state training centers. 1I 

E. Probation and Parole Agencies 

The material presented does not always distinqu;sh betwe~n services 
1. to children and to adults. Only the re1evan~ comments d1rectly 

pertaining to children's services are summarlZed here. 

2. 

~4. 

5. 

In field' interviews with heads of adult and juvenile offices in 
ten states administrators reported manpower ~ho~tage~ l~d~~~hprograms 
juvenile and adult agencies. The manpower ~ or age.ln '1 . th re 
appeared to be more extensive. Among agencleS for Juvenl es e 
is no consistent pattern of manpower shortage. 

Case unit ratios were lower for adult parole ~nd ju~eni1~ age~cies, 
than for adult probation! .In general, theoo~lentat~on o. mos 
agencies is towards somewhat closer superv1s1on o~ Juven~.les and 
parolees, and minimum supervision of adult probatloners. 

Movement of status offenders has shifted a.gro~ing.proporti~n of 
juvenile corrections work load from state lnstltutl0ns to t e 
community. 

Administrators of both adult and juvenile ~ns~itutions repor~ed 
a greater relative need for treatment spec1allsts than for 11ne 
custodial personnel. 

~_ Based on comparison with professiOnally recomm~nded staff~ng 
.". b. ra ti os the most seri ous personnel shorta ges, 1 n the agem ces 

exam;n~d were found in probation .. and parole agenc~es, a~d a,!!ong 
treatment specialists in all categories of correctlonal lnstltu-
tions--particular1y in local jails. 

,,' ; 



F. conclus;on'!<-

1. On the other hand, such trends as movement of status offenders 
out of state training institutions and deinstitutionaliza~ion, 
have shifted a growing proportion of the juvenile correctl0ns 
work load from state institutions to the community. 

2. Administrators of both adult and juvenile institutions reported 
a greater relative need for treatment specialists than for line 
custodial personnel. 

3. Based on comparison with professionally recommeded staffing ratios, 
the most serious personnel shortages, in the agencies examined, 
were found in probation and parole agencies, and among treatment 
specialists in all categories of correctional institutions--particu
larly in local jails. 

A. 
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Introduction 

Chapter III. The Outlook For 
Corrections Employment: 

r~anpower Projecti ons to 1985 

1. Content is not applicable 

B. The Projection Scenario 

C. 

D. 

1. Content is not applicable 

Key Trends Affecting Corrections Employment 

1. Content is not applicable 

Projections of Corrections Employment 

Juvenile institutions, are expected to experience very little net 
growth--only 12 percent between 1980 and 1985, with reductions in 
employment in state juvenile institutions, such as training centers, 
offset by continued growth at the local levels. 

" 2. 
Child care workers. Employment of child care workers, on the other 
hand, is projected to increase by only 10 percent between 1974 and 
1985, as a result of the projected continued trend towards deinsti
tutionalization for certain categories of juvenile offenders, and 
the consequent slow net growth in overall employment in juvenile 
institutions. 

E. Assessment of Key Correctional Developments 

1. The National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections reported a total 
average daily population of 5,663 juveniles in more than 50 separate 
state-related community-based residential facilities during 1974. 
These accounted for 17.7 percent of the total number of juveniles 
in state residential corrections programs. The total covered both 
privately operated and state operated programs, and contrasted with 
a much lower LEAA/Census estimate of 1,218 youths assigned to state
operated community centers alone in 1973. 

Although the above data sources are not completely comparable, they 
indicate a much greater relative utilization of community centers 
for juvenile programs (17.7 percent) than for adult inmates (4.8 
percent) . 

2. Nearly one-half (46 percent) of the executives of both adult and 
juvenile institutions reported that they were currently administering 
community-based facilities or halfway houses. However, a somewhat 
greater proportion of heads of juvenile agencies, 39 percent, 
reported that they expected increased staffing needs for either 
existing or planned community programs in the next two years, as 

-{ 
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compared with 31 percent of the heads of adult correctional 
institutions. 

3. In contrast to the relatively limited and supplementary role of 
community-based institutions for adults, these programs have been 
advanced as a major alternative to institutionalization in the case 
of juveniles, on the grounds that they are more humane, more effective 
and less costly. The sharp decline in the number of juvenile inmates 
in state training centers--from nearly 41,000 in 1969 to 25,000 in 
1974--combined with indicators of growth in the community-based 
programs, suggest that this trend has, in fact, occurred. Moreover, 
as noted above, nearly two-fifths of the 500 juvenile corrections 
executives responding to the NMS survey in 1975, anticipated an 
increased use of community-based programs in the next two years. 

4. The limited available evidence on results of deinstitutionalization 
of juveniles is still not conclusive. 

5. From a long-range manpower standpoint, a continued trend towards 
deinstitutionalization clearly implies a reduction in staffs Qf 
state operated training centers--after some period of adjustment, 
but an increase in personnel needs for largely private community 
residential centers, as well as for juvenile probation activities. 
However, no comprehensive data are available on personnel of con
tract-operated community facilities. 

6. These programs tend to be more frequent for adult inmates than 
for juvenile inmates. The NMS surveys of correctional administrators 
found that nearly 58 percent of state adult correctional institutions 
and 36 percent of juvenile institutions operated work release pro
grams were in effect in 45 percent ·of the adult institutions, and 
38 percent of the juvenile institutions. 

F. conc1usions~ 
1. The outlook for juvenile corrections suggests a continued movement 

away from large state institutions, towards community-based resigen
tial and non-residential programs. This trend, in combination with 
the projected decline in the proportion of teenaged youth in the 
population, will result in a relatively small net increase of 12 
percent in total employment in juvenile institutions, entirely at 
the local level, 

I 

Chapter IV. Recruitment And 
Retention of Corrections Employees 

A. Introduction 

B. 
1. Content is not applicable 

Recent Recruitment and Turnover Experience 

1. It is noteworthy that about 1 f 8 0 0 

institutions, did identify hig~ p admln~strators of juvenile 

2. 

most serious manpower probl em " r:~~onn~h turnover as ':their 
sponses, such as an i d ' er an other Poss1ble re-
or inadequate staff t~:ineq1ouate number of authorized positions ng. 

The NMS report for juvenil 0 

for houseparents is lower ~o~o~~:ct~ons no~es that: "Turnover 
in the economy have red n 1n ~re~lous years. Strains 
position of houseparent~~ed movement w1th1n the usually volatile 

't 3. Among juvenile institutions th f 
and turnover problems was l~were requency of r~por~ed :ecruitment 
occupational categories Child than for adult 1nst1tUt1ons in all 

~ 4. 

5. 

'J( 6. 

7. 

identified as posin '. care workers were most frequently 
four major occupatign~~C~~~!~~~;e:~d turnover pr'obl~ms among the 

The FY 74 turnover rate for f hOld 
The rate, when related to or c 1 care workers.was 27 -percent. 
occupations, corresponded ~gg~e~~ielemp~oyment est1m~tes for the 
1974 of 6,000 child care workers. a vo ume of new h1res 1n FY 

Personnel turnover rates tended to vary inversely with agency size. 

The quit rate of 27 2 per t f ' 
on the NMS, can be ~om ar~~nwi ~r Ch11d care wor~ers in 1974, based 
care work~rs, or "cott~ge pare~tsa"toia~8s~parat,on :ate among child 
reported 1n the Joint COlTl11ission ~ur~ey. ' percent 1n 1967, as 

Salary rates of line cor t' 1 
below those of line pers~~~e~o~~ pe~~lOyee~ cont~nue substantially 
as indicated by the following com 0 ~ce an sher1ffs' agencies, 
NMS surveys. par1sons for 1975, based on the 

Police officers 
Deputy Sheriffs 
Probati?n and parole officers 
~~~~~ct10nal officers, adult institutions 

1 care workers, juvenile institution~ 

Median Minimum 
Entry Salary', 1975 

$9,914 
9,540 
9,533 
8,328 
7,798 
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~8. Child care workers. IITwo primary factors contribute to turnover. 
One, as could be expected, is the opportunity to get getter .jobs. 
The other is the poor career progression available for personnel 
in key occupations •.. especially for those having positions in in-
stitutional facilities. In community-based programs, reasons for 
turnover tend to be more program specific. The variety of reasons 
offered includes intensity of the work, lack of regular time off, 
lack of seeing very many juveniles become successful, disinterest 
in the program, change in management, and requirement for longer 
term program corrmitment by staff than previously." 

C. Projected Recruitment Needs 

1. The projections, indicated a sharp reduction in annual recruitment 
needs for all three line correctional occupations during the 
1975-80 period, as compared with FY 1974. The reduction will be 
proportionately greatest (35 percent) in the c&se of child case 
workers, as a result of the very limited net employment growth 
expected in this occupation. 

2. These projections, on balance, suggest a generally favorable re
cruitment climate for correctional agencies during the coming 
10-y~ar period, particularly when allowance is made for the con
tinued grownth in the Nation's labor force and for the rising 
educational level of new labor force entrants. These agencies 
may therefore be in a position to be more selective in personnel 
recruitment standards, and with the prospect of a more stable 
work force, may be able to place gr.eater emphasis upon the quality 
of both entry-level and in-service training. 

D. Employment and Recruitment of Minorities and Women 

1. The available statistics from the Census Employee Characteristics 
Survey do indicate that a relatively large proportion (33.7 percent) 
of custodial personnel in contact with juveniles are women, as 
compared to much smaller proportions of women in adult institutions 
(7.5 percent) or in sheriffs' jails {17.3 percent)--the latter in
cluding detention facilities for both adults and juveniles. 

2. The proportions of both minority group members and of women are 
significantly higher among administrators of juvenile institutions 
than either among heads of adult institutions or of probation and 
parole agencies. 

\ 
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Chapter V. Education For Correctional 
Occupa ti ons 

AI Introduction 

In summary, the primary focus of this chapter is on the actual 
levels of education currently evident and on the effects of 
various efforts to upgrade these levels. Discu:sion o~ the 
relationship between education and performance 1S conf1ned to 
existing occupational requirements that suggest the need for 
certain levels of educational attainment. 

B. Assessment of the Educational Attainment of Correctional Personnel 
Standards and Levels 

1. 

2. 

Responses from executives of juvenile institutions reveal~d higher 
fthan adu1 t] agency standards .. A 1 tnough 19 percent had el ther 
not established euu~dtional standards or had set standards or 
had set standards below the recommended ~inimum, 2~ perdent had 
gone beyond the Commission's recommendatlon of a.hlgh school 
diploma. Slightly under 18 percent of the agencles responded. 
that some college level work was required for entrance as a llne 
jU'/enile worker-and." percent m~nd~ted.the attainmen~ of a 
college degree. ThlS may be an lnd1cat1on th~t the h1gher stan
da.~ds set by juvenile institutions reflect Chlld car.e wor~ers as 
a member of the treatment team, whereas the adult cor~ectlonal 
officer's role is more likely to be custody and securlty. 

Table V-2 
Current Agency Minimum Educational 

Requirements 

Minimum Education Required Juvenile 
Institution 
(Percent) 

No minimum required 12.1 
7.1 

52.0 
3.1 

14.8 
0.3 

100.0 
(n=576) 

Less than high school diploma 
High school diploma 
1 year of college 
2 or 3 year.:: of cp1lege 
Bachelor'S ~Jgree 

Total 

Source National Manpower Survey, Executive Survey, 1975 
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3. Juvenile corrections child care workers. In the past it has been 
suggested that, in view of the better working conditions, better 
salaries, and gener'ally higher status accruing to employees in 
juvenile corrections, it has been possible to recruit better edu
cated personnel in that area in comparison with the adult corrections 
system. This judgment appears to be borne out by the evidence. 

4. In 1974, the average educational attainment of the juvenile custody 
officer was somewhat over 13 years, or one year beyond a high school 
education. Thus, the average juvenile custody officer can be said 
to be better educated than the nverage adult corrections officer 
by approximately one yeur of education. 

5. The proportion of juvenile custody officers failing to meet the 
minimum standard of a high school education is comparatively small. 

6. A significant1y larger proportion of juvenile custody officers have 
earned degrees beyond the bachelor's than in adult corrections. 

7. Well over 60 percent of juvenile supervisors have an educational 
attainment beyond high school. 

8. Overall, better than 80 percent of juvenile supervisors meet or 
exceed a minimum standard of a high school education. 

9. Among juvenile custody supervisors, the most frequently held degree 
is the bachelor's constituting almost three-fourths of all degrees 
held. Theee is a correspondingly smaller proportion of master's 
degrees held in comparison with line personnel. However, this is 
offset by a substantially larger proportion of supervisors holding 
a professional degree, a proportion far larger than that found 
among the other correctional occupations so far examined. 

10. Juvenile corrections line workers and supervisors are generally 
younger thar their counterparts in adult corrections. The average 
age of this group is estimated to be about 37 years, or 2 years 
younger than the average adult officer or supervisor. The average 
educational attainment of this group is slightly less than 14 years 
of education, in comparison with the average of somewhat more than 
12 years of education in adult corrections. 

11. The pr0portion of line workers and supervisors with less than 12 yearS 
of education increases steadily as the age of the respondent increases. 
It would appear that the educational base of personnel in juvenile . 
corrections is not only highe~ than in adult corrections but is 
shifting much more rapidly toward higher educational levels. 

12. There has been, and will continue to be, signif"icant improvement 
in the overall educational attainment of juvenile custody personnel. 
The magnitude in this improvement is also interpreted to be somewhat 
greater than in adult corrections, where there appears to be a 
larger and more stable proportion of custody personnel at or around 
the 12 year educational level. Increases in educational attainment 

I 
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due to.th~~~etirement ~f older personnel are also likely to be 
more Slgn1T1cant than 1n adult corrections. 

~hu~, again barring radical changes in entry an~ turnover patterns 
1t 1S reas~nable to assume a significant overall improvement in 
the educatlonal attainment of juvenile corrections custody personnel. 

13. With respect to the pattern of attainment of newly employed child 
care workers,.there has been a major shift away from the high 
school educ~t10nallevel degrees. In the group of child care workers 
emp10y:d pr10r to 1'960 the proportion with better than 12.years of 
educat10n was only 7.5 percent. However, among officers employed 
subsequent to 1960, the proportion with 13 or more years of educa
tion increased dramatically, so that among those employed between 
1970 and 1974, over half have some edw:ation beyond 12 years and 
over a quarter have attained 16 or more years of education. 

14. Base~ upon ~hese figures it can be suggested that new juvenile cor
:ect~ons Ch11d c~re workers are increasingly oriented toward degrees 
1n h~gher e~ucat10n, and th~timprovement in entry-level educational 
attalnment 1S much more rap1d than i'n adult corrections. 

15. The rate of in-service upgrading in juvenile corrections appears to 
be comparable to that found in adult corrections. 

C. Assessment of the Educational Attainment of Probation and Parole 
Officers: Sta;!ldards and Levels 

1. Content is not applicable 

D. 'Assessment of Correctional Treatment Personnel: Standards and Levels 
\0 

1. A large proportion of treatment personnel in juvenile corrections 
employ~d fail t~ m~e~ the minimum requirements of 16 years of 
educat~on. In Juven11e corrections, the proportion below this 
level 1S 44.6 percent. A significant proportion of correctional 
treatment personnel can be regarded as having an educational 
att~lnment ~elow that.th~ught to be minimally necessary by the 
var10us nat10nal comm1SS10ns and associations and also the level 
suggested by the occupational analysis. 

E. Efforts To Upgrade the Educational Attainment of Adult Corr-ections 
Officers 

1. Content is not~pplicable 

F. Efforts To Upgrade the Educational Attainment of Juvenile Corrections 
Officers 

1. Juvenile ~orrections agencies appear to anticipate a greater level 
of.educat10naLupgrading merely on the basis of entry-level re
qU1rements. 
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2. Eighty-seven percent of juvenile executives responding i~dicated. 
that new child care workers should be encouraged to contlnue thelr 
education toward a college degree'. 

3. Juvenile corrections agencies are slightly less likely than adult 
agencies to utilize education as a criterion for promotion ~nd 
more likely to permit time off to attend c1asswork. Thus, lt . 

4. 

5. 

may be suggested that juvenile agencies are l~ss likely to prov~de. 
concrete incentives thought to be most effectlve but are more wlll1ng 
to facilitate through other means the continued education of their 
custody staff. . 

The total proportion of those with less than one full year of 
additional educational credit can be estimated to be between 7 and 
10 percent of the entire population of juvenile officers and super
visors. 

In 1974 the proportion of juvenile officers and supervisors that 
had attained at least one additional year of education after entry 
was 23.1 percent. The group most 1ike~y to have increase~ its 
educational attainment was the group wlth better than a hlgh school 
education but less than 16 years of education at entry. The groups 
that were least likely to have increased their educati~nal attainment 
were those with exactly 12 years or 16 years of educa:\:lon. 

G. Efforts To Upgrade the Educational Attainment of Probation and 
Parole Personnel 

1. Content is not applicable 

H. The Impact of LEEP Upon the Educational Upgrading -of Cor.rectional 
Personnel 

1. 

" 2. 

Comparing the two areas of adult and juvenile corrections, it 
appears that juvenile corrections personnel were.genera1ly more 
likely to participate in LEEP than adult correctlons personnel. 

In juvenile corrections less than 20 percent of all those raising 
their attainment one year had participated in LEEP. Thus, although 
the impact of LEEP can be regarded as significant, it ap~earsth~t 
within corrections a large majority of personnel have raised thelr 
educational attainment without this assistance. 

I. Summary of Major Findings and Recommendations ~ 
1. Juvenile corrections child care workers are better educated than 

either adult corrections officers and adult correctioris supervisors 
with an average attainment of al'ound 13 years of education. 

2. Juvenile correctibris supervisors, however, have an aver~g~ attain
ment of 14 years, which is only slightly below the level of 
attainment found among juvenile corrections treatment personfiel. 

.: 

, 
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3. Juvenile corrections appears to be moving toward h'igher educa
tional levels at a faster rate than adult corrections. Whereas 
the educational attainment of adult corrections officers remains 
heavily oriented to the l2-year high school education level, 
juvenile corrections appears to have increasingly recruited from 
among those with 13 or more years of education. 

4. Juvenile corrections had made a more \~apid movement toward higher 
educational levels than adult corrections. However; the principal 
reason for this appears to be the more rapid improvement in the 
educational attainment of newly-employed personnel rather than 
a more concerted effort to upgrade personnel already employed. 

5. Juvenile officers in the Western regions tend to be better educated 
than officers employed in Eastern regions 

6. In both adult and juvenile corrections over 15 percent of those 
employed fn treatment positions reported no college education at 
all. 

, 

7. LEAA and the educational community, together with the adult and 
juvenile correctional facilities should examine jointly the current 
procurement programs, educational opportunities, and in-service 
training programs for the purpose of accelerating the educational 
level of attainment of adult and juvenile corrections treatment 
per"-onnel. Given the ,urgency of juvenile needs and the requirement 
to strengthen juvenile services, first priority should be given 
to the juvenile treatment group. 

8. In pursuing the above objective, specific emphasis in educational 
and training programs should be given to the development of those 
skills and knowledges which are directly related to the counseling 
and guidance function as it applies to the solution of juvenile 
problems. Most of these ~kill and knowledge requirements, some of 
which have been identified in Volume VIII of this report, indicate 
a need for college 1&ve1 preparation, supplemented by graduate 
study. In the examination of current programs against these oc
cupational requirements, it is also recommended that any revised 
courses also reflect further impacts which changed institutional 
or community-based correctional treatment programs, based on new 
correctional strategies, may have on position requirements and 
occupational standards. 

-
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Chapter VI. Iraining For Correctional Occupations 

Introduction 

1. The purpoSes or goals that are being pursued through the provlslon 
of traini,ng must also be consiaered. A number of possible goals 
of a general nature can be suggested. The first and most obvious 
is to assure that personnel can and will carry out assigned duties 
within the general guidelines set down by the agency that employs 
them. This objective involves the provision of basic skills, 
having reference only to the requirements of a specific job within 
a specific agency at a given time. 

A second goal of training invq1ves more than the specific job the 
person being tralned wfll imm~diatelY perform. It extends to the 
potential role of the trainee in the course of his or her career. 
The purpose of training in this context relates to the development 
of general as well as specific skills that can be utilized across 
a wide range of occupational positions. This objective may be de
scribed qS general career development, referring to a broad category 
of skills required for future as well as present duties. 

A third and more general purpose of training relates to the concept 
of system or organizational development. Under this.conceptualiza
tion, training is regarded as more than the preparation of individu
al,t;s. It is viewed qS a device Tor enhancing the general potential 
of the organiz~tion itself. 

A. Existing Training Standards 
,-:T 

1. Contents not applicable. 
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B. Training for Line Personnel in Adult Corrections 

1. Contents not applicable 

C. Training for Juvenile Child Care Workers 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

In juvenile corrections, the level oftra~ning provid~d ~s 
significantly lower than in adult correct10ns. Thus 1t.1~ necessary 
to consider the overall pattern of training before exam1n1ng the 
entry-level and in~service components separately. 

Provisio'n of training. Twenty-eight percent of all juvenile ~or
rectiona1 agencies in 1975 provided no formal ~n~ry-1eve1 or 1n
service training to their personnel. The rema1n1ng 72 percent 
of the agencies provided some form of training as follows: ,4~ 
percent of all agencies provided ~oth formal ~ntry-l~vel an~ :n
service training, 21 percent prov1ded formal.1ry-servlce tra1nlng 
only, and 8 percent provided entry-leve~ tra1nlng only .. In.s~ort, 
the overall pattern in juvenile cor~ectl0ns ~ugges~s a slgnlf~cant 
lack of training effort. However, 1n compar1son w1th the ava11able 
information relating to training provided prior to 1975, these 
data indicate small but possibly significant gains. 

Smaller agencies, those employing fewer than 75, repr~s~nt the 
principal area of difficulty with respect to the prOV1S10n of 
training. Apart from a generally low level o! trainiryg, evidenced 
by the fact that only 68 percent of the agenc1e~ provlde any form 
of training agencies of this size tend to provlde both forms of 
training. Among the larger agencies the likelihood that bot~ 
forms of training are provided is significantly higher than 1n 
smaller agenc~es, and the incidence of no training, or only one 
form of training, is significantly lower. 

Approximately 79 percent of all c~ild care workers are employed 
in agencies providing some form 0 training. Of these, the . 
largest number are in agencies providing both entry-~evel an~ 1n
service training. However, 22 percent a.re employed 1~ agenc~:es 
providing only one form of training, most trequently In-serV1ce 
training. 

Types of training provided in the various types o! juvenile cor
rections agencies surveyed by the NMS. Although 1n some case$ 
the number of agencies of a given type in the sample may not be 
representative to the entire class of juvenile agencies, the pat
tern noted is indicative of val'iations in training effort among 
juvenile agenices in gene~al. 

The pattern suggested is that training is more likely to be pro
vided by the more secure facilities such as detention ~eryter~, 
training schools, ranches, camps, and farms. Less tralnlng 1S 
provided by juveni"le shelters, halfway hous~s~ group h?me~, and 
non-residential programs. This factor clar1fles the flnd1ng that 
the latter agenices tend to be rather small. 

~ 7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

The type of traini~g pro~ide~ aiso appears to vary according to 
the lev~l of secur1ty ma1nta1ned. The more secure facilities tend 
to prov1de both entry and in-service training more often than the 
less sec~re agen~ies. Ho~ever, significant proportions of all types 
of agenC1es pro~l~e o~ly 1n-service training. Agencies in which 
~nt~y-le~ol tra1n1n~ 1S the only form provided are relatively rare 
1n Juven1le correctlons. However, this policy appears to be more 
?ften found in juvenile detention centers and halfway houses than 
1n any other type of agency. 

In summary, the evidence suggests that size of agency and level 
of ~e~urity a~e critic~l ~ariables with respect to the type of 
tra1n1ng prov1ded. Th1S 1S probably attributable to the fact 
that the smaller agencies tend to have fewer resources and less 
flexibility of staffing of the. sort required for adequate training 
programs. It may also be poss1ble that mere secure facilities 
have a more stable ~nd regularized organizational and operational" 
structure that pernnts the development of training programs. 

Entr~-level tr~ining .. Approximately 50 percent of juvenile cor
rect10ns agenc1es proV1de entry-level training to new child care 
~orkers •. Althou~h.the largest proportion of these programs are 
1n agenc1es prov1d1ng both entry and in-service training in about 
8 pe~cent of all agencies entry-level is the only form of training prov1ded. 

Amon~ the ~genci~s.providing entrY-level training, over 90 percent 
requ1re th1S t~a1n1n~ of all new personnel. Approximately 5 percent 
of.these agenc1es wa~ve the entry-level training requirement for' 
Ch11d care workers W1th prior experience in juvenile corrections. 
Only about 4 percent of these agencies provide training on a 
selective basis. 

Such t~aining is provi~ed almost exclusively at the facility where the 
new Ch1ld care worker 1S employed. Only a small proportion of 
agencies uti~i~e c~ntr~1iz~d training facilities, such as regional 
or state tra~nlng lns~l~u~lons, and an even smaller proportion use 
local educatlonal faCll1tles or other agencies. 

The pattern in the location of entry-level training is not expected 
t? charyge Significantly in the next two years, although tne 
dlrect10n of.t~e changes anticipated by agency executives surveyed 
b-¥ NMS.ar~ slmllar to those 'noted fer adult corrections. The execu
t1ves 1nd1cate that there should be a moderate decline in the 
utilization of the facility where a new child care worker is em-
~loyed fo~ entry-1~v~1 training. The responses also forecast an 
lncrease 1n the ut111zation of state and regional facilities and 
t~e ~s~ of the facilities of other correctional agencies. M~st 
slgnlf1cant is the magnitude of increase expected in the use of 
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local educational facilities. Although the number of agencies 
involved is small, the responding executives indicate a doubling 
of the use of thi s reSOU}'ce wi thi n two years. 

12. Duration of entry-level training. The estimated average length 
is approximately 30 hours. The smaller agencies appear to be 
devoting the least amount of time for this purpose. However, the 
difference between the smaller agencies and the other agencies 
providing training is relatively slight. 

13. Examination of the distribution of personnel among the agencies 
suggests that the picture is somewhat better than is apparent 
from the agency data alone. However, the general pattern does 
not s\ignificantly alter the conclusion that entry-level training 
is ne'ther widely nor extensively provided in juvenile corrections. 

14. Wit~he exception of training schools, the duration of training 
provided does not vary significantly among different types of 
agencies. 

15. Given the uniformly low level of training indicated in the data, 
it would be·superfluous to attempt a detailed assessment based 
upon fixed standards. 

16. Content of entry-level training. The heaviest coverage of training 
topics for child care workers is in the areas of custody, agency 
policy, and security. Beyond this, moderate coverage is provided 
for such topics as report writing, counseling s and child psychology; 
and a less amount is provided for law, race relations, drug and 
alcohol treatment, sex education, and vocational counseling. This 
pattern is maintained with minor exceptions across all sizes of 
agencies. 

17. Although custody and policy-related topics are provided most 
frequently by all types of agencies, they are most often covered 
in juvenile detention faci1itie~ and juvenile ranches, camps, and 
farms. Counsel ing techniques a~;e more frequently covered in 
agencies other than detentiontacilities, particularly among 
training schools and halfway houses. Topics such as law and 
adolescent and child psychology are uniformly among the topics 
provided with less frequency by all types of agencies~ However, 
despite the variations noted above, the magnitude and relative 
priority of training coverage does not appear to reflect major 
differences among types of agencies. 

18. In-service training. In 1975, approximately 64 percent of all 
juvenile corrections agencies provided some form of in-service 
training to their experienced child care worke.rs. Approximately 
70 percent of these agencies provided this training in addition 
to an entry-level program. In approxi.mately 20 percent of all 
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agencies, in-service training is the only form of training 
provided. Thus, juvenile agencies appear to place greater 
reliance on in-service training than adult corrections agencies, 
and are generally more likely to provide in-service than entry-

~ level training. 

19. The proportion of child care workers recelvlng in-service 
training in agencies providing such training is considerably 
larger than in adult corrections. 

20. It can be estimated that only about one-half of all child care 
workers actually receive in-service training during a given year. 

21. The primary location of in-service training is the juvenile facility 
itself. 

22. Duration of in-service training. The average duration of in
service training provided was approximately 35 hours in 1975. 
This is slightly more than the estimated average of 30 hours 
provided in entry-level training programs, and considerably less 
than the average duration estimated for adult correctional officers. 

23. There appears to be relatively little variation among the various 
types of agencies. 

24.. Content of in-service training. The pattern of topics covered 
in in-service training appears to be different from that noted 
in the case of entry-level training. 'Although the overall hierarchy 
of topics is maintained, in a number of cases certain topics are 
more often covered in in-service than in entry-level programs. 
The clearest example is counseling techniqUeS, which is provided 
in almost 80 percent of in-service programs .. By contrast, this 
topic is covered in entry-level programs by only 66 percent of 
the agencies. Department policies, covered in almost all entry
level programs, is provided by on1y 67 percent of the in-service 
programs. Finally, topics related to child and adolescent psychology 
are provided by approximately 40 percent of the entry-level programs, 
but are covered by 64 percent of agencies providing in-service 
training. These differences suggest that in-service training, in 
addition to being more widely provided than entry-level, is also 
more diversified in content. However, an examination of other . 
training topics covered with a high degree of frequency--supervision 
of juveniles, management of disruptive behavior, and maintenance' 
of discipline~-suggest that in-se~vJce programs remain heavily 
ori ented toward custody and:~e(;uri ty topics. 

25. In-service programs involve considerably more variation across 
types of agencies. Juvenile detent'ion facilities appear to 
emphasize training in such topics as the supervision of juveniles 
counseling techniques, alcohol anq drug. treatment programs, and 
vocational counseling. They also provide more coverage of legal 
topics than the other types of agencies. Ha,lfway houses and group 
homes appear to provide training in counseling techniques, child 
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and adolescent psychology, sex education, and vocational 
counseling slightly more ofte~ than the other ~uvenile fac~lities 
although the proportions rema1n extremely low 1n all agenc1~s. 
At the same time, they provide training in the control of d1S
ruptive behavior, discipline, report writing, medical treatment, 
legal topics, and race rela~ion~ le~s frequeryt!y than the other 
agencies. The more secure lnst1tut1ons--tra1n1ng schools, and.ranch 
camp and farm facilities--appear to be similar in terms of the1~ 
training coverage, although training schools train in legal tOP1CS 
and topics related to the maintenance of discipline and the super
vision of juveniles less often than the ranch, camp, or farm 
facilities. The latter appear to cover psychological topics less 
often than any of the other type of juvenile agency. 

As in the case of entry-level training, the coverage of topics 
in in-service training closely matches the priorities suggested 
by the executives. 

Major findings relating to training for child care workers. In 
summary, the major findings derived from the analysis so far are 
as follows: 

There appears to have been relatively little growth in the amount 
of training provided in juvenile corrections in the last 7 to 10 
years. 

Training levels, in terms of number of agencies providing training, 
remain significantly low, both for entry-level training and for in
service training. 

The duration of the training provided remains far below suggested 
standards. Only a small proportion of agencies meet or exceed .. 
the minimum training standard of 100 hours for entry-level traln1ng 
standard of 100 hours for entry-level training, and less than 50 
percent of agencies providing in-service training meet or exceed 
the minimum standard of 40 hours. 

The location of training is primarily the employing agency, al-
though in-service training programs appear to utilize a somewhat broa! 
broader range of facilities than entry-level programs. 

The content' of the training provided generally conforms to both 
the ~elative priorities of juvenile corrections executives and to 
the primary skills and knowledge required of child care workers. 

The content of the training itself appears to be heavily oriented 
toward primary custodial, policy, and security topics. 

" _ On the ba.sis of these findings, it can be suggested that the overall 
~ condition of training in juvenile corrections is one of serious 

waakness with respect to the incidence of provision and in the 
duration of the training provided. This in turn strongly implies 
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that, despite the apparent congruence of training content to the 
demands of the occupation, the training itself is of doubtful value, 
considering the limited amount of time devoted to it. In addition, 
the significant number of agencies providing no training whatsoever 
further aggravates the deficiency in this area. 

D. Training for Probation and Parole Officers 

2. 

3. 

~4. 

5. 

~7. 

In general, juvenile probation agencies are more likely to provide 
training than adult agencies. In adult probation, 36 percent of the 
agencies do not offer training, while among juvenile agencies this 
proportion is 25 percent. Among agencies in which both adult and 
juvenile offenders are served, the proportion not providing train-
ing is also 25 percent. . 

A larger proportion of juvenile that adult probation agencies provide 
both entry-level and in-service training. However, in agencies pro
viding probation services to both adult and juvenile offenders. the 
proportio~ providing both forms of training is larger than that among 
agencies serving either adult or juvenile offenders exclusively. 

No variation among these three types of agencies is apparent with 
respect to the proportions providing only entry-level or only in
service training. 

Parole agencies. The pattern is the opposite of that found among 
probation agencies: adult agencies are more likely to provide 
training than juvenile agencies. Only 10 percent of adult parole 
agencies fail to provide training for their personnel,while 21 
percent of juvenile agencies provide such training. When adult 
and juvenile parole functions are combined, however, the data indi
cate that all agencies provide some form of training. 

The type of trainin9 in the area of parole also varies by the class 
of offender served. Among adult parole agencies 9 72 percent provide 
both entry and in-service training. Among juvenile agencies, the 
proportion providing both fOt~s of training is only 45 percent. 
However, agencies combining adult and juvenile parole functions pro
vide both entry and in-service training more frequently (75 percent) 
than either adult or juvenile agencies. 

Consolidated probation and parole agencies. Combined adult agencies 
provide some training in 91 percent of the cases examined, whereas 
87 percent of combined juvenile agencies and 84 percent of combined 
adult and juvenile probation and parole agencies provide some form 
of training to their personnel. 

To summarize, the most important factor with respect to the provi
sion of training appears to be organizational centralization. In 
almost all cases, consolidated agencies are more likely to provide 
training than agencies in which functions are specialized. Parole 
agencies, usually organized on a statewide basis, provide training 
more frequently than probation agencies. The distinction between 
agencies serving adult or juvenile offenders also appears to be 
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significant with respect to training. In the probation area, 
adult agencies are more likely to train than juvenile agencies. In 
the area of parole, the opposite pattern is true: juvenile agencies 
are more likely to train than adult agencies. In general, however, 
the amount of training provided by agencies organized on a combined 
basis is superior to that provided by other types of agencies. 

8. Entry-level training. As in juvenile corrections, the prOV1S10n of 
entry-level training in probation and parole agencies lags behind 
the provision of in-service training. Combining agencies providing 
only entry-level training and agencies providing both forms of 
training, it is suggested that entry-level training is provided by 
approximately 58 percent of probation and parole agencies. 

9. As in adult and juvenile corrections, the most common site of train
ing is the agency in which the new officer is to be employed. 

10. The average duration of training provided to new probation and parole 
officers is 61 hours. 

11. There is relatively little variation in the amount of training pro
vided among probation agencies, parole agencies, and combined pro
bation and parole agencies when examined in the aggregate. 

12. Probation agencies. In the area of probation there are significant 
differences between agencies providing services to adult offenders 
and agencies providing services to juvenile offenders. Juvenile 
agencies appear to provide significant'ly more training at entry 
level than agencies providing services to adult offenders. 

13. Parole agencies. A broader variation in the duration of training 
provided by parole agencies is found when the class of offender served 
is controlled. Adult agencies appear to provide significantly more 
entry-level training than either juvenile parole agencies or combined 
adult and juvenile agencies. 

14. Consolidated probation and parole agencies. Consolidated agencies 
are more likely to provide training than agencies providing only 
probation or parole services exclusivelY. However, with respect 
to the duration of training provided, these agencies are only 
marginally superior. Controlling for the class of offender served, 
there is little variation in the average length of training provided. 

E. Assessment of the length of Entry-level Training 

1. Among the individual types of agencies adult parole appears to come 
closest to meeting the standard of 100 hours. However, juvenile 
parole agencies appear to perform at a significantly poorer level 
in relation to the standard. Within the area of probation, only 
juvenile probation appears to have a significant number of agencies 
meeting or exceeding the standard. The consolidated agencies appear 
to perform the best in relation to the standard of 100 hours, with 
the adult and juvenile consolidated agencies having over half of 
the agencies meeting or exceeding the standard. 
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Chart VI-5 presents the findings of that analysis with respect 
t? the tasks.most c?mmonly performed by adult and juvenile proba
t10n an~ par11e offlcers. The tasks are r,:lnked according to the 
proport10n of officers indicatir,g that they performed the task 
and the amount of time they devoted to the task. 

Chart VI-5 

Primary Tasks Performed by Adult Probation and 
Parale Officers 

~stablishes ~eriod~c verbal or personal contact schedule ... and 
1nst~u~ts cl1en~ w1th re~pect to required conformity fo the 
cond1t10ns of h1S probat10n, parole, or incarceration. 

Establishes and maintains case fi'le and evaluates information 
to determine the client's progress and needs. 

Modified probation, parole, or correctional program in view of 
client's needs. 

Advises or.counsels ~lients ... concerning conditions of probation, 
parole or. 1ncClrcerat10n, hoUSing, education, community services, 
and.management of personal affairs to establish realistic and 
soc1ally acceptable behavior patterns. 

Advises and counsels clients family and/or handles complaints 
on problems in dealing with client. 

Prepares recommendations, reports, and dispositional plans on 
clients, for courts, parole board, or classification board. 

The data indicate that there appear to be no major differences 
between tye types of duties performed by adult and juvenile officers 
~nd ~hat the ?vera~l ranking of.ta~ks bet~een these two occupations 
1S ~1rtuallY 1dent1cal. Thus, 1t 1S posslble to discuss the pro
batlon and parole role generically without reference to the class 
of offender served by the officers. 

Those areas found to have a significant deficiency between desired 
and a~tual levels of expertise in~luded: knowledge of investigative 
tec~n,ques; knowledge of the requ1rements for the revocation of pro
bat~on or parole status, and other laws and rules pertaining to pro
batlon and parole; knowledge of the philosophy of the probation and 
parole agency where employed; knowledge of the various forms records 
and other materials util~zed in probation and parole; the ability to ' 
d~velo~ plans for probatloners and parolees; the preparation of case 
hlstorles~ the development.ofcommunity resources; crisis intervention; 
and ~nowledge of the functlons of correctional institutions. 

------
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Not all of the above topics are most conveniently learned through 
formalized training, as opposed to normal on-the-job-experience. 
However, the indication of significant gaps between desired and 
actual levels of understanding in these areas may suggest that such 
topics would be given a high priority in training programs. 

The priorities expressed by executives do not appear to coincide 
precise1y with the priorities suggested by the occupational analysis 
discussed above. The largest difference is in the apparent level 
Jf importance attached to legal topics and to basic offic~ policies 
and procedures. These areas, where a significant level of deficiency 
was thought to exist, appear to be assigned a strong emphasis by only 
approximately 50 percent of the executives. Crisis intervention, an 
additional area where a deficiency was thought to exist, was assigned 
strong emphasis by 53 percent of executives. 

Apart from these differences, however, executives appear to assign 
a high priority to most of the major areas where entry-level officers 
were thought to be deficient. 

In general there is little variation in the enphasis given to the 
various training topics between the various types of agencies. 

Summary and conclusions. In general, the status of training in 
probation and parole is similar to that in juvenile corrections. 
That is, although a majority of agencies provide some form of train
ing to either their new or incumbent personnel, there are very clear 
areas of deficiency in both the quality and quantity of the training 
provided. 

* Approximately 20 percent of all agencies provide no training 
whatsoever. 

* Only half of all agencies provide both entry and in-service 
training. 

* The amount of training provided both entry and in-service is 
significantly below the proposed national standards in'the 
majority of agencies. 

* The most apparent factor explaining the level of training 
provided is centralization. That is parole,agencies and con
solidated agencies are more likely to train than locally~based 
probation agencies. 

* The content of the. training appears to coincide with the primary 
requirements of the position but more closely relfects the 
priorities of executives. 

* Certain areas, primarily legal requirements, are neglected 
during training. 

* A major problem is the large number of agencies providing only 
in-service training where, given the low overall duration of 
training and the restricted cove~age of topics, there appears 
to be a lack of adequate topical coverage. 
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* The prospects for future improvement in the quality and quantity 
of training appear to be moderately favorable, although less 
favorable than in other areas of corrections. 

In summary, probation and parole appears t? offer a ~rimary t~rget 
for efforts to upgrade training in correctlons~ part~c~larl~ In the 
area of probation. Although a certain amount of traln1~g mlght be 
foregone because of the ?verall higher e~ucational attalnmen~ of 
probation and parole offlcer, there remal~s a need to.establlS~ some 
instruction in certain areas not customarlly covered In educatlonal 
programs. 

Supervisory Training in Corrections 

1. Contents not applicable. 

Training for Correctional Treatment and Educational Personnel 

1. In juvenile agencies in 1975, where.the overal~ ratio of treat~ent 
and education specialists is mu~h.hlgrye~ ~han 1n.a~ult correct10ns, 
the proportion of agencies provld1ng 1nlt1a~ tralnlng to these personnel 
was appeoximately 52 percent, as compared wlth 76 percent of adult 
corrections agencies. 

Table VI-42 indicates a significant variation in-the provision of 
training by type of juvenile correction$ a~en~y. A~th?ugh the over
all pattern is not indicative of broad var1at10ns~ lt 1S clea~ that 
juvenile detention and half-way houses are less l1kely to tra1n new 
treatment personnel than training schools and ranch, camp, or farm 
facilities. The constant factor here ap~ears ~o be.the.fact th~t 
in the former facilities the period of t1me.a.J~Venlle ~s held 1S 
gerlerally shorter than in the other two facll1tles. ThlS may sug
gest that treatment functions are less crucial to ~he temporary 
facilities, thus reducing the apparent need to ~raln •. In the half
way houses and group homes, which are more h~a~11Y orlented.tQward 
rehabilitative processes, the neglect of tralnmg may be ralsedas 
a significant area of deficiency, Th~ ~r~blem he~e, however~ may be 
the relatively small size of such facll1tles, maklng regularlzed 
training difficult to sustain. 
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Table VI .. 42 

Percentage of Juvenile Corrections Agencies 
Proviqing Entry-Level Tra~ning for Treatm~~~5and 

Educational Staff, by rype of Agency, 

Percentage of Total Number 
Type of Agency 

All agencies 
Juvenile detention center 
Training school 
Ranch, Camp, or farm 
Halfway house/group home 

Other 

,,~~;=::-~~.:!:;I.,~~l:P'Cfl-«e-''t«'~I'''r'· . . 

Agencies Traini~g 

45.1 
60.2 
61.5 
43.1 
64.6 
51.7 

of Agencies 

193 
118 

65 
86 
31 

493 
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Table VI-44 indicates that the length of training provided to 
treatment personnel in juvenile corrections agencies averaged 
31 hours, far less than in adult agencies. Juvenile detention 
facilitles and juvenile halfway houses tend to provide less trafn
ing than either the training schools or the ranch, camp, and farm 
facilities. 

Table VI-44 

Length of Entry-Level Training Provided to New Treatment and 
Educational PerSonnel in Juvenile Corrections, by Type of Agency, 1975 

(Percentage of agencies) 

Hours of Training 

Total 1-16 17-40 41 .. 80 81 or . Number 
More of 

Average 
Length 

. ';I~genc i es ('In Hours) . 

100.0 37.2 44.3 13.3 5.2 255 30.9 
100.0 44.8 47.1 8.0 0.0 87 22.7 
100.0 28.2 . 40.8 21.2 9.8" 71 39.1 
100.0 22.7 60.0 12.8 0.5 40 36.8 
100.0 45.9 40.5 8.1 5.5 . .:: 37 26.5 
100.0 50.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 20 34.3 

........ 
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H. Major Findings and Conclusions in Correctional Training 

1. Adult corrections.* 

2. Juvenile Corrections. 

3. 

Juvenile corrections is by far the most deficient of the three 
correctional areas, in terms of provision uf training. Twenty
eight percent of the agencies provide no training, 21 percent 
provide only in-service training and only 43 percent provide both 
entry and in-service training. Smaller and less secure facilities 
appear to be the most deficient in providing training. 
Almost all agencies providing entry training require it of all new 
employees and the average proportion receiving in-service training 
was 72 percent. 
The location of the training was, as in adult corrections, most 
often the employing agency itself although there was a growing 
trend toward centralized facilities, and greater use was being 
made of educational facilities. This latter trend is more pro
nounced in in-service training than in entry-level training. 
The duration of the training was the lowest of the three sectors 
of corrections. The average length~f entry and in-service training 

I 
was 30 and 34 hours, respectively. \rThere was the expected relation

- ship between size a-nd length of training, an~ again, smaller and 
less secure facilities performed the poorest~ 
The content of the training varies between entry level and in-
service courses and by facility type. The pattern is that of i. 

greater emphasis on policies, procedures~ and custodial functions 
during entry level training, and greater emphasis upon counseling 
and psychology in in-service training. NMS staff concluded, based 
on occupational analysis, that there was a need for a better balance 
of training between custody and human relations skills. 

Probation and parole. 

Adult parole and juvenile probat'ion provide the greatest amount of 
training. 

4. Correctional supervisors.*~ 

5. Correctional treatment and educational personnel. 

Approximately 76 percent of adult agencies provide entry-level 
training to treatment and e9ucational personnel compared with 
45 percent of juvenile agencies providing such training. The 
average length of this trainingcis 71 hours in adult corrections 
and 31 hours in juvenile corrections. 
In adult corrections the provision of training to treatment and 
educational per.sonnel varies by size, larger agencies tending to 
provide traill:i.ng more' often than smaller agencies. No clear pattern 
was found in juvenile corrections. 

6. 

7. 

!i 
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General findings. 

, , 

r~ep~~~~~~l ~uper~ority of adult corrections over the other areas 
. y ue, 1n part, to the fact that standards for adult 

agenc1es are set at the state level in most cases h . 
ctahse Ofdjuvenile corre:t~o~s ~he training program~ :r~r~~~t 1~f~~~ 

e pro ucts of 10ca1 1n1t1at1ve. 

Recommendations. ~ 

:he area most in need, on the basis of first riorit . . ' 
1mprovement with respect to t " " ~ y, of lmmedlate 
has been found to b d f' . ra~nlng lS Juvenlle correctl0ns. It 
and in the amount o~ ~ lC1ent 1~ the gener~l .pro~ision of training 
that do provide train{n~e s~t aSl~e for tr~l~lng 1n those agencies 
common ~n jUVenile<c~r~e~tio~~e~~~~o~{h~~a~~~~~'o~l~~~~~~t~~n~es~s 
~r~~con area of deflclency. The amount of training pr,Qvided to 
for ~~~~;df:rs~~~~~ ap~~~~~ lyto ~te no mobre adequate than that provided 
t .. '. .. ,1 can e suggested tha t the need for 
dra1nt1~g 1nl Juve~11e corrections is not greatly modified by the 

e uca lona atta1nment of its pers 1 I h 
personnel tne diff . ~nne. n t e case of custodial 
juvenile staff is er~nce In.educatl0n~1 attainment of adult and 

~~~~~It~~~ ~~~a~i~~~!I~~!~l~~~~ta~~ j~V;~~I~a;~a~~ ~~e~;~~!lj~r-

.{ 
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Chart VI-9 

Future Skill and Knowledge Expanded Requirements for Correctional Personnel 

Juvenile Community-Basea 
Counselor/Caseworker _ 

Community Resource Development 
Youth Counseli~g in More Difficult 

Correcttonal Setting 
Individualization of Client Relationships 
Wider Understanding of Social and 

E~otional Disorders 
If 

'I 

Juvenile Institutioi 
Counselor/Caseworker 

One to One or "Small Group Counseling 
Crisis Intervention 
Court Appearances 
Volunteer Group Interfaces 
Community Resource Development 

House Parent-Juvenile 
Youth Service Worker 

(Institutions) 

Juvenile Community-Based 
Administrators 

Leadership Skills 
Fiscal and Budget 
Management 

Emergency Handling 
Investigation and Search 
Staff/Youth Interaction Procedures 
Court Appearantes 
Detention Treatment Planning 

Juvenile Institution 
Correctional Administrator 

Leadership Skills 

Planning and Evaluation Techniques 
Administration of Volunteer Groups 

Crisis Management 
Staff/Youth Relationships 
Fiscal and Budget 
Management 
Planning and Evaluation Techniques 

r,~~ _____________ -_~ ______________ ",_ .. ~_. ____ _ 

... 17.,. 

Chart VI-10 

Newer Job and Expanded Role Developments in Correctjons 

Juvenile and Adult Corrections 
(Institutional and Community-Based) 

Planning Specialists 
Community Service Worker 
Youth Counselor (composite counselor 

and houseparent roles) 
Recreation Specialist 
Community Resources Manager 
Job Developers 

I. 

Juvenile Probation and Parole 

Intake Specialist . 
Court Liaison Specialist 
Vocational Specialist 
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NMS REVIEW AND ANALYSIS ATTACHMENT 

,NMS RANKING 

l) Increase Personnel 

2) Legal Education 

3) In-Service Trai~ing 

REVIEWER RANK!NG 

1) Deinstit~tionaltzation* 

2) Restitution* 

Volume IV 
NEED PRIORITIES 

3) Youth Advocacy/Due Process* 

4) Diversion 

5) Legal Education/ In-service Training 

6) Increase Personnel 

EXAMPLES OF IDENTIFIED PROGRAM EFFORTS UNDERWAY BY LEAA 

The asteriked priority needs (diversion and legal education as well) 

are all being addressed by programs of the Office of Juvenile Justice 

and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). The Office has underway major 

action programs on diversion, deinstitutionalization of status offenders, 

and restitution. An action program on youth advocacy is currently 

being developed for funding this.fiscal year. 

* Priorities not based on NMS Analysis 

i 
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Through the OJJDP's National Institute for Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention training is currently being provided in the 

deinstitutionalization and legal education areas. In the latter 

area, training is provided in "law-related education" for adults 

and juveniles and also in-service training for juvenile court 

judges and other court-related personnel. The Otfice's Institute 

also has a number of research, evaluation, program development 

projects underway in the top four priority areas. In addition, the 

Office also provides technical assistance in the top five priority 

areas. 

1 

11 

REVIEWER CONCLUSION SECTION 

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act o.f 1974, 

as amended requirf:s that OJJDP give priority at this time to 

deinstitutionalization, restitution, and youth advocacy. It also 

mandates that high priority be given to diversion of youth from 

the juvenile justice system. The law-related education training 

mandate was added in the coUrse of the 1977 amendments to the JJDP 

Act. 

Restitution programs must be implemented, not only in conjunction 

with diversion programs, but also as alternatives to incarceration 

(at the adjudication stage). Therefore, training focused on these 

two program approaches must be given first priority. Emphasis in 

such training must be placed on adherence to due process and 

recognition of children's rights. The central theme of such train-

ing should be "youth advocacy". 

It is not infrequent that diverted juveniles appear to be drawn 

from first offenders and youths charged with minor violations, but 

the~e youngsters are often informally counseled and released or warned 

and cited. Ultimately, any lessening impact from diversion on the 
. -

juveni1e court workload must be attri buted to diverting juvenlles who 

would have otherwi~e been petitioned or detained. Diverting certain 

types of offenders, particularly if the population of el,igibles is 

not carefully defined or appropriately targeted, could likely result 

in no worklo.ad reduction. It cannot be assumed that diversion 
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automatically leads to reducing backlogs and delay; it is therefore 

recommended that equally high priority be given to considering the 

nature of the population deemed eligi.ble and its implications for 

court workload, as well as to assuring the extension of due process 

rights and procedural protections. It should also be. stated that 

a slowdo\'Jn in the rate of growth of the teenage population may not 

necessati:ly result in a decreased adjudicative workload. 

Priority must also be given to provision of law-related education 

for youth and adults. Such education will serve to inform them 

of their rights and responsibilities under the law, thereby increas

ing the likelihood of law-abiding behavior on the part of youth, and 

increasing their understanding of the operations of our Nation1s 

juvenile justice apparatus. 

Lowest priority is given to increasing the number of juvenile court 

personnel. As is pointed out in the. volume, case ba.cklogs for juvenile 

cases during fiscal year 1975 did not show any significant change, and 

juvenile cases required a relatively short period of time for proceSs

ing when compared to felony and civil cases. Emphasis on improved 

utilization of existing personnel with a focus on increasing quality 

is believed a better objective for which to strive. 

II 

VOLUME FOUR 

COURTS 

(CHILDREN AND YOUTH) 



Review and Analysis of Volume Four (Courts) of The National 
Manpower Survey of the Criminal Justice System 

The following outlines provide a means to readily identify the findings, 

needs, conclusions and recommendations contained in Volume Four (Courts) of 

The National Manpower Survey which specifically pertain to the juvenile justice 

court system. A separate outline for each chapter provides this information. 

Chapters not specifically addressing the juvenile justice court system will 
.~ 

be noted as such. Where need priorities are established regarding the 

juvenile justice court system, they will be clearly specified in the outline. 

The Reviewer Conclusion Section will come at the end, following all the chap-

ter outlines and the rank ordering of need priorities. 
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Chapter II. Current Manpower Assessment 

A. Introduction:' 

1. co~nt is not applicable 
Ii 

B. Description of the Adjudicative Process: 
\' 

1. ~cintent .is not applicable 

C. Organizational and Emplo,yment Characteristics 

1. 

'" 2. 

Juvenile.c~u~ts,gerierallY classed with limited jurisdiction courts, 
may be dlvlslons of a general or limited jurisdiction trial court a sep~rate court, or part of a special jurisdiction. court, ~uch a; 
~ fam~ly court or probate court. In 1973, approximateiy 3,000 
Juvenl1e courts and 3,200 judges with juvenile jurisdiction re
ported spending full-time on juvenile matters. 

An ;~po~t~nt feature of juvenile courts is that nonjudicial or 
p~ra~udlclal.pers~nryel may make judicial decisions including fact
fln~ln~ ~r dlSposltlon. In some states, these functions are handled 
by ~udlcla~ referees, while in others, they are performed by pro-
'b~t~on offlcers. In.only 9 of the 28 states having .statutory pro
vls~on for referees 1S there a requirement that the referees be law 
tra1ned, even when acting in a parajudicial capacity. 

Many prosecution offices have civil as well as criminal law 
respo~sibilities and deal with juvenile delinquency cases as well 
as adult crime. Responses to the NMS Survey, which was limited to 
~ta~e and county legal offic~s having prosecution responsibilities, 
~ndlc~te that ... larger agenc1es were less likely to adjudicate 
J~venllecases or.to have civ~l law responsibilities, but were more 
llkely to.engage 1n appellate proceedings than smaller offices. 
Large offlces are located primarily in metropolitan jurisdictions 
where a se~a~ate office of the corporation counsel is often avail: 
able for C1Vll law matters and for nonfelony criminal or juvenile 
matters. 

D. Judicial Process Occupations: 

I. content is not applicable 

E. Assessment of Manpower Needs: 

1. One available.indicator of ad~udicative workload trends is the 
number of dellnquency cases dlsposed of by juv~nile courts. This 
rose by about ,SO percent between 1965 and J 970, but by 1 ess than 
.~ percent between.1970and 1973. The relatively small increase 
In,the lcttter perlod may be due jn part to the slowdown in the 
rate of growth of the !een-age p~pulation in the early 1970's as 
contrasted to ··very rapld growth 1n the preceding decade. 
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The trends available do point to some slow down in the overall 
rate of growth of crime-related adjudicative workloads during 
the first four years of the current decade, as compared to the 
very sharp rates of increase between 1965 and 1970. This slow
down has been most apparent, in the case of Part II offenses and 
of juvenile delinquency cases. Both of these categories of cases 
impact, primarily, on the workload of the lower courts, rather 
than on that of courts of general jurisdiction or of prosecution 
and defense agencies.' /~\ .. 

\\ 

Since the number of persons charged with Part I\Offenses rose by 
33 percent, whereas the indicators of Part II charges and of 
juvenile delinquency cases rose much more slowly. these c~mpar
isons suggest that state and local judicial process agenc1es were 
more adequately staffed in 1974 than in 1970, in relation to 
criminal caseloads. 

General jurisdiction trial courts who responded to the NMS survey 
in 1976 reported that, on the average, judges devoted about 51 
percent of their work time to civil cases, as compared to .37 per
cent to criminal cases, ~ percent to juvenile cases, and 5 percent 
to traffic offenses. Data indicate that the number of civil cases 
pending greatly exceeded other types of cases in fi sca-' year 1975. 
Case backlogs increased by 10 percent for felony cases, and by 13 
percent for civil cases during that year, with no signficant 
change in backlogs for either misdemeanors or juvenile cases. 
Estimates of the number of months required to process pending 
cases were also computed for each type of case, by relating 
the size of these backlogs to actual dispositions during the year. 
These ranged, at the end of fiscal year 1975, from about three 
months for pending misdemeanors and juvenile cases, to nearly 
six months for felony cases, and ten months for civil cases. 

fhe NMS survey of prosecutors requested information on the 
attitudes ar judgments of chief prosecutors concerning their 
agencies' manpower needs, as well as statistics on actual employ
ment and caseloads for their agencies. The survey wa? limited 
to state and county offices identified as having criminal prose
cution responsibilities, and excluded municipal legal offices 
as well as those state and county offices with civil functions 
only. (N = 1178) About one-half of the prosecution agencies 
responding to the NMS survey on their manpower needs also pro
vided data on their actual criminal caseload~ in fiscal year 
1975. Based on these reports, ratios of case10ads per prose
cutor employed were computed. 

To provide a weighted ~ase1oad measure for all major categories of 
criminal cases handled by prosecution offices, a workload measure 
referred to as "felony equivalent cases" was constructed by 
assigning the following eighting fa~tors to non-felony cases: 
misdeme~nors, .375; juvenile cases, .750 and appeals, 6.0. In 
the absence of representative data on the relative amount of 
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staff time required for these categories of cases, the weights 
used were ~dapted f~om those ~ec~mmended for defender agencies 
by the Nat10nal Adv1sory Comm1ss10n on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals. 

Based on this measure, the median felony equivalent caseload per 
prosecutor w~s 340 for ageniceswith 10 or more employees, or 
more than tW1ce as great as the caseload of 154 per prosecutor 
for agencies with less than 5 employees. In the absence of any 
established case10ad standards for prosecutors, the above data 
cann~t b~ us~d to assess total manpowe~ needs of these agencies. 
The lmp11cat10n of the above comparisions is, however that the 
1ard~r prosecution offices have a large relative need'for additional 
staff attorneys to handle their criminal case10ads than do the 
small offices. 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals had recommended, in Standard 13.12, that defenders 
should have average annual workloads of no more than 150 felonies 
~nd a~so specified equivalents in workloads, for misdemeanors, ' 
Juven1le cases and appeals. Using the latter weighting factors, 
the actual felony equivalent caseload per full-time equivalent 
defender was found to be 192 in fiscal year 1975, for a limited 
sample of 4~ defender agencies, which reported all the needed 
data for th1S computation. This is about 28 percent greater than 
th~ standard propo~ed by the NAC. It must be emphasized that 
th1S ~mall sample 1S not nece5sarily representative of all defender 
agenc1es. Standard 13.12 states: . 

••. that defender case10ads per attorney should not 
e~ceed more than 150 felony cases per year, or 400 
mlsdemeanor cases 5 or 200 juvenile cases or 25 appeals. 

~onsidering only the requirements for representation of indigents 
1n f~lo~y an~ non-t~affic misdemeanor trials and direct appeals, 
and 1n Juvenl1e dellnquency cases for actions which would be 
a crime if committed by an adult, the National Legal Aid and 
Defense Association study estimated a need for about 17 300 
staff sttorneys in defender agencies (public and contra~t) for the 
defense of indigents . 

The above approaches have clearly yielded widely divergent estimates 
of defender manpower needs. The analysis of caseloads per 
attorney fol" a small samp'le of these agenices, in relation to 
sta~dards recommended by the NAC, yielded a somewhat higher 
est~mate, in excess of 28 ~ercent. In contrast, the NLADA 
~st~mates of the.total "un1v.erse of need" for defender services 
lndlcated a requlrement for a six fold increase in defenders 
on.a full-tim~ equivaleryt ba~is. Several factors probably c~n
t~lbute to thlS gross d1spar1ty. The major one appears to be that 
the ~L~DA analysis ~f ~equirements is based on the proposed standard 
proV1d1ng that all 1ndlgents charged with a felony, misdemeanor 
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or with juvenile delinquency are to be represented from the time 
of arrest. 

F. Summary 

1. The relatively slow increase in both misdemeanor charges and 
juvenile delinquency cases suggests, particularly, some possible 
amelioration in the heavy pressures upon th~lower, or limited 
jurisdition courts during this period. 

'i. 
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Chapter I II. 
Agencies: 

Introduction: 

The Outlook For Employment in JUdicial Process 
Manpower Projections to 1985 

C) 

1. Content is not applicable 

The Projection Scenario: 

1. Youth, and particularly disadvantaged youth, are much more crime 
prone--both because they have the highest unemployment rates and 
the most limited earnings potential in 1ega1 pursuits, and because 
they are more likely to take risks than more mature individuals. 
Key ~ariables may affect future crime trends; among them are 
trends in the proportion of youth in the population, and trends in 
the concentration of population in urban areas. 

Among these factor's, one of the most important--and predictabl e-
is the proportion of youth in our population. The sharp escalation 
of crime rates in the mid-1960's coincided with the "coming of 
age" of the large, post-World War II, baby-boom generation. During 
these years, juveniles and younger adults accounted for a large and 
growing share of those apprehended for many categories 'of serious 
crime. The outlook now is for a reversal of this trend. In the 
past decade and a half, rapid growth in the number of youths and 
young adults, aged 15-24 years, increased that group from 13.4 
percent of the population in 1960 to 18.7 percent in 1974. This 
proportion will stabilize in the period 1974-80; and will drop 
significantly to 16.4 percent by 1985. 

2. The crime rate, as measured by the FBI Index for Serious (Part I) 
Offenses, is expected to continue to grow between 1974 and 1980 
due, in part, to the continued high average unemployment levels 
projected fo~ this period. Its projected average growth rate of 
1.8 percent per year between 1974 and 1980 is much lower than 
for recent periods, however, as a result of the stabilization of the 
proportion of youth in the population. .A significant decline in. the 
crime rate is projected for the period 1980-85, at a rate of 
-3.9 percent annually, reflecting mainly the comb'ined effect of 
the reduction in the proportion of youth in the population and the 
assumed reduction in unemployment . 

Employment Projections 

1. The relatively slow employment growth anticipated for limited 
jurisdiction courts is associated with two trends, discussed in 
more detail late~ in thischapter~ This first is the relatively 
slow recent growth in ca~,eloads associated with Part II ,offenses, 
and iri Q juveni1e delinquency cases, 'which--in combination have 
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accounted for a major portion of lower court workloads. In 
part, these result from revisions in arrest policies and practices, 
resulting in de jure or de facto decriminalization of certain 
categories of offenses, such as public drunkenness. In part, they 
reflect increased reliance upon pre-trial diversion programs, 
particularly for juveniles and other first offenders. 

The goal of speedlng up the adjudicative process in criminal cases 
was given high priority in the report of the National Advisory 
Commission on Standards and Goals, as well as in other recent 
public critiques of the existing system. 1n addition to improvements 
in court organization and management, recommendations designed 
to expedite the adjudicative process have included proposals for 
decriminalization of certain categories of offenses and of ~iver
sion of certain types of offenders, as means of reduc~ng courts and 
correctional workload. 

D. Analysis of Selected Criminal Justice Issues and Trends 

1. NMS queried prosecutors concerning the extent to which arrest 
policies have been changed in their jurisdictions for specified 
offerlses in the past five years (either through legislative, 
judicial, or administrative actions), and about the effects of . 
these changes on the number of arrests. The results indicate 
that, where changes had occurred, the effect of the changes was 
predominantly to reduce arrests, particularly for such offenses 
as public intoxication, marijuana possession, and sale of 
pornographic material. 

When queried about the effects of revised arrest policies upon 
their manpower requirements, only between 12 percent and 16 
percent of prosecutors who reported decreased arrests as a re
sult of policy changes indicated that this change had reduced 
their offices~ manpower requirements. This may be attributable 
to the fact that, i~ many jurisdictions, county and state pro
secution offices playa limited role in prosecution of such 
offenses. Many are summarily disposed of by local police and 
magistrates, or by juvenile courts, without any direct involve
ment of either prosecution or defense attorneys. 

2. Forms of diversion are practiced, often quite informally, by all 
components of the criminal justice system. As examples, police 
may exercise discretion in determining whether formal charges 
should or should not be brought against an individual. Intake 
workers in juvenile court may divert children who in their 
judgment could be better served by social and rehabilitative 
measur~s .rather t~ary fo~al aryd usually punitive court processing. 
The ablllty to utlllze dlverslon as an alternative might be ex
pe~ted to contribute to reducing court backlogs and delay. The 
m~Jor ~orms of diversion being practiced today are pre-trial 
dlverslon, alcohol and drug diversion, juvenile diversion mental 
health treatment alternatives, and first offender program~. 
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The extent of formal pre-trial diversion programs and the~r 
manpower effects were probed in the NMS surveys ~f pr~batlo~ and 
parole chiefs, prosecutors, and defenders. For Juvenlles, In
formal probation or consent degree programs appear to be most 
common. 

E. Conclusions 

1. Content is not applicable 

... 



Chapter IV. Recruitment and Retention of Staff Attorneys!,!n 
Prosecut i on and ,I nd i gent Defen se Agenci es 

Contents Not Applicable 

A. 

B. 

Chapter V. Legal Education and Training 

Introduction: 

1. Before the advent of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
little specialized training was availab'le for judges, prosecutors 
or defenders, other than that provided in a few national programs. 
One of the first of these programs, the Appellate Judges Seminars 
sponsored by the Institute for JUdicial Administration, was initiated 
in 1956. In the early 1960s the National Colleges for State Trial 
Judges and Juvenile Justice opened their doors. But for the great 
majority of the judiciary,particular1y those judges serv:ng in 
courts of limited jurisdiction, no national training programs were 
"lvailable. 

Occupationil Analysis Findings 

1. Content is not applicable 

C. The Role of Law Schools in Preparation for Criminal Justice Careers 

D. 

1. 

2. 

The limitations of undergraduate law-school programs, as a~irect 
preparation for the positions of assistant prosecutor and assistant 
defender--are confirmed by respollses of chief prosecutors and public 
defenders to the NMS survey. A large proportion of the respondents 
considered law school graduates as inadequately prepared for such 
functions as tria) advocacy, criminal trial procedure, and juvenile 
family law and court procedures, in contrast to much more, favorable 
assessments of their preparation on such subjects as subs~antive 
criminal law, cQnstitutional law and legal ~thics. 

F'rom the standpoint of the law schools" the following improvements 
are reconmended:l) increased emphasis should be place 00 .. 
closely supervised clinical programs,preferably in the setting 
of an operational~gency. 2) Curriculum offerings in criminal 
justice should bi expanded along the lines proposed in an illustra
tive model curriculum with increased emphasis on practical legal 
skills. 3) Faculty and institutional improvement should also. be 
encouraged by supporting activities such as greater involvement 
in criminal justice"research, internships in criminal justice 
agencies and development of better linkages between law faculty 
and operating criminal justice agencies. 

Prosecutor Training 

1. Prosecution agencies which reported that they conducted in-house 
training programs were also requested to indicate the topics covered 
in these courses.' Subjects which are less frequently covered in'" 
clude juvenile and fa~ily law procedure, pretrial diversion and 
appellate advocacy, fn part because many prosecution agencies 
and staffs do not have responsibility for these functions, or < 
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because on-the-job training procedures are considered adequate. 

One of the more significant gaps in coverage appears to exist in 
the case of juvenile or family law procedure. About 85 percent 
of all prosecution agencies reported that they had responsibilities 
in this area. Yet, among those conducting in-house training, less 
than on-half included this topic in their program. There is no 
reason to believe that training for juvenile court responsibilities 
is less needed than training for adult criminal court responsibilities; 
the tasks are no 1 ess compo, ex or important. For exampl e, in juri s
dictions that include status offenses (i.e.,noncriminal behavior 
which may be against state law, the basis for a delinquency 
determination), a juvenile who is "out of control" may be prosecu
table; however, a parental claim to that effect may reflect 
parental neglect. A decision to prosecute the juvenile.requir~s 
social work investigation, for which the prosecuting attorney 1S 
not trained, nor is he even commonly aware of the need. Even 
ct"irninal behavi-or by the juvenile may be but a sympton of a 
dysfunctional family situation. Many jurisdictions resolve this 
problem by using probation intake staff to make the initial de
terminations of whether to charge the juvenile. But others do not, 
resting this responsibility solely with the prosecutor. In either 
case, the prosecutor needs to determine at charging or on subse-
quent review whether quasi-criminal proceedings will likely r~sul~ 
in a positive solution for the juvenile, the parents, and soc1ety. 
For even where a social worker has screened some cases, the 
prosecutor must have the option and the concomitant expertise to 
screen or divert others from further criminal-like proceedings. 

Defender Training 

1. Some indication of the potential need for defender training is 
provided by estimates, based on limited survey data, which imply 
that as many as 45,000 private attorneys were engaged to some 
extent in criminal or juvenile defense work in the United States. 
Of these, perhaps as many as 10,000 m1ght be considered criminal 
law specialists, while the remainder may engage in criminal or 
juvenile law work for less than one-fourth of their time. 

Information on the subjects covered in both entry-level and in
service programs conducted, in-house, by public defender agencies 
is included in Table V-l1. Certain subjects, such as constitutional 
law and criminal trial procedure, are included--with about the 
same frequency--in both entry-leve"' and in-service programs. En-
try level courses, however, more frequently cover certain basic 
practical skills such as case investigation, plea negotiation 
practices and preliminary hearing procedures, whereas more specialized 
subjects, such as evidence, substantive law developments and juvenile 
law are more frequently included 1n the courses for more experienced 
personnel. 
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2. Chief prosecutors and defenders were requested, in the NMS survey, 
to identify those specialized train1ng subjects, or courses, which 
they would recommend as being especially helpful for future in
cumbents in their position, as well as to separately indicate 
which of these courses they themselves had taken. 

One· method for identifying significant gaps in prosecutor and 
defehder training programs is to compare the proportions of re
spondents recommending particular training subjects with the pro
portion who have actually received training in these subjects. 

For prosecutors, these differences were 20 percent higher in a 
number of subjects of which juvenile law (20 percent) was one. 
Thus, for both prosecutors and defenders, these comparisons point 
to the need for increased emphasis on subjects outside of the 
traditional CLE curricula and which provide needed perspectives 
to prosecutors and defenders in their roles as criminal justice 
executives. 

Judicial Training 

1. 

2. 

Based on NMS field visits to 10 states, the state-level training 
programs offered to sitting judges are very.divers~ in th~i~ 
structure and content. The types of state In-serV1ce tra1n1ng 
seem to be organized into four diffe'r"ent.models, of , which t~o 
specifically address juvenile law. One 1S the sp~c1al seSS10n; 
it is usually directed at a special group of judges and deals 
with one special topic for a short period of time. A program at 
one of these sessions might include presentations by members of 
various post adjudicatory agencies such as community-based treat
ment programs, and drug and alcoholic diversion programs. ,Another 
type of special session is dir~cted at special classes of Judges 
and even non-judicial personnel. For example, many states have 
annual sessions for traffic court or juvenile court judges. 

The other model is a longer term training program lasting up to 
two weeks and just beginning in a number of larger states. These 
extended in-state programs are often called judicial colleges. In 
addition to orientation and training programs for new judges, the 
California Center for Judicial Education and Research conducts 
three institutes for justice, municipal, superior, and juvenile 
court judges and referees. 

Despite the recent growth of state-level training activities, a 
number of national~level organizations continue to be the major 
providers of systematic tra~ning for ~arious categories of j~dic~al 
personnel. These include flve LEAA-flnded programs among Wh1Ch 1S 
the Natianal College for Juvenile Justice. In addition, the 
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Institute for Court Management offers educational program~ for 
court administrators and juvenile court personnel, both of which 
may include judges. Some national training programs are also offered 
by other national professional organizations. Uia'J-

~ The largest of th~se programs is that of the NationalACollege.~ 
~ $tate 11 ;al~~es. The National College, located in Reno, Nevada, 

primarily offers two residential programs: In 1975, the National 
College conducted 23 tesident sessions, and courses provided in 
the resident sessions included family law. The LEAA-funded National 
College of Juvenile Justice sponsors four two-week residential 
progY'ams for judges and other juvenile justice personnel each year 
and joins with other organizations in presenting regional programs 
which are often cooperative efforts with state agencies. The 
curriculum is interdisciplinary,.with an emphasis upon the behavioral 
and social sciences. In 1975, the College participated in a number 
of such programs. Many of these were, however, for corrections and 
probat.ion personnel, rather than for the judiciary. Unly four tra in
ing programs were held in 1975 for judicial personnel in conjunction 
with the state courts. 

It should be noted that the organizational locus of juvenile courts 
varies from state to state, and that in many jur'isdictions, there 
are no specialized judges whose responsibilities are limited to 
juvenile cases. Such cases may be handled by a division of a 
general or limited jurisdiction court, by an element of a probate 
or family court or by a separate juvenile court. Nevertheless, 
the special status of juveniles under the law and the need for 
close linkages with probation agencies and with a variety of 
community resources and programs, requires specialized knowledge 
and training not adequately provided either ill undergraduate law 
school programs or in non-specialized CLE programs for judges or 
other adjudicative personnel. These are illustrated by a list 
of training topics of specialized interest to juvenile judges. 

G. Major Recommendation 

Continuing le~al education or ~n-service programs appear to be more 
generally avallable, through a combination of national, state and 
loc~l source:. ~owever~ ~he available ~nformation suggests some' 
ObV10US qualltatlve deflclences. Juvenlle law issues are often 
neg~ected .. A~ t~e same time, there is a need for increased emphaSis 
on lnt~r-dlsclp~lnary subjects, such as community resources and 
communl~y re~at~o~s, and on management training, for those incum
bents wlth slgnlflcant management responSibilities. 
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Chapter VI. TI1 C t A . . e our dmlnistrator 

1. Contents not applicable. 
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